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AbstratIt is fair to identify the motive of this dissertation with the paradoxial formulationof Gerhard von Rad, to the e�et that the essene of biblial Wisdom is dislosedwhere the sages artiulate this wisdom as inherently limited. This oinidene ofopposites has been widely embraed by ommentators and read as evidene for thesages' enounter with an in�nite divine transendene, to whih they responded inhumility, and by whih their epistemologial ertitudes were rebuked. Proeedingfrom these assumptions, the interpretation of Proverbs has widely onerned itselfwith two nodal points: (1) the fear-of Yhwh as the entral onept in Proverbs'artiulation wisdom as a �nite human operation, onduted in the presene of anin�nite divine; and (2) the �guration of this sublime experiene in the ioni formof Woman-Wisdom.The hypothesis of von Rad lends itself to another trajetory that prioritizes im-manene over transendene. On this reading, the limit of Wisdom lies not betweenits mere appearane for us (i.e. �nite human subjets) and its essential being initself (orresponding to a noumenal, divine beyond) but rather runs through the�eld of appearane, whih annot be rendered oherent by the sages' disursiveintervention. This non-symbolizable yet immanent hek on the sages' wisdom isanalyzed in terms of Laan's Real, a kernel of being (in psyhoanalyti terms, jouis-sane) entirely beyond the signi�ed that nevertheless arises out of the operationsof signi�ation. If disourse is thus intrinsially self-defeating, the status of tran-sendene should re-evaluated with respet to �limit.� Transendene is not thesite that disturbs the Symboli �eld, but rather the aporeti onditions of linguistimeaning rely on an externalizing proess�what I have alled a �poetis of makingtransendent�� for a given disourse to maintain its own oherene, i.e. as thatwhih would be oherent if not for the ontingent, impossible objet.The fear-of Yhwh and Woman-Wisdom, whose importane no one disputes,are re-read from this perspetive: the former aording to Laan's onept of theMaster-Signi�er, the latter aording to objet (a), the objet ause of desire.
iv
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Chapter 1The poetis of making-transendentAbout the okroah, Yehoahim has thefollowing thoughts:a) �Here's the okroah.�b) There is a God on high.) Mery. That is, the mery God extendsto his reatures.d) Distane. That is, what stands be-tween him and the okroah forever.e) The okroah's nothingness. That is,the okroah seen in the light of truth.f) His own nothingness, from withinwhih the okroah reemerges as in�a) `Here's the okroah'.�Yoel Ho�mann1 Limit-EsseneThat great importane has been and should be attahed to the notion of Wisdom'slimit, by the anient sages but also by modern sholars, has been put most forefullyby Gerhard von Rad, who devoted an entire hapter to the subjet in his seminalmonograph, Wisdom in Israel.1 The hapter begins with von Rad's assertion theessene of wisdom must be pereived negatively, through its limit:1Gerhard von Rad, Wisdom in Israel. Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International, 1972,1



1. The poetis of making-transendentOur attempt to gain a minimal perspetive on the essene (das Wesentlihe) ofwhat was onstitutive for the thinking of the sages an be expanded further alonga partiular diretion. Already in the ourse of previous onsiderations and inthe texts brought into play there have been numerous oasions to ponder thedeterminate limits (gewisse Grenzen), whih the sages' quest for knowledge, theirinstrutions for the mastery of life and good ondut, ame aross. It is advisable totarry further on this partiular point, for it seems the entire instrutional enterprisean sarely be better grasped from any other perspetive than from the senteneswherein the sages speak of the limit by whih their wisdom is heked (an die . . . istgestoÿen). Indeed, Wisdom beomes ommuniative (gesprähig), in a urious andinteresting way, preisely in suh limit-situations.2In my view, the renown of von Rad's wisdom book is largely attributable to hisartiulation and expansion of this idea.3 One should say, too, that the paradoxialidentity of limit and essene does not lie hidden deep within the text, only to beunovered, as it were, by eyes as exegetially sensitive as von Rad's. It is ratherthat the funtion of ontradition lies at the very enter of Proverbs' pedagogialtehnique.4 A ursory reading of Proverbs reveals many variations of the theme:The person who is truly wise reognizes, attends to, even preserves a senseof their own foolishness :hap. 6, Limits of Wisdom.2von Rad, Wisdom, 97, translation modi�ed; see Gerhard von Rad, Weisheit in Israel.Neukirhen-Vluyn: Neukirhener Verlag, 1970, 110.3It is telling that even the sharpest ritis of Wisdom in Israel undersore the importaneof von Rad's onlusions regarding Israelite wisdom and the limits of human knowledge. JamesCrenshaw, in whose detailed review several fundamental points of disagreement are registered,onludes nonetheless thatWisdom in Israel is a �masterpiee in two ways.� He explains, �First, itrepresents [von Rad's℄ mature insights into the nature of knowledge, and seond, he points to theultimate mystery that shrouds every attempt to grasp the knowable� James Crenshaw, �Wisdomin Israel (Gerhard von Rad): A Review�. In Urgent Advie and Probing Questions: ColletedWritings on Old Testament Wisdom Maon, Ga.: Merer University Press, 1995, 309. We willhave oasion to remark upon similarities and di�erenes between von Rad's notion of limit andCrenshaw's of �skeptiism.�4On the basi role of ontradition in Proverbs' pedagogy, see Christine Roy Yoder, �Forming`Fearers of Yahweh': Repetition and Contradition as Pedagogy�. In Ronald L. Troxel/Kelvin G.Friebel/Dennis R. Magary, editors, Seeking out the Wisdom of the Anients. Winona Lake,Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 2005. 2



1 Limit-EsseneDo not be wise in your own eyes;fear Yhwh, and turn away from evil. (3:7)Do you see a man wise in his own eyes?There is more hope for a fool than for him. (26:12)The rih man is wise in his own eyes,but the poor who has understanding sees through him. (28:12)And indeed it is to von Rad's redit that he has resued these proverbs and othersfollowing this logi from familiarity and the preditable dulling of pereption thatarises therefrom.Our attention, at least initially, lies not with these koan-like aphorisms butwith another dramatization of limit and essene, whih we ome aross in Woman-Wisdom's notorious �rst speeh (1:20-33), the notoriety arising from her palpablemalie �or, more preisely, from the pereived split between our usual notion ofWoman-Wisdom (the mytho-poeti idealization of Wisdom's essene, i.e. pure Wis-dom) and her sadisti5 imagining of future alamities in store for the pet	ayim or�naive-ones.�This inongruity lies behind a series of exegetial impasses with whih ommen-taries on 1:20-33 have been preoupied for now more than 100 years,6 whih inturn index larger questions of how to oneptualize and then operationalize ideasof limit and essene. Thus the �rst part of this dissertation has the following tasks:1. to survey the prevailing desriptions of limit and essene as they have beenunderstood in relation to the wisdom tradition as a whole;5Van Leeuwen (1997, 41) expresses the reader's outrage in pithy fashion: �The laughter ofWisdom is shoking.� Murphy (1998, 19) haraterizes Woman-Wisdom's speeh as an �espeiallyhilling kind of Shadenfreude.� Waltke (2004, 201) is more understated. �With passion, notwith aademi dispassion, she ries aloud.�6The following take up the 20th entury history of interpretation in a more or less sustainedway: J. A. Emerton, �A Note on the Hebrew Text of Proverbs i.22-23�. Journal of TheologialStudies, 19 1968; Maurie Gilbert, �Le disours menaant de Sagesse en Proverbes 1,20-33�. InStoria e tradizioni di Israele Bresia: Paideia Editrie, 1991; and Roland Murphy, �Wisdom'sSong: Proverbs 1:20-33�. Catholi Biblial Quarterly , 48 Jl 1986 No. 3.3



1. The poetis of making-transendent2. to demonstrate, apropos of Prov 1:20-33, the inherent relationship between,on one hand, the prevailing oneptions of limit and essene and, on the other,a series of insoluble or �false� exegetial problems;3. to undertake an analysis of these problems�the abrupt poeti shifts, therelation of the speaking subjet of Prov 1:22-33 to Wisdom's essene, thequestion of who Woman-Wisdom addresses and, subsequently, what responsedoes she desire�in light of a di�erent oneption of limit-essene.The last point requires further elaboration and relates to the thesis of the disserta-tion as a whole. In the servie of what end and in terms of whih theoretial odeshall we arry out this re-writing projet?2 To what end?It is to reover a wisdom ethi and indeed a wisdom theology that rests su�ientlyand exlusively on a plane of immanene. This is not to say that the sages weretout ourt thinkers of immanene, an argument that is patently unsustainable; it isto say, realling von Rad's wording, that the limit �by whih [the sages'℄ wisdom isheked,� arises from and belongs to their speeh and an be found nowhere else.Where the sages posit Yhwh as an exeptional point beyond the apaity of humanwisdom�this is not the enounter with a human limit but rather an example ofthis limit being exeeded in the sages' (mis)pereption of the antimonies of theirown thought as an inaessible objetive beyond.77The exemplary ritique along these line's is Hegel's of Kant, in partiular Kant's oneptionof the Ding-an-sihas the altogether unknowable ground of human experiene. As he puts it inthe Enylopædia Logi, �It is the supreme inonsisteny to admit, on the one hand, that theunderstanding is ognizant only of appearanes, and to assert, on the other, that this ognitionis something absolute�by saying: ognition annot go any further, this is the natural, absoluterestrition of human knowing. Natural things are restrited, and they are just natural thingsinasmuh as they know nothing of their universal restrition, inasmuh as their determinay is arestrition only for us, not for them. Something is only known, or even felt, to be a restrition, ora defet, if one is at the same time beyond it� (Hegel, 1991, �60). Hegel's ounterproposal, whihis of immediate relevane to our argument, is not to laim that therefore the noumenal beyondis somehow aessible to rational inquiry but rather that its inaessibility re�ets an immanent,ontologial inonsisteny rather than the epistemologial limit faed by human beings in the faeof transendene. Substane is always already split with respet to itself, inadequate to its own4



2 To what end?We an larify this ruial distintion with referene to two exemplary versionsof sapiential modesty.� Prov 27:1 and the failure of lak :Boast not in tomorrowfor you know not what a day brings forth.Here unertainty arises as a funtion of time. The sage approahes the orderof truth not knowing all of the elements in its set, whih ome to him asan inexhaustible diahroni series. This is not simply to say that the futureis unknowable.8 It is a muh striter warning that the present is not fullyknowable, beause its meaning is determined partially by events in the future.Only at the end ( h֓. ryt) 9 or in the sudden irruption of ertainty (pt w֓m, pt )֒10 will the meaning of eah ation, eah deision be determined. The limitof Wisdom is here understood as a lak in the (immanent) �eld of historialphenomena that is experiened as an impediment to intelligibility.� Prov 16:9 and the failure of exess :The mind plans one's waybut Yhwh direts its steps.disturbs knowledge in this senario is not a lak but rather an exeptionalelement outside the set. Should the entirety of historial phenomena and thepreise magnitude of their relationships all be known, still one annot knowin an absolute sense. Some non-phenomenal X� outside, transendent to,the ompass of human understanding�introdues a minimal degree of doubt.Notion. And the Hegelian name for this inherent self-alienation of substane is, famously, �subjet.�8The idea that the unertainty of the future poses an intrinsi limit to wisdom thinking is aommonplae in wisdom sholarship, the poem from Qoh 3:1-8 being a lassi referene point forsuh a notion. That this is not a feature partiular to Yhwh religion has been refuted by Preuÿ andothers. Collins (1980, 13), noting how time is thematized in both Mesopotamian and Egyptianwisdom literature onludes, �The variability of the times and unertainty of the future imposes aninesapable limit on any wisdom based on experiene, irrespetive of its ontat with Yahwism.�9�Though with honey the lips of the Strange Woman drip, and smoother than oil is her mouth,her end ('ah. arît	ah) is bitter like wormwood; sharp like a sword is her mouth� (Prov 5:4).10Of the fool, �Therefore suddenly (pit 	֓om) will his alamity ome; suddenly (peta )֒ he will beshattered and there is no healing� (Prov 6:14). 5



1. The poetis of making-transendentWhat is the relation of eah of these verses to von Rad's Anstoÿ�the hek againstwhih the sages' knowledge repeatedly runs aground? In the �rst sentene only dothe sages tarry with the limit of their wisdom. In the seond, they have gone beyondthis limit just as Kant goes beyond the stritures of his own ritial philosophy inasserting the absolute unknowability of the noumenal Ding-an-sih . We mightsay that the exess of 16:9 omes to �ll-out a prior lak, whose aount is given in27:1.In Proverbs (but not neessarily in Job and Qoheleth11) failures of the �rsttype were harateristially displaed onto the �eld of transendene, the lak inknowledge ��lled-out� with a positive, exeptional term. But this already demandsa desription of Proverbs in terms of a temporal proess, the �lling out of an on-tologially prior void by the subsequent positing of an exeptional positive term.For this reason, my argument weighs against the hermeneuti entrality of tran-sendene,12 a preoupation that dulls our pereption not only to the void thatsubsists on the plane of immanene but to Proverbs' poeti man÷uvre of making-transendent.3 The Laanian RealTo set out to reover an �immanent theology,� evidently, is to run afoul of deeplyingrained habits of thought and onsequently poses problems of representation.1311In the onluding setion of this study I will try to make some inferenes from what is disov-ered about Proverbs to the anonial wisdom tradition as a whole, ¶ 103 on page 346.12Collins (1980, 10), who ites von Rad as his inspiration in this regard, epitomizes thehermeneutis of transendene. �The limited and relative harater of all human knowledge is infat learly aknowledged in the proverbs themselves . . . Von Rad, espeially, has noted that men-tion of God frequently ours in onnetion with human limitation. Prov 21:30-31 may serve as anexample: `There is no wisdom, no understanding, no ounsel against Yahweh. The horse is madeready for the day of battle but the vitory belongs to Yahweh.' Or, in Prov 16:1: `The plans of themind belong to man, but the answer of the tongue omes from Yahweh' . . . Von Rad rightly pointsout that these sayings do not `simply stand as exeptions on the perimeter' (99). They point tolimits whih an be enountered at any time in life and that are intrinsi to the human ondition.�And it takes no partiular e�ort to �nd many variants of this single �gure: human versus Divine,appearane versus Essene, phenomena versus Noumena, partiular versus Universal, and so on.13For a broader orientation to the question of immanene versus transendene in theologialdisourse see Shwartz, Regina, editor, Transendene: Philosophy, Literature, and Theology6



3 The Laanian RealApropos of Proverbs, the repeatedly staged hasm between human and divinespheres would seem de fato to demand an interpretative analyti of transen-dene. One must begin with what is lear: transendene is produed. Therefore,the demonstration of an immanent sapiential ethi, if it is not simply bunk, mustbe mediated by the sages' (not altogether suessful) indiretion. We are givingan aount of the emergene of transendene�a hastened, �barred� transen-dene whose truth is the ontraditory �eld of the sages' experiene rather than aninaessible domain transendent to it. It is the appearane of this partiular philo-sophial paradox that justi�es the Laanian oordinates of our argument, Laan'soneptualization of the Real straddling the philosophial onepts of immaneneand transendene by dint of a highly onstruted ambiguity.On a �rst reading, the designation Real, whih we will gradually understandin relation to the Symboli and Imaginary registers of experiene,14 would seem tosuggest the very quintessene of transendene. However, for numerous, often, andwell-rehearsed reasons no reader of Laan an be satis�ed with suh a simpli�a-tion, though the harateristis rendering the Real suseptible to suh a desriptionannot be over-leaped.Chief among these is Laan's elaboration of the Real in terms of das Ding, whihrefers to the Freudian Thing to be sure,15 but whose Kantian overtones are ex-pliit and should not be overlooked.16 That is, the Freudian maternal Thing (theApproah the Beyond. New York: Routledge, 2004.14A supervening exposition of Laan's Imaginary-Symboli-Real sheme is not stritly neessaryto understand the main points of this thesis, though, unavoidably the terms will ome up. Ratherthan a long theoretial exursus, I will present the three domains �indutively� in the ourse ofexegesis. I diret the interested reader to Laan's early Érits, The Funtion and Field of Speehand Language in Psyhoanalysis and The Mirror Stage as Formative of the I Funtion as Revealedin Psyhoanalyti Experiene; and further the helpful disussion in Fredri Jameson, �Imaginaryand Symboli in Laan�. In The Ideologies of Theory Essays 1971-1986, Volume 1: Situations ofTheory Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988.15Jaques Laan, �The Freudian Thing; or the Meaning of the Return to Freud in Psyhoanalysis�.In Erits New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2006.16Famous moments of ritique notwithstanding (see espeially Kant with Sade and Seminar VII,188�), Laan marks his philosophial debt to Kant frequently, so that while Laan's thought goesbeyond Kant's, it is a beyond that seeks to further expliate the Kantian philosophial problemati.7



1. The poetis of making-transendentfundamental objet in whih the hild's love is atheted and from whih it is sub-sequently banished by the Father's prohibition) represents the same radial alterity,the same inhospitableness to representation as the Kantian Ding-an-sih. More-over, Freud seems to lead us to the same understanding of the Real as prior-to theSymboli in so far as his ontogeneti aount posits a stage before the onset of theOedipus problemati and the threat of astration: �. . . an infant's body before it issubjeted to toilet training and instruted in the ways of the world. . . [before it is℄progressively written or overwritten with signi�ers. . . [before℄ pleasure is loalized inertain zones, while other zones are neutralized by the word and oaxed into om-pliane with soial, behavioral norms.�17 Furthermore, the period of unity Freudpresupposes to exist between mother and hild parallels Kant's limit-idea of an in-telletual intuition�objetive knowledge unfettered by the subjetive mediation ofategories or language. And �nally, the analogy an be extended to the aounts oftwo �falls�: both the objet of perfet love and the objet of perfet knowledge areirretrievably alienated from the subjet as the prie of entry into soiety. To put itsomewhat provoatively, we ould say that ontology in Kant's system holds a stru-turally analogous plae to inest in Freud's. This is the transendent, �Kantian�image of the Real that we must now ompliate.For the Laanian Real, as far as its philosophial anteedents, belongs less to the�gure of Kant than to the sequene Kant�Fihte-Shelling-Hegel. The latter threestand together for the rejetion of Kant's dualisti sheme of appearane versusessene, phenomena versus noumena, in-itself versus for-us,18 whih they will seekto orret, eah in a more or less distint way, by subjetivizing the noumenal Ding.Without attempting to summarize the notoriously involved systems of the majorGerman Idealists, one an still indiate the point of identi�ation between� Fihte's oneptualization of the �hek� (Anstoÿ)1917Brue Fink, The Laanian Subjet. Prineton, N.J.: Prineton University Press, 1995, 24.18Guyer (2000, 40-46) traes the multiple dualities in Kant's system to a fundamental distin-tion between intuition and onept. It is this distintion, Guyer demonstrates, that the subse-quent German idealists and espeially Hegel rejeted.19Fihte's formulation is partiularly helpful for us, using the same language as the von Radpassage ited at the head of the dissertation (¶ 1 on page 1). It is unlear to me how muh vonRad thought and spoke in the language of his anteedents at Jena, and therefore unlear to me the8



3 The Laanian Real� Shelling's geneti aount of the Thing-in-itself,20 and� Hegel's analysis of the �supersensible beyond� in terms of �appearane quaappearane�21extent to whih, for him, the use of the German �Anstoÿ � evokes Fihte, or (another example) ifone of his most frequent phrases, �the dialeti of experiene� (get von Rad's German) is meantto reall Hegel. At any rate, Fihte desribes the signi�ane of the Anstoÿ as follows: �We ouldnot assume that the interplay, or a mere hek (Anstoÿ) ourring without any onurrene fromthe positing self, ould impose on itself the task of self-limitation, sine the ground of explanationdid not inlude what was to be explained; hene it beame neessary to suppose that this hekdid not our without onurrene of the self, but took plae, rather, in onsequene of the latter'sown ativity in positing itself; that its outward-striving ativity was, as it were, thrown bak (orre�eted) into itself, from whih the self-limitation, and thene every thing else that was alledfor, would then very naturally follow� (Fihte, 1982, 191). The �hek� like the �thing-in-itself�forms an absolute point of resistane for the subjet, yet it is immanent to the subjet insofaras it is posited by the subjet; the hek/thing �ours to the self insofar as it is ative, andis thus only a hek insofar as there is ativity in the self; its possibility is onditional uponthe self's ativity: no ativity of the self, no hek. Conversely, the ativity of the self's ownself-determining would be onditioned by the hek: no hek, no self-determination.�Moreover,no self-determination, no objetive, et.� (Fihte, 1982, 191). Read as an empirial aount ofthe objet, Fihte's notion of positing is understandably read as the solipsisti extreme of Idealism.Read at the transendental level (spei�ally as a ontinuation of Kant's transendental dedution,in relation to whih Fihte expliitly positioned his argument) Fihte's projet takes on an entirelydi�erent ast. The subjet�not neessarily at the level of onsiousness or intentionality, but atsome level�reognizes its own mediating ativity as the objet's ondition of appearing. It is theungroundedness of this free positing that the subjet ontinually fails to evade in its experieneof the objet, an experiene thereby marked as split, divided, unstable. The experiene of thisAnstoÿ, and this is the ruial point, is not of any Thing but of the subjet's abyssal freedom inpositing X as some Thing.20�The thing-in-itself arises for [the subjet℄ through an ation; the outome remains behind,but not the ation that gave rise to it. Thus the self is originally ignorant of the fat that thisopposite is its own produt, and must remain in the same ignorane so long as it stays enlosed inthe magi irle whih self-onsiousness desribes about the self; only the philosopher, in breakingout of the irle, an penetrate behind the illusion.� F. W. J. Shelling, On the History ofModern Philosophy. Cambridge University Press, 1994, 100.21�The inner world, or supersensible beyond, has, however, ome into being: it omes fromthe world of appearane whih has mediated it; in other words appearane is its essene and, infat, its �lling. The supersensible is the sensuous and the pereived posited as it is in truth ; butthe truth of the sensuous and the pereived is to be appearane. The supersensible is thereforeappearane qua appearane. We ompletely misunderstand this if we think that the supersensible9



1. The poetis of making-transendentin that eah onept preserves the phenomenon of Kant's Ding-an-sih (the waythat the subjet ompletely fails to apprehend it) but insists upon its subje-tive point of origin, the distintion between subjetive phenomena and objetivenoumena residing wholly within the subjet. In all three artiulations of idealism,the experiene of radial otherness is always re�eted, i.e. posited by the subjetas the ause of the inonsistenies in the phenomenal registers of pereption, rep-resentation, and appearane. We arrive at a very paradoxial revision of ausality,reast subsequently by Freud as �deferred ation (Nahträglihkeit)�22: the Real asprimal ��rst ause� is posited by, is an e�et of, the subjet that fails to appre-hend it.23 Thus, even staying within Kant's own philosophial tradition, there is aradial reasting of the Real qua Ding-an-sih ; the split between subjet and ob-jet, phenomena and noumena, for-us and in-itself�this fundamental division isdisplaed from epistemology to ontology; in Hegel's famous formulation �everythingturns on grasping and expressing the True, not only as Substane, but equally asSubjet.�24In other words, as S. �iºek has tirelessly argued, the Laanian Real annot be takenin at a glane but rather vaillates between perspetival poles.In a �rst move, the Real is the impossible hard ore whih we annot onfrontdiretly, but only through the lenses of a multitude of Symboli �tions, virtualformations. In a seond move, this very hard ore is purely virtual, atually non-existing, an X whih an be reonstruted only retroatively, from the multitude ofSymboli formations whih are all that there atually is.25world is therefore the sensuous world, or the world as it exists for immediate sense-ertainty andpereption; for the world of appearane is, on the ontrary, not the world of sense-knowledge andpereption as a world that positively is, but this world posited as superseded, or as in truth aninner world.� Hegel (1977, 89).22See the disussion ¶ 79 on page 269.23This desribes the temporal paradox of psyhoanalyti ause, artiulated by Freud as �deferredation� (Nahträglihkeit) and elaborated extensively by Laan as the �retroversion e�et� (e�etde retroversion). In the logi of signi�ation, what the signi�er aims at and misses (the Real) isan e�et of signi�ation's own operations. See ¶ 56 on page 200 and more substantially ¶ 79 onpage 269.24Georg Wilhelm Friedrih Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit. Oxford: Clarendon Press,1977, �17 (pg. 10).25Slavoj �iºek, The Parallax View. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2006, Short iruits, 26.10



3 The Laanian RealThis seond moment of Laan's thought apparently sueeds in reoniling the Realwith the plane of immanene, �the absolute inherene of the Real to the Symboli,�but this artiulation arries its own potential for misunderstanding. �iºek himselfinsists upon the misleading nature of suh simplisti dihotomies as �rst Real versusseond Real, early Laan versus late Laan, and espeially transendene versusimmanene. Any resolution to one side or the other of these binaries fails to solvethe key materialist question: if the Real has no subsistene of its own, if it isinherent to the Symboli, how, then, are we to think the emergene-explosion ofthe Symboli out of the pre-symboli X. Is the only solution to naïve realismreally a kind of `methodologial idealism' aording to whih, `the limits of ourlanguage are the limits of our world,' so that what is beyond the Symboli isstritly unthinkable?26The �methodologial idealism� �iºek mentions should be read in the ontext of hispersistent ritique of postmodern theory and its redution of subjetivity to a fun-tion of �the text.�27 But how does �iºek's �materialist� ounterposition not simplythrow us bak onto a �naïve realism,� a oneption of the Real as the inaessiblebut nonetheless substantive Thing that underlies our symbolially mediated expe-rienes (i.e., the reproah usually leveled at Hegel)? �iºek avoids this trap by his(profoundly dialetial) insistene that the Real annot be situated on one side orthe other of this materialist-idealist divide. On the ontrary, it is haraterized byan implaable and unsolvable ambiguity in its onstitutive relation to the Symboli,simultaneously the Thing to whih diret [Symboli ℄ aess is not possible andthe obstale that prevents this diret aess; the Thing that eludes our grasp andthe distorting sreen that makes us miss the Thing. More preisely, the Real isultimately the very shift of perspetive from the �rst standpoint to the seond.2826�iºek, The Parallax View, 390, in a footnote appended to the preeding quotation.27See Slavoj �iºek, �The Elipse of Meaning: on Laan and Deonstrution�. In Interrogatingthe Real New York: Continuum, 2005.28Slavoj �iºek, The Puppet and the Dwarf: The Perverse Core of Christianity. Cambridge,Mass.: MIT Press, 2003, Short iruits, 77. As is often the ase with �iºek, the nuaned philo-sophial position is illustrated with a pedagogially oriented joke, whih I pass along: �Is this shiftnot struturally analogous to the one in the Russian joke about Rabinovith from the late Sovietera. Rabinovith wants to emigrate from the Soviet Union for two reasons: �First, I'm afraid that,if the soialist order disintegrates, all the blame for the Communists' rimes will be put on us, the11



1. The poetis of making-transendentWe do not, therefore, hold the position that there's no suh thing as a Real priorto and outside of the subjet's Imaginary-Symboli representations, but rather thatthe Laanian Real disrupts the simple oneption of before and after, inside andoutside (whih is why it develops from but does not fall prey to the ritiques ofKant's noumenal Ding). Laan's Real is external to the Imaginary-Symboli world ofmeaning but insribed therein and only therein as �an impasse of formalization.�29Laan names the lous of this innermost exteriority�this �ex-timay��that ausesthe impasse of formalization objet petit a [hereafter objet (a) ℄. In short, theLaanian oneption of the Real suggests that a ertain Symboli world of meaning,a ertain disursive on�guration, Wisdom let's say, is inapable of saying somethingtrue about the truth but only beause its truth orresponds to this internal limit,impasse, or failure.4 The Real as an impasse of formalizationThe struture of disourse We have presented the Laanian Real largely in theidiom of German idealism, the radial extension of Kant's transendental turn un-dertaken by Fihte, Shelling, and espeially Hegel. If the Kantian subjet is takenas the quintessene of �nitude�human understanding on�ned to the delusory ap-pearane of the transendent, eternal Real�Fihte-Shelling-Hegel invert this stan-dard piture. Eah in a more or less distint way demonstrates how eternity itselfis a mode of subjetive appereption of time. None of the German Idealists positsthe possibility of subjetive-objetive aord (as in the ariatures of a solipsistiFihte or the metaphysially naive Hegel), but the disord annot, in their view, beattributed to the gap between �nite and in�nite spheres, phenomenal and noumenalbases of experiene, in short between the apparent Objekt and the real Ding. Thelatter (in�nite, noumenal Ding) is preserved, but, in opposition to Kant's system,Jews.� To the state bureaurat's exlamation �But nothing will ever hange in the Soviet Union!Soialism is here to stay, forever!� Rabinovith almly answers: �That's my seond reason.� Thevery problem�obstale�retroatively appears as its own solution. . . what prevents us from aess-ing the Thing diretly is the Thing itself. The hange here lies only in the shift of perspetive�(�iºek, 2003, 77).29Jaques Laan, The Seminar of Jaques Laan, Book XX: Enore: On Feminine Sexual-ity, the Limits of Love and Knowledge, 1972-1973. W. W. Norton and Company, 1998, 93.12



4 The Real as an impasse of formalizationit re�ets a lapsus within the struture of the subjet. �The very dimension [theeternal dimension of the Ding-an-sih ℄ whih, from within the horizon of his �nitetemporal experiene, appears to the subjet as the trae of the inaessible noume-nal Beyond, is already marked by the horizon of �nitude�it designates the way thenoumenal Beyond appears to the subjet within his �nite temporal experiene.�30Now, however, we must admit that for the most part Laan does not speakin these terms but rather in those of strutural linguistis, �of whih the namesFerdinand de Saussure and Roman Jakobson stand for its dawn and its presentday ulmination.�31 In this transposition of Kant et al. and of ourse Freud,signi�ation beomes the organizing paradigm for oneptualizing the Real. (Thisdoes not mean that Laan jettisons the objet and temporality as measures ofthe Real; these too�the objet as objet (a), time as the retroative onstitutionof meaning in the sansion of a hain of signi�ers�are reon�gured in light ofsigni�ation.) The Real will ome to be grasped as a beyond of signi�ation thatis nonetheless insribed only as an impasse of formalization.Seminar XVII, whih outlines four possible strutures of disourse (four �soiallinks� as Laan oasionally alls them), sets forth at the outset two theses.1. First, disourse is strutured aording to distint forms, the spei�ity ofeah form ditated by the way it arranges the impossibility of �true speeh.� Theseare strutures, in other words, that strategially hannel the traumati disturbanesof the Real.32The fat is that, in truth, disourse an learly subsist without words. It subsistsin fundamental relations whih would literally not be able to be maintained without30Slavoj �iºek, The Tiklish Subjet: The Absent Centre of Politial Ontology. New York:Verso, 1999, Wo es war, 26.31Jaques Laan, �The Subversion of the Subjet and the Dialeti of Desire in the FreudianUnonsious�. In Érits New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2006, 799.32The logi of the seminar turns on language's split relationship to jouissane. On the onehand, language irreversibly splits the subjet from the primordial jouissane of �pure life� (she isastrated in the passage through the �de�les of the signi�er�); on the other hand, language generatesa surplus jouissane (a plus-de-jouir), whih onstantly threatens to undermine its signifyingintention. �What's disturbing,� notes Laan, �is that if one pays in jouissane, then one has got it,and then, one one has got it it is very urgent that one squander it. If one does not squander it,there will be all sorts of onsequenes� (Laan, 2007, 20).13



1. The poetis of making-transendentlanguage. Through the instrument of language a number of stable relations are es-tablished, inside whih something that is muh larger and goes muh farther thanatual utteranes [enoniations℄ an, of ourse, be insribed. . . . There are stru-tures. . . namely, what happens by virtue of a fundamental relation, the one I de�neas the relation of one signi�er to another. And from this there results the emergeneof what we all the subjet.332. Seond, of these four disourses there is a fundamental struture from whihthe others derive.What am I up to? I am beginning to get you to aknowledge, simply through loatingit, that this four-footed apparatus, with its four positions an be used to de�ne fourradial disourses. It's no aident that I presented this form [S1

/S
→ S2

a
℄ to you asthe �rst. There is no reason why I ould not have begun with any of the others, withthe seond, for instane. But. . . this initial form�the one that we express by startingwith this signi�er that represents a subjet with respet to another signi�er�has avery speial importane, insofar as, in what I am going to state this year, it will besingled out as being, of the four, the one that artiulates the master's disourse.34Terms and positions The omplete form of the master's disourse is onstitutedas an arrangement of four terms,

S1

/S

→
∨

S2

awhih are to be read aording to a set arrangement of positions or funtionsagent −→ other
↑ ↓truth ∨ produtand a minimal narrative of a speeh event: An agent (S1) addresses an other(S2), but the signifying intent of the speeh is disrupted by an exess (a), afat whih belies the agent's mastery, unveiling its true status as a barred,astrated subjet (/S).33Jaques Laan, The Seminar of Jaques Laan, Book XVII: The Other Side of Psyho-analysis, 1969-1970. New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 2007, 11.34Laan, Seminar XVII, 19-20. 14



4 The Real as an impasse of formalizationWe an think of the terms, to put it as generally as possible, as the elementsby whih disourse is manifest in the quikening of langue into parole. Theseelements �operate� in a ertain way depending on how they are positioned in apartiular irumstane of ommuniation. For example we might onsider whetherthe master is speaking or being spoken to? whether the subjet is being hailedor questioning the hail�er from the stane of doubt? and so on. The positions areonstant: the agent always addresses an other, animated by the truth whih auseshis speeh, in relation to whih this speeh is always exessive or de�ient. Theterms, however, are dynami, able to oupy di�erent positions. In this sense, theLaanian system �turns,� an idea that though it will not onern us for some time(¶ 83 on page 281) makes it easier to grasp the interworking between terms andpositions. Beginning with the master's disourse, four radial strutures of disourseare derived by rotating the terms through the positions by a quarter-turn.Master's University
S1
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∨

S2

a

S2

S1

→
∨

a

/S

a

S2

→
∨

/S

S1

/S

a

→
∨

S1

S2Analyst's Hysteri'sFigure 1.1: The four disourses.The primay of the master's disourse Apropos of the master's disourse, I drawour attention to two axes of relations�the �horizontal� relationship between thenumerators (S1 and S2) and then the �vertial� relationship between S1 and thesubjet (/S). The arrangement that juxtaposes these relationships
S1

/S
→ S2expresses nothing other than Laan's anonial de�nition of the signi�er��thatwhih represents the subjet for another signi�er��whih I will take the liberty of15



1. The poetis of making-transendentparaphrasing, the subjet is the truth of the master's address. It will be helpfulto approah this idea indiretly, through a parallel hypothesis, by whih I do notmean to imply equivalent�
S1

S
→ S2the signi�ed (S) is the truth of the master's address.Before we an de�ne the logi of signi�ation in these terms, there is a spei�asymmetry to the dyad S1 → S2 that must be dislosed. Rather than thinking ofone signi�er and a seond signi�er, we are to understand the One Master-Signi�er(S1) and all the others that together onstitute the �eld of knowledge (S2). Thedi�erene between the One and all the others is that between the grammatialsubjet (as in das Thema, the X we are talking about) and the aggregate of itsprediates. We an say that S1 intervenes in the �eld of S2, and by doing soonstitutes the latter (whose elements have heretofore been linked only in a di�use,unartiulated way) as a determined totality, the prediates of S1.The enuniation of (S1) is thus a puntuation mark�what Laan alls le pointde apiton, the quilting point�whereafter the fateful partile as is a�xed to ev-ery element of S2.35 This struture is ruial in seeking to understand Proverbs,whih does not simply atalog a variety of loal virtues�this verse a elebration ofmodesty, that one of frugality, another on the merits of retiene�but rather seeksto apprehend suh a multipliity as Wisdom. M. Fox has stimulated our perep-tion in this regard, noting that Proverbs' preoupation with Wisdom is atuallyquite remarkable and not an obvious feature of all wisdom literature. �The book of35The logi is that of ideologial hegemony, the struture of whih relies upon the funtionof a Master-Signi�er, whereby the subjet an know how all the other signi�ers are to be taken.�In the ideologial spae �oat signi�ers like `freedom,' `state,' `justie,' `peae'. . . and then theirhain is supplemented with some Master-Signi�er (`Communism') whih retroatively determinestheir (Communist) meaning: `freedom' is e�etive only through surmounting the bourgeois formalfreedom, whih is merely a form of slavery; the `state' is the means by whih the ruling lassguarantees the onditions of its rule; market exhange annot be `just and equitable' beause thevery form of equivalent exhange between labor and apital implies exploitation; `war' is inherentto lass soiety as suh; only the soialist revolution an bring about lasting `peae,' and so forth.(Liberal-demorati `quilting' would, of ourse, produe a quite di�erent artiulation of meaning;onservative `quilting' a meaning opposed to both previous �elds, and so on)� (�iºek, 1989, 102).16



4 The Real as an impasse of formalizationProverbs, read as a whole, presents a main topi amidst its numerous and diversemaxims and observations. This topi, sarely touhed upon elsewhere in anientnear Eastern wisdom literature, is wisdom�not just wise behavior or wise teah-ings but wisdom itself, the human intelletual power, both as knowledge and as afaulty.�36The onsequenes of this preoupation, at the level of signi�ation, are as rad-ial as they are irreversible. No proverb is left untouhed by this �as,� for the lousof its meaning has been shifted to the totalized �eld onstituted by Wisdom. Dili-gene during harvest time, to take an example (f. Prov 10:5), is onveyed from a�eld we an hypothetially reonstrut�that of �good agriultural sense��to thatof Wisdom, its value now in play with suh far �ung ativities as justie (10:6),loquaity (10:10), pedagogy (10:13) and so on. Returning to our formula,
S1

S
→ S2

≈
Wisdomdiligene → justie. . . are-in-speeh. . . disipline. . .we an say the truth of diligene is a funtion of Wisdom as the totalized �eld ofjustie, are-in-speeh, disipline. . .S∞ .The subjet of the signi�er Laan's third term is not the signi�ed (S), however,but rather the subjet (/S), so what is the relationship between the two? Is it possibleto transpose the e�et of meaning as suh to the meaning of the subjet? Let usinitially approah the problem using the pristine form of the Master-Signi�er�theproper name as the exemplary representative of the subjet.Knauertme → various qualities, attitudes, roles, habits, et.The name represents �me� as an individual to the Symboli network of meaning,wherein and whereby �I� am not the pure �ux of my pereptual experienes, but�I� onveys something durable and intelligible; my ativities and experienes insome sense onstitute a stable and omprehensible projet. Is this a feasible pitureof subjetive identity? of the individual's attahment to the Symboli world ofmeaning?36Mihael Fox, �Ideas of Wisdom in Proverbs 1-9�. Journal of Biblial Literature , 116 1997,613. 17



1. The poetis of making-transendentAs with Laan's artiulation of the Real, we must approah the problem of thesubjet (/S) through a onstitutive misreognition (�a misreognizing that is essentialto knowing myself� [un méonnaître essential au me onnaître ℄37), for its beingsurfaes only as the visible distortions on the �eld of Imaginary-Symboli pereption.We an readily pereive this �rst �moment of truth� in our ommon experiene ofnot being able to �apture someone in words.� No matter how lengthy or aurateor eloquent our desription, in representing ourselves or someone else there is a gapbetween the want-to-say�a term we an use as a plaeholder for pure subjetiveintention�and the said. Thus the pure �I� appears impossibly remote from andopaque to the operations of representation, just as the Real appeared in relation tothe Symboli. You may know and say a great deal about me, but that is not me!Is the Laanian subjet (/S) then to be understood as a term of unsymbolizablealterity, an ine�able thinking-thing38 that eludes the di�erential matrix of signi-�ation? Suh a dense �rst-person substane does indeed hold a pivotal plae inLaan's understanding of self-identity; it is what Laan alls the ego, whih heoneives preisely in opposition to the subjet. If the ego ��lls-out� the gap be-tween the want-to-say and the said and by taking this position represents the37Laan, Subversion, 808.38This is preisely Desartes' move, to dedue the solidity of objetive existene (ergo sum)from the purely formal puntum of �I think� (ogito). It is not Laan but Kant (in this instanefollowed by Laan) who found this on�ation problemati. Kant's ritique is stated in feliitousterms with respet to Proverbs sholarship and the question of Woman-Wisdom's identity as the�hypostasis� of Wisdom. �Nothing is more natural and sedutive,� Kant allows, �than the illusion oftaking the unity in the synthesis of thoughts for a pereived unity in the subjet of these thoughts.One ould all it the subreption of hypostasized onsiousness.� Immanuel Kant, Critique ofPure Reason. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998, A402. For Kant, the emergene ofthe pure I-think of appereption by whih we experiene the world as an objetive reality is atthe same time the banishment of the thinking-I to the out world of noumenal things. (This isin sharp ontrast to Proverbs wherein the transendental I-think takes the streets, inhabiting themedia of image and language.) �At the ground of this dotrine [of the transendental appereption℄we an plae nothing but the simple and in ontent for itself wholly empty representation I, ofwhih one annot even say that it is a onept but a mere onsiousness that aompanies everyonept. Through this I, or He, or It (the thing), whih thinks, nothing further is represented thana transendental subjet of thoughts = x, whih is reognized only through the thoughts that areits prediates, and about whih, in abstration, we an never have even the least onept; beauseof whih we therefore turn in a onstant irle.� Kant, CPR, A346.18



4 The Real as an impasse of formalization�real me,� then the Laanian subjet is nothing but this impossible gap. The splitLaan represents with the slash (/S) lies not between language and the individualbut runs through the �eld of language itself. The unbridgeable hasm is thus notwhat separates the Master-Signi�er and the individual, but rather that whih runsbetween the one Master-Signi�er (S1) and all the others, its manifold prediates(S2). Consequently, we must radialize the ommonplae notion that the signi�erfails to apprehend the subjet; it is rather that the signi�er fails, and the subjet isthis failure. �Knauert� means only the failure of all the other signi�ers to representthe �real me.�What then is the relationship between the subjet (/S) and the Real? Or, to putthe question in a way less likely to lead to oneptual onfusion, how is the Realsubjetivized? Reminding ourselves of what we have already said�that the Realmust be grasped as a relational onept rather than some unfathomable substanebeyond Symboli-Imaginary representation�the subjet qua Real must be de�nedin relation to (1) the Imaginary �me� (how I pereive myself) and (2) the Symboli�I� (the positional perspetive from whih I pereive all objets, inluding myself).The Laanian subjet will simply be the topologial disord between (1) and (2),i.e. the impossibility of being the perspetive from whih I pereive the way I am.39De�ning the �rst three terms of disourse What I would like onsolidate atthis point are working de�nitions for the terms, laying aside for now the nuanesof the four positions and their spei� logial linkages (→, ↓, ∨, ↑).40 We haveovered signi�ant ground regarding S1, S2 and /S, and so here I simply ollate andsummarize what we have already said.
S1�the master signi�er The enuniation of this signi�er sutures the �eld of dis-ourse as disourse on X. It is the puntuation mark whose utterane retroa-tively gives the other terms their meaning, the One term through whih all the39As with Wittgenstein's famous illustration of the eye's neessary absene from the visual �eld.�The subjet does not belong to the world: rather, it is a limit of the world. Where in the world isa metaphysial subjet to be found? You will say that this is exatly like the ase of the eye andthe visual �eld. But really you do not see the eye. And nothing in the visual �eld allows you toinfer that it is seen by an eye.� Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tratatus Logio�Philosophius. NewYork: Routledge, 2001, 5.632-5.633.40We take these up below. Cf. ¶ 83 on page 281.19



1. The poetis of making-transendentothers are onstituted in relationship to one another. This puntual momentof re-de�ning the �eld as a whole is learly illustrated in Proverbs: all the oth-ers (the multitude of diverse, loal sayings) are transformed into somethingsingular and whole by the performative enuniation of the term Wisdom.41 Asfor what S1 itself signi�es, this an only be approahed negatively. Wisdomrepresents the way all the other signi�ers are not in themselves equal to thetask of signifying Wisdom.
S2�the lous of knowledge �All the others� omprise the treasure trove of signi-�ers, artiulated as a spei� lous by the intervention of the Master-Signi�er.This lous is identi�ed with knowledge but a kind of knowledge distint fromwhat is eventually distilled in the master's disourse. S2 is the �eld of know-how, savoir fair : the way farmers farm and ourtiers ourt before they re�eton these ativities as Wisdom.This linguisti dyad that Laan disovers in Saussure and Jakobson

S1

⌢

⌣

S2together onstitute the Symboli �eld Laan alls �the big Other (le grand Autre)�whih, if it is helpful, we an equate to an idea with more reognizable theologialresonanes, the Logos.42 In short, the big Other stands for the meaning onstitutedby a di�erential system, whether this system is understood as an underlying soialstruture (à la Lévi-Strauss's elementary kinship strutures) or the system of dif-ferential relations that onstitute language (the battery of signi�ers, but also theironstituent phonemi or graphemi elements).
/S�the subjet of the signi�er This subjet, whih must be di�erentiated fromthe individual body, is what �falls out� of the enounter S1→ S2. It is related41On the idea of Wisdom as a oherent whole and the distintiveness of this idea within thebroader ategory of anient Near Eastern wisdom, see Fox (1997, 613) and the further remarks ofthis study on page 77.42Laan himself makes this translation when he onveys the sope of his projet to his brother,a Catholi priest: �Let it su�e for me to tell you that in Rome in September I will give the reportfor our Congress this year�and it is no aident what its subjet is: the role of language (I mean:Logos) in psyhoanalysis.� Cited in Elisabeth Roudineso, Jaques Laan: an Outline of aLife and a History of a System of Thought. Cambridge: Polity Press, 1999, 205-206.20



5 The objet (a)to the individual insofar as the individual annot �attah� to the Symbolimedium of speeh without fundamentally disturbing this medium's �rules ofuse.� (The smooth funtioning of language is an ideal ahieved only in systemswithout a subjet, as with the yberneti interfae between hardware and soft-ware.) In a way of speaking that Laan frequently returns to�the utterane(énoné�the ontent of what is said) is never reduible to the enuniation(énoniation�the position of the speaker). Or, in slightly di�erent terms,the moment I ome to aept the linguisti nature of my reality, an irrevo-able distane is introdued between my substane qua res ogitans and theempty point from whih I view the world, the ogito. The Laanian subjetis neither one of these but rather the (impossible) traverse between them.5 The objet (a)Having introdued these �rst three terms, we now note the fat of a fourth term(a), the designator of Laan's objet (a). As with Kant and the German Idealistsalike,43 Laan thinks that the subjetive dilemma of representation is inoherentand in fat annot be thought apart from an objetive ounterpart. If there is afundamental impasse that a�its the logi of signi�ation, the argument goes, thensome unrepresentable objet must be the ause of this failure. This is indeed theimpliation of Laan's most ommon de�nition for objet (a), �the objet ause ofdesire.�What is the usual view of the psyhoanalyti objet? Is it not oneived mostreadily as what omes prior to language, as what is lost when the infant is baptizedin the Symboli order of the paternal law? In this telling, the sequene of libidi-nal objets (the breast, fees, the genitals; to whih Laan adds the gaze and thevoie) is governed by a substitutionary logi, eah a pale simularum of a prohib-ited/impossible maternal jouissane. Thus the subjet of language (the paternalinterdit understood as the subjet's �rst attahment to the Symboli order of ul-ture and language) as the subjet of desire, forever trying (and failing) to reoversomething, it annot say what. From this we dedue a subtrative relation between43Kant's ritique of Desartes is again the point of referene. The I-think of transendentalappereption an in no way be rei�ed or isolated from the experiene I think x. See note 38 on21



1. The poetis of making-transendentthe signi�er and jouissane : the (astrated) subjet of the signi�er equals the livingindividual minus jouissane.What Laan lari�es (or perhaps revises44)in his Seminar XVII is the relation-ship of this objet to the surfae struture of disourse,
S1 → S2

aa relationship he terms plus-de-jouir, the surplus enjoyment produed by the sig-ni�er. As the inarnation (or better dis-inarnation) of this exess enjoyment gen-erated by the signi�er, objet (a) resists stati identi�ation with a primordialsubstane prior to disourse and the signi�er's ut. Rather, Seminar XVII 's po-sitioning of objet (a) inverts this pattern of thought and the series of relationsthat derive therefrom: the Real transendent to the Symboli, truth transendentto knowledge, the objet transendent to its representation. In eah ase the �rstterm, heretofore oneived of as an exessively remote origin that the signi�er an-not apture, is reoneived as an exess material remainder that the signifyingoperation annot ontain. Jouissane qua �the stu� of the Real� is not external tothe logi of signi�ation but the material stain it leaves over, that whih �serves nopurpose� (La jouissane, 'est e qui ne sert à rien)45 with respet to the signi-fying intention of any partiular speeh at. Laan famously �gures this dynamiof loss or waste through the model of entropy.I defy you to prove in any way that desending 500 meters with a weight of 80kilos on your bak and, one you have desended, going bak up the 500 meterspage 18.44Zupan£i£ (2006, 153) emphasizes the disontinuity Seminar XVII introdues into Laan'ssuessive oneptualizations of jouissane: �Laan's theory of disourses (or soial bonds) is amongother things a monumental and in many respets a ground breaking answer to the question of therelationship between signi�er and enjoyment. . . [before Seminar XVII℄ Laan's oneptual elabora-tions were based on a fundamental antimony between signi�er and enjoyment. These two termswere either radially opposed (as in The Ethis of Psyhoanalysis) or else posited as two heteroge-neous elements quali�ed by a ertain strutural homology (as in The Four Fundamental Coneptsof Psyhoanalysis). . . The theory of disourses is something else: it artiulates the enjoyment to-gether with the signi�er and posits it as an essential element of every disursivity.� I have alreadyexpressed hesitations about dividing the Real (whih is to say, jouissane) aording to Laan'searly and late thought but agree with Zupan£i£ that in Seminar XVII what had before been onlyan impliit possibility in the Laanian paradigm is fully artiulated.45Laan, Seminar XX, 10. 22



5 The objet (a)with it is zero, no work. Try it, have a go yourself, and you will �nd that you haveproof to the ontrary. But if you overlay signi�ers, that is, if you enter the path ofenergetis, it is absolutely ertain that there has been no work.46The point is that the meaning of a ertain kineti state U = mgh does not a-ount for and annot omprehend the meaningless output of yli motion, whihnonetheless has set us through our paes.As to what this produt might be in the ontext of speeh (or more to the point,in the ontext of Proverbs) we an here only suggest, via a spei�ally Laaniananedote, where we might look for its traes. �In the middle of a battle there is aompany of Italian soldiers in the trenhes, and an Italian ommander who issuesthe ommand `Soldiers, attak!' He ries out in a loud and lear voie to makehimself heard in the midst of the tumult, but nothing happens, nobody moves.So the ommander gets angry and shouts louder `Soldiers, attak!' Still nobodymoves. . . He yells even louder: `Soldiers, attak!' At whih point there is a response,a tiny voie rising from the trenhes, saying appreiatively `Che bella voe! ' �47 Theshort iruit here arises from an over-persistene of the voie, the e�et of whihis to dislose a peuliar relationship between voie and meaning. Obviously thevoie ontributes to meaning; it is the material medium in whih the di�erentialSymboli system is artiulated, the manner by whih the abstrat totality of langueis ativated in partiular instanes of parole. On the other hand, as suh the voiemust disappear from speeh, so that the Symboli ideality an ome into view (lestwe, like the mesmerized soldiers in the story, get lost in its sonorous pleasures).In this regard, as Mladen Dolar notes, the voie is not equivalent to the signi�erbut rather stritly opposed to it. The signi�er is the ondition of meaning insofaras it onstitutes the olletive and the universal. Itpossesses a logi, it an be disseted, it an be pinned down and �xed��xed inview of its repetition, for every signi�er is a signi�er by virtue of being repeatable,in view of its own iterability. The signi�er is a reature that an exist only insofaras it an be loned.48The voie, in ontrast, is purely the e�et of the individual; in our pereption of itwe experiene speeh as partiular.46Laan, Seminar XVII, 48-49. 47Mladen Dolar, A Voie and Nothing More. Cambridge,Mass.: MIT Press, 2006, 3. 48Dolar, 17. 23



1. The poetis of making-transendentWe an almost unfailingly identify a person by the voie, the partiular individualtimbre, resonane, pith, adene, melody, the peuliar way of pronouning ertainsounds. The voie is like a �ngerprint.49The voie thus works in two diretions: as irreduible substane (i.e. irreduibleto the di�erential Symboli network), it prevents any signi�er from being a perfetlone and thus impedes meaning; yet as the only reliable arrier of partiularity, thevoie is speeh's losest link to the subjet who is almost (but not quite) oludedby the signi�er. The profound onsequene of this split in the voie is that thesubjet (/S)�the purely virtual position from whih the world an be pereivedas meaningful, as onsistent, as objetive�oinides with and �nds its essene inthe stain of jouissane that with every utterane blurs the risp instantiation ofSymboli di�erene. The oinidene here of essene and limit reahes an absolutedegree. �If the subjet is to emerge, he must set himself against a paradoxial objetthat is Real, that annot be subjetivized. Suh an objet remains an `absolutenon-subjet' whose very presene involves aphanisis, the erasure of the subjet; yetas suh this presene is the subjet himself in his oppositional determination, thenegative of the subjet, a piee of �esh that the subjet has to lose if he is to emergeas the void of the distane towards every objetivity.�50
· · ·But perhaps here we reah an expository point of no return. The very ompliatedand non-intuitive �features� of /S and objet (a) turn bak on the system itself,alling for a reoneptualization of S1 and S2, whih would neessitate further dis-quisitions of voie, ego, objet and so on. The aim of the sketh is thus more modestwith respet to the ideal of �thorough understanding� (muh more modest aboutproving the Laanian model true), but I hope at least two onnetions are here,at the outset, apparent. First, in Laan's struture of disourse abides a notion oflimit-essene that avoids two unsatisfatory ommonplaes. Neither reduing theworld (or as is undertaken with seemingly espeial relish�reduing the subjet)to an e�et of the endless and absolutely indeterminate play of signi�ers, nor vi-olating its own assumptions as when one states what is the ase with that whihis transendent to human knowledge, what Laan desribes (though he never put49 Dolar, 22 50Slavoj �iºek, The Metastases of Enjoyment: Six Essays on Women and24



6 The struture of the argumentit in these terms) is a poetis of making-transendent. Seond I would say thatthe partiular on�guration of the master's disourse�a Master-Signi�er (S1) thatsutures a totalized �eld of knowledge (S2), an ideologial iruit whose ohereneis nonetheless disturbed by an irreduible objet (a), whih leaves all who hear,read and speak this disourse in doubt as to what has been said, �barred� from itsmeaning (/S)�is partiularly relevant to Proverbs and in fat staged by Proverbsin dramati fashion. Most dramatially of all, of ourse, in the �gure of Woman,whose body is at one time the lous of Wisdom's subjet and objet, its universaltruth and its insistent partiularity, its symbol and its voie, its limit and essene.6 The struture of the argumentHaving made some requisite terminologial introdutions, we now move into themain body of the argument, whih unfolds in three parts.Part I situates the poetis of making transendent �rst within a body ofinterpretation that more or less oinides with �modern� or �ritial� sholarshipon Proverbs, and seond with referene to a partiular text in Proverbs. Chapter2 explores twentieth entury interpretations of Proverbs' limit-essene, an aountwhih is seldom told without referene to the wisdom tradition as a whole. Afterdiserning the deadloks one enounters in trying to adequately signify Wisdom asan objetive essene (delimited by an equally objetive limit), we make the (ratherobvious) deision to pursue the question of limit-essene on subjetive grounds, withattention to Wisdom's appearane in Proverbs 1-9 as Woman-Wisdom. Chapter 3 ispreoupied with Woman-Wisdom's �rst speeh (Prov 1:22-33), whih in dramatifashion stages the oinidene of essene and limit. Our own analysis of the textsuggests two features of the text that beomes the respetive foi of parts 2 and3: the fear-of Yhwh in its funtion as the Master-Signi�er, and the question ofWoman-Wisdom's voie, whih emerges as the ground of meaning (and so of anethial response) in a text haraterized by a high degree of Symboli ambiguity.Part II, further explores the funtion of the Master-Signi�er aross Proverbs'sharp generi divide. Chapter 4 onerns itself with Prov 10-29 and the logi of sig-ni�ation spei� to the two-line parallelism that formally governs the olletionsCausality. London: Verso, 2005, 33. 25



1. The poetis of making-transendentof sentene proverbs. The notion of the Master-Signi�er is expanded aording to1. Adele Berlin's work on parallelism and the �poeti funtion� (R. Jakobson's on-ept that Berlin develops with respet to biblial Hebrew), and 2. with referene toA. J. Greimas and his unique ontribution to our understanding of �the elementarystruture of signi�ation.� Chapter 5 expands the textual sale of hapter 4, movingto analyze larger �lusters� of proverbs. At the same time, the hapter turns ourattention to the fear-of Yhwh, arguing (along with many other) for the singularimportane of this signi�er to the book of Proverbs as the expression of a singu-lar, totalized �eld of Wisdom. The basis of this status, I argue (now without theonsensus of biblial sholars) is a strutural funtion that stands apart from theirresolvable question of meaning.Part III unpaks the literary phenomenon of Woman-Wisdom's voie in light ofLaan's (di�ult) oneptualization of objet (a), the �objet ause of desire.� In theourse of our argument it will beome lear that objet (a) is losely linked with thevoie of woman as suh, though it an be identi�ed neither with Woman-Wisdom'svoie, nor with the ompeting voie of the Strange-Woman. Rather, to simply statewhat must be worked out at length, objet (a) is the �objetive� di�erene betweenthese voies, insofar as this di�erene is impossible to asertain. Chapter 6 isa ritial engagement with two important interpretations of the Strange-Woman�Carol Newsom's now lassi 1989 essayWisdom and the Disourse of PatriarhalWisdom and Mihael Fox's preeminent ommentary on Proverbs 1-9, published in2000. In both ases, I try to show how, when it omes to the meaning of theStrange-Woman, these authors abandon the hermeneuti insights that govern theiroverall approah to Proverbs. Chapter 7, the �nal hapter, ontains an analysisof Prov 7, wherein I oordinate the poetis of making transendent to an ethisof maintaining desire. The question that is raised at the end of the dissertation�not answered, simply raised�is whether the twinned horizons of transendene anddesire an aount for the wisdom tradition as a whole. I suggest that it probablyannot, that at least part of the tradition shifts its foal point from the horizon oftransendene to the one of immanene ; and in parallel fashion shifts its ethialommitment, forsaking the preservation of an in�nite desire, for the realization ofdesire in the peuliar libidinal kinetis of psyhoanalyti drive.26



6 The struture of the argumentOne further introdutory remark, on the well-founded supposition of Laan's anti-historiism, whih nevertheless beomes a distorting when Laan is overhastily as-similated to suh post-modern slogans as ériture, sheer-text, the endless play ofthe signi�er. Undoubtedly Laan's own style of writing lends redene to the ideathat he is a thinker little onerned with the �pratial� onstraints of historialneessity. Though one should pause here, for it is evident that any intelletualprojet oneived as a �return to Freud� annot but be entrally preoupied withhistory, even if its sale must be realibrated as be�ts the history of the analysandrather than suh maro-systems as the nation or literary tradition. Though thisdistintion too will prove misleading unless its poles�global/politial versus thelinial/subjetive�are set into dialetial rather than binary opposition. The re-ply to the question,Is it `legitimate' to expand the use of the notions whih were originally deployedfor the treatment of individuals to olletive entities, and to say, for instane, thatreligion is a `olletive ompulsive neurosis?'51must displae the gap between individual and olletivity onto the problem of in-dividuality itself.The Soial, the �eld of soial praties and soially held beliefs, is not simply ona di�erent level from individual experiene, but something to whih the individ-ual him- or herself has to relate, something whih the individual him- or herselfhas to experiene as an order whih is minimally `rei�ed,' externalized. The prob-lem, therefore is not `how to jump from the individual to the soial level'; theproblem is: how should the de-entered soio- symboli order of institutionalizedpraties/beliefs be strutured, if the subjet is to retain his or her `sanity,' hisor her `normal' funtioning? Whih delusions should be deposited there so thatindividuals an remain sane?52Though the mediation between individual and olletive history is likely not the�rst question that arises for the reader whose bakground is biblial studies, a �eldwherein the more absolute line of demaration is drawn between literary theory andhistory.51Slavoj �iºek, For They Know Not What They Do: Enjoyment as a Politial Fator. NewYork: Verso, 1991, lxxii.52�iºek, For They Know Not What They Do, lxxii.27



1. The poetis of making-transendentFrom that perspetive this study will represent a theoretial approah whosethree exursions into history�¶ 35 on page 136, ¶ 58 on page 203, ¶ 98 on page 324�re�et a perplexing, if not ill-oneived, blurring of methodologial approahes. Forthe interpreter ommitted to historiizing her textual objets of inquiry, these willseem to be inadequate prostheses to an argument that should simply admit its dis-regard for historial ontext. Alternately, for the pratitioner of �pure literary rit-iism,� the same setions will also appear misguided, representing points at whihthe argument illiitly seeks to ground its laim in the �referent.� Confusing thesituation further is the repeated reourse to Laan's Real, whih reserves for itselfa position �beyond signi�ation� (i.e. outside the text) even while it is evidentlynot something you ould verify in an arhaeologial dig, a soiologial model, orin the orpus of historially proximate literature. But it is the meaning of Laan'sReal, insofar as Laan spei�ally opposes it to reality, that will explain 1. my dis-satisfation with the aforementioned split in biblial studies, and 2. the purpose ofthe three exurses, whih desribe what onventional historial ritiism has alledontext.For Laan's opposition between the Real and Symboli does not oinide withthe one between ontext and text, whih belong together to the same Symboli �eld.This leads us to the undoubtedly paradoxial onlusion that the text does not ariseout of nor is it spoken into a distint ontext; rather the text simultaneouslyprodues both itself and the Symboli bakdrop in whose frame its own meaningmust be diserned. What have in the past been maintained as separate investigativeproedures into separate objets of interpretation are less distint than we thoughtand in fat equally a funtion of the same Symboli order, what Laan alls the bigOther.It is onvenient for our purposes that the literary riti who has reognized thisidentity of opposites in the learest and, to my eye, most ompelling fashion isequally famous for his ditum to Always historiize! even while he situates History(like Laan's Real) radially outside of signi�ation. I therefore �nd it worthwhileto reprodue at length the ruial passage in Fredri Jameson's programmati essay,�On Interpretation.�We need to say a little more about the status of this external reality,of whih it will otherwise be thought that it is little more than the tradi-28



6 The struture of the argumenttional notion of �ontext� familiar in older soial or historial ritiism.The type of interpretation here proposed is more satisfatorily graspedas the rewriting of the literary text in suh a way that the latter mayitself be seen as the rewriting or restruturation of a prior historial orideologial subtext, it being understood that that �subtext� is not im-mediately present as suh, not some ommon-sense external reality, noreven the onventional narratives of history manuals, but rather must it-self always be (re)onstruted after the fat. The literary or aestheti attherefore always entertains some ative relationship with the Real; yetin order to do so, it annot simply allow �reality� to persevere inertly inits own being, outside the text and at distane. It must rather draw theReal into its own texture, and the ultimate paradoxes and false problemof linguistis, and most notably of semantis, are to be traed bak tothis proess, whereby language manages to arry the Real within itselfas its own intrinsi or immanent subtext. Insofar, in others words, assymboli ation. . . is a way of doing something to the world, to that de-gree what we are alling �world� must inhere within it, as the ontentit has to take up into itself in order to submit it to the transformationsof form. The symboli at therefore begins be generating and produ-ing its own ontext in the same moment of emergene in whih it stepsbak from it, taking its measure with a view toward its own projetsof transformation. The whole paradox of what we have here alled thesubtext may be summed up in this, that the literary work or ulturalobjet, as though for the �rst time, brings into being that very situationto whih it is also, at one and the same time, a reation. It artiulates itsown situation and textualizes it, thereby enouraging and perpetuatingthe illusion that the situation itself did not exist before it, that there isnothing but a text, that there never way any extra- or on-textual realitybefore the text itself generated it in the form of a mirage. One does nothave to argue the reality of history: neessity. . . does that for us. Thathistory�Althusser's �absent ause,� Laan's �Real��is not a text, forit is fundamentally non-narrative and nonrepresentational; what an beadded, however, is the proviso that history is inaessible to us exept in29



1. The poetis of making-transendenttextual form, or in other words, that it an be approahed only be wayof prior (re)textualization. Thus, to insist on either of the two insepa-rable yet inommensurable dimensions of the symboli at without theother: to overemphasize the ative way in whih the text reorganizesits subjet (in order, presumably, to reah the triumphant onlusionthat the �referent� does not exist); or on the other hand to stress theimaginary status of the symboli at so ompletely as to reify its soialground, now no longer understood as a subtext but merely as some inertgiven that the text passively or fantasmatially �re�ets��to overstresseither of these funtions of the symboli at at the expense of the otheris surely to produe sheer ideology, whether it be, as in the �rst alter-native, the ideology of struturalism, or, in the seond, that of vulgarmaterialism.Still, this view of the plae of the �referent� will be neither om-plete nor methodologially usable unless we speify a supplementarydistintion between several types of subtext to be (re)onstruted. Wehave implied, indeed, that the soial ontradition to be addressed and�resolved� by the formal prestidigitation of narrative must, however re-onstruted, remain an absent ause, whih annot be diretly or im-mediately oneptualized by the text. It seems useful, therefore, todistinguish, from this ultimate subtext whih is the plae of soial on-tradition, a seondary one, whih is more properly the plae of ideol-ogy, and whih takes the form of the aporia or the antimony: what anin the former be resolved only through the intervention of praxis hereomes before the purely ontemplative mind as logial sandal or dou-ble bind, the unthinkable and the oneptually paradoxial, that whihannot be unknotted by the operation of pure thought, and whih musttherefore generate a whole more properly narrative apparatus�the textitself�to square its irles and to dispel, through narrative movement,its intolerable losure.5353Fredri Jameson, The Politial Unonsious: Narrative as a Soially Symboli At.Ithaa, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1981, 81-83.30



6 The struture of the argumentThis allows me to say what is intended by the three exurses, whih is notto make a minimal gesture to the onventions of historial ritiism but rather tohighlight three formal analogies between text and subtext, the latter understood asthe historial situation Proverbs �takes up into itself in order to submit it to thetransformations of form.� I am arguing, in other words, that the strutural andstritly a-historial exigenies of signi�ation�the subjet (/S), the signi�er (S1),and the objet (a)�are nonetheless semantially �lled out with the raw materialsof their time, materials whih the sages undoubtedly enountered in the trauma ofsoial ontradition, of whih Proverbs' historial subtext is the ideologial trans-formation. In other words, Proverbs the text never interats diretly with the Realbut with the Real as it has always already been transformed, symbolized, into areality. It is ertain aspets of this Symboli subtext that I have thought relevantand possible to desribe as the historial problem to whih Proverbs an pose itselfas the solution. But the Real and what Jameson means by history, history as �whatrefuses desire and sets inexorable limits to individual as well as olletive praxis,�54remain as �beyond� in relation to the problem Proverbs raises as it is to the solutionit provides.

54Jameson, Politial Unonsious, 102. 31



Part IProverbs and the Limits ofWisdom
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Chapter 2The Limits and Essene of WisdomIt seems to me that, in every ulture, Iome aross a hapter headed Wisdom.And then I know exatly what is going tofollow: Vanity of vanities, all is vanity.L. Wittgenstein7 Rylaarsdam's trajetoriesVon Rad is not the only sholar to have opened the orpus of wisdom literature tothe kind of immanent, dialetial analysis of limit and essene proposed here. Thewisdom literature has, in fat, evoked the same perplexity and ingenuity of thoughtthrough a long history of interpretation. Our deision to begin this hapter with J.C. Rylaarsdam is therefore as arbitrary as it is a testimony to the uniqueness andsophistiation of his analysis.The thesis of J. C. Rylaarsdam's Revelation in Jewish Wisdom Literature,1must have struk his ontemporaries as untimely. Writing lose to the �rst elab-orations of biblial wisdom in light of a ommon Anient Near Eastern �sapientialstok,�2 Rylaarsdam �nds an altogether di�erent point of identi�ation between the1J. Coert Rylaarsdam, Revelation in Jewish Wisdom Literature. Chiago: University ofChiago Press, 1946.2Early onsiderations of the relationship between Amenope and Proverbs inluded E. A. Wal-lis Budge, The Teahing of Amen-em-apt, Son of Kanekht: British Museum. Mss. (Pa-pyrus 10474). London: Hopkinson, 1924; W.O.E. Oesterley, The Wisdom of Egypt and theOld Testament. London: Soiety for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, 1927; Paul Hum-bert, Reherhes sur les soures Égyptiennes de la littérature sapientiale d'Israël. Neuhatel:Serétariat de l'Université, 1929; R.O. Kevin, The Wisdom of Amen-em-apt and Its Possible33



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdombiblial wisdom tradition and its Egyptian/Mesopotamian ounterparts.The task of the wisdom movement of eah nation�Babylon, Egypt, and Israel�is to possess wisdom, and understanding of the highest ends of life and of themeans of attaining them. This task involves a natural human searh and disoverythrough the use of human reason and an empirial analysis of experiene. Ineah ountry, however, the wisdom movement also seems to point to a onurrentonvition that wisdom was a divine possession and it was ultimately the gift ofthe gods to men, whether by man's use of the reason he possessed as reatureor by supernatural powers and speial gifts beyond the natural faulties and lyingoutside the ompass of empirial veri�ation. The relative emphasis plaed uponthe natural and supernatural ways of attaining wisdom in the main douments ofIsrael's wisdom movement will be dealt with in a later hapter. Here we note verybrie�y that the same double emphasis existed in Babylon and in Egypt.3As with Würthwein, Zimmerli, Preuÿ, and the others we will shortly be taking up,Rylaarsdam highlights the strutural similarities between the various national wis-dom traditions. However, whereas the prevailing hypothesis posited Egyptian andBabylonian wisdom as the soure of an alien ideology of osmi order and on�denthumanism,4 Rylaarsdam laims wisdom as suh, i.e. regardless the di�erenes inDependene Upon the Hebrew Book of Proverbs. Ph.D thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1931.3Rylaarsdam, 11.4Compare the following well-regarded summations of this view: Würthwein (1976) �Wis-dom's notion of God stands in extreme tension to that of the rest of the OT. It is quite lear thatthe God of the ovenant, whose realm above all is history and before whom nations are like dropsin a buket (Is 40:15), is entirely di�erent in his entire fundamental oneption from the God ofwisdom who ats as retributor in the life of the individual. This retributive God, in his ativity, islear, rationally omprehensible, alulable�so to speak, without being a puzzling enigma. How-ever, the God who alled forth one people from the irle of nations and dealt with them speially isultimately inomprehensible in his purposes� (122-23). Zimmerli (1976) �The formulations uni-versally show the anthropologial position from whih the question is put (twb l d֓m ytrwn l d֓m). It is a question of people whose human possibilities should be established. Further, it must bearried forward in an equally more learly limited way: the question's orientation annot be raisedabove its anthropologial point of view; it has its enter of gravity in the individual or histori per-son toward whose good fortune it asks� (176). Preuÿ (1987) �In its wisdom literature, Israel (orrather a ertain ultural stratum of this nation) sought to appropriate a part of the humanism of theanient Near East, insofar as these notions were partiularly at home among the eduated lasses.The attempt was made to progressively assimilate this humanism to the deism of Israel (Yahweh�faith and its spei� harater) above all after the risis in wisdom thought, as it is disernible in34



7 Rylaarsdam's trajetoriesits various ultural-geographial instantiations, is preoupied with its own laking,divided harater and thus with the ontingent and inexpliable. �A seond ele-ment in the wisdom literatures of Egypt, Babylon, and Israel showing a ommonultural viewpoint is the keen awareness, expressed in all, that in this morally andrationally governed world man is a reature. He is �nite, ignorant, and subjet tomoral failure.�5 This idea animates the novel thesis of his book, whih surely hasa�nities with our basi theme:The entral question [of Hebrew Wisdom Literature℄ has always been the problemof revelation. How did the men who produed this literature think that God and hisways beame known to them? How ould men ome by an understanding of thenature of life that would enable them to see and attain its true signi�ane?. . . theliterature overs a period of about six enturies; yet all of it may be onsidered asrelevant to a single debate on this question.6I would like to suggest that this single question sends Rylaarsdam along two distintlines of researh.1. On one hand, he stages a onfrontation between �optimisti� and �pessimisti�versions of wisdom, whereby we learn not that they are di�erent as that theirdi�erenes belie a fundamental sameness.The pessimist either doubts the existene of [the℄ rational and moral order or despairsof man's ability to disover its nature su�iently well to guide him to a happy end.7[But℄ even the optimisti Hebrew wisdom writers are always mindful that man is areature who depends upon his reator, and it is thus that they aount for humanfrailty and ignorane. Man annot plumb the motives by whih he is judged (Prov16:2); man's hopes fail beause he annot see the end from the beginning; the veryourse of his life is already planned (Prov 16:25; 20:24). The divine purpose rusheshis own (Prov 19:21; Ben Sira 6:2; 7:11). Man annot ontrol his environment (BenSira 27:1), sine God's status as reator makes it impossible for him to reveal allthings (Prov 25:2; Ben Sira 1:1-3).8The wisdom disounted in Job and Elesiastes is the same as the wisdom in theoldest setions of Proverbs�it is natural human wisdom. Human reason, empirialobservation through the use of all faulties, and objetive judgment mark its proessJob and Qoheleth. But the wisdom literature remained within the Old Testament, just as its al-together di�erent speeh about God (Yhwh) and his ativity. . . indiates, wherein most of what isessential to the rest of the Old Testament does not appear, a relatively isolated phenomenon� (174).5Rylaarsdam, 15. 6Rylaarsdam, ix. 7Rylaarsdam, 47. 8Rylaarsdam, 74.35



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdomof development in man. It onsists of the aumulated lore of the enturies plaedat the disposal of free and alert minds that share their �ndings, and gray-hairedexperiene is its hallmark. Job and Elesiastes onlude that it is the only sort ofwisdom available to man, while Proverbs' sense is no need for any other sort. It is tobe attained by means of natural endowment of man, not by a supernatural initiativesupplementing reation.9In eah ase the fundamental struture of thought is the same: the �natural endow-ments of man� run up against something inomprehensible to reason. The fat ofrevelation, its persistene in patterns of sapiential disourse, is stritly orrelativeto a lak in human knowledge. The di�erent evaluative postures taken vis-à-vis thislak�Rylaarsdam's �optimisti� or �pessimisti� sages�re�et the available subjetpositions, given the stritures of the sapiential ideologial �eld. It is ruial to seehow both positions preserve the ogeny of sapiential disourse, in that they ir-umsribe a zone whereupon wisdom tells us the truth, against the temptation toview pessimism as a threat or risis to the wisdom tradition.2. On the other hand, Rylaarsdam himself would like to organize the failure ofwisdom alone, i.e. what is knowable on the basis of �the natural endowments ofman�, along two distint narrative trajetories, at the head of whih stand �opti-misti� and �pessimisti wisdom.� Rylaarsdam posits two diahroni series:� Optimisti Wisdom → National Propheti Wisdom → Rabbini Judaism; and� Pessimisti Wisdom → Eshatology → Christianity.The former belongs to a valuation of the Law, the seond of Spirit. Apropos thislatter determination, Spirit as the telos of pessimisti wisdom, I want to point to aspei� narration of the wisdom tradition, whih, as we shall shortly see, has sinebeen repeated over and over again. Its form is pure transendene.The real ontribution of Job and Elesiastes was to help to smash the too lim-ited, earth-bound arena of traditional Jewish eshatology, whih the great prophetimovement had utterly failed to do. By their rigid analysis and meriless ritiism oflife in the light of the orthodox dotrine of rewards, the pessimisti writers pavedthe way for a new eshatology, in whih the rewards of religion were more in keepingwith a religion that made moral and spiritual demands. In it, too, the eshatologialarena was more ommensurate with the realm of the purposes of the universal and9Rylaarsdam, 87. 36



8 Con�gurations of limit and esseneeternal God, to whom Judaism looked and in whose image it believed man to bereated. This implied the introdution of a dotrine of immortality or resurretion.In making this ontribution the empirial and rationalisti wisdom movement sealedits own demise.10It is the pessimisti literature that does �nally preipitate the demise of wisdom,though not by announing the failure of wisdom, rather by demonstrating the fu-tility of its suess.8 Configurations of limit and esseneIn what follows, I would like to do two things. First, to demonstrate the remarkablepersistene over the last 60 years of this spei� emplotment of wisdom's limit. Theimpasses of wisdom are resolved when these sages are fored, by dint of existentialrisis, to abandon their projet of human autonomy. At this point of historial risis(Qoheleth onsidered to be its most aute literary expression) the sage is thrownbak onto the transendene and freedom of Yhwh. In what follows, we take up fourexemplary ontributions along these lines� Würthwein,11 Zimmerli,12 Preuÿ,13 andSharp14�exemplary in that eah ontrasts the aims of wisdom with those of �gen-uine� Israelite faith. This approah, we will show, splits the objetive, substantialessene of wisdom from its equally objetive, substantial limit and externalizes thelatter with respet to the former. The onstitution of wisdom's inside/outside alongthese lines is the jumping o� point for a reading that privileges the transendentexeption and leaves behind, oludes even, the lous of our intervention at the10Rylaarsdam, 89-90.11Ernst Würthwein, �Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament�. In James Crenshaw, edi-tor, Studies in Anient Israelite Wisdom. New York: KTAV Publishing House, 1976; originallyErnst Würthwein, Die Weisheit Ägyptens und das Alte Testament. Volume 6, Shriften derPhilipps-Universität Marburg. Marburg: N.G. Elwert, 1960.12Walther Zimmerli, �The Plae and Limit of the Wisdom in the Framework of the Old Testa-ment Theology�. Sottish Journal of Theology , 17 1964; originally Walther Zimmerli, �Ort undGrenze der Weisheit in Rahmen der alttestamentlihen Theologie�. In Les Sagesses du Prohe-Ori-ent Anien, Colloque de Stassbourg Paris: Presses Universitaires de Frane, 1963.13Horst Dietrih Preuÿ, Einführung in die alttestamentlihe Weisheitliteratur. Stuttgart:Kohlhammer, 1987.14Carolyn J. Sharp, �Ironi Representation, Authorial Voie, and Meaning in Qohelet�. Biblial37



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdominmixing of limit and essene. In these analyses, we ould say, what we have alleda poetis of making-transendent is understood as simple reportage.But seond, to linger (perhaps longer than Rylaarsdam himself did) over theidential struture of �optimisti� and �pessimisti� wisdom, whih we will perhapsdisover is only another permutation of limit/essene dyad. The sholarly modelsfor this kind of immanent analysis are muh fewer, but nonetheless will serve asruial jumping-o� points for our own analysis. Spei�ally, we will onsider theontributions of J. Crenshaw15 and C. Newsom16 in so far as their work resists the�lling-out of wisdom's struture by attending to the limit that persists from within,that in-sists, so to speak. In the end, the need for this dissertation may be seenin the ease by whih even these interpretations an be appropriated for a purelytransendent oneption of wisdom's limit.This priority on the negative term of limit is intentional, but does not absolve usfrom re�eting on the substantial, positive artiulations of wisdom's essene. Thus,the seond half of the hapter takes up various approahes to the essene of wisdomin muh the same way the �rst setion analyzed approahes partiularly orientedaround wisdom's limit, even if these many studies are inextriably intertwined. Inthis seond setion we will move from� a short disussion de�ning what we mean by essene (and more spei�allyits relationship to meaning)� to the terminology of the texts themselves (the relationship of the signi�er�wisdom� to other signi�ers from the same semanti �eld e.g., knowledge,instrution, disipline)� to the various sholarly positions on the proper approah to wisdom oneivednot so muh as a Thing but rather as an overall understanding of the world (àla von Rad's Wirklihkeitsverständnis), wherein phenomena from disparateareas of life are shown to be analogous from the perspetive of Wisdom.Interpretation , 12 2004 No. 1.15James Crenshaw, �The Birth of Skeptiism in Anient Israel�. In The Divine Helmsman NewYork: KTAV, 1980.16Carol A. Newsom, �Woman and the Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom: A Study of Proverbs1-9�. In Timothy K. Beal/David M. Gunn, editors, Reading Bibles, Writing Bodies: Identityand the Book. London: Routledge, 1997. 38



9 A transendent limitThe goal of these setions is to situate this dissertation in terms of a di�ult andongoing debate that both preedes and follows von Rad's signal identi�ation oflimit and essene.9 A transendent limitE. Würthwein 1958 Following the lead of J. Fihtner's 1933 study,17 E. Würth-wein18 argued for a lose onnetion between the biblial wisdom orpus and itsEgyptian parallels, partiularly The Instrution of Amenope. Würthwein's argu-ment unfolds in three moments, the �rst two of whih are losely interrelated: �rst,the Israelite sages (and so the literature that they produe) are deeply in�uenedby their Egyptian ounterparts; seond, the onept of or belief in Maat is the sinequa non of Egyptian wisdom; third, the harater of Maat is therefore paramountto Egyptian and, by assoiation, Israelite wisdom literature.Würthwein goes on to distill the signi�ane of Maat in a set of onise propo-sitions. 1. Life proeeds aording to a �xed order.2. This order is teahable and learnable.3. Man is thereby handed an instrument with whih to determine and seure hisway through life. Beause,4. God himself must pattern himself aording to this order, this law.19Würthwein's representation of Egyptian wisdom, having insisted upon its funda-mentally religious harater,20 understands this partiular form of religiosity asentirely ontained by a ��xed order,� one that is furthermore amenable to humaninquiry and graspable by human ognition.17Johannes Fihtner, Die altorientalishe Weisheit in ihrer israelitish-jüdishen Ausprä-gung. Giessen: A. Töpelmann, 1933.18Würthwein, Die Weisheit Ägyptens;Würthwein, EgyptianWisdom and the Old Testament.19Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament, 119.20�The view [of Egyptian wisdom qua seular℄ is not true to the atual ontent of the Egyptianinstrutions. More reent studies . . . have shown a thoroughly religious understanding of life andworld stands behind the often utilitarian-sounding ounsels [. . . ℄ Religion reahed into every areaand all things have a religious dimension. [. . . ℄ Atually, one misses the impliation of manysayings if he does not su�iently attend to their religious presuppositions.� Würthwein, EgyptianWisdom and the Old Testament, 117. 39



2. The Limits and Essene of WisdomWhen wisdom, �rst within ourtly irles, was taken over into Israel, people maynot have been onsious of its ideologial and religious ontent. But it was thereand it proved itself to be e�etive. What is remarkable in the entire proess is notthat some individual phrases were taken over from the Egyptian wisdom teahings,but rather that people grew up through them into the impliitly maintained un-derstanding of existene. That people a�rmed the possibility of seuring humanlife and worked intensely toward its realization. Thus there developed a type ofman who was new to Israel and whose self-on�dene must have been o�ensive tothe genuine-Israelite faith (dem genuin-israelitishen Glauben anstöÿig21), whihpropheti ritiism also on�rms.22Wisdom, on this aount, funtions as an ideologial Trojan horse: a seeminglyinnouous and by all appearanes moral body of literature insinuates itself into asoiety that does not pereive the subversion of �genuine Israelite faith.� In thisborrowing, what is spei� and essential to Israelite religion�its historial andovenantal relationship to Yhwh�is underut, irrespetive the substitution ofYhwh for Maat. �It was a momentous alteration of this oneption [the priorityof the ovenant℄ when wisdom aroused the impression that a person might be ableto strive for and attain the divine blessing in and of himself and outside of theovenant. Perhaps that was Egyptian thinking, but not genuine Israelite (nihtgenuin israelitish gedaht).�23The gap between �genuine� (genuin) and �alien� (fremd) onstitutes, for Würth-wein, the limit of Israelite wisdom, a limit that is dramatized in a preditable risisof wisdom thought. �It is not surprising that [wisdom's notion of God℄ ame toontroversy, founded as it was upon alien assumptions (fremden Voraussetzun-gen).�24 This ontroversy is evidened in the wisdom tradition itself, namely inJob and Qoheleth insofar as they testify in di�erent ways to the hubris and futilityof wisdom's ore assumptions. These radial ritiques of wisdom (and Judaism asa whole insofar as it had adopted wisdom as a legitimate mode of piety) attak the21If we ompare the use of anstoÿen here in ontrast to that of Fihte and von Rad, the radialnature of von Rad's thesis is evident yet again. Rather than wisdom being the Anstoÿ for somethingelse, viz. genuine Israelite faith, and vie versa, von Rad identi�es wisdom's Anstoÿ with its essene.22Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament, 120.23Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament, 122.24Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament, 123.40



9 A transendent limitruial point of identity on whih a ogent Israelite wisdom ideology must rest, thatbetween the omprehensible sapiential order and the harater of Yhwh. Qohelethis the signal �gure in Würthwein's argument:Above all . . . Qoheleth oneived God entirely di�erently from the wise; he sawhim in his power and sovereignty and in his wholly-otherness, whih makes himompletely unintelligible to man. To the extent that Qoheleth diligently emphasizedthis aspet of God, he showed that he had learly pereived the weakest point�from the point of view of Israelite faith�in wisdom: the impotene of God. thus,Qoheleth brought into play in his own sayings signi�ant features of the OT viewof God, and one an say on the basis of this observation that he has made himselfthe advoate of the OT belief in God.25In essene Würthwein never speaks of the limit of wisdom as suh, but rather thelimit of biblial wisdom, a limit arising from the gap between two inompatible viewsof God. Wisdom understands god/Maat as beholden to an order (and so �impo-tent�), whereas normative Israelite faith is founded on the unfettered sovereignty ofYhwh. Qoheleth, speaking from within wisdom, sounds the death-knell of his owntradition and in so doing rea�rms the priority of ovenantal religion. It is now on-ventional to say that these poles are reoniled under the sign of reation26 thoughthe issue is perhaps not settled so easily.27 Würthwein's positing of a �genuine Is-raelite faith� to whih the wisdom tradition annot be fully reoniled, though suhan idea has ome under ritiism,28 remains a viable line of argumentation.W. Zimmerli 1964 After Würthwein, wisdom sholarship has ompulsively re-turned to the purported ontradition between (1) a binding osmi order, and25Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament, 127-128.26Murphy (1985) insightfully disusses wisdom's partiular appropriation of the reation tradi-tion, having less to do with �beginnings� and more to do with an �arena of experiene.� That is tosay, wisdom an be linked to reation, apart from its onnetions with Genesis 1.27Preuÿ (1987, 178) has argued that wisdom's valuation of order (its Ordnungstheologie, asPreuÿ has it) is to be stritly opposed to the Shöpfungstheologie found in Gen 1, the Psalms andthe prophets. See ¶ 9 on page 44.28See Franz-Josef Steiert, Die Weisheit Israels �ein Fremdkörper im Alten Testament?Freiburg: Herder, 1990.
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2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdom(2) Yhwh's freedom/poteny to at. 29 A ruial synthesis takes plae wherebythese poles are reoniled under the rubri of reation. Of the many artiulations ofthis idea,30 the one most suited to the theme of limit is W. Zimmerli's 1963 artile,�The Plae and Limit of Wisdom in the Framework of Old Testament Theology.�31Zimmerli gives due regard to the likely in�uene of Egyptian soures on theIsraelite wisdom tradition,32 but the burden of his argument, in ontrast to Würth-wein, is to explore resonanes between the wisdom literature and other biblialtopoi. Zimmerli's starting point, however, is the disordane between wisdom and�the two entral anonial parts of the Old Testament, namely, the Law and theProphets.�33 Whereas these normative expressions of �the faith of the Old Tes-tament�34 have as their essential ontent the related phenomena of eletion andovenant, the primary meaning of wisdom is aptured in the idea of tah. bul�t :�Wisdom is per de�nitionem tah. bul�t, `the art of steering', knowledge of how todo in life.�35 For Zimmerli, this implies an anthropoentri starting point unrelated,if not antagonisti, to the entral theme of the Old Testament, i.e. the sovereignageny of Yhwh as it unfolds in the history of Israel. But, and this is Zimmerli'smain point, the sapiential regard for human initiative and ompetene is not withoutpreedent in anient Israel's theologial tradition. �Wisdom thinks resolutely withinthe framework of a theology of reation,�36 Zimmerli states, expanding further:In this onern we annot here overlook what the primeval history in the Bookof Genesis says. The Old Testament does not only speak about the enounter ofYahweh and Israel in the midst of history; beyond this, Yahweh who enounteredIsrael is also shown as the Creator of heaven and earth, who alled man into lifefrom the beginning and who dealt with man. . . Israel's faith must understand thereation of man by God as an event in whih God bestows on man a great gift.29The genealogy of this question an be traed bak earlier than Würthwein, and in that sense(as with all �reviews of the �eld�) my starting point is somewhat arbitrary. Both Koh (1955) andGese (1958) �gure prominently in this disussion, though, not wanting to be sidetraked by theissue of �retribution,� I have onentrated on other sholars.30See the disussion of sholarship and extensive bibliography in Leo G. Perdue, Wisdom andCreation: the Theology of Wisdom Literature. Nashville: Abingdon, 1994.31Zimmerli, Ort; Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964. 32Zimmerli, SottishJournal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 147. 33Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964,146. 34Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 146. 35Zimmerli, Sottish Journalof Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 149. 36Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 148.42



9 A transendent limitHere we feel that the understanding of reation is deeply in�uened by the mannerof Israel's enountering God in History. But in giving His gift to man God empowershim with a striking independene.37This independene is spei�ed by the priestly writer as a zone of dominion givento humankind as a gift,38 and within this zone the sage, in perfet aordane with�biblial theology,� a�rms the power and retitude of human knowledge.But this braketing of the spei� historial enounter between Yhwh and Israel,whih paradoxially allows both frames of referene to o-exist,39 omes at a ost towisdom's overall oherene. Zimmerli reognizes the traes of wisdom's bifuratedthought throughout the anonial literature, though he emphasizes a logial move-ment from Proverbs to Elesiastes that we have seen before. So, for example, inProverbs we �nd alongside exhortations to �Get wisdom!� a autionary sub-urrentthat �knows learly that the reality to whih it has aess is always subordinate toGod's will.�40 It is, however, in Elesiastes that Zimmerli �nds an artiulation ofwisdom that has fully ome to terms with wisdom's stritly relative merit:I wish to look at Elesiastes. Here the inner problem of Wisdom in the setting ofan Old Testament Theology openly arises and the limits of Old Testament Wisdomare learly indiated.4137Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 151.38�Be fruitful and multiply, and �ll the earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the �sh ofthe sea and over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves upon the earth.� (Gen1:28)39It is worth one again pointing out the degree to whih the problems of biblial Wisdom areframed in the ategories if not the spei� images of Kant's ÷uvre. Reall the rousing introdutionto the transendental dedution of judgment: �We have now not merely explored the territory ofpure understanding, and arefully surveyed every part of it, but have also measured its extent,and assigned to everything in it its rightful plae. This domain is an island, enlosed by natureitself within unalterable limits. It is the land of truth�enhanting name !�surrounded by a wideand stormy oean, the native home of illusion, where many a fog bank and many a swift meltingieberg give the deeptive appearane of farther shores, deluding the adventurous seafarer everanew with empty hopes, and engaging him in enterprizes whih he an never abandon and yetis unable to arry to ompletion� (Kant, 1998, B295, A236). This seems to me to have greatresonane with Zimmerli's desription of wisdom in terms of a relative value, truth laims thathold in a irumsribed sphere.40Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 153.41Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 155.43



2. The Limits and Essene of WisdomElesiastes does not speak about free eletion and grae in the history of God'sdealings with Israel. But he knows also, that the reator sends man into the worldto subdue it. But man's going out into the world `in wisdom' is aording toElesiastes a fruitless pain, even a pain under a urse.42In his attempt to master the world `by wisdom', whih means `by knowledge andative life', he enounters the reality of the reator more learly than any otherIsraelite wise man before him. Everywhere he meets with a reality that is determinedand annot be apprehended. Behind all this determination and all this ability notto be apprehended it is God, who annot be srutinized, who is free, who neverreats, but always ats in freedom.43In speaking like this Elesiastes returns unexpetedly to a genuine element ofIsrael's faith (zu einem genuinen Element alttestamentlihen Glaubens).44Wisdom, whih for Elesiastes elsewhere `exelleth folly' (2:13), is possible whenit is willing to enjoy the gift that God gives today and will not try to make God'spromise an item in the alulation of man's life. . . Hene Elesiastes reminds Wis-dom of its plae before the reator.45Thus to translate Zimmerli's argument into von Rad's language of limit and essene:Elesiastes is the limit of wisdom, in the sense of being the edge, the �frontier-guard� beyond whih �even the highest human wisdom an break down and beomedeep foolishness.�46 It is also the essene of wisdom insofar as it alone omes toterms with wisdom's proper �portion�:When wisdom appropriates only this `portion'; then the Wisdom of the fear of theLord will �nd its limit as well as its ful�llment.47H. D. Preuÿ 1987 Preuÿ represents the sharpest (and most sustained)48 polemiagainst a harmonious inorporation of wisdom into authenti Yhwh religion. LikeZimmerli, Preuÿ has understood the biblial wisdom tradition to be resolutely an-42Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 156. 43Zimmerli, Sottish Journal ofTheology, vol. 17, 1964, 156. 44Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 157.45Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 158. 46Zimmerli, Sottish Journal ofTheology, vol. 17, 1964, 158. 47Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 158.48Preuÿ's e�orts along these partiular lines inlude Einführung in die alttestamentliheWeisheitliteratur, highlighted here, and further Horst Dietrih Preuÿ, Verspottung fremderReligionen im Alten Testament. Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1971; Horst Dietrih Preuÿ,Old Testament Theology. Volume 2, OTL. Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox Press, 1995.44



9 A transendent limitthropoentri in its orientation.49 Like Würthwein, he emphasizes the unparalleledin�uene of anient Near Eastern ideology,50 to suh a degree that it annot be inte-grated into other biblial theologies. And like Koh,51 Preuÿ onsiders the esseneof this foreign ideology to be its belief in an inviolable world-order, expressed �rstand foremost in the Tun-Ergehen-Zusammenhang. �What wisdom meant by or-der, above all else, was the deed-onsequene-nexus, whih, even within the OldTestament wisdom literature itself, would turn out to be unsustainable, preiselyinsofar as it was fundamentally threatened by Yhwh-faith.�52What is striking about Preuÿ's reading, given the widespread reovery of thewisdom tradition as a legitimate expression of Yhwh piety, is his unyielding insis-tene that the biblial experiment with wisdom was a failure that in no way ouldbe integrated into mainstream biblial theology. This failure �is above all the fail-ure of the root assumption of wisdom thinking, namely the theory and belief inthe `Tun-Ergehen-Zusammenhang,' whih was founded and to be maintained byGod/Yhwh.�53 For Preuÿ wisdom's oneption ofWeltordnung imposed restraintsonYhwh that were diametrially opposed to the onfession of Yhwh's unrestrainedfreedom that prevailed in �genuin JHWH-glauben�.54 This gap between radiallyinompatible interpretations of Yhwh ultimately led to an irreversible �Krise diesesweisheitlihen Denkens . . . das Sheitern dieses weisheitlihen Menshen und seinesGlaubensansatzes.�55Signi�antly, Preuÿ does not allow us to read wisdom's preoupation with orderin onert with Israel's reation theology, but rather he poses Weisheitstheologieand Shöpfungstheologie in strit opposition to one another. He writes,Is Wisdom theology not more a �theology of order� rather than a proper reationtheology? Is Old Testament reation theology idential with a theology of order?49�In its wisdom literature. . . the attempt was made to progressively assimilate this humanismto the deism of Israel.� Preuÿ, Einführung, 174.50�In origin, harater and history the Old Testament wisdom literature evidenes anient Israel'sstrong onnetion with the anient Near East, in this regard going far beyond what was ustomaryin the other areas of the Old Testament.� Preuÿ, Einführung, 174.51Klaus Koh, �Gibt es ein Vergeltungsdogma im Alten Testament�. Zeitshrift für Theologieund Kirhe , 52 1955.52Preuÿ, Einführung, 182. 53Preuÿ, Einführung, 175.54Preuÿ, Einführung, 190 and passim . 55Preuÿ, Einführung, 175.45



2. The Limits and Essene of WisdomDoes the biblial reation worldview want to present an understanding of reationas the order of a `Tun-Ergehen Zusammenhang'? Suh a relationship is, in the olderproverbs, learly posed. . . , but should be applied neither to Gen 1 nor to Gen 2f, norto the reation-psalms (though these may indeed praise the miraulous strutureof reation) to say nothing of the reation speehes in Jeremiah or Deutero-Isaiah.In Job 38� �reation� is raised as a ritial objetion against the sapiential view ofGod, but not as its foundation.56The sholarly attempt to oordinate wisdom literature with the Old Testamentreation tradition founders, in Preuÿ's view, beause it fails to see the potential forradial di�erene under the broad heading �order�:The question is, aording to whih order. What inviolable order an one aser-tain from reation as lear, unambiguous and binding. What soial order is forit inviolable and thus always to be re-established: is it ommunism, apitalism,a third order? Who determines in hybrid spheres of humanity or in the worldsphere itself what order is? What wisdom meant by order, above all else, was thedeed-onsequene-nexus, whih, even within the Old Testament wisdom literatureitself, would turn out to be unsustainable, preisely insofar as it was fundamentallythreatened by Yhwh-faith.57The opposition, in other words, is not between order and dis-order but between twoompeting and, in the �nal analysis, irreonilable orders.C. Sharp 2004 This last treatment of wisdom's �anonial limits� will strike thereader as anomalous insofar as it is primarily about rhetorial strategies in Qohelethand so at some remove from our immediate topi. Sharp's onlusions, however,bear diretly on the mediation that onerns us, that between limit and essene inthe wisdom tradition. To put it simply, �Qoheleth��the harater in the book asopposed to the (ironi) message of the book as a whole�aptures both, living outthe exemplary sapiential life and �nding that it leads to nothing but despair andyniism.The wisdom endeavor is thus skewered by the irony of the book of Qoheleth notvia diret, polemial engagement, but in a way that is far more e�etive for itsembodiment of the anti-hero and his own partiular kind of unremitting toil. Thebook represents the sage as one who strives mightily but ultimately fails in the56Preuÿ, Einführung, 178. 57Preuÿ, Einführung, 182.46



9 A transendent limitdystopian habitat onstruted by his proud epistemologial autonomy. Even inhis radial skeptiism and despite his aute mental su�ering, �Qoheleth� remainsthoroughly ommitted to the traditional empirial method, ostensibly hallengingbut �nally still embraing the onventional view of how the pursuit of wisdom anbe lived in a �awed world.58Qoheleth (the anti-hero) represents the quintessential sage, who uses his empirialmethod to assert epistemologial autonomy. This, for Sharp, is the essene of wis-dom. Qoheleth (the book) dramatizes the failure of this ethos insofar as it an onlylead to �skeptiism� and �aute mental su�ering.� And that, for Sharp, is the limitof wisdom.59Thus the haraterologial depition of Qoheleth as a kind of every-sage ismathed by a judgment as to Elesiastes' role in the anon. For Sharp, it isthe deisive puntuation mark whereby the rest of the tradition is unveiled as adisastrous repetition of humanity's fall from prelapsarian grae.The metanarratologial message of the book of Qoheleth insribes the results ofthe sin in the Garden of Eden on the body of �Qoheleth,� on the orpus of thetext, and on any hapless interpreter who falls vitim to its irony. The psyhiwounds and �nal physial disintegration (hap. 12) of the despairing and ynial�Qoheleth� represent the self-in�ited wounds of an(y) Adam who tries to reenterthe Garden of Eden and grasp again wisdom apart from obediene. The samedisintegration is aknowledged by the Epilogist in the omments in 12:12 aboutthe debilitating tediousness of books and study. . . The Epilogist �ags the end ofsapiential disourse itself (s�p d	ab	ar , 12:1360) and thereby represents ironiallythat the book of Qoheleth ought never be used �straight,� as a didati manual.61The moment of truth in Elesiastes (and for Sharp I think it is fair to say theone moment of truth for the wisdom tradition as a whole) is the moment of itssuiide, whereby the (non-hapless) reader is thrown bak onto Torah-obediene asthe only viable basis for a ommunity of justie and, one presumes, a less depressingsubjetive outlook. �[Qoheleth's℄ �nal whisper arries aross the enturies of the58Sharp, 60.59Spei�ally marked as suh in 12:13 with the phrase s�p d	ab	ar��the end of the matter�, or�the end of the word.�60For an alternative interpretation of Qoheleth's resolution of sapiential see the onludingsetion of this dissertation, on page 351.61Sharp, 67. 47



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdomdebris of human endeavor: Fear God, and keep His ommandments. Hear this: Itis only obediene that de�nes you. . . Hear, O Israel, and obey.�62The Splitting of Essene and Limit What we have found again and again inour narrowly foused disussions of those analyses attending to wisdom's limit andessene is that the limit of wisdom is onsistently externalized onto something for-eign to its essene (i.e. rendered transendent). Ultimately, the limit of wisdom ise�aed and we are left with a full notion of wisdom limited by something other thanits own immanent limits. Whether it is Israelite theology, divine ageny, Job and/or,more often, Qoheleth as hampions of an epistemology other than that we �nd inProverbs, we are onsistently o�ered oneptions of limit reated by the oppositionof two unities, and not a limit immanent to the signifying �eld of eah one. Theresounding truth of von Rad's insight into the identi�ation of wisdom's essene andlimit has been repeatedly mu�ed by the splitting of one from the other so that boththe one and the other have yet to be rigorously artiulated. Rylaarsdam artiulatesthe limit internal to the epistemology of all wisdom but, in the end, distinguishesnot the limits of wisdom in, say, Proverbs from those in, say, Job, Qoheleth, et.,but rather the �solutions� to the limits of wisdom found in early Judaism from thosein early Christianity (whih too had their limits). How the essene of wisdom isspoken in Proverbs has yet to be formulated with adequate oherene among thoseinterpreters we have onsidered thus far. How, we want to ask, are the limits of wis-dom in Proverbs spoken by Proverbs and not by others posited as post-Proverbialdevelopments e.g., Job, Qoheleth, Sirah, et.? Until suh a rigorous oneption ofthe limits and essene of wisdom in Proverbs is formulated, the way Job, Qoheleth,et al. hange that limit annot be adequately approahed.10 An immanent limitAs we said in the introdution, we now proeed from those studies that privilege anexeption to wisdom's essene as its limit to those that, along with Rylaarsdam andvon Rad disussed above, reate the spae for our dissertation by providing pathsby whih wisdom's limit and essene may be approahed on a horizon immanent toits poetis.62Sharp, 68. 48



10 An immanent limitJ. L. Crenshaw 1980 Against the bakdrop of our ritique of a �splitting,� essenefrom limit, the signi�ane of Crenshaw (1980) is easily grasped. He provideswhat we might loosely all a phenomenologial approah to the essene and limit ofwisdom, dislosing their o-substantiality in the experiene of sapiential skeptiism.Crenshaw's elaboration of skeptiism, not surprisingly, resonates with von Rad'snotion of limit, not to disount important di�erenes.As they are respetively elaborated by von Rad and Crenshaw, limit and skepti-ism are so produtive and vital to our understanding of wisdom's essene, beausethey trae its borders. Distinguishing skeptiism from pessimism and yniism,Crenshaw writesIn my view, skeptiism inludes both a denial and an a�rmation. The negativeside of a skepti's mental outlook onsists of the doubting thought, whereas thepositive a�rmation of a hidden reality indiates that it is altogether inappropriateto ause skeptis of unbelief . . . the matrix formed by the disparity between theatual state of a�airs in a vision of what should be both sharpened ritial powersand heightened religious fervor. Doubt, it follows, is grounded in profound faith.63In addition to faith being the ground of doubt, Crenshaw makes skeptiism theground of belief when he alls it �religion's handmaid,� without whih belief be-omes �hollow testimony.�64 The point of identi�ation linking Crenshaw's skep-tiism to von Rad's limit 65 onsists of the �positive� ontologial weight of thesenegative onepts, the way the negations oupy a neessary position in the questfor wisdom, whih the sages, many times, equate to wisdom as suh.66For our present purposes Crenshaw's analysis of the onditions for the possibilityof skeptiism is partiularly relevant. We referred to his approah as phenomeno-logial above beause he asks not only about the partiular on�gurations of and63Crenshaw, Skeptiism, 1. 64Crenshaw, Skeptiism, 3.65Crenshaw (1980, 7) himself notes the similarity.66Under the setion heading, An Endless Searh, Crenshaw notes the paradoxial identity ofthe objet with the question for the objet. �In a sense, the harateristi feature of [the sapientiallass℄ was its pursuit of insight, its searh for the unknown. Indeed, the sages believed that Godhad hidden preious serets from human eyes: God's glory was to oneal things. Over againstthis fat, sages juxtaposed human striving for knowledge, espeially a king's attempt to fathomsuh a mystery.� James Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom: an Introdution. Louisville, Ky.:Westminster/John Knox, 1998b, 46, emphasis in original.49



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdomthus hallenges posed by di�erent skeptial positions but also about how suh aonsiousness of limit and essene ould be experiened at all. What situation�whether oneived theologially or philosophially�must pertain before one anspeak of skeptiism? For Crenshaw the answer is lear; there is a partiular prini-ple, a worldview, apart from whih the notion of skeptiism has no meaning, �the�rst deisive breakthrough in our intelletual history�:I refer to the priniple of universality�the ideal of rationality aording to whihno individual possessed the truth, the universe was orderly, and human beings werespetators of a powerful drama whih God direted toward a distant goal. Theassumption of order preipitated rises in Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Israel, as iswell doumented in the relevant literature.67One need not, it seems to me, posit the kind of singular, world historial establish-ment of �rationality� to validate what is essentially a thesis about the temporalityof skeptiism. Namely, before the gap between the atual and the proper�if we ande�ne skeptiism in these terms�an emerge, there must be an idea of the proper.The hidden impliation of skeptiism's historial emergene is a mythial periodof non-skeptiism, untouhed by the distortions of universality. But here we insistupon the a-historiity (perhaps trans-historiity is better) of skeptiism. For humanhistory itself, the history of reatures who speak, is founded on the onstitution ofthe Symboli order whose truth is always loated elsewhere.68 More spei�ally,language as a trans-individual and universal system of di�erential elements thatrefer, not to some reality existing outside itself, but rather to itself, involves theelimination of the possibility that any individual element within the system mightintrinsially have a privileged relationship to the truth, despite partiular, ontin-gent laims otherwise. Continuing the omparison from linguistis, we ould saythis gap Crenshaw posits as the fundamental preondition for skeptiism is the samegap de�ned by linguists as the one separating the signi�er from the sign. This isto oneive of the sign as an intimately uni�ed signi�er and signi�ed (in whih thesigni�er represents the signi�ed) but the signi�er as a di�erential element, �posited67Crenshaw, Skeptiism, 3.68And whether, as Crenshaw notes, this elsewhere be oneived in the image of a God with-holding his name at the very moment of self-revelation or in the exlusion of divine intention andtrue wisdom from human reah or anywhere else is not our immediate onern. Cf. Crenshaw,50



10 An immanent limitonly insofar as it has no relation to the signi�ed,�69 and whih beomes signi�-ant by �stu�ng the signi�ed.�70 In terms already worked through in the �eld ofbiblial studies, a sentene or sense-unit always means more than the sum of itsparts71 (think of any proverbial saying) and eah part always means more on itsown than it does qua the part of a sentene or sense-unit� whene also ome theommon ourrenes in speeh of slips, misunderstandings, puns, idioms, et., andthe neessary failure of any attempt at a purely interlinear translation.In positing universality as the �deisive breakthrough� that leads to skeptiism,Crenshaw renders partiular and exeptional what is in fat the intrinsi propertyof both (1) language, whih must emerge all at one in its universal form;72 and(2) the speakers of language, who are fored to mis-reognize themselves in an alienSkeptiism, 769Laan, Seminar XX, 32.70Laan, Seminar XX, 37.71Suh is the thrust, for example, of Barr (1961), over against the etymologial proedures ofsuh standard lexial works as Kittel's TDNT. More broadly, it is inreasingly posited that meaningdoes not reside even in the broader struture of a sentene (Barr's point) but rather �ashes betweenmultiple inter-texts. On intertextuality as a phenomenon inextriably linked to the ompositionof the biblial texts see Mihael Fishbane, Biblial Interpretation in Anient Israel. Oxford:Oxford University Press, 1985.72This is the onsequential dedution of Lévi-Strauss from the strutural revolution in linguistitheory. �Whatever may have been the moment and the irumstanes of its appearane in theasent of animal life, language an only have arisen all at one. Things annot have begun tosignify gradually. [. . . ℄ A shift ourred from a stage when nothing had a meaning to anotherstage when everything had meaning.� Claude Lévi-Strauss, Introdution to the Work of MarelMauss. New York: Routledge, 1987, 59-60. The unthinkable gap between �when nothing had ameaning� and �when everything had a meaning� was unovered (and rather quikly reovered)already by Rousseau in the Seond Disourse. �Hene one has to state propositions, hene onehas to speak in order to have general ideas: for as soon as the imagination stops, the mind anproeed only by means of disourse. If, then, the �rst Inventors ould give names only to the ideasthey already had, it follows that the �rst substantives ould never have been anything but propernames.� A onlusion Rousseau �nds repugnant and therewith breaks o� his inquiry, �as for myself,frightened by the inreasing di�ulties, and onvined of the almost demonstrated impossibilitythat Languages ould have arisen and been established by purely humans means, I leave to anyonewho wishes to undertake it the disussion of this di�ult problem.� Cited in Fredri Jameson,�Rousseau and Contradition�. South Atlanti Quarterly , 104 2005 No. 4, 698.51



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdommedium.73 In other words, skeptiism (the gap or disparity) is not an exeptionalstate of a�airs but is in fat o-eval with the subjet of language; or, to put it inCrenshaw's more olletive formulation, with �the �rst deisive breakthrough in ourintelletual history. . . the priniple of universality�the ideal of rationality aordingto whih no individual possessed the truth.� Taken to its extreme, we may onludefrom this that the subjet is fundamentally a skeptial subjet.At this point it would seem fruitful to o�er several onise propositions to pun-tuate our engagement with Crenshaw's artile.1. The gap between the signi�er and the signi�ed is the preondition for skepti-ism.2. Skeptiism refers to that subjetive position that attends to the gap reated bya Symboli order that negates any privileged assoiation between an individualelement of a system and truth; i.e., skeptiism is a determined negation.3. Suh skeptiism turned on itself searhes in vain for the subjet, whih on-stantly fades under the hain of signi�ers intended to represent it beause, toparaphrase Laan, when I speak of myself, I am never the same as the selfof whom I speak.74 The skeptial position par exellene is the position thatattends to this onstant fading of the subjet behind the signi�ers (failing to)represent her.4. Beause suh a gap is the neessary ondition for the funtioning of any Sym-boli order (the Symboli order being, as suh, trans-individual), the skeptial73The onept of �alienation� is admittedly suspiious (having so many di�erent senses) but Ihave in mind the distintly non-philosophial meaning suggested by Jameson (1988): �Far moreadequately than the shizophreni or natural man, the tragi symbol of the unavoidable alienationby language would seem to have been provided by Tru�aut's �lm L'Enfant sauvage (The WildChild), in whih language learning omes before us as a raking torture, a palpably physial kind ofsu�ering upon whih the feral hild is only imperfetly willing to enter.� As for the preise Laanianonept �alienation,� it arises from the impossibility of reoniling the I of the statement (le sujeténoné) and the I who speaks (le sujet énoniation). I an never be the plae from where I speak.74Re�eting on the impossibility of identifying (in the ommon usage of the word�I am that!)with Desartes' ogito, Laan (1966, 517) writes, �I am thinking where I am not, therefore I amwhere I am not thinking. These words render palpable to an attentive ear with what elusiveambiguity the ring of meaning �ees from our grasp along the verbal string. What we must say is:I am not, where I am the plaything of my thought; I think about what I am where I do not think52



10 An immanent limitposition that aounts for that gap is neessary for the order's existene, thatis, its organization of its subjets lives.Having argued that Crenshaw's formulation of skeptiism is a neessary element forthe onstitution of any Symboli system and is, in fat, the fundamental position ofthe subjet as suh (i.e., the subjet of language; what Laan will all the subjet-of-the-signi�er), we should now be lear about what we are not arguing. We do notmean to imply that every statement or disourse is organized suh that they equallyrender this skeptial nature of subjetivity�this inability of any Symboli order toonstitute itself without some remainder or lak� visible.This is where we may again pik up the thread of Crenshaw's essay and formalizehis observations regarding magnitudes or sales of skeptiism.� Skeptiism is always in relation to something. Rather than speaking of skep-tiism as suh we should speify, skeptial vis-à-vis some X. (Thus large-saleexpressions of skeptiism suh as those represented in Job are salar magni�-ations of more loal skeptiisms direted at modest objets: the promissorynote of a merhant or even the profession of love.)� It may be the ase that the signifying system that undergirds the ohereneof a soiety as a whole�rather than this or that element of it�is the objetof skeptiism. This is to formally aount for a situation Crenshaw intuitivelylinks to olletive skeptiism, namely revolution :75Skeptiism's genesis in the universal-rational means that it refused to beomethe exlusive property of an intelletually elite group of people. Admittedly,breakdowns often fail to ahieve deisive breakthroughs for lak of popularsupport. Suh aristorati revolutions always abort beause they do not su-eed in apturing the imagination of ommon people. The mere presene ofpotentially revolutionary thoughts annot alter the human situation unless theI am thinking.�75Crenshaw points out the tenuous onnetion between skeptiism and the elite literary lassof a soiety, a ommonplae assumption in biblial sholarship. �Aeptane of this plausible hy-pothesis about the authors of the sapiential orpus may permit one to make signi�ant observa-tions onerning Job and Qoheleth,� he allows, but then points out the very trunated view suhliterature gives us. Instead we should assume that �the skeptial voie reahes far beyond thesedissenting ries.� Crenshaw, Skeptiism, 5. 53



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdomidea seizes the minds of those who alone an implement lasting hange.76To summarize this point: Crenshaw posits the priniple of universality as the basisof skeptiism: it is both the �truth� skeptiism doubts and the medium by whih itgains tration. We have suggested that the form of the universality is language andonsequentially skeptiism may be a resistane within the system, exerted upon aloalizable element of it; or, on the other hand, skeptiism may resist the system asa whole, the situation of revolution.To our formalization of Crenshaw's analysis we should add the gains from ourlinguistially foused analysis above so as to make expliit that the opposition skep-tiism/system is, in both ases, an opposition loated within the system (i.e., theskeptiism that resists the system as a whole an only arise from within the systemor, in terms more akin to Crenshaw's, the skeptiism that poses a threat to belief asa whole must neessarily be spoken from the most faithful position). Realling thata ertain degree of skeptiism is neessary for the smooth funtioning of any Sym-boli order, we must simultaneously reognize that, to a ertain extent, a Symboliorder must always be in revolt against itself in order to provide plae-holders forits immanent limit, failure, void (whih usually happens by externalizing it as theresult of a partiular, ontingent threat whih ould/should be eliminated). Thetask of our analysis in the rest of this setion on the historial limits of wisdoman now be more spei�ally de�ned with respet to these polyvalent skeptiisms.Our task is to delimit and analyze those manifestations of skeptiism that sustainthe limits or failures of the sapiential Symboli order (and thus do not representhistorial limits of wisdom insofar as their revolts merely irle round the sameoneptual oordinates) and those that overome these limits, opening possibilitiesfor new historial subjets of wisdom.C. Newsom 1989 We an move forward quite rapidly on this task by attendingto Carol Newsom's 1989 essay,77 whih approahes the problem from the oppositetak as did Crenshaw in three deisive matters.1. Whereas Crenshaw suspends judgment as to the intrinsi soundness of wisdomso as to render visible the modes of skeptiism that sustain its oherene,76Crenshaw, Skeptiism, 7-8. 77Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom.54



10 An immanent limitNewsom takes for granted the �awed nature of wisdom qua universal, thenanalyzes the failures of Prov 1-9 to assimilate these �aws into its world ofmeaning.2. If Crenshaw wants to show how, in the ase of the Hebrew Bible, skeptiismsustains the prevailing sapiential ideology (here we are to think of the neutralusage of this term, ideology as a theory of how to live in and understand theworld), Newsom wants to determine the seams of ideologial ontradition, itslines of frature (and here we are to assume depreatory sense of ideology, i.e.�false onsiousness�), and, given that, how to smash it.3. And �nally, if Crenshaw wants to show us the diahroni workings of skep-tiism as a partiular ideologial response that proeeds from the establish-ment of the �transendent universal,� Newsom puts aside the �noisy sphere�of ideology to lead us to the �hidden abode� of historial antagonism as theontologially prior ontradition upon whih all ideologies founder.Thus to Crenshaw's �skepti� we may juxtapose Newsom's �riti,� identifying theirdi�erene from one another in terms of the questions What? (Crenshaw's de-sriptive aount of skeptiism's mutual-imbriation with �truth faith�) and Why?(Newsom's turn toward the non-symboli Real of historial antagonism).Undoubtedly this presentation remains overly shemati,78 but it nonethelessshows us how Newsom's di�erent aim onfronts us with a new and momentousproblem: how to get behind/under ideology when the primary body of evidene is amodest orpus of texts that, if not �authored� tout ourt by an elite setor of soiety,were at the very least ollated, arranged and preserved by them. Whih is to say, interms of the psyhoanalyti/Laanian in�etion of our argument, how do we ritiquethe Symboli domestiation of the Real given the neessarily Symboli habitationof our ritique. On this point, Newsom's argument is expliitly psyhoanalyti(Laan's name onspiuous in its absene79) in that it names sexual di�erene as78The spei� argument of Newsom's essay is taken up in detail in the �nal part of this disser-tation, espeially in hapter 5.79It should be noted that, although Newsom's artile does not name Laan, it speaks fromwithin a reognizably Frenh-Freudian framework and works with a notion of the Real mediatedby Louis Althusser (page, 117) and Julia Kristeva (page, 122, 131 note 5), both highly in�uened55



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdomthe lous of the Real's appearane, but as suh only aessible through the Symboliregister, at the points of its antinomi breakdowns.From this onnetion between sexual di�erene and the Real, Newsom deduesthe diagnosti importane of those texts that seek to ontain sexual di�erene, writ-ing it aording to the opposition Woman-Wisdom// the Strange-Woman. (In thissense, Newsom's argument should be redited as the inspiration for the third partof this dissertation.) The symbolization of sexual di�erene as the Strange-Woman,Newsom shows, is a deeply ambivalent gesture, stabilizing Proverbs' version of Wis-dom as an enlosed ideologial matrix, even while it fatally undermines Proverbs'oherene.The Strange Woman �gures the irreduible di�erene that prevents any disoursefrom establishing itself unproblematially. That is to say, she is not simply thespeeh of atual women, but she is the symboli �gure of a variety of marginal dis-ourses. She is the ontradition, the dissonane that fores a dominant disourseto artiulate itself and at the same time threatens to subvert it. Those dissonanesan no more be eliminated than an sexual di�erene itself. And their existene isthe soure of slow but profound hange in symboli orders.80The parallels with Crenshaw's argument (skeptiism as that whih both authenti-ates and subverts faith in the universal) are readily apparent. The Strange-Womanis the signi�er of that whih disturbs the disourse's ability to be meaningful andyet must be signi�ed for the disourse to funtion. The disourse's tendeny to failat the prodution of meaning was assoiated above with the e�ets of the signi�eras di�erentiated from and prior to the sign. Skeptiism, we said, was the subjetiveposition that would attend to the struture of the signi�er rather than that of thesign. Newsom's assoiation of these dissonanes with sexual di�erene both libidi-nizes the skepti as a desiring subjet propelled by a lost objet (the Edeni timeof harmony between the sexes) as well as makes sexual di�erene the ineliminablesoure of historial time, i.e., �the slow but profound hange in symboli orders.�81by Laan's work.80Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 122, emphasis added.81Laan (1974, 30) refers to the same onnetion between the Real of sexual di�erene and thehistorial narrative that emerges therefrom: �The sexual impasse exudes the �tions that rationalizethe impossible within whih it originates. I don't say they are imagined; like Freud, I read in themthe invitation to the real that underwrites them.�56



11 Essene and the logi of prediationWhat Newsom and Crenshaw leave open to misunderstanding and, inidentally,Laan tells us Freud did as well,82 is whether the non-symbolizable Real of Cren-shaw's proper or Newsom's marginal lie external to or exluded from the reality towhih they stand opposed. Neither Crenshaw nor Newsom su�iently larify thisissue so as to prevent its misunderstanding whih, for us, is deisive. An a�rmationalong these lines transposes the limit of wisdom to a transendent beyond, and sohalts the dialeti of limit and essene we have been at pains to draw out of theirwork.11 Essene and the logi of prediationTo speak of Wisdom's essene is to onfront, diretly, the struture of prediation.We are trying to omplete a ertain sentene (Wisdom is . . . ), whih draws ourattention to the fat wisdom's essene annot be oneived of as a singularity butminimally involves a subjet and a prediate: S is P, whih we will simplify furtheras the determination of one signi�er by a seond signi�er.
S1 −→ S2The simpliity of this abstrat, pared down struture belies an immensely omplexproblemati, whih has to do with the radial asymmetry between the two terms.Consider the so-alled �prologue� to the book of Proverbs. The six verses fol-lowing the epigraph inlude more than a dozen di�erent wisdom words.The proverbs of Solomon, son of David, king of Israel:for learning wisdom and instrution,for understanding words of insight,for aquiring the disipline of suess:righteousness, justie, and equity;to teah shrewdness to the simple,knowledge and prudene to the young,that the wise might hear and inrease learning,and the diserning aquire skill;to understand proverb and epigram,the words of the wise and their riddles.82Laan, Seminar XX, 55. 57



2. The Limits and Essene of WisdomThe fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge;fools despise wisdom and disipline. (Prov 1:1-7)About this prologue von Rad andidly asks,How an an exegesis whih takes words seriously deal adequately with this seriesof statements? What do the many individual terms mean? In what sense are theyassoiated with eah other, and in what sense are they di�erentiated from eahother? It would only be with di�ulty that one would onlude that the prologueto the book of Proverbs is mere empty noise. How, then, is one to proeed?Presumably a omprehensive term, for whih there is no longer any handy word,an be onstruted here for the reader by the fat that, to a ertain extent, intothis prologue a number of terms have been inserted so that by this umulation[Kumulierung ℄ the desired extension of the oneptual range is ahieved. . . By theumulation of many terms the text seems to aim at something larger, somethingmore omprehensive whih ould not be expressed satisfatorily by means of anyone of the terms used.83This onstellation of issues (signi�ane as a �umulative� e�et, the desire for aomprehensive term, the fat that no one signi�er seems able to onvey this om-prehensive �eld) are entral to the onerns of this dissertation and an be linkedoneptually under the term metonymy�a term that is not everywhere de�ned inthe same way or to the same analyti e�et. Setting aside for a moment Laan'sprofound psyhoanalyti mapping, we ome aross metonymy in a luster of rhetor-ial �gures that are easily onfused (e.g., synedohe, metaphor, irony84). Even atthis �rst shallow approah, some lari�ation is required.12 The metonymi essene of wisdomLaan's omplex elaborations of metonymy and metaphor are not original but derivefrom the work of R. Jakobson, who understood signi�ation in terms of a bipolarfuntion, operating between the respetive a�ordanes of metaphor and metonymy.83von Rad, Wisdom, 13.84This is not to suggest that suh slippage results from a theoretial failure; Lévi-Strauss reg-ularly shows how �metaphors take over the mission of metonyms, and vie versa,� so as to solveoneptual problems in stories. Claude Lévi-Strauss, The Savage Mind. Chiago: The Univer-sity of Chiago Press, 1966, 150. 58



12 The metonymi essene of wisdomThe development of disourse may take plae along two di�erent semanti lines:one topi may lead to another either through their similarity or through theirontiguity. The metaphori way would be the most appropriate term for the �rstase and the metonymi way for the seond, sine they �nd their most ondensedexpression in metaphor and metonymy respetively.85What this oneptualization of metonymy brings into fous is a spei� relationallogi, whih, in ontrast to metaphor, proeeds on the basis of ontextual prox-imity: a onnetion in realia rather than the ioni or symbol-laden mediationsof metaphor. If metaphor reon�gures a standard signi�ed by positing a startlingequivalene, e.g. womb for spoil in Judges 5:30, metonymy evokes an essential wholewith referene to a spatial or temporal adjunt, e.g. gate for ity in Gen 24:60. �Itonsists in using for the name of a thing or a relationship, an attribute, a sug-gested sense, or something losely related, suh as e�et for ause . . . the imputedrelationship being that of ontiguity.�86 The e�et of metonymy is to irumsribesomething (some Thing) that eludes signi�ation: by artfully displaing the sig-ni�ed's lous from one signi�er to another, the lak language insribes in being isformalized (and thus hidden) by onvention. No one assumes that the ity onsistsof a solitary gate; we are nonetheless spared the impossible task of de�ning whata ity really is. (The e�et of metaphor is preisely the opposite, to stimulate ourawareness of the onstruted quality of meaning; the use of womb in Judges 5:30produes a meaning very di�erent than if the author had stuk with a onventionalsynonym for plunder.)Returning to von Rad's quote, we an disern therein a desription of ametonymimovement that enirles but annot �ll the absene of an adequate �omprehensiveterm.� The oneptual range aimed at by the pile of terms is, obviously, the esseneof Wisdom, whih eludes eah signi�er in turn but somehow in-sists in the hainthat links them together.87 The introdution of the trope of metonymy is useful here85Roman Jakobson, �Two Aspets of Language and Two Types of Aphasi Disturbanes�. In OnLanguage Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1990b, 129, my emphasis.86Anthony Wilden, The Rules Are No Game: The Strategy of Communiation. London:Routledge, 1987, 198.87�Whene we an say that it is in the hain of the signi�er that meaning insists, but that noneof the hain's elements onsists in the signi�ation it an provide at that very moment.� Jaques59



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdombeause it allows us to understand why no word is �handy� (handlihes) enoughto signify the essene of wisdom that Proverbs purportedly onveys, even thougheah of them more or less has the same signi�ed and seems merely to displae theothers. Thus does metonymy provide a oneptual framework for understanding aommon notion in the �eld, most reently artiulated by M. Fox,A variety of words are used for wisdom and knowledge . . . These words have theirown nuanes and syntati onstraints, and various sholars have drawn distintionsamong them . . . But the wisdom words are pragmati synonyms, onveying basiallythe same ideas . . . The wisdom words form a lexial group that as a whole onveysthe onept of wisdom.88This returns us to the thesis advaned in the introdution of this setion, that theessene of wisdom beomes ommuniative only as a beyond, beyond the signifyinglimit of these most important of wisdom's terms, a limit whih prevents them frombeing up to the task of signifying Wisdom on their own. In other words, the essentialsubstane of Wisdom is onveyed here as a lak in signifying potentiality, a level ofnon-identity in the signi�er that propels our searh for its essene onward.13 The tautologial essene of wisdomHowever, as long as we attribute the prologue's lak of a omprehensive term to anempirial di�erene posited between, for example, �wisdom� and �shrewdness,� or�wisdom� and �suess,� we miss the inherent and strutural lak that splits the�eld of Wisdom. Paradoxially, the true dimension of metonymy an be lari�edmost easily when at the level of ontent subjet and prediate, S1 and S2, are �lledby the same signi�er. Consider the following proverb:The beginning/essene (r	e ²֓ît) of wisdom is�get wisdom� (Prov 4:7).Does this formula of pure identity, A = A, short-iruit the viious yle of metonymy?We intuit that it doesn't, that here, in fat, we learn nothing of substane aboutwisdom's essene. But we should momentarily suspend the question of substaneLaan, �The Instane of the Letter in the Unonsious�. In Erits New York: W. W. Norton &Company, 2006e, 502.88Mihael Fox, �The Epistemology of the Book of Proverbs�. Journal of Biblial Literature ,126 2007 No. 4, 669. 60



13 The tautologial essene of wisdomso as to learn something of the form of signi�ation, i.e. what is the formal basisof our intuition that the tautologous equation A = A fails at the level of truth?We an approah the question in a very onrete way: Wherein lies the di�er-ene suh that the subjet (whose plae is held by the �rst A, whose essene weseek) is not determined without remainder by the prediate (the seond A that�lls out the harater of the �rst)? This question has in fat already been asked ofProv 4:7. Fox (2000, 175) reognizes the nonsensial quality of the verse, at leastfor the reader who enounters it for the �rst time. �It is tautologous,� he notes, �toidentify the beginning of getting something with getting it, as this verse seems todo.� And further he seeks to explain the verse's true meaning along the lines wejust mentioned (i.e. positing a di�erene between h. okm	ah the subjet and h. okm	ahthe prediate). What grounds does he �nd for this di�erene?The �rst h. okm	ah mentioned is wisdom of the sort possessed by the wise individual,the seond is the ontent of the knowledge being taught. In other words: the�rst step toward beoming a wise man is to imbibe the teahings, even beforeunderstanding and applying them. The possession of this knowledge is not fullywisdom, but it will start you on the way to intelligene and judiiousness in thoughtand ation.Thus the apparent identity of subjet and prediate is based upon a failure to rekonwith a diversity inherent to Wisdom's semanti range. Fox's paraphrase of the verse,�The �rst step toward beoming a wise man is to imbibe the teahings,�89 makesuse of Wisdom's ability to mean (1) an overall positive feeling about knowledge,and (2) the sum ontent of the same knowledge. But does the semanti ambiguityof h. okm	ah justify a reading whih makes of the form A = A a merely apparenttautology, whose true form is the onventional and muh more useful A = B?Fox's solution is demonstrably inadequate in that one an �nd no reason fornot simply reversing the interpretative deision. Why not say that �rst h. okm	ahrefers to �the ontent of the knowledge being taught,� the seond to �the wisdomof a wise individual��by whih I understand Fox to mean something like a respetfor knowledge and a desire to learn?90 I am not trying to defend this seond as89Mihael Fox, Proverbs 1-9: A New Translation With Introdution and Commentary. NewYork: Doubleday, 2000, 175.90This seond reading, pae Fox, has many signi�ant proponents, not the least of whih are61



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdomthe �right� reading but to highlight the impossibility of persuading ourselves oneway or another. Indeed, the more obsessively we stake out one position, the moreobvious the reasonableness of the other must appear. And stepping bak, there isa perfetly logial reason why this is so. The ambiguity that belongs to the subjet
A, the fat that it really stands for a set of meanings A1, A2, A3, . . . An, annot beontained to one side of the opula. The multipliity at the heart of h. okm	ah hereonfounds the meaning of subjet and prediate in the same measure.14 Ambiguities of r	e֓²îtFox's response, I think, would be that I had illiitly braketed what he takes tobe Prov 4:7's most important word, i.e. r	e ²֓ît . For it is true that if r	e ²֓ît meansa temporal beginning point, as Fox says it does,91 then the prediation is not re-versible, but rather Fox's reading� �the �rst step. . . is to imbibe the teahings��isdemonstrably better. (Of ourse the orollary is equally to be a�rmed, if r	e ²֓îtmeans something like �essene� or �foundation,� then my proposed alternative ispreferable.)As Fox indiates, the lous lassius for this questions is the book's motto-verse:�The fear-of Yhwh is the r	e ²֓ît of knowledge� (1:7).There are three main ways of interpreting Prov 1:7a, depending on whether r	e ²֓ît, ��rst,� means (1) �rst in time; (2) priniple, essene, hief part; or (3) the bestpart in quality and importane. . . The only ommentators to understand r	e ²֓ît inthe temporal sense alone seem to have been a few medievals. For instane, Ps.-IbnEzra says, �This means it [fear of the Lord℄ is the �rst thing to know, and afterwardsone may learn and know everything else.� This is, I believe, orret. Though thefear of God is undoubtedly exellent, at issue here is not qualitative superiority.Fear of God is not the best part of wisdom, beause it is not part of wisdom, oneomponent among many. The topi of the Prologue [i.e., 1:1-7℄ is the value of thebook for study, whih leads to and enhanes wisdom.92those platitudes that distinguish �authenti wisdom� from �book smarts.� Waltke (2004, 77)distinguishes between wisdom and knowledge along these lines: �A person ould memorize thebook of Proverbs and still lak wisdom if it did not a�et his heart.�91�In 4:7, even more learly than in 1:7, r	e ²֓ît means `�rst' (in time), `beginning.' � Fox,Proverbs 1-9, 175.92Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 68. 62



14 Ambiguities of r	e֓²îtThus both terms�r	e ²֓ît and the fear-of Yhwh�are quali�ed with respet to Wis-dom: not really part of its �eld but rather marking the ruial propædeuti postureof the young student.In my view, Fox's premise�there are three possible meanings of r	e ²֓ît ; onemust hoose the orret one�presents us with a false hoie, that in fat r	e ²֓î-t means to onvey something of the paradoxial nature of �progress� in wisdom.93However, rather than enumerate those sholars who have understood r	e ²֓ît in termsof �essene� or, on the other hand, as irreduibly multi-semi, I want to point outa ertain inonsisteny in Fox's overall aount of the onstellation Wisdom, thefear-of Yhwh and r	e ²֓ît .Leaving aside momentarily the question of r	e ²֓ît in relation to Wisdom, we ansay something muh more de�nite about its relation to the fear-of Yhwh, for Prov1:7 unequivoally equates the two: �The fear-of Yhwh is the r	e ²֓ît . . . � In perfetonord with what he said about r	e ²֓ît (i.e. that it means the temporal beginningpoint), Fox understands the fear-of Yhwh in this ontext as �a prerequisite ofwisdom. . . its propædeuti, the disipline that prepares the way for it.�94 However,this reading will not do for the entire sope of Prov 1-9, as the ruial passage 2:3-5demonstrates.Indeed, if to understanding you all,if to insight you raise your voie,if you seek it out like silver,and like hidden treasure you searh for it,Then you will understand the fear-of Yhwh,and the knowledge of God you will �nd.Here, the fear-of Yhwh annot be understood as a propædeuti entry point; ratherit is highlighted as the end of an arduous proess.93For example, J. Crenshaw notes how the fear-of Yhwh was both �the beginning of all knowl-edge� but equally �the rowning ahievement in wisdom.� Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom, 12.94Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 68.
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2. The Limits and Essene of WisdomIf you all,raise,seek-out,searh-for,thenyou will understand the fear-of Yhwh.Fox notes of the turning point in 5a: �This [then ℄ is the apodosis of the three on-ditionals ombined. . .Whereas we would expet the quest for wisdom to ulminatein the �nding of wisdom, this verse makes an even greater laim. It promises noless than religious enlightenment: the understanding of the fear of the Lord and theknowledge of God.�95 Thus we are led into a kind of paradox: the �pre-requisite�and the �ulmination� of Wisdom are arried by the same signi�er. Fox's solution,a seond time, is to posit and ontrol a split within the signi�er �fear.�Wisdom both begins with fear of God (1:7; 9:10) and leads to it. If the hilddoes his part. . . his fear of God will move to a higher stage. . . The simple fear ofdivine anger that prompted the �rst, juvenile steps toward wisdom matures into areasoned, ognitive onsiene. . . The temporal Fear of God motivates the searhfor wisdom, whih develops into a more sophistiated fear of God, one in whih amoral onsiene is fused with knowledge of his will.96One must be areful, for there are two distint laims being made. On the onehand, Fox posits an inherent temporal relationship97 between two experienes offear. The �ulminating� fear is a repetition; one arrives at its meaning only bypassing through the prior, propædeuti fear. But seond, this di�erene in timeis mapped onto a substantive di�erene at the level of ontent: a simple, juvenilefright versus the deeper ognition of a reasoned onsiene.I wholeheartedly endorse the �rst observation and just as wholeheartedly rejetthe seond, whih seems to me the very distintion Prov 2:3-5 seeks to erase.98Indeed the insight at whih this passage aims has to do with the persistene, therepetition, of fear: even after a life of alling, seeking, searhing, et. the fear is95Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 110. 96Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 111, 113.97�The temporal movement of the passage is arefully paed out by the onditional struture(`if' . . . `then' . . . `then').� Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 112.98On the meaning of �fear� in Proverbs see the extended disussion on pages 215�228.64



15 The identity of identity and non-identitythere as it was in the beginning. So too with the r	e ²֓ît of wisdom, its funtion inProv 1-9 is not bifurated along lexial lines; it refers always to the same ontent,and why should it not? What hanges in the passage from being-foolish to being-wise is not the thing being observed but the perspetive from whih it is observed.With respet to Wisdom one is always at the beginning, the r	e ²֓ît . The fool seesthis position and its appropriate posture of humility as something to be overome(or worse, something that has already been overome99), but the sage reognizesand embraes a lak that is proper to humanity.15 The identity of identity and non-identityThus we must seek to understand the form of tautology on di�erent grounds, andfor this we will do no better than Hegel, who paradoxially analyzed the statement
A = A under the rubri of ontradition.If anyone opens his mouth and promises to state what God is, namely God is�God, expetation is heated, for what was expeted was a di�erent determina-tion. . . Looking more losely at this tedious e�et produed by suh truth, we seethat the beginning, �The plant [or, God℄ is�,� sets out to say something, to bringforward a further determination. But sine only the same thing is repeated, theopposite has happened, nothing has emerged. Suh idential talk therefore on-tradits itself. Identity, instead of being in its own self truth and absolute truth,is onsequently the very opposite; instead of being the unmoved simple, it is thepassage beyond itself into the dissolution of itself.100The Hegelian �identity of identity and non-identity� is thus grounded in rules ofdisourse, its temporality, whereby the nomination of a subjet neessarily movestoward some determination of ontent more than the abstrat identity of the sub-jet. Thus the proposition �Wisdom is�wisdom� highlights the non-identity atthe heart of Wisdom muh more starkly than do statements suh as those in theprologue, �Wisdom is�instrution,� for example. In this latter proposition subjetand prediate are not idential simply beause wisdom is more than instrution;the equation of instrution and wisdom leaves an unspei�ed remainder. This ex-ess/de�it re�ets the most fundamental struture of metonymy, and it inhabits99See for example Prov 26:12 or any of the referenes to those who are �wise in their own eyes.�100Georg Wilhelm Friedrih Hegel, Hegel's Siene of Logi. Amherst, NY: Humanity65



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdomour speeh whenever we try to speify something (wisdom) as something else (in-strution). On the other hand, tautology, in the guise of a proposition that wouldirumvent the limitations of �something as . . . ,� onfronts us with a muh sharperversion of non-identity�non-identity sharpened to the point of ontradition. Itdoes this by saying nothing about wisdom (thus the tedious bore suh statementsin�it on Hegel).The distintion between the subjet wisdom and the prediate wisdom, to returnto the question we raised above (on page 61), annot be oneived as resultant towisdom's multiple onnotations, a degree of variability that belongs only on theside of the prediate. Wisdom qua subjet, in other words, is the name of the Oneuniversal we are speaking of, an entity whih must transend/inlude within itselfall the variety of its partiular manifestations. Wisdom qua prediate, on the otherhand, is the set by whih this degree of di�erene is onretized and fored upon us:�. . . yes, that too must be rekoned wise.� The ontradition that we experiene intautology arises out of gathering of these two radially di�erent entities�the Oneuniversal versus all of its prediates�under the same signi�er.wisdom → wisdomthe One wisdom all of its qualities
S1 S2, S3, . . . SnThe repetition of the signi�er wisdom, whih amounts to the reappearane ofthe subjet in the plae of the prediate, suggests that wisdom's essene, wisdomonsidered apart from its ontingent manifestations, an only be approahed bysuperimposing the series of laks, whereby eah prediate has not quite given thepreise measure of wisdom. Therefore we should say, in the sentene�Wisdom is. . . wisdom��. . . wisdom� represents lak as suh.Finally, the stritly negative magnitude of �. . . wisdom� is further undersored whenwe maintain the ative sense of the imperative that introdues the prediate, �GetBooks, 1969 [1812/1831℄, 415. 66



16 The shape of wisdomwisdom!� The syntax onveys not only the logial non-identity of the two wisdomsbut equally the interminable ativity that ompensates for the eternal lak. Thus asa formal indiation, admitting that the ground for suh a move will only be visibleafter the analysis is underway, we might imagine the lak instated by the imperativeas a plae-holder for the non-identity of wisdom with itself. The proposition �wisdomis�get wisdom,� if we allow the imperative �get� to stand as a sign of the negative,reates the possibility that the series of all partiular instanes of wisdom (whih wenamed S2 above) and the non-identity inherent to the universal ategory wisdom(S1) are present in the statements through whih the essene of Wisdom, to quotevon Rad yet again, beomes ommuniative.16 The shape of wisdomOn the whole, this problem�the impossibility of signifying Wisdom with a �handyword��has not exessively inhibited sholarly disquisitions of its essene. For ifWisdom is not artiulable in One omprehensive signi�er, its essene is not therebydisredited but displaed to a higher level, whether this is oneived in existen-tial (Wisdom as a worldview) or literary (Wisdom as a genre) terms. Exemplaryproposals for this broader oneption of Wisdom's essene inlude von Rad's no-tion of Wirklihkeitsverständnis,101 Whybray's �intelletual tradition,�102 Mur-phy's �shared approah to reality,�103 and most reently Van Leeuwen's plea for a101E.g., von Rad, Wisdom, 7.102Whybray (1974, 69-70) desribes what unites this tradition as follows �The ommon interestin these books is an interest in the problems of human life: not the politial problems of thenation of Israel, whih, though of giganti and tragi proportions, are never referred to here, butthe problems of ordinary individual itizens: their relations with one another and within their ownommunities in their daily lives, their onern about the present and the future, inluding the fateof their hildren and desendants, and about the justie or injustie of their personal destinies.�As far as our detetion of this �ommon interest� Whybray deploys a mostly terminologialinvestigation to ��nd, in Proverbs, Job, and Elesiastes, an element of ommon voabulary. . . and,to some extent, though less evidently, of forms and style appropriate to the expression of thoughtson this partiular range of subjets� Roger N. Whybray, The Intelletual Tradition in the OldTestament. Berlin, New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1974, BZAW, 70.103Murphy (1978, 39) outlines the assured �theses� and more speulative �hypotheses� thatanimate the study of wisdom literature. The seond hypothesis runs as follows: �The problem ofthe relationship between wisdom literature and other portions of the Old Testament needs to be67



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdom�ritial-realist approah�104 that eshews a terminologially oriented basis of de-sription, instead treating Wisdom as a literary and ideologial �kind,� on analogywith �things given in nature suh as stones, plants, animals, and stars.�105 VanLeeuwen is not making the laim that Wisdom is obvious and empirially given.His point, rather, is to draw out the omplexity of all determinations along thelines, This is that kind of thing. . .Natural kinds and human artifats (like a monarhy or minuet) embody a rihnessof features and funtions �out there� in reality to whih our analyti ats of ompar-ison, ontrast, and lassi�ation respond more or less adequately and aording toour various epistemologial or pratial purposes. . . Thus a tree may belong to thelasses of objets ombustible, eonomi, aestheti, and sared. The real propertiesof the tree make possible its various funtions in human use, inluding epistemolog-ial use. It is not simply one or another �kind� of thing, as we arbitrarily hoose toname it, but potentially many things, if we rightly name the one tree in its diverseaspets.106The problem of the metonymi slide of signi�ers (driven by the pursuit of the One)falls away as we hange our fous from �the one Wisdom� to �its diverse aspets.�In the ase of Wisdom, van Leeuwen wishes to range this diversity under therubri of a uni�ed funtion,107 whih, in turn, marks the originally dispersed in-reformulated in terms of a shared approah to reality . . . It is not a question of the diret in�ueneof the sages or of the wisdom literature, but rather of an approah to reality whih was shared by allIsraelites in varying degrees. The teahers were of ourse the experts . . . but the existene of expertseven presupposes that the average Israelite shared to some extent in the sapiential understandingof reality (whih was, without doubt, not alien to Yahwism for them). Suh an understanding wasnot a mode of thinking ultivated exlusively by one lass; it was shared at all levels of soietythat interpreted daily experiene. It ame to be rystallized in a reognizable body of `wisdomliterature.' �104Van Leeuwen desribes this as follows: �Epistemologially, I rejet a positivist or objetivistapproah, whih assumes objet and de�nition or name wholly orrespond, but I do assume thata areful, ritial-realist approah may produe a hermeneutial `spiral' that advanes our under-standing of the anient texts and wisdom.� Raymond Van Leeuwen, �Form Critiism, Wisdom,and Psalms 111-12�. In The Changing Fae of Form Critiism Grand Rapids, Mih.: Wm. B.Eerdmans, 2003, 66.105Van Leeuwen, Form Critiism, Wisdom, and Psalms 111-12, 66.106Van Leeuwen, Form Critiism, Wisdom, and Psalms 111-12, 66.107Van Leeuwen marks his di�erene from the onventional proedures of form ritiism here, in68



16 The shape of wisdomstanes with a reognizable form. In the ase of a �literary kind,� i.e. a genre, we anexpet that the form will be manifestly ompliated, onstituted by a onatenationof already omplex kinds, but nonetheless ontrolled by the uni�ed funtion.Genres attah to life settings or existene in terms of a ommon human problemor funtion, broad or narrow, as the ase may be. [Following from this. . . ℄ genrespossess ommon features, suh as (but not limited to) subjet matter, orderingdevies, patterns, tone, illoutionary stane, style, and rhetori as a result of therules of parsimony and tradition. Humans �nd and repeatedly use those patternsof speeh that do a partiular ommuniative job best, both on the maro-level,and on the miro-level of generi subunits or elements. . . A suessful instane ofa genre will relate all of its language elements to one another and to a humanproblem so that the whole and its parts work harmoniously and parsimoniously toaomplish the genre's main funtion (and sub-funtions) well. . . To aomplish aertain funtion, an artifat must have a ertain �shape.�108.This apparently sets forth a programmatially di�erent approah to de�ne Wisdom'sessene in terms of its overriding funtion (presumably �to teah�) as this funtionis invested into any number of spei� situations or institutional settings. What weare after, in other words, is not the Wisdom thing, but the Wisdom pattern, itsshape.109this notion of funtion. �Genres always bear a relation either to the human ondition in general orto spei� life settings, but those life settings should be de�ned in terms of human funtions, ratherthan primarily in terms of institutions, as has usually been the ase in HB/OT studies. Prayer, forexample, takes plae both in and outside the ult.� Van Leeuwen, Form Critiism, Wisdom, andPsalms 111-12, 83.108Van Leeuwen, Form Critiism, Wisdom, and Psalms 111-12, 82.109Figurations of reality in terms of a �pattern� or �shape� (one ould just as well add �network�or �matrix��any of the urrently prevailing spatial metaphors for the nature of reality) re�et thepervasive intelletual in�uene of strutural linguistis and its overwhelmingly topologial onep-tualization of meaning. One an register this intelletual emergene in every zone of intelletualprodution, but perhaps nowhere so risply as in siene �tion writing and its very produtive en-gagement with omputer networks. I am thinking of Williams Gibson's eentri philosophe Gen-try, �who was onvined that yberspae had a Shape, an overall total form. Not that that was theweirdest idea. . . but Gentry had this obsessive onvition that the Shape mattered totally. The ap-prehension of the Shape was Gentry's grail.� William Gibson, Mona Lisa Overdrive. New York:Bantam Books, 1989, 75.When later a disiple inquires after Gentry's unanny knowledge of yberspae, Gentry's re-69



2. The Limits and Essene of WisdomSholars have sought this shape to varying degrees in a number of di�erentspheres of experiene upon whih the sages re�eted. A ursory review of the mainsituational topoi in whose terms the sages artiulated their intelletual traditionimmediately exposes the kinds of homologies Van Leeuwen has in mind.Creation At the most maro-sale, the sage understood the universe itself tobe a pedagogial objet. The essene of Wisdom here is understood as an invisibleunderlayment to the manifold expressions of reaturely life. W. Zimmerli, who �rstartiulated these themes in 1933,110 understood wisdom's driving question to be the�good of man,� but in this alulus the order of reation is the ��nal determininginstant.� The question of human good is reduible to the question �How do I makeuse of the bounds �xed about me to my own advantage?�111 In a later artiulationof the relation between Wisdom and reation, Zimmerli foused on the theologialdistintiveness of Wisdom vis-à-vis the rest of the HB/OT.112 Whereas the latter,in Zimmerli's view, is onerned hie�y with history and the outworking of Yhwh'sovenant with Israel, �Wisdom thinks resolutely in the framework of a theology ofreation.�113 Zimmerli draws two onsequenes from this fat:� World re�ets or, better, expresses the harater of the divine Creator.� The role of humanity�homo sapiens�as made in the image of God meansthat the operations of Wisdom exeed the praties of naming or diserningan extant order; the responsibility of Wisdom is extended to the funtion ofestablishing, and even ruling, 114 this order. Despite the in�nite gap betweenthe divine and human, �man knows that God authorizes him to go out intothe world, to observe, to establish the things of the world.�115sponse aptures the epistemologial shift impliit in struturalism. �Beause. . . I've been at it fromanother angle. You've been playing ause and e�et, but I've been looking for outlines, shapesin time. You've been looking all over the matrix, but I've been looking at the matrix, the wholething. I know things you don't.� Gibson, 230.110Walther Zimmerli, �Conerning the Struture of Old Testament Wisdom�. In James Cren-shaw, editor, Studies in Anient Israelite Wisdom. New York: KTAV, 1976.111Zimmerli, Struture, 177. 112Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964.113Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 316.114Deisive for Zimmerli's reading is the Priestly benedition of Gen 1:28: �Be fruitful and mul-tiply, and �ll the earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the �sh of the sea, and over thebirds of the air, and over every living thing that moves upon the earth.115Zimmerli, Sottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 321.70



16 The shape of wisdomEthis The related �elds of ethis, morality and harater-formation natu-rally onstituted a distint sub-omplex of the sapiential worldview, the primarymetaphor for whih was a ategorial image of �two paths�: on one side, a straightpath (2:13), a pure path (13:6), a just path (2:8), the path of life (6:23); on theother, rooked paths (2:15), a deviant path (14:2), a wiked path (4:14), the pathof death (7:27).On this path of life two distint groups of pilgrims walked toward di�erent goals. Theywere known as the wise and the foolish; all people fell into one or the other ategory.In the view of the sages, no middle ground existed for those who partiipated infolly, or in wisdom, only minimally. Moreover, an ethial understanding of the twoategories prevailed. The wise were righteous and the fools wiked. This surprisingonlusion arose from the operative assumption that anyone who strengthened theorder upholding the universe belonged to God's fores, while those who underminedthis harmony were enemies of the reator.116But for the sage, the sharp ethial binary does not lead, as in the propheti lit-erature to the valorization of �righteous wrath,� nor to any galvanizing politialdetermination to unseat the foolish and/or wiked. On the ontrary, it is the foolwho does not pereive in the present on�guration of the world the operations of aself-orreting domain of justie. Thus the sine qua non of sapiential ethis is themaintenane or, in an extreme ase, re-onstitution of an always-already existingorder.The ounsel of the sages and the teahing of the elders or of the wise point to insightfor living and to the formation of a balaned, good, and onsequently suessful lifewithin the then reognized orders of the world that were to be atualized anew.117Soiety Clearly related to the question of ethis is the sapiential ideal of anintegral, harmonious soiety. W. Brown has argued against the ommon hargethat the ethi of wisdom is reduible to instrumentality (Wisdom's notorious eudæ-monisti outlook). Brown does not deny the frequeny of �instrumental or pratialvalues�118 but reads their signi�ane relative to the overarhing value of the ommu-nity's well-being. What is wise is that whih solidi�es intra-ommunal onnetions;what is foolish is that whih attenuates the same bonds.116Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom, 66. 117Preuÿ, Old Testament Theology, 204.118William Brown, Charater in Crisis: a Fresh Approah to the Wisdom Literature of the71



2. The Limits and Essene of WisdomThis anti-ommunity ethos is most graphially represented by the personi�ed formof the �strange� or �alien� woman, to whom the reader is �rst introdued in 2:16-19.From the very outset, this outsider is desribed as the one who has severed andoverturned the most basi of ommunal ties, the marriage ovenant (2:17), an atthat shemes to ambush the innoent in hap.. 1. In either ase, at stake is the verysurvival of the ovenant ommunity, on behalf of whih wisdom and her arsenal ofvirtues wage their defense.119Knowledge Finally, and most re�exively, the sages delimited what onstitutedknowledge: history beomes not an opaque thing but a sign of a deeper intelligibility,revealing the operations of a �rational rule.�`Rule' means something permanently valid, something by whih one an rekon, onwhih one an rely. `Rational' means that this rule is supported by general evidenewhih an be ontrolled and on�rmed by the mind. That this validity and thisevidene are not absolute, exluding any disussion from the outset, that on�itingquestions are also possible, that, therefore, if need be the rule must be modi�ed or,in the last resort, even replaed by a better one�all this is of the essene of thesubjet. . .This de�nition, of ourse, already produes a deep gulf between the intelletualstriving of the wise teahers on the one hand and that of the narrators, theologiansof history, et, on the other. And this is justi�able, for the intelletual ativityof these two types was quite di�erent, as were the subjets with whih they wereeah onerned. In the one ase, Hebrew man examined his sphere of life loselyfor reliable orders and gathered together whatever ould be expressed in the formof rules. In the other ase, he ame upon Yahweh's irreversible historial derees,whih ertainly ould not be expressed in the form of rules and whih, at least at�rst sight, were atually unique in harater. In the one ase it was a question ofstating what was eternally valid, of noting general, human experienes; in the other,of ourrenes whih established unique politial and ulti fats.120The quality of phenomena rejeted by the sages (and it is preisely in this sense thatthe omparisons between the Hebrew h. okm	ah and the Greek σοφια should not bedismissed in overly hasty fashion) is that of ontingeny�the �unique,� the opaqueOld Testament. Grand Rapids, Mih.: W.B. Eerdmans, 1996, 31.119Brown, Charater in Crisis: a Fresh Approah to the Wisdom Literature of the Old Testament,34.120von Rad, Wisdom, 289. 72



17 Order is. . .deree of the �politial fat.� What appears as suh is either misapprehended oralls for a reon�guration of the �rational rule� as it has been formerly understood.But in so far as the rule is artiulated already to aount for a large set of data,the reon�gurations will de fato take the form of �adjustments.� What does notbelong to this ethi, as von Rad here indiates, is the disruptive surging forth of thepropheti �thus says Yhwh . . . ,� i.e. the possibility of revolution. Suh a radialreon�guration of reality is inonsistent with the ontologial ommitment to the�permanently valid.�17 Order is. . .Following Van Leeuwen, the essene of wisdom is not to be sought in one quiddi-tative moment of its ontent�epistemology, for example, or reation as the purestexpression of wisdom�but rather in the arhitetoni logi that binds all the mo-ments together, onstituting their di�erenes as a harmonious whole. As M. Foxhas put it more reently, �there is no prime axiom from whih all ideas are spunout; the system itself is primary.�121 And further, �an ideal of harmony is entralto the system.�122 The question of essene thus onsidered alls for a mappingof latent orrespondenes: the way a law of nature oheres with one of ethis, asingular priniple subtends both the struture of knowledge and the struture of aommunity. �To be wise, one must aquire a sense of harmony, a sensitivity to whatis �tting and right in all realms of attitude and behavior . . . a moral aestheti.�123To �ll out these propositions, we should be able to desribe this matrix, at leastpartially, by positing linkages between the four �loal� wisdoms we have identi�ed.Wisdom ∼=






wisdom as reationwisdom as ethiswisdom as soietywisdom as knowledgeIn the form of a question: On what grounds are reation, ethis, soiety and knowl-edge rendered onordant?121Fox, Journal of Biblial Literature, No. 4, vol. 126, 2007, 677.122Fox, Journal of Biblial Literature, No. 4, vol. 126, 2007, 677.123Fox, Journal of Biblial Literature, No. 4, vol. 126, 2007, 681, emphasis added.73



2. The Limits and Essene of WisdomI suspet that the answer is not ontroversial, and we need only reite again thelassial statements on these themes.� What does wisdom pereive of reation? The order of the divine world.� How does wisdom judge an at ethial? The right time and plae for eahdeed or word.� To what soial ideal does wisdom aspire? The maintenane and governaneof the ommunity.� From the perspetive of wisdom what is the form of truth? The rationalrule. . . something permanently valid.A ertain semanti �eld de�ned by suh signi�ers as order, propriety, harmony,permanene belongs to all domains of wisdom, to the extent that order as suh,i.e. abstrated from any partiular ordered ontent, omes to be identi�ed as thesine qua non of wisdom. �The fundamental assumption, taken for granted in everyrepresentation of biblial wisdom, onsisted of a onvition that being wise meanta searh for and maintenane of order.�124At this point an unanny re-doubling takes plae.1. Following Van Leeuwen we have posited the essene of wisdom is irreduibleto a thing but rather must be apprehended relationally, a pattern or shape ofthought�an order.2. Seeking to apply this methodologial ditum, we have disovered that theontent of the various domains of wisdom� the diverse stu� out of whih weare seeking a sapiential order�is order.I ammaking the following point. The tautologial ontradition adumbrated above�wisdom is . . . aquire wisdom�is not banished when we render wisdom by a moreomplex relational algebra. One again, we are left with the tedious form of A = A:the order of wisdom is . . . order.18 Woman-Wisdom and the essene of wisdomThe reader will at this point feel somewhat annoyed, as if all of this has been apedanti exerise, for the Judaean sages frontally faed the problem of onstituting124Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom, 11. 74



18 Woman-Wisdom and the essene of wisdomWisdom as a totality. And was not their solution muh more elegant than theumbersome mahinations of Hegel's logi? And, fully granting the mythi nature ofthe sages' solution, have we not by now learned better than to assume the superiorityof �modern siene� and �western thought� to the ingenious operations of briolageand la pensé sauvage?125 How, at the level of poetis, did the sages transmutethe multitudinous plurality of wisdom into a totalized One? It beomes at thispoint somewhat obvious that we have arti�ially delayed the signal ontribution ofWoman-Wisdom.There are multiple sholarly aounts of what I would all Woman-Wisdom'ssyntheti funtion, by whih I refer to the way she ondenses wisdom's many pred-iates, meaning's many signi�ations, and history's many viissitudes by virtue ofher embodied unity. I would say it is remarkable, given the divergent and fre-quently antagonisti interpretations of Woman-Wisdom's signi�ane, this funtionthat onstitutes from themany wisdoms to the One Wisdom is universally asribedto her.For example, von Rad oneives of Woman-Wisdom as a means of revelation126alternative to the historial orientation of Israel's normative intelletual prodution,ouhed in �Yhwh's irreversible historial derees, whih ertainly ould not beexpressed in the form of rules and whih, at least at �rst sight, were atually uniquein harater.�127 In the ase of Wisdom, as a ontrasting mode of revelation, �abearer of revelation intervenes in the dialogue between Yhwh and Israel, someonewho has not hitherto been heard in this role�:the voie of primeval order, a voie whih ame from reation. . . a means of reve-lation of partiular interest to the wise men.. . . They were ompletely engrossed bythe all of this voie and by the task of letting it be heard. There is no basis forthe suggestion that, polemially and exlusively, they set this bearer of revelation125On the formal di�erene between sienti� and mythi thought see Lévi-Strauss, The Sav-age Mind, whih in dazzling fashion demonstrates the profound levels of abstration reahed by�primitive� thought.126On the role of revelation in wisdom literature see ¶ 7 on page 34. At the onlusion of thisstudy (¶ 98 on page 324) I will have the opportunity to disuss the important thesis of Karelvan der Toorn, Sribal Culture and the Making of the Hebrew Bible. Cambridge, Mass.: HarvardUniversity Press, 2007.127von Rad, Wisdom, 289. 75



2. The Limits and Essene of Wisdomup against all others that were thus far known in Israel. One may, rather, supposethat the voie of this revelation �lled a gap and satis�ed a theologial need whihhad begun to be felt.128This gap, for von Rad, lies between the omprehension of a �rational rule�129 and theenigmati ontingeny of history and the �unique event.�130 In his disussion of the�proess of tradition from old pratial wisdom to the dotrine of the self-revelationof reation,� von Rad writes,The order whih was formerly pereived in a vague and unthinking way and as exist-ing in many di�erent forms must have more and more beome the objet of thought(Gegenstand der Re�exion). It was objeti�ed as something whih was uniform (et-was Einheitlihes) and whih ould be pereived in every separate experiene (inallen Einzelfahrungen), and it was oneptually determined (as `wisdom'). . .Life, then, does not depend simply on wise behavior [as in the pratial sentenes℄,but on man's `�nding' of `wisdom'. . . it is she, therefore, who brings order to thewhole of life in God's eyes (sie ist es also, die das ganze Leben vor Gott in Ordnungbringt).131In her seeking and being sought, Woman-Wisdom puntuates the sages' separateand diverse experienes. By this intervention the manifold is ordered and spokenas a re�etion of the oherent theologial order insribed in reation.But even in muh less theologial aounts of Proverbs, the form in whih the prob-lem of diversity is posed and onsidered to be solved by Woman-Wisdom followsthe pattern desribed by von Rad. Thus Claudia Camp prefers to speak in terms ofstylistis and �the [poeti℄ funtions of personi�ation.�132 The opposition she hasin mind onerns not the distane between human and divine spheres (as with vonRad) but the tension in Proverbs between multipliity and unity.133 The aphoristi128von Rad, Wisdom, 163-164. 129von Rad, Wisdom, 289. 130von Rad, Wisdom, 290.131von Rad, Wisdom, 171, 172.132Claudia V. Camp, Wisdom and the Feminine in the Book of Proverbs. Deatur, GA:Almond Press, 1985, 214.133Camp's thesis as to the poeti funtion of personi�ation has been broadly aepted and insome ases advaned beyond her 1985 statement. Shroer (20001, 26) (on whose furtheranessee ¶ 35 on page 140) ehoes, �In its literary-poeti funtion personi�ation emphasizes the unityof the subjet. . . At the same time personi�ation generalizes multipliity. From the widest variety76



18 Woman-Wisdom and the essene of wisdomsentenes e�et a sense of ommunal identity by their performative evoation ofwhat is onrete and partiular, �their referene to some one partiular thing oridea with whih all partiipants are familiar.�134 But there is a oneptual risk inonstantly ratifying the value of the partiular. At a ertain point, the prolifera-tion of autonomous and even ontraditory loal truths reates an �aura of sheerrandomness.�135 Personi�ation thus maintains the sense of the partiular wherebythe subjet reognizes the way the world is being portrayed�for eah hearer, it is afamiliar world, marked by reognizable experienes�but at the same time protetsthe ideologial �eld from disintegrating beyond servieability to the soial projetit is harnessed to.Personi�ation involves a redution of the ambiguous, multi-faeted and/or uniqueto the typial.. . . The generalizing movement of personi�ation sets a needed bal-ane to the partiularizing movement of the proverbs.. . . The personi�ation ofWisdom provides a unifying fous for the omposition.136Despite their stark di�erenes apropos method and, oftentimes, onlusions, Campand von Rad are fundamentally united when it omes to the entral, synthesizingfuntion of Woman-Wisdom. Woman-Wisdom gives Proverbs' wisdom a unity (beit theologial, existential, or literary) of whih the sentene olletions137 alone areinapable.It is M. Fox who has developed this trope of unity out of diversity138 with themost sustained and vigorous argumentation.In Proverbs, the authors of the personi�ation poems in hapters 1-9 (1:20-33;8:1-0:36 9:1-18) elevated the old wisdom of pratial and moral ounsels to thestatus of an eternal and transendent power and personi�ed it as a woman.139of manifestations of human evil omes evil ; from their many forms of stupidity omes folly.�134Camp, 216. 135Camp, 217. 136Camp, 216-17. 137I refer to Prov 10-29.138More reently Fox has haraterized Proverbs as a working out of �entrifugal and entripetalfores,� a formulation whih aents equally the qualities of diversity and unity. Mihael Fox,�The Soial Loation of the Book of Proverbs�. In Texts, Temples, and Traditions: A Tribute toMenahem Haran Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1996, 227. But even here, in his most nuaneddisussion of this tension, Fox shows how the diversity inherent to the sentene olletions isultimately subsumed to the unifying work of the sages.139Mihael Fox, A Time to Tear Down and a Time to Build Up: A Rereading of Elesiastes.Grand Rapis, Mih.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1999, 25.77



2. The Limits and Essene of WisdomThe wisdom of the mythos is atemporal, unbound by time and thus immutable.We annot piture her growing or maturing as humans disover more truths orshrinking and withering if truths are forgotten or ignored. Her history is reallyontology: She is at one a hild to God and a patron to humans. The di�erenebelongs to hierarhy, not development.140The great priniple of the wisdom interludes is that all knowledge proeeds froma single soure beyond time and loale, ommuniating itself to human sages andthrough them. The personi�ation interludes onvey this idea through the mythosof a woman. Wisdom speaking wisdom. To use an analogy from modern linguistis,we might say that the limitless teahing that humans an shape, learn and transmitare generated from the transendent wisdom in the same way as an in�nity ofpossible utteranes an be �generated� from the deep struture of language.141Lady Wisdom symbolizes the perfet and transendent universal of whih the par-tiulars of human wisdom are imperfet images or realizations. Like a Platonieidos , the wisdom-universal exists objetively and not only as an abstration ormental onstrut. It dwells in speial proximity to God��before him�, present to hismind�while maintaining a distint existene. As a universal, it exists in both thesupernal realm (universal, atemporal, extramundane) and the human (time-bound,worldly, belonging to partiular peoples, realized in spei� words). This transen-dent wisdom now and ever presents itself to humanity, meaning that the wisdomthat people an learn, suh are the wise teahings of Proverbs, are manifestationsor preipitates of a universal, unitary wisdom.142We arry this image of Lady wisdom with us as we enter the proverb olletionsthat hold the wisdom of Solomon and other anient sages. The image informs usthat the sundry, often homely, Proverbs of the father/teaher, Israel's anonymoussages, even of Solomon himself, speak with a single voie: wisdom's own.143We are thus faed with the possibility or even probability that the determinationof Wisdom's essene remains stuk as long as it takes the form Wisdom is. . . andthen searhes for the proper prediate (or ombination thereof). The onsensus asto the syntheti funtion of Woman-Wisdom144 suggests that we should proeedon the basis of an altogether di�erent sentene, namely She is Wisdom.140Fox, Journal of Biblial Literature, vol. 116, 1997, 629. 141Fox, Journal of Biblial Literature,vol. 116, 1997, 630. 142Fox, Journal of Biblial Literature, vol. 116, 1997, 630.143Fox, Journal of Biblial Literature, vol. 116, 1997, 633.144This is not to suggest, as we will shortly see, an overall onsensus apropos of Woman-Wisdom's78
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Chapter 3The Subjet and Objet of WisdomWhoever takes joy at alamity�he willnot go unpunishedProv 17:5anonymous sageIn your alamity I will laugh; I will jeerwhen your terror omes.Prov 1:26Woman Wisdom19 Proverbs 1:22-33: text and translationa֒d-m	atay 22a How longpet	ayim te	֓ehabû petî 22b Petayim1 will you2 love peti?wel	es.îm l	as.�n h. 	amdû l	ahem 22 �sine3 sorners have delighted to sorn?ûkesîlîm yi±neû֓-d	a a֒t 22 �while fools will hate knowledge?t	a²ûbû let�kah. tî 23a Turn-bak to my reproof.4
· · ·1I have held o� translating petî and pet	ayim for reasons disussed below (¶ 21 on page 82).2Following the mt in preserving the shifts from 2nd to 3rd person. See, in ontrast, lxx (whihpreserves the 3rd person throughout) and Syr. (whih preserves the 2nd).3Taking the onjuntion w- as a marker of omparison. See note 18 on page 86.4On the meaning of ²ûb in this ontext see the disussion below, ¶ 22 on page 87.80



20 The inaugural speehhinn	eh a֓bbî 	֒ah l	akem rûh. î 23b Look, I pour out to you my spirit;�֓dî 	֒ah deb	aray e֓tkem 23 I make my words known to you.
· · ·ya a֒n q	ar	a t֓î wattem	a	֓enû 24a Beause I alled and you refused,nt.yty ydy w y֓n mq²yb 24b I strethed-out my hand but no takers,wattipre û֒ kol-֒as.	atî 25a you ignored all my advie,wet�kah. tî l	o֓ ֓

abîtem 25b and my diretion you did not want�gam-֓anî be ê֓dkem e֓±h. 	aq 26a for my part then, in your alamity I will laugh.e֓l a֒g beb	o֓ pah. dekem 26b I will jeer when omes your dread:beb	o֓ ke²� 	֓ah pah. dekem 26 oming like a devastation, your dread,we ê֓dkem kesûp	ah ye �֓eteh 26d your alamity, like a storm moving in,beb	o֓ ֒
alêkem s.	ar	ah wes.ûq	ah 26e oming against you�distress and oppression.

· · ·	֓az yiqr	a u֓nenî wel	o֓ e֓ �֒eneh 28a Then they will all me and I will not answer.ye²ah. arunenî wel	o֓ yims.	a u֓nenî 28 They will seek me but not �nd me.tah. at kî-±	an û֓ d	a a֒t 29b For indeed they did hate knowledge,weyir a֓t yhwh l	o֓ b	ah. 	arû 29 and the fear-of Yhwh they did not hose.l	o -֓ 	֓abû la֒
as.	atî 30a They did not want my advie.n	a֓

as.û kol-t�kah. tî 30b They spurned my diretion.
· · ·wey	o k֓elû mipperî dark	am 31a So they eat the fruit of their way,ûmimm	o֒

as.	otêhem yi±b	a û֒ 31b and by their own paths they will be �lled.kî me²ûbat pet	ayim taharg	em 32a For the bak-turning of the petayim kills them,we²alwat kesîlîm tea֓bbed	em 32b as the ease of fools destroys them.we²	om	ea
֒ lî yi²kon-bet.ah. 33a But one who hears me will live on�dently,we²a֓

anan mippah. ad r	a 	֒ah 33b untroubled by evil dread.20 The inaugural speehHaving established the syntheti, unifying funtion of Woman-Wisdom with respetto the entripetal tendenies of Wisdom, sholarship has naturally paid a great dealof attention to the poeti interludes of Prov 1-9 wherein Woman-Wisdom diretly81



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomaddresses her audiene. In this hapter we turn our attention to the �rst suh ad-dress, Prov 1:22-33, the interpretation of whih is widely understood to be di�ult.Two fundamental questions elude sholarly aord:1. To whom does Woman-Wisdom address her message?2. What ethial mandate, if any, is put upon this addressee?Our thesis, to state here what must be worked out over the ourse of the argument,is that these problems arise diretly from a presupposed image of Woman-Wisdom'sidentity, loated at the intersetion of two philosophial tropes: on one hand, theperfet Platoni form (¶ 18 on page 78), on the other, the Kantian Ding-an-sih,beyond the realm of objetive appearane (¶ 3 on page 8).In the following setions we take up these questions�whom does Woman-Wisdomaddress? what does she want?�showing how they remain unanswerable as long asWoman-Wisdom's own status as subjet is not analyzed. Heretofore the speeh'sontraditions have been laid entirely at the feet of Woman-Wisdom's human audi-ene, the objets of her speeh. Our own onstrutive proposal aims to aount forher role as a speaking subjet and thereby larify several exegetial impasses.21 The question of harater (I)That the identity of Woman-Wisdom's addressee poses any di�ulty may strikesome readers as odd insofar as she spei�ally names three groups in v 22�the pe-t	a y֓im (whih we will leave untranslated as petî or pet	ayim until a lear meaningemerges), the ls.ym [=�sorners�℄, and the ksylym [=�fools�℄. It is problemati,however, to lump the three haraters under Woman-Wisdom's singular ethialjudgment, a problem arising from a hesitation around the term petî. 5 In theontext of Proverbs' fundamentally binary ideology�its rigid �two ways� of wisdomand folly in whih �no middle ground existed�6�the petî does not �t. Whereas thesorner and the fool are unquestionably ulpable, the petî is neither wise nor foolish,or better�not yet wise, not yet foolish.7 Variously translated in suh instanes5In Prov 1:22 there is a onfusing usage of petî , whih is used to onvey the abstrat sense of�simpliity� rather than the singular nomina agentis, �a simpleton.�6Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom, 66.7Considering the Hebrew Bible as a whole, the ethial opposition between h. km and petî an be82



21 The question of harater (I)as �naive,� �simple,� or �gullible,�8 the petî disrupts the smooth funtioning ofProverbs' disourse, even as it is its ondition of possibility. Said another way, thepetî highlights a split between1. the ontent of Proverbs: its repeated laim that people are either wise orfoolish, and2. Proverbs' position of enuniation: the pedagogial aim of forming the nextgeneration of wise students as �fearers-of-Yhwh.�9Thus, when the prologue (1:1-7) de�nes the purpose of Proverbs, �to give to thepet	ayim prudene� (1:4), it undermines its own absolute demaration between wiseand foolish: Proverbs' raison d'être onerns a kind of person, a petî , that isneither.10 If this is the sense of petî being invoked here, then we must read theparallelism of v 22 as oppositional, though the opposition is not the usual one ofwise//foolish but rather not-foolish//foolish, or not-yet-foolish//foolish.onstruted in two opposed ways. Just as wisdom an be read negatively�as sheming, alulating,hubristi, et.�petî an be ast in positive terms, as with Psa 116:6, �A guard of the simple(pt y֓m ) is Yhwh.� It is not lear that this ambivalene is resolved even when we restrit ourselvesto Proverbs alone. Many interpreters �nd in Proverbs an appreiation of an earthy folk-wisdom,set over and against the abstrations of philosophial knowledge. Westermann (1990, 45), forexample, sees Prov 10-29 as a monument to the sensibilities of a �simple people� (einfahes Leute).8All of whih are somewhat misleading insofar as they onnote a meaning-ontent that pushespetî in the diretion of folly.9Yoder, Fearers.10This split between the �subjet of the statement� (le sujet énoné�the I whih funtionsas the grammatial subjet of a given statement) and the �subjet of the enuniation� (le sujeténoniation�the I who speaks) signals, for Laan, the limit of struturalism as the philosophialdeath of the subjet. What Laan desribes in struturalist terms as the epiphenomenal e�et ofan a-subjetive struture�Lévi-Strauss's symboli-mythi matrix, Fouault's episteme, Althusser's�proess without a subjet,� Derrida's di�érane, et.�is limited to the ego, the way the subjetimagines itself to be as per the I of the statement (le sujet énoné). But the ego is not the Laaniansubjet, whih emerges preisely where the (self-onsious) ego onfronts/reognizes somethingdeeply alien at its very ore, something that speaks in the parapraxesa of the analysand's speehand in dreams.aThis is Freud's term (Fehlleistung), whih he used to denote ations dismissed as mistakes,whih, on another level, were not mistaken whatsoever. The lassi examples outlined in Psy-hopathology of Everyday Life are forgetting (Vergessen), slips of the tongue (Versprehen) andslips of the pen (Vershreiben). 83



3. The Subjet and Objet of WisdomIn this partiular passage, the odd status of the pet	ayim is seemingly undersoredby poeti and syntati disruptions to Proverbs' �normal� modes of artiulation�oinidentally, three suh disruptions.1. The trilinear onstrution of vv 22-23, though not unique, is exeptionalagainst the standard of two-line parallelism. This violation is judged su�-iently suspiious to warrant textual emendation:A verse with three lines is surprising here and in verse 23 in a passage inwhih two lines are normal. Although it would be unwise to rejet the He-brew text solely beause it has three lines and to try to fore everything intoa rigid mould of verses with no more than two lines eah, the metrial dif-�ulty has umulative fore where there are other di�ulties. It is thereforeunderstandable that some ommentators have resorted to emendation.112. The temporal orientation of the address is unertain due to the peuliar dis-pensation of imperfet and perfet verbs: from the imperfet (v 22a), to theperfet (v 22b),12 bak to the imperfet (v 22).3. Equally disorientating are the shifts in perspetive that haraterize Woman-Wisdom's disourse: from diret address��How long, pet	ayim , will youlove. . . � (v 22a), to indiret��they will delight themselves. . . they hate knowl-edge� (vv 22b), bak to diret��Turn (you) to my reproof� (v 23a).13For all this, it is di�ult to plae the pet	ayim entirely outside the ethial binary,for Proverbs itself often inorporates the petî into the shema of two ways. Whereasthe prologue seems to demand a reading of the petî as a third position, outsidethe dyad wise-foolish, Proverbs frequently uses petî (or related forms, i.e. pth , pt֓, ptywt. ) to signify a kind of fool. In these ases the petî is a partiular speiesof the genus fool, still di�erentiated from other fools on the axis of potential butnot in a way that redeems his foolishness, for it is in his harater to squander thispotential. The petî may indeed disern a di�erene between sages and fools, but11Emerton, 610.12The perfet of h.mdw is felt to be partiularly awkward in light of the interrogative �Howlong?� ( d֒-mty ). See Emerton, 610.13�The hange from the seond person in line a to the third in lines b and , and then bak tothe seond in verse 23, is harsh.� Emerton, 610.84



21 The question of harater (I)he onstantly underestimates what is at stake in ommitting to Wisdom. This isthe generally negative view of suh verses as the following:For the bak-turning of the naive (pet	ayim) will kill them,And the omplaeny of fools will destroy them. (1:32)The woman of folly is boisterous,She is naive (petayyût) and knows nothing. (9:13)The naive (petî) believes everything,But the sensible man onsiders his steps. (14:15)The naive (pet	a y֓im) inherit foolishness,But the sensible are rowned with knowledge. (14:18)The prudent sees the evil and hides himself,But the naive (pet	ayîm) go on, and are punished for it. (22:3)A prudent man sees evil and hides himself,The naive (pet	a y֓im) proeed and pay the penalty. (27:12)Thus there is no evidential proedure by whih to settle the meaning of petî andso the preise harater of Woman-Wisdom's addressee. The usual lexial modes ofanalysis yield an inherent ambiguity to the term.Perhaps the most elegant �solutions� to these features of the text an be foundamong those who posit the pet	ayim as the exlusive addressee of the passage andonstrue the referene to the sorners and fools either as a parenthetial aside, or,alternatively, a point of omparison.14 This is the diretion taken by B. Waltke'sommentary, 15 whih translates vv 22-23a as follows:How long, you gullible, will you love being gullible�and mokers delight themselveswith moking,and fools hate knowledge? Turn bak [you gullible young people℄,14We �nd this option preferable beause it neither over-hastily amends the text nor does it pre-maturely obsure the ambiguity of the petî and its di�erene vis-à-vis the other groups mentionedin v 22.15See also Delitzsh (1874, 70): �Intentionally, Wisdom addresses only the pet	a y֓im , to whomshe expets to �nd soonest aess.� Similar is Otto Plöger, Sprühe Salomos (Proverbia).Neukirhen-Vluyn: Neukirhener Verlag, 1981. 85



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomto my rebuke.16The parenthetial referene to the more reprobate fools funtions to warn the petîabout potential disaster.Her aside omments about mokers and fools (1:22b [ = my 1:22b℄) are not partof her all to repentane. She addresses only the gullible (vv. 22a, 23). Her aside,however, lumps the gullible [=the p�et	ayim ℄ together with fools and mokers andimpliitly warns them against a progressive hardening in apostasy; they, too, mayome to hate her and even to ovet the ability to mok her.17The remainder of Woman-Wisdom's undeniably harsh speeh is read as an objetlesson for the pet	ayim , a piture of the future should he not ommit entirely andimmediately to the path of wisdom.Better still, in my view, is the proposal of S. Harris to understand vv 22b aspoints of omparison on the basis of whih the pet	ayim are being rebuked.18 Hetranslates:How long, O simple ones, will you love simpliity? As [long as℄ babblers delight inbabbling? As [long as℄ fools hate knowledge?19Here the semanti di�erene between pet	a y֓im , as well as the alternation between2nd and 3rd person speeh, are not �intrusive disrepanies� to be overome onthe way to understanding Woman-Wisdom's speeh, for the dissonane they evokebelongs to the essene of what she is saying to the pet	ayim .Understanding the various disjuntions as the basis of a omparison, in myview, equally illumines the aspetual/temporal shifts, though this is not brought16Waltke (2004, 198) explains the braketed insertion in the text of his translation as follows:�The insertion larifying `you' refers to the gullible, not the fools and so�ers of the parenthesis.�17Brue K. Waltke, The Book of Proverbs: Chapters 1-15. Grand Rapids, Mih.: Wm. B.Eerdmans, 2004, 203.18 Grammatially, this involves understanding the onjuntion w- (22b: wls.ym ; 22: wksylym) as a marker of omparison, a usage frequently attested in poeti texts. Williams (1976) itesJob 12:11: hl -֓ z֓n mlyn tbh. n wh. k k֓l yt. m֒-lw = �Does not the ear test words as the palate tastesits food�; 5:7: ky- d֓m l m֒l ywld wbny-r²p ygbyhw w֒p = �the human is born for trouble just assparks �y upward�; 16:21: wywkh. lgbr m֒- l֓wh wbn- d֓m lr h֒w = �O that a man might plead withGod as one with his neighbor�; and Prov 25:2: kbd l֓hym hstr dbr wkbd mlkym h. qr dbr = �It isthe glory of God to oneal a matter, as the glory of kings is to searh out a matter.�19Sott L. Harris, Proverbs 1-9: A Study of Inner-Biblial Interpretation. Atlanta, Ga.:Sholars Press, 1995, 76. 86



22 The question of ethis (I)out in Harris's translation. For 22a, we may read the imperfet t h֓bw �you love�as having no partiular temporal value (the �ahistorial present�), referring ratherto the habitual ation of the pet	ayim .20 Verse 22b onditions the rhetorial �Howlong?� posed by 22a, speifying Woman-Wisdom's frustration in onnetion withthe durative quality of the petî 's naivete. The shift from the past sense of theperfet h.mdw �they have delighted� and the future imperfet y±n w֓ �they willhate� indiates the totality of time: from time immemorial to an eternal future.21But here we should ask whether very lever grammatial solutions solve the inherentlexial ambiguity of petî . The fat that suh leverness is required seems, on theontrary, to highlight the ambivalent nature of the term, even stritly within theirumsribed textual horizon of Proverbs.22 The question of ethis (I)In suh a ase where the lexial value of a word is ambiguous, we must turn to theontext to determine what the word means here, in this partiular ase. What isWoman-Wisdom's posture vis-à-vis the pet	ayim ? What does she want or expetthem to do upon hearing her speeh? (The impliation is lear enough�in disern-ing Woman-Wisdom's expetations, hopes, demands, et. we will also understandthe harater of the petî , her addressee.) But again we run into problems. Theontext not only does not favor one reading of petî over the other, it rather seemspeuliarly suited to highlight the divergene itself. On one hand, the petî is ex-horted, �Turn-bak to my reproof!� (t²wbw ltwkh. ty). Suh a warning implies, tobe sure, an element of present waywardness on the part of the petî , a prediletionfor foolishness. But at the same time it opens the possibility of future redemption,a pure potentiality that marks the petî as distint. For the de�ning essene of thesorner and the fool qua �hardened fools�22 is their inorrigibility, their lak of po-tential. On the other hand, the logi of the speeh as a whole, its deidedly hopeless20See IBHS �31.3e.21Thus Davis (2000, 33) makes the apt distintion between the �morally neutral� quality of be-ing simple ��the ondition natural to the young��and the morally blameworthy one of �ultivat-ing simpliity,� i.e. preserving over time that whih properly belongs to a spei� and limited de-velopmental stage, youth.22Waltke (2004, 203) alls the sorner �the worst ategory of fools.�87



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomperspetive, moves diretly against the logi of potential: the time for turning ispast; it is too late for fools, pet	ayim inluded. What we took, on a �rst reading, asan exhortation (�Turn to. . . !�) turns out to be a dismal predition about the future:�You will always turn from.. . . �R. Murphy's argument as to the proper addressee of this speeh gives us a wayout of this onundrum. Like both Waltke and Harris, Murphy believes that only thepetî is being addressed by Woman-Wisdom. In ontrast to Waltke and Harris (andin this sense, Murphy's reading has ertain a�nities with those who would exisevv 22b as late glosses), Murphy understands the rhetorial d֒-mty to govern notonly v 22 but also 23a:How long will simpletons love simpliity?
· · ·How long will you turn aside from my reproof?Thus, while Murphy does not insist on exising vv 22b on text-ritial grounds,23 hedoes feel that their inlusion muddies the rux issue of the text, namely the meaningof t²wbw ltwkh. ty. �The shift from seond to third person in v 22 has obsured theorrelation of d֒-mty and t²wbw. �24 That t²wbw ltwkh. ty be understood as theontinuation of a question, as opposed to its normal imperative rendering, is ruialfor Murphy. Why? It is the same issue that was raised above: the di�ulty inunderstanding the whole of Woman-Wisdom's speeh as a all to repentane orattention. As Murphy writes,The tenor of Lady Wisdom's words in vv 24-32 shows that an invitation to listen toher reproof (as some would understand v 23) does not make sense. One does notissue an invitation to heed a reproof by desribing past in�delity (vv 24-25), whihis the reason for the statement of joy in the atual destrution of those addressed(vv 26-27), and �nally be a justi�ation of the destrution (vv 28-33).25The speeh assumes throughout that the time for repentane has long sine passed;it is too late and so Woman-Wisdom's harsh judgment omes as something in-elutable.23�The omission of v22b . . . has no bearing on the understanding of the phrase in question.�Murphy, Wisdom's song: Proverbs 1:20-33, 457, n.2.24Murphy, Wisdom's song: Proverbs 1:20-33, 459.25Murphy, Wisdom's song: Proverbs 1:20-33, 460.88



23 An alternative topologyThis identi�ation of a logial gap between v 23a (insofar as it is read as an in-vitation to hange, turn-bak, repent, et.) and vv 24� is widely reognized andaepted, but it does not absolve the reader, of ourse, from dealing with t²wbwltwkh. ty. Murphy's solution is perhaps overly ingenious. His translation��Howlong. . . will you turn away from my reproof?�takes the le- in ltwkh. ty as a lamedof spei�ation, i.e. �with respet to my reproof.� Thus there is no imperative tohange or repent, only Woman-Wisdom's unhanging inditment of human indif-ferene. The logial disonnet between the �positive� address (vv 22-23) and theharsh judgment that follows (vv 24-33) turns out to be a false problem; the formernever existed.It is a neat solution but rests entirely on the viability of Murphy's translationof t²wbw ltwkh. ty. Certainly the preposition le- an be used to speify the objetin the way Murphy suggests, but not with the verb ²wb , the meaning of whih,like many verbs, is determined by the preposition that follows. Thus ²wb le-�to turn to� is distint from ²wb mn �to turn from.� It weighs heavily againstMurphy's argument that nowhere in the Hebrew Bible, apart from the verse underonsideration, is ²wb le- readily understandable as �to turn from.�26 In my view weannot sidestep the awkward gap between Woman-Wisdom's all (for attention, forhange, for repentane, for something) and the imminent judgment that is beyondany of the subjet's ations.23 An alternative topologyWe have to this point established the fundamental undeidability of two rux issues:(1) the haraterologial status of the petî vis-à-vis the (poetially) parallel so�ersand fools; and (2) the ethial mandate (if any) he is summoned to take up. Inour survey of ommentaries, the inonsistenies giving rise to suh interpretative26See BDB, 997; HALOT, 4:1328. Both of the reent major ommentaries�Waltke (2004)and Fox (2000)�disallow Murphy's translation on the same grounds. Waltke writes, �²wb + le- =`to turn oneself toward' and ²wb + mn = `to turn bak from,' disallowing `how long will you turnaway at [=from℄ my reproof' (pae NAB and R. Murphy),� 198. And Fox onurs, �²wb means`turn from' only in ombination with a preposition meaning `from' (mn , m h֓. ry ). . . The idiom ²wble- means `turn bak toward' (literally or metaphorially). t²wbw ltwkh. ty is a all for attention tothe reproof,� 99. 89



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomunertainty have been ontained or displaed in various ways, but in eah asethe oherene of Woman-Wisdom, her transendene to the onfusing situationrepresented by the text, has been preserved. This axiom of understanding Proverbshas two further rami�ations: the transendene of wisdom's limit to its esseneas well as the transendene of wisdom's essene to human experiene. As longas these notions provide the bakdrop to interpretation, there is no room for ananalysis of the poetis of making transendent suh as is proposed here.To be sure, many of the interpretations disussed here link the di�ulties ofProv 1:22-33 to wisdom's limit, but their notion of limit is restrited to the �eld ofhuman pereption, intuition, and understanding in aordane with a metaphysiswe have alled Kantian: limit orrelates to what is phenomenal, apparent, andhuman; essene to the noumenal, real, and divine. Our wager is that the �solution�lies in a di�erent diretion, spei�ally with a di�erent on�guration of essene andlimit, terms we have heretofore analyzed in isolated abstration but whih we nowmust put into play, eah in light of the other. We are thus pushed to disoverthe perspetive from whih two seemingly ontraditory statements are dislosed asonurrently true:� Woman-Wisdom represents the universal form of Wisdom's essene.� This essene, insofar as it is �speakable� (gesprähig), is o-substantial withits limit.Our proposal is to transpose the burden of limit, at least initially, from the poem'shapless objet to its speaking subjet.24 Prov 1:22-33�from objet to subjet. . . and bakThe determination to explore Woman Wisdom's dimension as �subjet� draws ourattention to one of the poem's most distintive features, whih has nonethelessnot been analyzed as suh. (This, I assume, re�ets the same hesitation to readWoman Wisdom as a �real� woman but rather as a hypostatized abstration ofmythi women.27) I refer to Woman Wisdom's grammatial status, whih shifts27�The tendeny in the searh for the origin(s) of Woman Wisdom and the Woman of Folly inProverbs 1-9 is to trae Woman Wisdom to female goddesses or abstrations but Woman of Follyto `real' women. . . The impliit assumption is that negative female �gures are derived from real90



24 Prov 1:22-33�from objet to subjet. . . and bakabruptly at v 28 from the nominative I to the ausative me, breaking the poeminto two roughly symmetrial panels.1. In vv 22-27 Woman-Wisdom speaks as an I diretly addressing her audieneas a you. The rhetorial �How long� (v 22a) and the phati �look� (v 23b)28establish a diret relationship between interloutors. Thereafter, the ontentof Woman-Wisdom's speeh unfolds as a series of her ations that hope butultimately fail to eliit the appropriate response from the pet	ayim . Thusv 23 gives indiation of present hope:� I will pour out.� I will make known.V 24 narrates failures of the past :� I alled.� I strethed out.Vv 26-27 imagine a alamitous future :� I will laugh.� I will jeer.2. In vv 28-33 Woman-Wisdom speaks of the pet	ayim indiretly as a they. Thisthey beomes the dominate subjet of the poem; Woman-Wisdom, on theother hand, is objeti�ed�no longer an ative I but rather an impassive me.The temporal sequene is exatly reversed. V 28, a alamitous future:� They will all me; I will not respond.� They will seek me.� They will not �nd me.Vv 29-30, a failed past:� They hated knowledge.women whereas positive, powerful female �gures are not. That is, women may be that `bad' butnot that `good', that substantial, unless they are deities or abstrations.� Christine Roy Yoder,Wisdom as a Woman of Substane: A Soioeonomi Reading of Proverbs 1-9 and 31: 10-31.Berlin, New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2001, BZAW, 11.28On the phati funtion see note 29 on the next page.91



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdom� They did not hoose.� They did not onsent.� They spurned.Vv 31-33, timeless priniples:� They will eat the fruit of their way.� By their own paths they will be �lled.� The bak-turning of the pet	ayim kills them.� The ease of fools destroys them.� But the one who hears me lives on�dently.As a general interpretative heuristi, then, we read this poem aording to its twoangles of approah to the dialeti of essene-limit: the subjet of Wisdom (vv22-27) and its objet (vv 28-33).25 Modes of subjetivityIn vv 22-27 Woman-Wisdom is the predominate subjet�the grammatial subjetbut also the hief ator. Throughout this setion she speaks as an I diretly to herheedless interloutor(s). What is entailed in reading Woman Wisdom as a subjetin relation to a �who� that is nonetheless, at least grammatially speaking, writtenas an objet? We an isolate two, perhaps three, distint nuanes of �subjet� thatseem to belong to these verses.Verses 22-23 have a phati funtion,29 indiating the diret axis of ommunia-tion Woman-Wisdom seeks to establish, and of ourse indiating that this hannelof ontat has been for some time broken. The last word of these lines, t�kah. tî29 This is to be understood in the ontext of R. Jakobson's analysis of speeh ats in terms ofsix semi-independent variables: �the addresser sends a message to the addressee. To be operativethe message requires a ontext referred to, seizable by the addressee, and either verbal or apableof being verbalized; a ode fully, or at least partially, ommon to the addresser and the addressee;and �nally, a ontat, a physial hannel and psyhologial onnetion between the addresser andthe addressee, enabling both of them to enter and stay in ommuniation� Roman Jakobson,�Linguistis and Poetis�. In Style in Language Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1960, 353. The�phati funtion�, aordingly, refers to that whih establishes the nature of the ontat betweenspeaker and hearer. 92



25 Modes of subjetivity, �xes the originary moment of proper sapiential ommuniation on the side ofWoman-Wisdom. I take the negative onnotation of the word��punishment�, �rep-rimand�, i.e. not simply �teahing��to be less important than its derivation fromthe verb ykh. ��to deide�, �to judge.� These roles, assumed here to belong toWoman-Wisdom, onstitute her subjetivity in terms of autonomy, freedom, andthe right to move-�rst.Immediately following is a litany of violations of Woman-Wisdom's proper sub-jetive dominion (vv 24-27). Neither her gestures of willingness� I alled (24a)� I strethed-out (24b)nor the ontent of her ommuniation� my-advie (25a)� my-reproof (25b)eliit the proper response from those whose plae is to-be-subjet to her.Woman-Wisdom's harge against the pet	ayim , to make a distintion whosesigni�ane will beome apparent in vv 28�, attaks their lak of responsiveness,the negative magnitude indiated either by the verbs themselves or the partilesthat nullify the proper response.� you refused (24a)� no-one listened (24b)� you ignored (25a)� you did not onsent (25b)Throughout, Woman-Wisdom's subjetivity is attested by means of a prevalentsyntatial onstrution, Woman-Wisdom as the subjet of the verb.30 I mentionhere W. Brueggemann's Theology of the Old Testament,31 whih onsiders thesyntatial onstrution Yhwh-Verb-Objet to onstitute the �ore testimony� ofthe Hebrew Bible. The biblial witness,32 in other words, will approah its subjet30Cf. 23b, 23, 24a, 24b, 26a, 26b.31Walter Brueggemann, Theology of the Old Testament. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1997.32Brueggemann, in onstruting his biblial theology on the basis of Israel's �witness� or more93



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdommatter via grammar rather than metaphysis: �. . . full sentenes, governed by strongverbs, dominated by the subjet of the verbs who is an ative agent e�eting hangesin various diret objets.�33 Mutatis mutandis, in these verses it is Woman-Wisdomwho pours-out, makes-known, alls, and extends; who, when her majesty is notreognized in these ations, laughs and sneers in the moment of rekoning.It is worth pausing over a on�uene between Brueggemann's analysis of biblialtestimony and a similar line of argumentation found in Elizabeth Johnson's lassiartiulation of feminist hermeneutis,34 wherein Woman-Wisdom is prominentlyfeatured. Johnson's aount of Woman-Wisdom fouses upon her dynamism, herpropensity to at. Eah of her sustained speehes (1:20-33; 8:1-36; 9:1-6) is renderedaordingly.[on Prov 1℄ Sophia strides into the Book of Proverbs with a noisy publi appearane(1:20-33). She is a street preaher, a prophet who ries aloud in the market andat the ity gates a message of reproah, punishment, and promise. On her ownauthority she prolaims that whoever refuses to listen will be struk with alamityand destroyed, whereas the one who does listen will dwell seure without fear ofevil.35[on Prov 8℄ This passionate self-desription of Sophia who loves, hates, demands,promises, all in the interest of the ways of justie, truth, and life already evokesonnotations of Israel's unnameable YHWH who speaks through the prophetiorale. We note too that it is far from the stereotypial feminine so beloved byoften �testimony�, has sought to advane Old Testament theology past (1) the paralyzing uner-tainties as to the Bible's historiity ; and (2) the unstated ontologial assumptions inherent toan earlier generation of Old Testament theologies that valorized the �God who ats.� Sine 1997and the publiation of Brueggemann's Theology the prioritization of textuality over ontology andthe strategi braketing of historial questions have beome standard hermeneuti maneuvers forreadings that are alled literary. This trend, and the attendant rei�ation of the ategories syn-hroni and diahroni, suggest that a wholesale reexamination of biblial disourse and ontologyis in order. Though I have not taken up the question in a systemati way, and though Proverbsposes questions of God's being in a less frontal manner (on the other hand, the ontologial sta-tus of Woman-Wisdom potentially presents the same di�ulties), the Laanian matrix of Imagi-nary�Symboli�Real bears diretly on these questions.33Brueggemann, Theology, 144.34E.A. Johnson, She Who Is: the Mystery of God in Feminist Theologial Disourse. NewYork: Crossroad, 1993.35Johnson, 87. 94



25 Modes of subjetivitypatriarhal anthropology.36[on Prov 9℄ In Sophia's last appearane in Proverbs, the street preaher, life-giver,agent of justie, arhitet of reation, and God's darling, beomes simultaneouslya onstrution worker, buther, vintner, sender of prophets, and ompelling hostess(9:1-6).37The signi�ane of these verses, on suh a reading, lies with their onveyane ofWoman-Wisdom's poteny apart from the stritures of male desire. In short, herfreedom.As to the quality and signi�ane of this freedom, Johnson pushes its abso-luteness very far indeed. After rehearsing four �solutions to the puzzle of [Woman-Wisdom's℄ theologial signi�ane�38�Woman-Wisdom as the embodiment of (1) os-mi order, (2) the whole sope of Israel's wisdom, (3) a partiular divine attribute; or(4) Woman-Wisdom as a �quasi-divine� hypostasis mediating between God and theworld �Johnson argues that her status as divine should not be read as a diminutiveversion of Yhwh's divinity.What she does is already portrayed elsewhere in Sriptures as the �eld of ation ofIsrael's God under the revered, unpronouneable nameYhwh. She fashions all thatexists and pervades it with her pure and people-loving spirit. She is all-knowing, all-powerful, and present everywhere, renewing all things. Ative in reation, she alsoworks in history to save her hosen people, guiding and proteting them throughthe viissitudes of liberating struggle. Her powerful words have the mark of divineaddress, making the huge laim that listening to them will bring salvation whiledisobediene will bring destrution . . .Whoever loves her reeives what in othersriptural texts is given by God alone.39On this reading, the syntatial oinidene between Israel's �ore theologial testi-mony� and Wisdom's primal address to humanitySubjet-Verb-Objetmarks a real identity between Yhwh and Woman-Wisdom, even under the stritmandates of Jewish monotheism: �Israel's God in the language and gestalt of thegoddess� to quote a onordant (with respet to Johnson's) appraisal of Woman-Wisdom's situation.4036Johnson, 88. 37Johnson, 88. 38Johnson, 91. 39Johnson, 91.40E.S. Fiorenza, In Memory of Her. New York: Crossroad Publishing Company, 1983, 133.95



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdom26 The speter of dependeneThere are two formidable lines of argumentation that go against this straightfor-ward identi�ation of Woman-Wisdom and God qua autonomous.41 My hypothe-sis, stated provisionally, is that these ounter-arguments are fundamentally related,though, for the sake of larity, I present them initially as independent fators. The�rst has to do with the observation, frequently remarked upon42, that Woman-Wisdom's existential situation vis-à-vis humanity is one of desire. The seondrefers to a spei� exegetial onlusion, derived from a reading of Prov 8 and sub-sequently generalized (with perfetly good justi�ations for doing so) to Woman-Wisdom's harater as a whole, that understands Woman-Wisdom's onstitutiverole in the world as one of mediation.Reall M. Fox's haraterization of Woman-Wisdom along the lines of eternal andtransendent universal, as entirely whole� �The wisdom of the mythos is atemporal,unbound by time and thus immutable. We annot piture her growing or maturingas humans disover more truths or shrinking and withering if truths are forgotten orignored.�43 We must ask how this extreme image of plentitude �ts in with another,apparently ontraditory, haraterization that follows immediately thereupon inthe ourse of Fox's argument.Common to all [portrayals of Woman-Wisdom ℄ is a surprising fat of Wisdom'spersonality: she wants human attention. That is why she is furious when menignore her (1:23-27) and why she exoriates fools not exatly for their folly or sinsbut rather for their mulish resistane to her all. . .Wisdom needs humanity. Or,41This additional spei�ation, �qua autonomous,� indiates my lak of interest in proving ordisproving Woman Wisdom's divinity. We say only that to the extent Yhwh, and from a broaderperspetive, God, are understood in the traditional theologial ategories of omnipotene andomnisiene, the equation of Yhwh and Woman-Wisdom is ill-founded. On the other hand, thereis no reason a parallel investigation of God as �barred subjet� would not prove to be a fruitfulpoint of referene.42 For exampleWilliam Brown, The Ethos of the Cosmos: the Genesis of Moral Imaginationin the Bible. WB Eerdmans Pub. Co, 1999, Camp Roland Murphy, �Wisdom and Eros in Proverbs1-9�. The Catholi Biblial Quarterly , 50 1988 No. 4, Silvia Shroer, Wisdom has Built herHouse: Studies on the Figure of Sophia in the Bible. Collegeville, Minnesota: The LiturgialPress, 20001 and passim.43Fox, Journal of Biblial Literature, vol. 116, 1997, 629.96



26 The speter of dependenewe may say, before people ame on the sene, she ould only froli before God,waiting for her real mission to start. In the absene of humans, wisdom is, afterall, stati.. . .Wisdom realizes her potential only through human ativity.44In short, the absolute ompleteness of Woman-Wisdom�unhanging, unhangeable,without lak�must be quali�ed on aount of her desire, whih perfore indiatesa lak, something missing.4544Fox, Journal of Biblial Literature, vol. 116, 1997, 632.45This is a onvenient point to address G. Deleuze's ritique of desire, whih enompasses La-an, psyhoanalysis as a whole, and other philosophies of transendene/dualisma�a pattern ofthought Deleuze seeks to overome: �Dualism is what prevents thought. Dualism always wants todeny the essene of thought, namely that thought is a proess.�bDeleuze's ritique of Laanian desire runs as follows: (1) Desire is fallaiously linked to lak.�The �rst maledition of desire, the �rst maledition that weighs on desire like a Christian urse,and goes bak to the Greeks, is that desire is lak.�  (2) The measure of desire beomes the plea-sure of disharge. (Deleuze, in other words, disounts Laan's vigorous distintion between plea-sure and jouissane.) �The seond maledition is: desire will be satis�ed by pleasure, or will bein an enuniable relation with jouissane.. . . I am thinking notably of a distintion dear to Laan,but I'm not familiar with it, the distintion between jouissane and pleasure.� d (3) The troika ofdesire-lak-pleasure by neessity resolves itself as a problem of transendene. Desire's satisfationwill be something alien to it, imposed upon it. �If we add the third ar of the irle: desire-lak, allthat always onerns desire whih is direted toward transendene. In e�et, if desire laks some-thing, it is like intentionality aiming at what it laks, it is de�ned as a funtion of transendene, inthe same way that it is measured as a funtion of a unit that is not its own, whih will be pleasure orthe orgasm, whih assures its disharge.� e (4) Deleuze's onstrution of desire will run along linesof immanene and proess that, preditably, suggest a di�erent model of eros. It is instrutive tonote the justi�ation Deleuze provides in suggesting that Taoism provides an alternative (to �tran-sendent,� �dualisti,� �psyhoanalyti�) struture of sexual desire. �What's di�erent [about sexuallife in anient China℄ is the way desire is experiened in a totally di�erent manner: it's not relatedto any transendene, it's not related to any lak, it's not measured by any pleasure, and it's nottransended by any jouissane, under the form or myth of the impossible. Desire is posited as a pureaTransendene and dualism are synonymous for Deleuze, set over against univoality. Thisthesis is profoundly worked through in the programmati work Di�erene and Repetition, butequally in a series of projets that aim to reover a philosophial tradition of immanene, whosegenealogy Deleuze metiulously traes from Duns Sotus to Spinoza, Leibniz, Hume, and Nietzshe.bGilles Deleuze, �Dualism, Monism and Multipliities (Desire-Pleasure-Jouissane)�. Con-tretemps, May 2001, 95.Deleuze, Contretemps 2001, 95. dDeleuze, Contretemps 2001, 96.eDeleuze, Contretemps 2001, 96. 97



3. The Subjet and Objet of WisdomThis faet of Woman-Wisdom's existene, as I mentioned, has been reognized,and explanations of the tension between her plentitude and her lak have beenpro�ered. A ommon motif in these analyses is the positing of an eroti eonomy�Woman-Wisdom as not only desirable but equally desiring46�manufatured bythe sages and pressed into pedagogial servie. Thus the sapiential emphasis onsexual ethis redoubles upon itself: not only is the sexual virtue of �delity portrayedproess. Conretely, this means that it is not at all the orgasm; their problem is not at all the West-ern problem, whih is: How to extrat sexuality from genitality. Their problem is: How to extratsexuality from the orgasm? Then, broadly speaking, they say: You understand, pleasure or orgasm,that's not the ahievement of the proess, it is either its interruption or its exasperation, or the twoamount to the same thing, and it's ompletely deplorable! No doubt, that has to happen, but thenone has to pereive these moments of suspension as veritable suspensions that allow the proess toone again be set in motion.� a It is possible, though not neessary, to refute Deleuze's refutationwith referene to the diahroni development of Laan's thought, i.e. the di�erene between earlyand late Laan. Laan's later emphasis on the eonomy of drive, negates Deleuze's ritique entire-ly�drive desribing the subjet's endless, �proessual� irulation around its goal, the irulationrather than the attainment of the goal being drive's aim. In other words, Deleuze's elebration ofTaoist sexuality amounts to nothing more than a artoon illustration of the Laanian drive.As I mentioned, however, suh a referene is misleading to the extent that it leaves intatDeleuze's ritique of Laanian desire, whih, in fat, is an edi�e onstruted entirely on the distin-tion Deleuze dismisses: �a distintion dear to Laan, but I'm not familiar with it, the distintionbetween jouissane and pleasure.�b Always what the Laanian subjet desires, against the over-whelming proximity of jouissane, is the spae to desire. The opposition between jouissane anddesire as well as the opposition between jouissane and enjoyment run throughout Laan's ÷uvrebut perhaps an be most learly illustrated in linial ase studies of psyhosis, wherein jouissaneis not averted. For Laan, the diret enounter with jouissane is one and the same with the implo-sion of subjetivity as suh. �Toute formation humaine a pour essene, et non pour aident, deréfréner la jouissane.� Sexual satisfation, in other words, does not reside as a �beyond� to the�atual sexual relationship,� alienated as it is by ultural inhibitions; rather the soio-symboli ob-strution is the only spae wherein sexual desire is onstituted and enjoyed as ompensatory �sliv-ers of jouissane� (les lihettes de la jouissane), i.e. the only form of jouissane one an stand.46Murphy (1988, 602), for example, notes the reiproity of the eroti dimension of Wisdom:�The youth's ardor is reiproated by Lady Wisdom, who prolaims openly, `Those who love meI also love' (8:17). Like the woman in the Song of Songs (Cant 2:9; 5:4), she desribes her loveras `wathing daily at my gates, waiting at my doorposts' (8:34). The pursuit of Wisdom is learlyeroti.�aDeleuze, Contretemps 2001, 96-97. bDeleuze, Contretemps 2001, 97.Jaques Laan, �Disours de l�ture des journées sur les psyhoses�. In Maud Mannoni,98



26 The speter of dependeneas a quintessential trait of the wise, but ruially �unless Lady Wisdom is pursuedas the beloved, all the advie of the sage is in vain.�47One need not, however, suppose that self-onsious pedagogy exhausts the mean-ing of an erotiized Woman-Wisdom (and this leads us to a related but I thinkdistint explanation), for it has long been onsidered that Woman-Wisdom re-frats, albeit through a distintly Israelite lens, the goddess motifs of Egypt andMesopotamia. Aordingly, the viissitudes of desire and partiularly sexual desireare explained with referene to these non-Israelite mythologies. Worth mentioningin this regard are the Egyptian Isis and the Babylonian Ishtar [=the Sumerian god-dess Inanna℄�eah of whom has been onsidered a likely �soure� in the literarydevelopment of Woman-Wisdom48�in whose portrayal images of, on one hand, ab-strat perfetion and, on the other, eroti desirousness are juxtaposed in quite exag-gerated fashion. �Inanna/Ishtar often appears as a sexually attrative being, but sheremains unsatis�ed and is onstantly `injured', striving and ontentious. . . she be-haves as if she were inomplete.�49 Mutatis mutandis, by the time of the New King-dom, Isis bears distint assoiations with both eroti love/fertility (orrespondingloosely to Woman-Wisdom's desirousness) as well as the osmi order represented�rst and foremost by the Pharaoni kingship (orresponding to Woman-Wisdom'sabsolute plentitude).5047Murphy, The Catholi Biblial Quarterly, No. 4, vol. 50, 1988, 603.48For an overview of Woman-Wisdom's textual anteedents and ontemporaries, see Camp(1985).49T. Abush, �Ishtar�. In Karel van der Toorn/Bob Beking/Pieter W. van der Horst,editors, Ditionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible. Brill, 1999, 453.50The inonsistent haraterization of these goddess �gures is reminisent of the Lady in thepoeti ideal of ourtly love, whih we an loate between the mid-11th through the 12th enturyin Europe, a period one would hesitate to assoiate with the historial liberation of women. It isnot oinidental that Laan elaborated his rewriting of sublimation�Freud's triangle of neurosis,erotiism and poetis, whih strikes me as relevant here�apropos of this other (indesribably beau-tiful, ine�ably remote) Lady. �The poetry of ourtly love, in e�et, tends to loate in the plae ofthe Thing ertain disontents of the ulture. And it does so at a time when the historial irum-stanes bear witness to a disparity between the espeially harsh onditions of reality and ertainfundamental demands. By means of a form of sublimation spei� to art, poeti reation onsistsin positing an objet I an only desribe as terrifying, an inhuman partner.editor, Enfane Aliénée. Déembre 1968, 145-146.99



3. The Subjet and Objet of WisdomBrie�y onsidering these hypotheses as ausal explanations of Woman-Wisdom'sdesire, the seond, while quite plausible at the level of empirial disovery, only dis-plaes the question of desire one degree further from the immediate interpretationof Proverbs. The question remains: why should the larger sribal/sapiential insti-tutions or literary traditions of the anient Near East onsistently puntuate theirrespetive ideologial onstrutions with the �gure of a goddess, thus insribing theinsrutability of sexual di�erene into what may safely be desribed as �patriarhaldisourse.�51Neither does the �rst explanation really explain the funtion of Woman-Wisdom'sdesire, for while eros unquestionably plays a role in the eduation of youth, the on-�ation of desirable and desiring obsures the very question we are trying to un-derstand. That the womanly �guration of eternal and transendent Wisdom shouldbe written as desirable requires no speial analysis. That she should herself desireis an altogether di�erent matter. And so our question remains, why?There is an alternative set of assumptions, really an interpretative truism that, whilenot expliitly (as far as I know) onneted with the question of Woman-Wisdom'sdesire, nevertheless situates us in a better position from whih to analyze its ause.I am speaking of Woman-Wisdom's designated role to mediate between two spheres,divine and human. �Wisdom as presented in Proverbs is a two-side oin; there is thehuman side and there is the divine. . . the �gure of Wisdom provides a bridge thatlinks the two.�52 The idea of a �bridge� names a trope used throughout Proverbs'history of interpretation: it lies behind von Rad's �voie of primeval order�;53 it isThe Lady is never haraterized for any of her real, onrete virtues, for her wisdom, her pru-dene, or even her ompetene. If she is desribed as wise, it is not beause she embodies an im-material wisdom or beause she represents its funtions more than she exerises them� (Laan,1992, 150-151). This formulation strikes me as pre-eminently relevant to the historial and ideo-logial funtion of Woman-Wisdom, not the least of whih is a parallel model of limit = essene,the latter arising stritly as an ideologially palatable anamorphosis of the former.51As Newsom (1997, 116) has suintly put it, �men, preoupied with speeh, talking aboutwomen and women's speeh.�52K.J. Dell, The Book of Proverbs in Soial and Theologial Context. Cambridge UniversityPress, 2006, 129.53�In the opinion of the teahers, Yahweh had at his servie a quite di�erent means, besidespriests and prophets, whereby he ould reah men, namely the voie of primeval order, a voie100



27 A brief omment on Prov 8the meaning of Murphy's �divine ommuniation�;54 the substane of R. E. Clements�inalienable bond�;55 and the basis of B. Waltke's designation �mediatrix.�56 But,were one to agree to this haraterization the question remains: where, in the reaseof whih seam, do we loate the ause of desire?27 A brief omment on Prov 8The text that most famously dramatizes this struture of mediation is Prov 8, whihportrays a kind of ideal triangle.

Figure 3.1: Prov 8: the position of Woman-Wisdom with respet to two �Others.�The top position refers to the passage's entral preoupation, i.e. the �gurewho links, as it were, two estranged introduees.whih ame from reation, and this means of revelation was of partiular interest to the wise men.. . . The voie of this revelation �lled a gap and satis�ed a theologial need whih had begun to befelt.� von Rad, Wisdom, 163-164.54�It matters not whether one terms [Lady Wisdom℄ the divine will or any other divine attribute.There is movement here, a divine ommuniation, whih is also neessarily a revelation of somekind.�. Roland Murphy, �Wisdom and Creation�. Journal of Biblial Literature , 104 1985 No. 1,10-11.55�[T℄he inalienable bond that unites the reative intention of God with the experiened workingof the world.� R.E. Clements, Wisdom in Theology. Grand Rapids, Mih.: WB Eerdmans, 1992,155.56In partiular Waltke �nds this role appropriate for Prov 1:20-33: �The sage personi�es wisdom,the abstrat sum of his teahings, under several personae: as a hostess (9:1-6), as a hild playing inprimordial time (8:22-31), as a `sister' (that is, as a bride) (7:4), and as a guide (6:22). The letureraims to demonstrate that she spoke as a mediatrix lose to Yahweh in 1:20-33.� Brue K. Waltke,101



3. The Subjet and Objet of WisdomMy aim here is not to engage the passage at length but rather to rehearsenon-ontroversial onlusions that are relevant to the question of Woman-Wisdom'sdesire. In partiular, I am interested in those formal features of the poem that un-dersore the theme of mediation. Following the metiulous reading of M. Gilbert,57the oherent, entral body of the poem ontains three movements, foused respe-tively on (1) vv 4-11 Woman-Wisdom's address to a olletive human interloutor;(2) vv 12-21 a �rst person monologue wherein Woman-Wisdom speaks primarily ofherself; and (3) vv 22-31 Woman-Wisdom's narration of her own birth as a primalmoment of solidarity with Yhwh. To say that the struture redupliates formallythe ideational ontent of mediation is simply to analyze the onstitutive natureof Woman-Wisdom's medial position: between, �lling the spae of an otherwiseabyssal gap.58We an further speify the struture of this emblemati piture of divine-humanommuniation by isolating its diretional omponent (it's di�ult to fault thosewho insist upon naming it revelation), having eternally the same addresser and thesame addressee. Roman Jakobson's model of ommuniation,59 whih expressesspeeh as a ray passing through various media, is instrutive in this regard, easilylending itself to the task of representing the passage's movement.
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Figure 3.2: Jakobson's Model of Communiation.�Lady Wisdom as Mediatrix: an Exposition of Proverbs 1:20-33�. Presbyterion , 14 1988 No. 1, 3.57Maurie Gilbert, �Le disours de la sagesse en Proverbs 8: struture et oherene.� In Sagessede l'Anien Testament Gembloux: J Duulot, 1979.58Reall von Rad's aount of Wisdom's emergene as a response to a theologial gap, to whihthe sages beame inreasingly attuned. See note 53 on the preeding page.59Jakobson, Linguistis and Poetis. 102



27 A brief omment on Prov 8
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Figure 3.3: An Illustration with Woman-Wisdom.The Origin is held by the insrutable freedom of Yhwh, so that Woman-Wisdom'sfuntion is founded on �the disursive at of reounting reation. Wisdom witnesses.She unovers reation by reounting its story to her audiene.�60 What the poem asa whole testi�es to is Woman-Wisdom's singular suitability to this at of translation.One the one hand, she speaks in the plainest human vernaular (8:9) and lendsherself to the fundamental strutures of human soiety (vv 15-16, 18). On the otherhand, her perspetive is not from within time but of time's beginning (vv 22-29);her relationship to Yhwh inludes a unique proximity and intimay: next to God,God's own delight, laughing in God's presene (v 30). This vaunted perspetivedoes not diminish Woman-Wisdom's regard for the human world. Rather, v 31diretly equates Woman-Wisdom joy before God to her joy in the human world.61Rejoiing in the settled-world62 of [Yhwh's℄ earth,my delight is with humankind.Both the symmetry of the poem (its balaned attention to eah of the three par-ties and their interrelations) and its portrayal of a perfetly onsummated axis ofommuniation are disturbed by the last verses (32-36).60Brown, Ethos, 277.61The parallel is undersored by the repetition of ±h. q . Her rejoiing before Yhwh (me±ah. eqetlep	an	ayw ) orresponds to her rejoiing in the dimension of God's reation that is distintly human(me±ah. eqet bet	eb	el a֓rs.� ).62�Settled-world� is awkward, but I am trying to aent the ontrast between t	eb	el and e֓res. .On my reading, the axis of their di�erene is that of human versus divine. The lxx renders t	eb	elwith k¸raj (very muh in agreement with my reading) but does not follow the parallel onstrutedby the mt. 103



3. The Subjet and Objet of WisdomBut now, hildren, listen to me,for blessed are they who keep my ways.Obey disipline.Be wise.Do not be negligent.Blessed is the one who obeys me,ever wakeful at my gates,guarding the posts of my doors.For whoever �nds me, he �nds life.He has gained favor from Yhwh.But whoever wrongs me injures his life.All who hate me, they love death.The return or better repetition of the wisdom�human dyad is introdued by adisjuntive �but now. . . ,� (wea֒tt	ah) transporting us from the situation of primordialbliss to the messy and painful experiene of history. The string of imperativewarnings63 and the �nal referene to death64 indiate that in history the messagehas not been fully grasped. This is to assign desire a determinate loation on theiruit that runs between Woman-Wisdom and her human addressee.
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Figure 3.4: Desire in the ontext of divine�human mediation.28 The big OtherBoth Jakobson's model of ommuniation as well as our observations regarding theprominene of mediation provide a suggestive but inomplete bakdrop againstwhih to theorize Woman-Wisdom's desire. We turn again to Laan, aiming toavail these data to a more robust aount of desire's immanene to the Symboli63²im û֒ (v 32); ²im û֒ , h. ak	amû , a֓l-tipr	a û֒ (v 33). 64kol-me±an a֓y 	֓ahabû m	awet (v 36).104



28 The big Otherorder, the artiulation of whih will explain not only the jarring imperatives atthe end of Prov 8 but the measure of Woman-Wisdom's subjetivity as it unfoldsin Prov 1:22-27. It will su�e here to skip over Laan's brilliant and rewardinganalysis of (Freud's brilliant and rewarding analysis of) the dream of the buther'swife and head straight to the onlusions to whih he, Laan, is led in his seminal1958 paper.65 Laan is responding to Freud's sandalous assertion that the analytiimport of dreams is not diminished by the inauray with whih they are reountedto the analyst��The fat that dreams are distorted and mutilated by memory isaepted by us but in our opinion onstitutes no obstale; for it is no more than thelast and manifest portion of a distorting ativity whih has been in operation fromthe very start of the dream's formation.�66. In other words, it matters not what theanalysand atually dreams but only how he elaborates the dream in speeh. (Andis this not preisely the situation of Woman-Wisdom, whose vivid and intimateexperienes of God must undergo the de�lement of human language and humansoiety for their truth value to be realized.)Laan draws three interrelated onlusions from Freud's disovery. (1) The lakwhih gives rise to desire is instated by the requirements of language. �Desire is ane�et in the subjet of the ondition�whih is imposed on him by the existene ofdisourse�that his need pass through the de�les of the signi�er.�67 (2) There mustbe a site of Otherness68 suh that this Other is �the lous of speeh's deployment.�69(3) It follows that �as a harateristi of an animal at the mery of language, man'sdesire is the Other's desire.�70 This oneption of linguisti Otherness safeguardsus against a ompelling misunderstanding.One is tempted, on the basis of Jakobson's neat elaboration, to link this Other,and so the ause of Woman-Wisdom's desire, with one of the two O 's that sit like65Jaques Laan, �The Diretion of the Treatment and the Priniples of its Power�. In ÉritsNew York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2006a.66Sigmund Freud, The Standard Edition of the Complete Psyhologial Works of SigmundFreud. The Hogarth Press, 1955, V.90.67Laan, The Diretion of the Treatment and the Priniples of its Power, 628.68Laan uses the apital O (A in Frenh) to distinguish this Other�le grande Autre�from theobjet a (le petit objet a).69Laan, The Diretion of the Treatment and the Priniples of its Power, 628.70Laan, The Diretion of the Treatment and the Priniples of its Power, 628.105



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomdumbbells at the ends of the bar she must lift. This is ertainly orret at the levelof a phenomenologial desription: the inner-experiene of mediation pereived asan arduous proess of oordinating inommensurable entities. At the level of ause,however, Laan's oneption of the Other desribes neither the addresser nor theaddressee but rather what we �nd in the middle of Jakobson's ray� the message,the ode, and the ontext�to whih Woman-Wisdom qua mediator is unavoidablypinned.Having said this, we must be autious not to identify this triad with the viewof ommuniation we de fato employ on a daily basis; i.e. a message (the sig-ni�ed) arises by linking an element of ode (the signi�er) to an objetive ontext(the referent). As has been su�iently drilled into our olletive philosophial un-onsious over the ourse of the last entury, the referent does not belong to thelinguisti system; on the ontrary, �In language there are only di�erenes withoutpositive terms.�71 Context and ode, in other words, are two sides of the sametrans-individual matrix that vouhsafe the signi�ane of the message. They referto the irreduible duality inherent to the hain of signi�ers as suh (i.e. not theopposition ommonly posited between the signi�er and the signi�ed), whih mustbe apprehended as� a olletion of marks or sounds, whose sole funtion is to support� the ombinatory rule by whih these elements are set in di�erential relation-ship.But even grasping this revolutionary linguisti/philosophial axiom, we have yetoluded something ruial. For the ombinatory law of the Other annot itself beomprehended as a unity; rather it presents two irreduible faes:� the various axes of linguisti di�erene (i.e. phonologial, syntatial, seman-ti) are themselves upheld only by� a soial olletive that inessantly and unonsiously validates their signi�-ane.The Other thus turns out to be a ompliated and layered zone of analysis�impereptibly shifting bak and forth between a linguisti system suseptible to71Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistis. London: Dukworth, 1983, 121.106



28 The big Othervarious tabulations and statistial analyses and the soial law whose bearer andprimal artiulator, in Freudian thought and Proverbs alike, is the Father. Woman-Wisdom, who must beome an �animal at the mery of language� to be at all, alsomust submit herself to the impositions of this Father, to whih indignity is addedthe fat that he, like the signi�er that would �nally settle the meaning of this end-less hain, does not exist.72 It will not do any harm to simply state here the �nallesson of Laanian psyhoanalysis, whih is not the fat of the Other's ultimateinaessibility but of its nonexistene.� It does not exist as a oherent linguisti struture.� It does not exists as an empirial fat.� It an not exist as an Oedipal return.This is to onstrue �subjetivity� on an altogether di�erent level than the rhetor-ial glamorization paid to the subjet-of-the-verb; at the very least we should attendto the ambiguity of the designation subjet, whose possibilities vaillate always be-tween the sovereign subjetum and the abjet subjetus. The poeti devie thatgives Woman-Wisdom voie (and in so doing gives the sattered �eld of �wise teah-ings� a speular image by whih to oneive of its unity) at the same time �xesWoman-Wisdom to the Symboli order; she beomes, to use Laan's shorthand, uneparlêtre, a being of language. And what is the risk? If she is misunderstood by fools,so what? Everything is at risk; insofar as her essene is to mean, there an be nodistintion between her being for-herself and her being for-fools. �A world madeof disourse,� observes C. Newsom, for whih we here substitute, a Woman madeof disourse, � symboli order, an ideology exists only by onsensus. If it annotreruit new adherents and if those whom it reinterpellates do not reognize them-selves in its hailing, it eases to have reality. Wisdom may threaten the realitrantwith destrution, but the inverse is also true: enough realitrane and Wisdom72 �Let us begin with the oneption of the Other as the lous of the signi�er. No authoritativestatement has any other guarantee here than its very enuniation, sine it would be pointless forthe statement to seek it in another signi�er, whih ould in no way appear outside that lous. Iformulate this by saying that there is not metalanguage that an be spoken, or, more aphoristially,that there is no Other of the Other. And when the Legislator (he who laims to lay down the Law)omes forward to make up for this, he does so as an impostor.� Laan, Subversion, 813.107



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomeases to exist.�73a Woman made of disourse In short, now returning to a longsuspended observation about Woman-Wisdom's freedom to at: the autonomoussubjet-of-the-verb will at the same time be the astrated subjet-of-the-signi�er,ondemned to irle around the onstitutive lak that inhabits her speaking.29 Who, then, is the subjet?It will be helpful here to review our �ndings, listed here as a series of propositions,from the point of our determination to read Woman-Wisdom against the bakdropof a more robust notion of subjetivity than has heretofore been granted her.1. The proess of apprehending Woman-Wisdom as subjet draws our atten-tion to a dramati syntatial di�erene between the �rst (vv 22-27 whereinWoman-Wisdom is the grammatial subjet) and seond (vv 28-33 whereinWoman-Wisdom is the grammatial objet) panels of the poem.2. This grammatial subjetivity, when it is identi�ed, is orrelated with multi-ple impliations, whih nonetheless are loosely lustered around suh relatedthemes as freedom, autonomy, ageny, dominion, perhaps divinity. We notedhow in a partiular feminist appropriation of Woman Wisdom all of thesemeanings are gathered up under the heading of liberation.3. We quali�ed the equation of subjetivity with autonomy with our observationthat (a) Woman Wisdom is portrayed not only as desirable but equally as her-self desiring; and (b) the funtion of mediation is fundamental to the Bible'saount of her �birth� and ongoing funtion vis-à-vis human soiety. We soughtto orret an unjusti�ed depition of Woman-Wisdom as autonomous by on-neting (a) and (b), i.e. explaining her desire as arising from this mediatingrole, whih is of her very essene.4. We sought to understand the relationship of desire to Symboli mediation byway of the Laanian formula, �Desire is the desire of the Other.� This refers toa prodution of desire that is immanent to the Symboli order in the sense thatdesire arises from the Other's lak as suh, whih is not the same as sayingthe Other's lak in relation to some other �Other,� God and Wisdom qua73Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 119-120.108



30 The question of harater (II)noumenal essene being the favorite andidates for this transendent, remotepoint of di�erene. This lak in the Symboli Other, we said, an be desribedin two ways. When language is understood in terms of a soial institution, thelak in the Other is a lak of a valid authority by whih to judge the �truth� ofthe linguisti network. This lak, insofar as the Law has been understood asa paternal funtion (both in psyhoanalysis by means of the Oedipal omplexand in Proverbs through the dominant voie of the father/sage). On the otherhand, when language is understood as the battery of signi�ers, the lak in theOther is a lak of a positive, substantial signi�er that would stop the endless,metonymi deferral of meaning that belongs unavoidably to the di�erentialnetwork.Realling the omplex of interpretative knots that suggested this line of inquiryat the outset, we now must return to the two exegetial problems we found to beinsoluble while Woman Wisdom was proteted from the viissitudes of the subjet.Whom is Woman-Wisdom addressing? What is she demanding from them?30 The question of harater (II)We have thus far made two laims as to the identity of Woman-Wisdom's addressee,and these seem to be at some distane from eah other.� On the one hand, we have said that we prefer those readings of Prov 1:22 thatread the pet	ayim as the sole addressee,74 the remaining signi�ers funtioningto loate petî aording to the opposition not-wise versus not-yet-wise.� On the other hand, we have said that she addresses the big Other,75 Laan'sterm for the soial-symboli matrix that ats in and through language.Granted that Woman-Wisdom does not appear to address herself to two distintgroups, a question arises with no immediately obvious answer: How do we or ouldwe understand the onvergene of the petî with the Laanian big Other?Thus far we have emphasized the neither-nor status of the petî . Neither wisenor foolish, he stands with respet to Proverbs' ethi of �two-ways� 76in a kind ofno-man's land. In this sense, the petî stiks out as an exeption : oneived in hisnaivete or youth (below the age of aountability) he is temporally out of joint with74 ¶ 21 on page 82. 75 ¶ 28 on page 104. 76 ¶ 22 on page 87.109



3. The Subjet and Objet of WisdomProverbs ideologial mapping�as we said, not yet wise and not yet foolish. On theother hand, the position of the petî is read as an ethial (i.e. not developmental)position, whih, while not entirely abandoning sapiential values, refuses to ommitwholeheartedly to them. Both of these understandings of the petî desribe aharaterologial position that is exeptional to Proverbs' foundational ategoriesof wise and foolish.To this reading of the petî as exeptional, however, we must onsider an equallyvalid reading of the petî as the representative of the Everyman : naivete, gullibility,simpliity�these taken as the de�nitive marks of humanity with respet to Wisdom.In fat, there are at least two ompelling reasons to speak of the universal statusof the petî .1. From a literary perspetive P. Trible emphasizes the universal sope of Woman-Wisdom's message. The Other she addresses is soiety as a whole, the olle-tive in whose onsiousness and nowhere else Saussure posited the existeneof langue. The pet	ayim stand for this Other in so far as �all are unwise whenwisdom begins to speak.�772. Leo Perdue, whom we did not mention in our review of di�ulties posed by vv22a-23a, also favors a reading that distinguishes the pet	ayim from the l	es. îmand kesîlîm .The audiene Wisdom primarily addresses is the �simple,� those youth whohave yet to take up the sages' ourse of study. Two other groups of peopletypially rejet Wisdom's invitations (v 22): �so�ers,� who are unteahable(Prov 13:1) beause of their arrogane and ontentiousness (Prov 21:0:2422:10), and �fools,� who do not restrain either their emotions . . . or theirspeeh . . . Beause they lak the disipline of wisdom, both of the latter groupsreate disord that threatens and even disrupts a ommunity's harmony andwell-being (Prov 15:18).78This is the same argument we have seen with B. Waltke and S. Harris (andone ould list others), though Perdue indiates a soio-eonomi (rather than77Phyllis Trible, �Wisdom Builds a Poem: The Arhiteture of Proverbs 1:20-33�. Journal ofBiblial Literature , 94 1975 No. 4, 12.78Leo G. Perdue, Proverbs. Louisville: John Knox, 2000, Interpretation, 82.110



30 The question of harater (II)ethial) basis for the pet	ayim 's universal status in the eyes of the wisdomtradition.More than likely, the simple omprised intelligent young men and women fromthe very few well-to-do families (f. Sir 28:24) in Judah who ould providetheir o�spring the opportunities for advanement through eduation and didnot need them to remain at home in order for families to survive eonomiallyas households.79Perdue's lass analysis of the pet	ayim suggests an explanation of Woman-Wisdom's frustration along lines more familiar to us from Jeremiah, whoseharshest judgments fall upon the Jerusalem elite, those who by their o�e areexpliitly responsible for safeguarding the virtue and well-being of the wholeommunity.80Trible's and Perdue's readings of the pet	ayim�in both ases the petî understoodas the exemplary human vis-à-vis Wisdom�resonate with the soial/institutionalembodiment of the Other: the olletive whih sustains both Saussure's langueand Laan's big Other. The lak whose ontours we equated to Woman Wisdom'sdesire omes with the fat that this Other doesn't exist; Woman Wisdom an't �nda soial-institutional embodiment of Wisdom.It seems to me, beyond these important observations, that the Other's semiotisubstane�not the �lous of the treasure trove,�81 not the soial institutions of lan-guage but �the synhroni and ountable olletion in whih none of the elementsis sustained exept through its opposition to eah of the others.�82�is onspiu-ously raised in these verses. Admittedly it seems somewhat gratuitous to point outlinguisti di�erene as an exegetial feature of a text: it is, of ourse, a feature79Perdue, Proverbs, 82.80See for example Jer 2:8. �The priests did not say `Where is Yhwh,' and those who deal withthe law do not know me. The shepherds have rebeled against me, and the prophets prophesyby Baal.� The suggestion that the elite have not ful�lled the obligations of their o�e is met, inJeremiah, with sornful inredulity. Thus, in 18:18 Jeremiah reports, �Then they [the people ofGod℄ said, `Come, let us plan plans against Jeremiah, for the law will not perish from the priest,nor ounsel from the wise, nor a word from a prophet.' �81On these two distint faes of the Other see the earlier disussion on page 106.82Jaques Laan, Érits. New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 2006b, 682.111



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomof every text. So, to be worthy of remark, the linguisti workings of a partiulardisourse� the dialeti of identity and di�erene�would have to be staged in suhexaggerated fashion so as to override the �ontent� of what was being said, drawingour attention to the mehanisms by whih meaning is born.But here we an point to a the poeti tehniques of defamiliarization suh asthose elaborated by Viktor Shklovsky83 (ostranenie) and later Bertolt Breht84(Verfremdungse�ekt), in whose theorizations of artisti literature the tehniquesof prodution are overtly brought to the surfae as the subjet matter. This �baringof the devie,� one analyzed as suh, manifests itself to quite di�erent e�ets�from Laurene Sterne's disorienting onfusions of authorial versus diegeti time (�Itis about an hour and a half's tolerable good reading sine my unle Toby rung thebell, when Obadiah was orderd to saddle a horse, and go for Dr. Slop, the man-midwife; �so that no one an say, with reason, that I have not allowed Obadiahtime enough, poetially speaking, and onsidering the emergeny too, both to goand ome;�though, morally and truly speaking, the man perhaps has sare hadtime to get on his boots.�85), to the highly elaborated and tehnial virtuosities of�unadorned� joinery in shaker furniture. Of Woman-Wisdom's address, I am saying,the semiotis of identity and di�erene are on display in a peuliarly exaggeratedfashion.What do I mean? Resituating the question of Woman-Wisdom's addressee, i.e.shifting our fous away from the haraterologial distintions between petî , ls. andksyl , we an see that the opening lines of the speeh proper (vv. 22a-23a) ontainthree propositional statements. Subtrating the initial rhetorial question and trans-posing eah statement into the same 3rd person plural perspetive we are left withthe following: (1) pet	ayim love petî . (2) So�ers delight-in so�ng. (3) Fools hateknowledge. This arrangement lari�es the soure of Woman-Wisdom's frustration:not three varieties of fool but rather the inorrigible relationship eah entertainstowards a ertain objet. Formalizing the statements one degree of abstration fur-ther, we note that in eah ase the subjet is some form of nomina agentis, andthe prediate is the orresponding nomina ationis. (The third equation di�ering83See Viktor Shklovsky, Theory of Prose. Normal, IL: Dalkey Arhive Press, 1991.84See Bertolt Breht, Breht on Theatre. New York: Hill and Wang, 1964.85L. Sterne, Tristram Shandy. London: Wordsworth Editions Ltd, 1996, 169.112



30 The question of harater (II)only in that a negative sign is distributed aross both the opula and the prediate,i.e. a 6= not-a.) pet	a y֓im → petîls.ym → ls.wnksylym 9 d t֒Immediately obvious (realling our Hegelian analysis of �Wisdom is . . . get wisdom�)is the tautologial nature of eah formulation. The stritly di�erential determinationof the signi�er sets Woman-Wisdom on a path of endless signifying possibilities, forthere is no autonomous, monadi signi�er possessed of a proper signi�ed as with aode.86 Apart from some point of anhorage (whih, in this ase, is laking both in86 The split between language and ode is absolute for Laan, who in this matter distaneshimself from at least the terminology of Jakobson (f. �gure (3.2) on page 102). In Laan's usage,�ode� refers to a series of indies, eah of whih relates to one and only one referent. (Examplesabound: morse ode, the honeybee's waggle dane, pheromonal ativations, et.) The linguistiseries, in exat opposition to this, is onstituted as the set of signi�ers, whih of ourse do notrelate bi-univoally to a partiular signi�ed. Meaning insists in the hain of signi�ers, yet nosigni�er ontains it; meaning ��ashes between two signi�ers.� It is worth being somewhat repetitiveto point out that it is this dimension of lak or slippage�the insurmountable impediment tosigni�ation�that allows for the signifying struture as suh, apart from whih we would not besubjets but pure objets, subjeted to a positive network of auses and e�ets. Laan undersoresthis point in two di�erentiations he repeatedly makes. (1) The subjetive of the signi�er versus thepsyhoti subjet, who does in fat reeive his message in the form of a ode��Code message andmessage odes separate into pure forms in the psyhoti subjet.� Laan, Subversion, 807. (2) Thehuman as the parlêtre, �an animal at the mery of language,� and the animal of pure instint, wholives in an immediate relationship to its environment, radially exluded from the related domainsof meaning or truth, to whih we might add the domain of Wisdom. �Without the dimension [ofTruth (si)℄ it onstitutes, the deeptiveness of Speeh [the impossibility of squaring the irle ofsigni�ation, the slippage we just referred to℄ would be indistinguishable from the feint, whih in�ghting or sexual display, is nevertheless quite di�erent. Deployed in Imaginary apture [i.e. in theimmediay of the dual relationship apart from the Symboli Other℄, the feint is integrated into theplay of approah and retreat that onstituted the �rst dane, in whih these two vital situations�nd their sansion, and the partners who fall into step with it �nd what I will dare to write astheir `danity.' Moreover, animals show that they are apable of suh behavior when they are beinghunted down; they manage to throw their pursuers o� the sent by brie�y going in one diretionas a lure and then hanging diretion. . . But an animal does not feign feigning. It does not make113



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomsoiety and in the battery of potential signi�ers), Woman-Wisdom is unable to loseon anything ertain in the Other's lous. Her utterane is redued to ompulsivepermutations of repetition, whose fundamental form is a self referential iruit:

Figure 3.5: The tautologial return of the petî .31 Generi reevaluationsThe subjet who seeks for what she annot �nd is not without generi impliations,an observation that draws our attention to a long-standing form-ritial onlusion,namely that Woman-Wisdom here speaks a propheti orale of judgment.87I havetraks who deeptiveness lies in getting them to be taken as false, when in fat they are true�thatis, traks that indiate the right trail. No more than it e�aes its traks, whih would already betantamount to making itself the subjet of the signi�er.� Laan, Subversion, 807.87 Oesterley (1929) �The general tone of this setion realls the utteranes of the prophets;like the prophets of old Wisdom goes out into the broad plaes of the ity with denuniation andthe prophey of doom� (10). Gemser (1963) �Gattungsgeshihte gehört der Abshnitt zu denjüngeren Formen der Weisheitsliteratur, wobei lyrishe und prophetishe Stilformen endringen. . . Erhat die Form eines prophetishen Shelt- oder Drohwortes. . . ; besonders sind Berührungen mitden Stilformen Jeremias und des Deuteronomiums vorhanden� (23). Kayatz (1966) �Einen ganzandersartigen Charakter als in Prov. 8 hat die Rede der Weisheit in Prov. 1,20-33. . . Diese Rededer Weisheit hat den Charakter einer Shelt� und Mahnpredigt. . . Diese Rede der Weisheit fordert,wie die angeführten Parallelstellen zeigen, zum Vergleih mit prophetishen Redeformen heraus�114



31 Generi reevaluationsno intention to deny robust inter-textual onnetions between Prov 1:20-33 andvarious propheti passages (on the onnetion with Jeremiah see below). On theother hand, there are good reasons to read the vv 22-27 as a lament, a desperateand ultimately failed attempt to seure a presene that would guarantee a ertaindeterminay/onsisteny to Woman-Wisdom's meaning, whih we have laimed isthe same as saying Woman-Wisdom's essene, for her essene is to mean.Lamentation and the travail of absene To avoid the typologial abuses assoi-ated with the lassi�atory shemes of form ritiism (A lament has these parts;it makes use of this lexial range; it omes in pristine and degraded forms, et.),I would like to highlight between the lamenter and Woman-Wisdom a struturallyanalogous dilemma, namely the absene of that whih would guarantee her plae atthe level of meaning. In understanding the deisive funtion presene and abseneplay in the lament psalms, I am indebted to the work of Fredrik Lindström88 who,(119-120). Crenshaw (1974) �In Prov 1:20-33 wisdom stands in the busy streets and ries aloudin the style of a propheti inditment; even the language is that of the divine orale in prophey:the hand strethed out in invitation, the summons that was spurned, the threat that they willseek here but not be able to �nd her, and the rather harsh desription of the results of a refusalto hear� (248). Murphy (1986) �Wisdom sings about her extraordinary qualities and origins inhap. 8; but in hap. 1 she takes on the mantle of a prophet derying the failure of the people.�(456). Harris (1995) �The turn-about in ontext of Prov 1:20-33 where wisdom now ausesthe people of being pet	a y֓im , `simple ones' (v 22) and where h. kmh now `laughs' and `moks'(v 26) when alamity omes, an be explained by reading the text in a post-587 ontext. TheJeremiani traditions are reontextualized to serve the needs and purposes of a later ommunity�(100). Fox (2000) wishes to extend and generalize the same idea. �Harris alls Prov 1:20-33 a`reontextualization' of Jeremiah's words, whih is likely, exept that the passage may have beenin�uened by other prophets as well, or perhaps, by aquaintane with prophey in general. This isnot to say that the reader is neessarily expeted to reall Jeremiah or the disaster he prediated.Wisdom speaks to individual fools about individual punishments, not to the nation about thepeople's olletive failings and impending disasters. Nor does she speak as a prophet or God. Still,the depition of Lady Wisdom solding fools draws on the images of the prophet and God andredeploys them in the arena of individual life� (105). Davis (2000) �Woman Wisdom's openingaddress here bears a striking resemblane to judgment speehes of the prophets, and doubtlessthe sages expet their audiene to ath the ehoes. The propheti judgment speeh . . . announesGod's deree of doom and gives the reasons why that deree is justi�ed� (34).88Fredrik Lindström, Su�ering and Sin: Interpretations of Illness in the Individual Com-plaint Psalms. Stokholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1994.115



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomapropos the question of su�ering in the psalms, sought to undermine a pronounedtendeny to answer in the ategories of retribution.The strong emphasis on individual retribution as harateristi for the individuallament psalms' interpretation of the religious dimension of sikness has in�uenedsholars' understanding of the psalms' theology and anthropology as well as theirnotion of God and piety. This situation is visible in the ommon inlination tounderstand the psalms so that the basi omponent in man's relationship with Godis the individual's guilt and innoene respetively. The present study is intendedto ritiize this understanding.89Lindström's argument against retribution as an appropriate ategory of interpre-tation for the lament psalms is suggestive for the way we read Woman-Wisdom'sspeeh in Prov 1:22-33.What his sustained reading of the psalms demonstrates is the element of inal-ulability that belongs to su�ering, whih the psalmists do not hesitate to onnetto the equally inalulable, and so inoneivable in the ategory of ethis, alter-nation of God's presene and absene.The interpretations of the religious dimensions of su�ering in the individual om-plaint psalms indiate that aording to the temple theologians, man's relationshipwith God is not onstituted of his sin or innoene. Rather, the foundation ofthe individual's relationship with God is omprised of Yhwh's freely given founda-tional gifts of existene by whih the threatened person is reeived into the savingpresene of God. The divine presene. . . beomes, with this perspetive, just assurprising, unalulated, and irrational as Yhwh's sudden absene. Just as lit-tle as absene is interpreted through a negative idea of retribution, just as littlepresene is understood through suh a positive idea.90The evidene Lindström gathers in support of his thesis is not only impressivein its omprehensive learnedness, it has profound impliations for liturgial andpastoral praxis. Without attempting to do justie to his nuaned argumentation, Inonetheless �ag his entral �nding as to the basially singular origin of su�ering inthe lament psalms.[The℄ harateristi ambiguity onerning the relationship between the di�erentaspets of su�ering and their joint ation in beoming a total threat reeives anadequate explanation by the assumption that the desriptions of a�ition intend89Lindström, 429. 90Lindström, 435. 116



31 Generi reevaluationsto express the onsequene of something else, something ompletely deisive, thatis, the loss of the divine presene.91It is on the basis of this gaping absene�analogous I am arguing to the absent (orat least laking) Other who would seure Woman-Wisdom's plae in the Symbolinetwork�that I would press the appropriateness of the lament genre as an inter-pretative aess point for Prov 1:22-27. In this onnetion, we are making expliitwhat Lindström implies throughout: the traumati situation of absene as well asthe redemptive reemergene of presene are opaque not only to the alulus of ethisbut to meaning as suh.92 Meaning omes to be only in the ongoing situation ofdivine presene wherein events and experienes are alulable within the horizonof Yhwh's righteousness (s. ed	aq	ah) and trustworthiness ( m֓wnah) . Only withthese in plae an one speak of justie (mi²p	at.) or its perversion, of truth and itsdistortion.Lamentation and the reovery of meaning W. Brueggemann's ategories93 will beof help in larifying this ruial distintion. Psalms of disorientation (whih wouldinlude the lament form we have been speaking of) and psalms of re-orientation(inluding hymns of praise, thanksgiving songs, and the enthronement psalms) ar-tiulate a dimension of relatedness to Yhwh that is beyond intelligibility. On thisdimension these are alike in their opposition to psalms of orientation (psalms ofretribution, the Torah psalms and, ironially, the Wisdom psalms) that �desribe ahappy, blessed state in whih the speakers are grateful for and on�dent in the abid-ing, reliable gifts of life that are long-standing from time past and will endure for91Lindström, 458-459.92Brueggemann (1984, 93) expliitly onnets all three dimensions of su�ering, absene, andmeaninglessness. �The problem of the situation may indeed be sikness, enemies, or death. Butsuh experienes �nally onern formlessness, the ollapse of ategories in whih experiene anbe experiened in a universe of meaning. In Israel, the formfulness of the experiene enters inthe presene of Yahweh who need not do anything but be there.� I take up Brueggemann's moresystemati organization of the psalms presently.93For the development of Brueggemann's �typology of funtions� in onnetion with the Psalms,see Walter Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms: A Theologial Commentary. Min-neapolis: Fortress Press, 1984; Walter Brueggemann, Israel's Praise: Doxology Against Idol-atry and Ideology. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988; Walter Brueggemann, The Psalms and117



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomtime to ome. Life, as re�eted in these psalms, is not troubled or threatened, butis seen as the well-ordered world intended by God. They approximate a `no-surpriseworld' and onsequently a world of `no fear.' They do not report on an event, ahappening, or an intrusion. Rather, they desribe how things are and indeed alwaysare.�94With Brueggemann's oppositional terms in mind�orientation versus disorientation�we an quikly establish what is at stake in this disputation of a onventional generionlusion.1. Reading Prov 1:20-33 as an orale of judgment, whose main theme is retri-bution, identi�es Woman-Wisdom with the transendent essene of wisdominsofar as her timeless, inexorable message lies beyond the omprehension ofmortal intellet (for, as Trible has noted, before Woman-Wisdom all of us hu-mans are pet	ayim ). Thus the wise understand that though Woman-Wisdomannot be fully omprehended (some nuane or depth of her all always re-mains unnotied), she is a sure point of orientation for human intelletion, aommensurate image of the �orderliness, goodness, and life.�95 The manifestviolene and negativity in her speeh, on this reading, is stritly a humanproblem, the inevitable onsequene of foolishness.2. If we say, on the other hand, that here in her �rst speeh Woman-Wisdomlaments, this is to dislose a rather di�erent kernel of Wisdom's essene. Un-derlying the sapiential apprehension of the �world as order� is the obsene,shrill insistene that the �world order� is radially dysfuntional, �an utter-ane . . . that the system has broken down and will no longer be honored.�96the Life of Faith. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995.94Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms, 25.95Brueggemann, The Psalms and the Life of Faith, 10.96The itation is worth iting in full, in so far as it illumines the unreasonable demands of the bigOther, and the restless subjetivity that alls it to task. �The lament psalms, then, are a omplaintthat makes the shrill insistene that: (1) Things are not right in their present arrangement. (2) Theyneed not stay this way and an be hanged. (3) The speaker will not aept them in this way, forthe present arrangement is intolerable. (4) It is God's obligation to hange things. But the mainpoint is the �rst: life is not right. It is now notied and voied that life is not as it was promisedto be. The utterane of this awareness is an exeedingly dangerous moment at the throne. Itis as dangerous as Leh Walesa or Rosa Parks asserting with their bodies that the system has118



32 The question of ethis (II)32 The question of ethis (II)We have suggested ways in whih Woman-Wisdom's speeh arises from her ex-periene of absene. This absene, whether it is in�eted in soial or semantiterms, relates to the impossibility of ommuniation and therefore disrupts the oreWoman-Wisdom's being, whih is bound to the voation of mediation (¶ 27 onpage 101). Further, we judged that the form of speeh be�tting this absene islament and not judgment. This generi determination, as we elaborated with thehelp of Lindström and Brueggemann, was not arrived at by omparing Woman-Wisdom's speeh with a typologially pristine lament psalm and subsequently dis-erning an adequate number of shared elements.97 Rather the resonane with thelament form arises out of a shared preoupation with the absene of that whihwould seure meaning. That said, one suh a judgment is made, it will illumine ourreading to see how the terminology of Prov 1:22-27, whih has long been read underthe ethial rubri of propheti judgment, resonates with the psalms of lament. Twoaspets of these verses are of partiular relevane as we wrestle with the unansweredquestion of Woman-Wisdom's ethial demand: (1) the sequene �How long. . . turn!�in vv 22-23, and espeially (2) the expressions of Shadenfreude in vv 26-27.33 How long . . . turn-bakHow long, O pet	ayim , will you love petî ?broken down and will no longer be honored. For the managers of the system�politial, eonomi,religious, moral�there is always a hope that the troubled folks will not notie the dysfuntion orthat a tolerane of a ertain degree of dysfuntion an be aepted as normal and neessary, even ifunpleasant. Lament ours when the dysfuntion reahes an unaeptable level, when the injustieis intolerable and hange is insisted upon.� Brueggemann, The Psalms and the Life of Faith, 105.97As with John Collins' treatment of apoalypti literature, whih has beome a normativestatement as to the proedure for determining a biblial genre: �This ommon ore of onstantelements permits us, then, to formulate a omprehensive de�nition of the genre: Apoalypse isa genre of revelatory literature with a narrative framework, in whih a revelation is mediatedby an otherworldly being to a human reipient, dislosing a transendent reality whih is bothtemporal, insofar as it envisages eshatologial salvation, and spatial insofar as it involves another,supernatural world.� John Collins, �Towards the Morphology of a Genre�. Semeia 1979, 9.119



3. The Subjet and Objet of WisdomInsofar as Woman-Wisdom's speeh as a whole is interpreted under the sign ofjudgment, her �rst words�How long?�are invariably read as an expression ofinredulity that has turned to rage. �Her exasperated question, `How long,' alongwith her following denuniation (vv 24-27), posits a historial past between wisdomand these overgrown, gullible youths, perhaps a referene to their rejetion of theirparents' teahing in the home.�98 In the ontext of lament, however, How long?implies not exasperation but desperate yearning. The sense of rejetion is not thatof the parent rejeted by an impudent hild, but of the hild rejeted by its parent,now living under deep existential threat. As Claus Westermann notes, �The question`How long?' just as the question `Why?' asks about the absene of God.�99 Thus interms of mapping this rhetori onto a spei� a�etive dimension, we should shiftour frame of referene from the kind of propheti/divine indignation expressed byHosea�Your alf is rejeted, O Samaria.My anger burns against them.How long will they be inapable of innoene? (Hos 8:5)�to the pathos of the lamenter.My life is exeedingly terri�edbut you, O Yhwh, how long? (Psa 6:4)The sense of disorientation desribed by Brueggemann (¶ 31 on page 117) hasno part in Hosea's rhetori, as the terms of exhange�Yhwh's anger and Israel'sidolatry�are ommensurable. Hosea's propheti inditment follows a meaningfullogi: persistent idolatry gives rise to divine wrath. This is quite di�erent thanwith the psalm where logi as suh is absent from the situation. The double (ortriple) entendre of nepe² [= life, throat, nek, breath℄ suggests a level of dreadthat penetrates down to the at of enuniation itself: the psalmist hokes on heromplaint. The break-down in relationship between pray-er and God is one andthe same with the break-down of speeh and signi�ation, whih in turn has to dowith the absent Other. The lamenter's ry is strito sensu meaningless during theperiod of Yhwh's absene. Only in being heard, will it have beome100 the �ry of98Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 202.99Claus Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms. Atlanta: J. Knox Press, 1981, 177.100On the signi�ane of the future anterior see the itation on ¶ 56 on page 200.120



33 How long . . . turn-bakinjustie�, �the ritique of status quo�, et. The pathos of the psalmist thus lies not(primarily) with the �real� (physial, emotional, et.) signi�ane of her su�eringbut rather with Yhwh's absene and the onsequent impossibility of determiningsigni�ane as suh.Turn-bak to my reproof.The generi assignation of lament equally shifts our reading of ²wb , whih has beenread until now either as a all to repentane (Waltke, Fox�note 26 on page 89)or a statement of judgment (Murphy, Cli�ord� ¶ 22 on page 88) In both ases,the imperative is onditioned by the longstanding ethial depravity of the pet	ayim .The signi�ane of ²wb , in either ase, assumes the ongoing operation of a prophetianalogy, but one again this is not neessary, for the speeh of lament is equallypreoupied with turning. Continuing with the example of Psalm 6,101 after thepathos of How long omes the imperative Turn.Turn (²ûb	ah) Yhwh!Save my life (nap²î). (v 5)AproposWoman-Wisdom's utterane�How long? . . .Turn!�we have been barredfrom reading these verses as an expression of pathos by a kind of Kantian insisteneon the plentitude of the noumenal Ding. It is onsidered that the wholeness ofthis divine entity/personality annot be impinged upon by the folly of �overgrown,gullible youths.�102 Of ourse the psalmist pereives herself to be laking withrespet to the Other; the Other is Yhwh�insrutable, divine, beyond the om-pass of human understanding, but Woman-Wisdom . . . . The analogy is ab-surd! But, we have seen and tried to understand how the risk of annihilation by theabsent Other haunts not only the petî but equally Woman-Wisdom. For withoutrati�ation by the Other�on one hand, the sribes, the Judaean ruling lass, thepriests; on the other the signi�er that would esape the ontinual slipping away ofmetonymy�she eases to exist. It is this interminable slippage and the dawningrealization of absene that evokes Woman-Wisdom's plaint, How long?. . .Turn!101The imperative "Turn!" (²wb) is a ommon feature of lament psalms. See Pss 80:15, 90:13,126:4.102Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 202. 121



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdom34 Retribution, or the hysteriization of Woman-WisdomFor my part then, in your alamity I will laughI will jeer when omes your dread:Coming like a devastation, your dread,Your alamity, like a storm moving in,Coming against you�distress and opposition.From vv 24-25, Woman-Wisdom is autely aware of the failure of her partner toreeive her. The harmonious interourse of all (qr )֓ and response (q²b) thatwould allow Woman-Wisdom to o-exist happily within the soial world of the ityannot be found. The verbs in vv. 24-25 desribing humanity's (in)ation over arange of dispositions�rejetion, inattentiveness, ignorane, and dissension�whihtogether testify to the failure of mediation that onstitutes the very ore of Woman-Wisdom's essene.Woman-Wisdom's reation to this breakdown of relationship (vv 26-27) is thesite of a peuliar interpretative split. On the one hand, her impreations againstthe pet	ayim are taken as an exemplary working out of Proverbs' ore ethos.Wisdom, it is important to note, does not ause the disaster, whih simply �omes.�Wisdom simply withdraws when it does ome. Aording to the poeti justieoperative in the book, Wisdom does not answer her lients, just as they did notanswer her.103Or in a similar vein,Lady Wisdom does not threaten to exeute the retribution herself. She will not doanything to the sinners, not even by means of an intermediary. Rather, she willrespond to the fools with an attitude mathing their own: sorn for sorn, rebu�ngthem when they need her, or, more preisely, when they �nally realize that theyneed her.104What is emphasized in readings along these lines is the lak of expliit agenyassigned to Woman-Wisdom. She does not ause the terrible misfortunes but knows103R.J. Clifford, Proverbs: A Commentary. Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox Press,1999, 43.104Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 105. 122



34 Retribution, or the hysteriization of Woman-Wisdomof them and revels in their inexorability.105On the other hand, a few interpreters (I inlude myself in this group) �nd itimplausible to understand Woman-Wisdom's malie as exemplary in any sense.These readers detet a great distane between Woman-Wisdom's glee ( e֓±h. 	aq Iwill laugh; e֓l a֒g I will jeer) and the objetive progression of the osmi order asit is ideologized by the sages. Murphy (1998, 10) notes in these verses a kindof Shadenfreude that is �espeially hilling.� Similarly Oesterley (1929, 12)�nds that �the attitude of the personi�ed Wisdom here does not appeal to us,being neither digni�ed nor wise, aording to our ideas.� These few indiationsnotwithstanding, the ommentary on the viiousness of Woman-Wisdom's rhetoriis too muted, a fat whih, in my opinion, undersores the ategory error withrespet to genre.For the perspetive that onsoles itself with suh a alamitous fantasy is neitherthat of righteous indignation (as be�ts a prophet of judgment), nor that of thelevel-headed sage,106 but one again is aligned with the hysterial subjetivity ofthe lamenter. It is in the prayers of lament that we onsistently �nd pleas forvengeane unmathed in the Bible as to their intensity. �The appeals to God to dosomething to or against persons who perseute and oppress the individual ryingout in the psalmi prayers are many and varied. They probably outnumber anyother single ategory of petitions.�107 And these appeals, as with those spoken byWoman-Wisdom in the verses under onsideration, are very far indeed from the oolappliation of alulated justie or even the �triumph of right.� On the ontrary,It is lear that [the speeh of lament℄ tends to be regressive, i.e., it moves intounguarded language that in most religious disourse is ensored and preluded. . . .This is the voie of resentment and vengeane that will not be satis�ed until Godworks retaliation on those who have done the wrong.108105So Waltke (2004, 207): �Wisdom does not laugh at disaster, but at the triumph of what isright over what is wrong.�106Prov 17:5 , ited in this hapter's epigraph, makes expliit the sages' reproah against thosewho enjoy the pain of others.107Patrik Miller, They Cried to the Lord: the Form and Theology of Biblial Prayer.Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994, 106, emphasis added.108Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms, 55.123



3. The Subjet and Objet of WisdomWhat animates the impreations of the lamenter, we have followed Lindström insaying (¶ 31 on page 115), is the deep threat posed by the absent Other nowbrought to speeh�a form of atharsis in no way endorsed as a sapiential ideal.109Sine it is in this raw, overwrought manner that Woman-Wisdom speaks, we �ndthe subjet position of the lamenter a more �tting aess point to the ulminatinglines of Prov 1:23-27 than the onventional assignation of propheti judgment.Symbolizing lak How, then, are we to take the �nal two verses, whih shift frombitter omplaint about the past to a sadisti fantasy of the future? If the wordhysteri has been used several times in this paper simply to desribe this speeh asa kind of outburst, we an orret this impreision in terms of� Freud's linial disovery of hysterial neurosis, but espeially� Laan's strutural elaboration of the hysteri's disourse.To make short work of Freud's disovery and elaboration of hysterial neurosis I wantsimply to pose the question: what did Freud learn from the hysterial onversionsymptom, wherein the symptom is onneted to its ause by a �false onnetion�?110At the ore of his emerging theory was the mehanism of displaement, whih as toits substane was the displaement of desire�der Wunsh. The Freudian hysteri issomeone possessed by inartiulable desire, who seeks endlessly for the situation, theword, the relationship that would give this desire an outlet for (onsious) meaning.The hysteri does not seek for the satisfation of desire�preisely what would bringthe hysteri to a point of risis�but the transformation of unhinged desire intodesire for . . . . �The desire of the hysterial subjet is to have an unsatis�ed desire,�summarizes Laan.Laan ompliates Freud's theory of hysteria in several ways, not all of whihonern us here. It is important for us that Laan introdues a degree of ambiguity109Cf. Prov 21:23: �Who guards his mouth and his tongue guards his soul from troubles.� OrProv 25:15 on the superiority of �forbearane� ( 	֓orek a֓ppayim) and a �soft tongue� (l	a²�n rakk	ah).110�There seems to be a neessity for bringing psyhial phenomena of whih one beomes on-sious into ausal onnetion with other onsious material. In ases in whih the true ausationevades onsious pereption one does not hesitate to attempt to make another onnetion, whihone believes, though it is false. It is lear that a split in the ontent of onsiousness must greatlyfailitate the ourrene of `false onnetions' of this kind.� Freud, S. E., II:67.124



34 Retribution, or the hysteriization of Woman-Wisdomabout the terms desire, preserved in his standard de�nition of the term: Desire isthe desire of the Other, the Other here being some privileged representative of thebig Other. There are two ways to read this. I desire the Other as the objet ofmy desire. The Other is what I desire. Or, my desire orresponds to the Other'sdesire. What the Other desires, I too desire. There is no objetive solution;rather the way desire is onstruted tilts towards either obsessive or hysteri stru-tures of subjetivity. For the hysteri, it is the seond understanding of desire thatpredominates.The Other is the desiring subjet in the hysteri's fantasy�usually a partner (loveror spouse) who desires when and how the subjet sees �t. Indeed, the hysteriorhestrates things in suh a way as to ensure that the Other's desire remainsunsatis�ed. . . The Other as desiring subjet is but a puppet: it is the Other whosedesire is kept unsatis�ed by the hysteri in order for the hysteri to be able tomaintain her role as desired objet, as desire's lak.111Herein lie the grounds for a well known and not unfounded ariature of the hys-teri's love life. The hysteri undertakes relationships as projets; she �nds a dia-mond in the rough whose lak she is uniquely quali�ed to remedy, whose (potential)virtues only she an pereive and, in fat, only she an bring out. What happens ifor when the Other atually exhibits the virtues? The hysteri is repulsed and therelationship is over.But if the hysteri's being is determined by the various ways she ensures thatthe Other is laking, her meaning depends upon the integrity of the Other, theOther's legitimate laim to possess knowledge. Here the hysterial struture of desireredoubles upon itself. We had initially distinguished hysterial (versus obsessive)desire as the desire for what the Other desires and furthermore to be that objetof desire. But, putting ourselves in the hysterial mindset, a question ours to us,the shadow of doubt. Is the Other desiring me for who I really am? Or, am Ijust being slotted as an objet in the Other's fantasy? If the Other is revealed asimpotent or a fraud, then the hysteri must admit there is no (legitimate) ground ofbeing in this Other's desire. Thus the hysteri's fundamental fantasy must negotiatea logial ontradition: on the one hand there must be (the potential of) a fully111Brue Fink, A Clinial Introdution to Laanian Psyhoanalysis. Cambridge Mass: Har-vard University Press, 1997, 123. 125



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdompotent Other whose desire orresponds to the essential being of the hysteri; onthe other hand, every (atually existing) representative of the Other must be foundlaking, this lak being the ground of any being whatsoever. Thus, the onsistenyof the hysteri's position relies on a viious yle of onstituting in potentiality thatwhih must be destroyed in atuality. The hysteri is �sustained [in the Other'sdesire℄ only by the lak of satisfation she brings him by slipping away as objet [ofhis desire℄.�112A lak gone laking On a �rst reading there is no obvious onnetion betweenthe hysterial subjet who tries to �nd or even provoke a lak in the Other and, onthe other hand, the lamenter who on all aounts su�ers too muh lak. However,these two laks�that whih the hysteri must produe and the �too muh lak�experiened by the su�ering lamenter�are not on the same level.Realling the insights gleaned from Lindström/Brueggemann, we said that thesituation of the lamenter is of one whose su�ering is without meaning. This, atuallydoes not go far enough, for the lamenter endures a multipliity of su�ering, a viiousiruit113 that nulli�es the possibility of any meaning whatsoever. In Laanianterms, the overwhelming Real of hurt threatens the subjet's overall identi�ationwith the Symbolimatrix of the big Other. (It is telling that so many lament psalmsrefer to banishment from the temple,114 whih we an read as an arhiteturalplaeholder for the Jewish big Other in its di�erent aspets: the enter of Jewishommunal and liturgial life, the sign of justie and stability in the osmos, theunique point of aess to God's presene.) Lindström's ruial point, to reiterate,is that it is not su�ering but detahment from meaning that onstitutes for thelamenter �a total threat ��a threat Laan alls jouissane.112Laan, Subversion, 824.113�The desriptions of su�ering learly present the experiene of how the di�erent aspets of suf-fering, physial, mental, soial, and spiritual are intermingled like irles and where there is ontin-ual feedbak. Together these omprise a total threat to the existene of the su�erer.� Lindström,458.114Psalm 42, for example, holds up the memory of temple worship as the ounterpoint to urrentsu�ering. �My tears have been my food day and night, while people say to me ontinually, `where isyour God?' These things I remember, as I pour out my soul: how I went with the throng, and ledthem in proession to the house of God, with glad shouts and songs of thanksgiving, a multitude126



34 Retribution, or the hysteriization of Woman-WisdomLaan's theory of the hysterial subjet gives us new insight into the funtion oflament. What is ruial for the hysteri, as we have said, is to unover a lak in thebig Other, a hith in the Symboli universe that an serve as the point of her ownrelationship to it. The subjet rent from her soial-symboli world on aount ofsu�ering, an re-attah at the point where the soial-symboli world itself is rent byinonsisteny and ontradition. �Without [a lak℄ in the Other, the Other would bea losed struture and the only possibility open to the subjet would be his radialalienation . . . ��i.e. the lamenter's situation is not in any way ontingent but theosmos is ordered for the purpose of her unbearable su�ering; there is no way out,no possibility of hope�. . . So it is preisely this lak in the Other whih enables the subjet to ahieve akind of `de-alienation' alled by Laan separation: not in the sense that the subjetexperienes that now he is separated for ever from the objet by the barrier oflanguage, but that the objet is separated from the Other itself, that the Otheritself `hasn't got it'. . . that is to say, is in itself bloked, desiring.115Thus the �lak� of the lamenter must be oneived as a lak of lak�the lak of dis-tane from the Real that is the preondition of (non-psyhoti) subjetivity. �Lak�in other words is the essene of the subjet's being; the subjet is a manque-à-êtrethat disrupts the unrent, undi�erentiated, seamless plentitude of the Real. �Whatam I ? I am in the plae from whih `the universe is a �aw in the purity of Non-Being' is voiferated.�116One we are sensitized to think in these terms, it is lear that the lament psalmsregularly employ a poeti devie that subverts the normal standards of oherene.I refer to the temporal phenomenon of suddenness : the moment or moments whenthe lamenter abruptly shifts from sorrow to joy, a shift that ours in situ, apartfrom any hange in the lamenter's irumstane. But even if we, in some phe-nomenologial sense, privilege the time of the moment over the spae of the sys-tem, we do not thereby simply esape the system. The passage of time must beevoked through the system. The movement away from the interminable present�and indeed we must speak of a revolution : for the lamenter what is required is ankeeping festival� (vv 3-4).115Slavoj �iºek, The Sublime Objet of Ideology. New York: Verso, 1989, 122.116Laan, Subversion, 819. 127



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomepohal shift�is availed only by the staging of an impossible or at least illogialsemanti juxtaposition.For my life is spent with sorrow, and my years with sighing;my strength fails beause of my misery, and my bones waste away.I am the sorn of all my adversaries, a horror to my neighbors,an objet of dread to my aquaintanes;those who see me in the street �ee from me.I have passed out of mind like one who is dead;I have beome like a broken vessel.For I hear the whispering of many�terror all around!as they sheme together against me, as they plot to take my life.But I trust in you, Yhwh;I say, �You are my God.� (Pss 31:11-15)Not only is the lamenter a �broken vessel�; the liturgial form that gives shape tohis su�ering is itself broken, an impossible hasm of non-sense running betweenthe poignant aount of abuse and the on�dent assertion of trust. We might saythe impossibilities of the su�erer's present are vanquished by the presene of animpossibility in the lamenter's speeh.But this seems like a pro�tless exerise. The prayer's su�ering onstitutes a totalthreat in so far as it endangers what were the stable referene points of meaning.Why turn to a poeti form whose most harateristi feature is the unhinging ofstable referene points. One is tempted to undersore the ruial di�erene betweenthe erasure of meaning and the prodution of non-meaning, and we will indeed havean opportunity to dwell on this transfer at length. This is, however, not the mostrelevant fator here, beause the lament psalms do not leave Symboli antinomiessuh as misery→ trust without a ontext. The logial-strutural impossibility at theheart of every lament117 is reast narratively, as a problem to be solved in time. Wemust thus ompliate the onventional wisdom about the atharsis of symbolizingtrauma. It is not enough to translate onrete ontraditions into symboli ones,but the subjet must go further and situate herself in relation to point of symbolifrature via a narrative, the Laanian term for whih is fantasy.117Psalm 88 is signalled out as a lament psalm that never makes the turn from omplaint topraise. The fat of its uniqueness undersores the point we are making.128



34 Retribution, or the hysteriization of Woman-WisdomThus the turn from omplaint to praise (vv 13-14) , whih initially is pereivedas non-sensial, is reovered as sensible with referene to a future senario that willretroatively justify it.My times are in your hand;deliver me from the hand of my enemies and perseutors.Let your fae shine upon your servant;save me in your steadfast love.Do not let me be put to shame, Yhwh, for I all on you;let the wiked be put to shame;let them go dumbfounded to Sheol. (vv 15-17)The present impasses (both at the level of the Real�the lamenter's meaninglesssu�ering; and at the level of the Symboli�the logial antinomy at the heart ofthe psalm) are orreted by justie that works in time. For the lamenter, thequintessential ground of faith is, �My times ( i֒tt	ot	ay) are in your hand.� Andwhat is highly relevant to our analysis of Proverbs is the frequeny of vengeaneas the psalmist's preferred horizon of retrieved meaning. And this is true of bothlevels of ontradition that have been raised. Restoring the integrity of the poem,vengeane turns unfounded exuberane into grati�ation for redemption; restoringthe subjetivity of the lamenter, the unbearable immediay of the Real is reroutedthrough an experiene of su�ering that arries meaning.The topsy-turvy world of (imagined) jouissane In both ases we have desribed�the Freudian/Laanian hysteri and the su�erer who gives voie to the bibliallaments�the threat of losing one's plae in the big Other rests on a logially ante-rior disonnet between the Real and Symboli registers of experiene. The LaanianReal o�ers no support for its representation as an ideologially oherent experiene,and so the subjet's relation to the big Other is neessarily ontingent and fragile.But how does this relate to the speeh of Woman-Wisdom, regarding whom the apriori division between Real and Symboli doesn't make sense, at least not in thesame way? It is not obvious, in other words, how we will speak of the Real of anentity whose being is so purely linked to language and speeh. I am not making thepedanti point that Woman-Wisdom is a literary �gure, but rather that even whenwe entirely suspend our distane from Proverbs qua literature, when we immerse129



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomourselves in its world, the being of Woman-Wisdom is radially enompassed by theSymboli funtion. This raises a familiar question, now from the new perspetive ofthe hysteri struture, as to the origin of Woman-Wisdom's lak sine it evidentlydoes not emerge as a gap between the Symboli and the Real.We have noted on more than one oasion how the essene of Woman-Wisdomis bound to her role as a mediator. In von Rad's well known aount of how thisame to be, Woman-Wisdom was �born� the moment the Judaean intelletual lasspereived �a gap. . . a theologial need� (note 53 on page 101). And what �eld doesthis gap impinge upon? It is a gap in meaning, for whih a new mode of revelationis found neessary. �A new phenomenon in our texts is that a bearer of revelationintervenes in the dialogue between Yhwh and Israel, someone who has not beenheard in this role . . .more than the greatest of the prophets, [s℄he is, indeed, themystery inherent in the reation of the world.�118 Impliit in this disovery is theinadequay of history as a medium of revelation. In history, the speter of ontin-geny (i.e. meaninglessness) ontinually unsettles Israel's fundamental oordinatesof meaning. �Yhwh's irreversible derees, whih ertainly ould not be expressedin the form of rules and whih, at least at �rst sight, were atually unique in har-ater.�119 The irreversible deree lays down the law, to be sure, but there is nodistane between the law and its bearer. What von Rad suggests when he speaks ofIsrael's searh for a �rational rule� is the requirement of an absolute order to whihboth Yhwh and Israel are situated in a �xed if not equal relation.120 It is to playthe role of mediator121 that the sages onjure Woman-Wisdom; she was to be thethird term whose intervention would dislose �from the haos of events some kindof order in whih man was not ontinually at the mery of the inalulable.�122118von Rad, Wisdom, 163.119von Rad, Wisdom, 289.120This notion of an absolute order to whih Yhwh also is beholden drives the bakgroundassumption that the wisdom tradition does not �t easily with the rest of the Hebrew Bible. SeePreuÿ, Einführung and the disussion above ¶ 9 on page 44.121It is instrutive that Job, whose experiene of ontingeny was radial, also seeks restorationthrough the funtion of a mediating third. Cf. Job 9:33.122von Rad, Wisdom, 308. 130



34 Retribution, or the hysteriization of Woman-WisdomThe fored hoie of alienation Does this mean that Woman-Wisdom standsin the same relation to Symboli astration as the human infant, who must learnquikly to ouh its desire for the mother aording to the ulturally appropriatelaw of the father? Not exatly: for we annot say that Woman-Wisdom undergoesthis astration, that she passes through the de�les of the signi�er. Rather, she isnothing but this undergoing, this passage from Real to Symboli, from jouissaneto desire. Shifting our perspetive momentarily to that of the sages, the failure tobe wise is only misreognized as the failure to represent (or learn, or obey) a tran-sendent, noumenal, pre-disursive objet. The truth of wisdom lies in the muhmore unanny insight that wisdom oinides with this failure of representation.The eonomy of desire is thus muh more radial to Woman-Wisdom's identitythan is allowed by those who emphasize only the pedagogial funtion of eros (seenote 42 on page 96). It is true that Woman-Wisdom is written so as to trans�x thedesire of (male) students, but muh more signi�ant is desire's role as the a prioriondition of Woman-Wisdom's existene. Desire, in other words, is the onsequenebut equally the ondition of the subjet who speaks in Prov 1:22-33. Herein liesthe dilemma for Woman-Wisdom. Should the desire of the sages�the gap betweentheir experienes and the religious resoures they found at hand to render themmeaningful�remain frustrated, then Woman-Wisdom has failed to live up to therole of mediator for whih she was brought forth. On the other hand, should thedesire of the sages be sated, then the very ground of Woman-Wisdom's being woulddisappear. Woman-Wisdom's subjetivity, in other words, is strutured around thesame hysterial bind between meaning and being ; the ful�llment of the formeranels the latter in a stroke of self-obsoletion. Thus to be�to persist, to outlivethe spasmodi outbreaks of pure desire (i.e. desire that has not settled on anypartiular objet)�Woman-Wisdom must position herself on a knife's edge vis-à-vis sapiential satisfation, like the hysteri �sustained only by the lak of satisfationshe brings desire by slipping away as its objet.�The fundamental and strutural harater of Woman-Wisdom's lak yet doesnot larify the onnetion we want to make with the lament form, whose problem-ati is disonnet between bodily su�ering and the Symboli order of meaning. It isonly in relation to the immobile solidity of the body�for example the need to om-muniate, to understand someone else�that Symboli ontradition is experiened131



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomas a risis. How is it that Woman-Wisdom is subjet to this partiular limitation?To answer this we must revisit the poeti funtion of personi�ation, whose overtfuntion is not without an unintended side e�et.Reall from above (¶ 18 on page 74) our disussion of personi�ation in termsof a syntheti operation whereby the dispersed �eld of wisdom-disourse an bepereived by and identi�ed with the onrete experienes of an individual. Aproposof Woman-Wisdom, Claudia Camp desribed the poeti funtion of personi�ationin terms of a paradoxial double movement: on one hand rendering the haotimultipliity of things-that-are-wise by means of a universalizing metaphor, on theother partiularizing this universal metaphor in the form of an embodied subjet.�Personi�ation ombines a lear, literal subjet with a metaphorial prediate.�123But we must assume that personi�ation works not only on the dispersed pos-itive elements in the wisdom set, but in the same measure personi�ation univer-salizes/ondenses the strutural impossibilities of wisdom. In short, the inherentdeadloks of the Symboli �eld of Wisdom are mapped onto ontingent antago-nisms bound up in the non-di�erential substane of a body. Non-di�erential inwhat sense? �in that here Woman-Wisdom does not stand for something else butrather asserts her own full and heavy presene. We should think of this solidityin terms of esape hannels shutting down one by one; there is no plae left forimpossibility to fade into the bakground.124For bodies who take to the street and speak annot teleport along the ombi-natory and substitutionary axes of signi�ation. The body is suseptible neither tothe vertial displaements of metaphor, nor the horizontal ones of metonymy, alongwhose pre-ordained routes pure lak is rendered determinate, absene is sublatedas representation, desire is given its proper oordinates. Returning to the spei�quality of the lamenter's su�ering: the one who prays in this way is stuk ; or, morepreisely, the deprivation and absene wrought by the order of words is stuk in-side of her. This is how we should read the urgeny of lament, as a response to the123See Camp, 216-17 and on page 77.124This orresponds perfetly with Slavoj �iºek's (Laanian) theory of ideology, whih positspuntilious obediene to the �letter� of hegemoni norms as muh more threatening to the ideolog-ial edi�e than �subversions� of these norms, whih are always already insribed within the bigOther. 132



34 Retribution, or the hysteriization of Woman-Wisdomunbearable material presene of the signi�er qua meaningless. Thus suh prayeromes almost violently, with the fore of mounting pressure as in Jeremiah's �nallament:Indeed, the word of Yhwh has beome for me as disgrae and derision all day. Butif I say, �I will not mention him, nor will I speak again in his name.� Then in myheart is a burning �re�shut up in my bones, and I am weary of holding-it-in,and I annot. (Jer 20:8-9)In so far as mediation is entirely immanent to Woman-Wisdom's being (at an evenmore radial level than with the prophets) the word is indeed �shut up in her bones.�The temporal viissitudes of the fantasy I have ontrived a symmetry betweenWoman-Wisdom and the lamenter, whereby they traverse the same path in oppositediretions. The su�ering lamenter, overwhelmed by jouissane, transposes a lakof Symboli mediation onto a Symboli mediation of lak. This refers to the sudden,unexplained turn(s) harateristi of the lament form: in the ase of Psalm 31 froma reital of longstanding abuse and neglet (�I have passed out of mind like one whois dead; I have beome like a broken vessel.� [v 12℄) to the delaration of on�denttrust (�But I trust in you, Yhwh; I say `You are my God.' � [v 14℄). On theother hand, the poeti devie of personi�ation transforms the strutural-linguistiantinomies of Wisdom�that whih in the sages' disourse is typially hidden by thesubterfuges of metaphor and metonymy, the onvenient vagueness of the signi�er,the pereption-numbing e�et of repetition�into the onspiuous frustration thatanimates Woman-Wisdom's embodied speeh. Two questions remain unanswered?1. What is aomplished in the two versions of displaement? How do theyprovide some measure of relief in the psyhi eonomy of the a�ited?2. If the trajetories go in opposite diretions, how is the themati of vengeaneto be understood a point of identi�ation?I will try to answer both questions of both texts, turning �rst to the lament psalmproper and then to Woman-Wisdom's speeh.In response to the �rst question, is there not in the gesture of lament�in so faras it does not resolve but simply displaes the disom�ting lak�a futile and self-undermining logi at work? We have linked the situation that gives rise to lamentto the question of signi�ation. The prayer's su�ering onstitutes a total threat133



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomin so far as it endangers what were the stable referene points of meaning. Whyturn to a poeti form whose most harateristi feature is the unhinging of stablereferene points? One is tempted to undersore the ruial di�erene between theerasure of meaning and the prodution of non-meaning, and we will indeed havean opportunity to dwell on this subtlety at length. This is, however, not the mostrelevant fator here, beause the lament psalms do not leave Symboli antimoniessuh as misery → trust without a ontext. The logial-strutural impossibility atthe heart of every lament125 is reast narratively, as a problem to be solved in time.We must thus ompliate the truism regarding the atharti bene�ts of symbolizingtrauma. It is not enough to translate onrete ontraditions into symboli ones, butthe subjet must go further and situate herself in relation to the point of symbolifrature via a narrative, the Laanian term for whih is fantasy.Thus the turn from omplaint to praise (vv 13-14) , whih initially is pereivedas non-sensial, is reovered as sensible with referene to a future senario that willretroatively justify it.My times are in your hand;deliver me from the hand of my enemies and perseutors.Let your fae shine upon your servant;save me in your steadfast love.Do not let me be put to shame, Yhwh, for I all on you.The wiked will be put to shame;they will wail in Sheol. (vv 15-17)The present impasses (both at the level of the Real�the lamenter's meaninglesssu�ering; and at the level of the Symboli�the logial antinomy at the heart of thepsalm) will have been orreted by justie that works in time. For the lamenter,the quintessential ground of faith is, �My times ( i֒tt	ot	ay) are in your hand.�What is highly relevant to our analysis of Proverbs is the appearane here (andthroughout the psalter) of vengeane as the horizon of retrieved meaning. Whywould this be so? First, it is undoubtedly the ase that the requital of evil isat the enter of questions of meaning in a disourse like the Bible's�disoursethat is preoupied with justie. �That God praties vengeane is one way the125Psalm 88 is signalled out as a lament psalm that never makes the turn from omplaint topraise. The fat of its uniqueness undersores the point we are making.134



34 Retribution, or the hysteriization of Woman-WisdomBible has of speaking about moral oherene and moral order in whih God isatively engaged.�126 To the extent that the lamenter pereives injustie in presentsu�ering, the partiular satisfations of an imagined paybak are self-explanatory.Seond, and what is ruial to the temporality of fantasy, the senario of vengeaneis peuliarly suited to the irreal modalities of future and jussive verbs.127 �Thewiked will be put to shame.� Or, alternatively, �Let the wiked be put to shame.�In this way, the assuranes of a vengeane-to-be o�set the Symboli antimony (theabrupt turn to trust) and by doing so restore su�ering to a oherent Symboli on-text. We an, thus, omplete our analysis of the psalm as a onstrution of twoattahments. The enoding of Real su�ering as Symboli non-sense is supplementedby a fantasy senario from whose perspetive non-sense is retroatively given mean-ing.An ethis of pure desire Reall R. Murphy's rationale in refusing to read ²wb inthe sense of �repent.�. . . an invitation to listen to her reproof (as some would understand v 23) does notmake sense. One does not issue an invitation to heed a reproof by desribing pastin�delity (vv 24-25), whih is the reason for the statement of joy in the atualdestrution of those addressed (vv 26-27), and �nally be a justi�ation of thedestrution (vv 28-33).128One an only agree with Murphy that the sequene ontains a vexing ontradition,and it is for this reason understandable that some interpreters go to great lengths tomake her message mean something quite other than what it says. Woman-Wisdomissues her imperative to turn but seems to extinguish the possibility that suhturning ould ever be anything other than in vain, a turn that will only be met byan obsene and ruel laughter.As the fundamental fantasy that sustains Woman-Wisdom's being, however, itserves its purpose admirably. As we have pointed out multiple times, the Symboliontraditions inherent to the disourse of Wisdom are ondensed in the poetis of126Walter Brueggemann, Praying the Psalms. Winona, Minn.: St. Mary's Press, 1993, 63.127The three verbs in question�y	eb	o²û, yiddemû, t	e 	֓alamn	ah�are morphologially ambiguousregarding the modal distintion.128Murphy, Wisdom's song: Proverbs 1:20-33, 460, ited above on page 88.135



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdompersoni�ation. Subjeti�ed in the person of Woman-Wisdom, the antimonies ofWisdom's meaning are transposed onto a risis of being. If the Other (the sages,Israel, the world's petayim) does not heed her all then she has failed in her entralvoation of mediation. If the Other heeds her all then the voation of mediationis rendered obsolete. What Woman-Wisdom exhibits here is a kind of theatrial�ating out� of this impossibility in a way that nonetheless preserves her integrityat both the level of meaning and being even if her being will be to some degree�unful�lled.�� At the level of meaning, the struture of mediation is a�rmed as a possibility.The summons to turn and the ategorial designation of petayim�the not-yet wise or foolish�undersore the logial possibility of Woman-Wisdom'ssuess. It is not a foregone onlusion, in other words, that they will notturn.� At the level of being, the onsummation of the �turn� is preluded, but onlyfrom the perspetive of the future. There is thus a ruial di�erene between�will not turn� and �will not have turned.� Woman-Wisdom's being is seuredin that the turn is a�rmed only at the level of possibility, never at the levelof atuality.What is so ruial about vv 26-27, then, is not the magnitude of the violenebut the manner in whih they so arefully onvey violene in a state of perpetualimminene: the absolute suddenness of alamity, terror, and storm suspended in aperpetual state of to-ome.in its omingin its omingmoving inwhen it omes.35 Exursus 1: Woman-Wisdom and the women of YehudHow are we to understand the shizophreni nature of Woman-Wisdom's presenta-tion, that she is both the perfet embodiment of the osmi order and the hysterialsubjet for whose insatiable desire no objet is adequate? Does she re�et the �au-thenti� perspetive of Jewish women? Alternatively, is she a (male) phantasm136



35 Exursus 1pressed into the servie of patriarhy? We are thus thrown bak onto the ques-tion of Woman-Wisdom's historial origins, a famous issue in Proverbs' sholarshipwhose proposed solutions are by now familiar. (1) She is the Hebraiized version ofan Egyptian goddess, Maat or perhaps Isis (see the disussion on page 99). (2) Sheis the idealized �agglomeration of [women's℄ roles and ativities,�129 overlayed witha sheen of eros so as to ounter the alluring but ultimately fatal summons of theStrange-Woman.130 (3) She is the hypostasis of a divine attribute, a piee of Yhwhut o� to ondut a more or less autonomous role in the reation and maintenaneof the universe. (4) She is the revelatory potential of the world, turning �towardsmen to give order to their lives.�131 And for eah of these theories, we ould imaginea orresponding genealogy of neurosis: the goddesses have always been hysteris,pathos is part of her eroti appeal, split from the primal maternal objet (i.e.Yhwh) she ompulsively pursues substitute love objets, et.But here we follow Christine Yoder in noting a peuliar and surely symptomatifeature of wisdom sholarship.The tendeny in the searh for the origin(s) of Woman Wisdom and the Woman ofFolly in Proverbs 1-9 is to trae WomanWisdom to female goddesses or abstrationsbut Woman of Folly to `real' women. . . The impliit assumption is that negativefemale �gures are derived from real women whereas positive, powerful female �guresare not. That is, women may be that `bad' but not that `good', that substantial,unless they are deities or abstrations.132Suspending for the time being the determinations of good, bad, or substantial, wean unreservedly a�rm the validity of Yoder's thesis�that the textualized Woman-Wisdom bears the traes of empirial women�and note with her how the realiaof Persian period Yehud eluidates ertain aspets of Woman-Wisdom's heretoforeenigmati harater.1. The literary images of Woman-Wisdom re�et the eonomi roles spei�allyassoiated with (upper lass) women in Persian period Yehud. The numerous ref-erenes to Woman-Wisdom's �worth� (f. Prov 1:33; 3:13-18; 4:4, 7; 8:11) snap intohistorial fous when onsidered against the bakdrop of Persian period marriageontrats and the high dowry pries a desirable bride might bring. The elebrated129Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 339. 130Murphy, The Catholi Biblial Quarterly, No. 4, vol. 50, 1988,601. 131von Rad, Wisdom, 156. 132Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substane, 11.137



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomhome eonomy of Woman-Wisdom and the �woman of substane�133 re�et the im-portant managerial roles women held in a�airs both royal134 and industrial.1352. The eonomi produtivity of women diretly enabled the sapiential �lifestyle,�funding the leisure-time neessary for (male) literary prodution. Women's work isa soure of male �booty� (Prov 3:11); womanly attentiveness frees up the men fromthe grind of daily hores�a prerequisite for the intelletual life.1363. The eonomi poteny of women is perversely alienated in so far as it furthersthe patriarhal tendenies of wisdom qua ideologial and institutional projet. Thiswas surely a soure of frustration for the sages' well-heeled matrons to whom, Yoderis arguing, Woman-Wisdom bears a striking resemblane.137Whene the hesitation, given the ogeny and thoroughness of Yoder's reasoning,about her sharp omment on the impliit sholarly assumption, i.e. �women maybe that `bad' but not that `good' �? It is based only on the di�ulty of linking thewoman who speaks in Prov 1:22-33 to �goodness� in any of the senses Yoder hasraised: a good wife, a good value, a good name, a good teaher, good in bed. Apart133Yoder (2001, hap. 3) argues on the basis of lexial and themati parallels that the �womanof substane� of Prov 31 is not a di�erent literary harater than Woman-Wisdom, as some haveargued. �The women who frame the book of Proverbs, essentially oalese as one �gure� (113).134�Royal women. . .managed properties diretly and through subordinates, authorizing transa-tions with their own seals, ordering the movement of ommodities, employing and issuing rationsto workers, and paying taxes to the rown. They ould also lease and sub-divide their propertiesfor pro�t. In short, `women's work' in the Persian period was multifaeted and appears to havepermeated all setors of the royal eonomy.� Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substane, 113.135�Women and girls were often well represented in the work fore, doing both skilled and un-skilled labor. In numbers equivalent to or greater than those of men, women labored alongsidemen and boys and in predominantly female groups suh as the pa²ap and the harrinup.� Yoder,Wisdom as a Woman of Substane, 86.136Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substane, 78, 93-101. Cf. Sir 38:24�39:11. �The wisdom ofthe sribe depends on the opportunity of leisure; only the one who has little business an beomewise. How an one beome wise who handles the plow, and who glories in the shaft of a goad, whodrives oxen and is oupied with their work, and whose talk is about bulls?� (vv 24-25 nrsv).137In the end, it is the ambivalene of Woman-Wisdom's position that Yoder undersores. Thusthe last sentenes in her book, �It is her visage that elevates and theologially legitimates women'sativities as the embodiment of what it means to be wise and a fearer of Yhwh. It is, at the sametime, her image that is painted in brush-strokes to re�et and promote male objetives. Takingher stand in the streets and squares, she is a mesmerizing sight� at one the veneration and138



35 Exursus 1from the hysterial defense of desire that runs through her ausations in vv 24-25�no one has attended, no one is adequate to his Symboli mandate. about everyfae in the street, This is not that!�we are left with vv 26-27, wherein Woman-Wisdom's voie shifts from dejeted to sadisti. In stark ontrast to wisdom's robustde�nition of the good�the arefully retiulated networks of �righteousness, justie,and equity� (1:3), the solidity of osmi temporality �before the founding of theearth, the establishment of the heavens� (3:19), the omfort of �length of days�and a �sated treasure-house��Woman-Wisdom stands here as a spree of violentjouissane.Do we then onlude that Yoder's onnetion between `history' and `text' is toodiret�that there is obviously a muh more ompliated mediation at play, that thehistorial role of (elite) women ould not have been as substantial or valued as Yodermakes it out to be, and that the situation Yoder gleans from the arhive is eitherexeptional (i.e. spei� only to Elephantine or Mara²û, or, on the other hand, toa very small elite minority) or simply a misreading? On the ontrary! If anythingYoder doesn't press her historial point far enough. It is not, in other words, thatthe idealized �gurations of Woman represent one faet of women's lives but thereis another (darker, repressed, negative, patriarhal) reality that is obsured in thetext. Nor is it adequate (though it is ertainly true) to explain how women in theideologial matrix of the sages are split: what is found onvenient about women isfetishized in the �gure of Woman-Wisdom, while the inonvenient dimensions of herexistene (inonvenient to patriarhy�her laims to ageny, her assertion of rights,her unfathomable di�erene from male subjetivity) are demonized in the �gureof the Strange-Woman. For, in Prov 1:22-33, the woman who speaks is neitherideal nor demoni, she speaks from the position of the subjet split between thetwo: a woman put upon the highest pedestal, designated by the purest signi�er ofsapiential exellene, and yet she annot �nd even one who will respond as if it isso. I want to onlude this train of thought with referene to Silvia Shroer's studyof Woman-Wisdom. She asks and then goes on to answer the ruial question aboutthe literary and ideologial funtion of Woman-Wisdom.objeti�ation of women's lives and work.� Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substane, 114.139



3. The Subjet and Objet of WisdomIt is not enough to establish that here and there Hokma takes on a mediating rolebetween the distantYhwh and the people. This phenomenon alls for explanation.Why does this mediating �gure appear preisely in the image of a woman andpreisely in the post-exili period, and what exatly does she mediate?138To the �rst question (why in the image of a woman? ) she answers as follows:.Hokma is not simply the personi�ation of Wisdom, but instead personi�es women'swisdom�that wisdom that would have given an Israelite woman her identity andated as her life's seurity�in a speial and signi�ant way through the image ofa woman.. . . Personi�ed Wisdom is unthinkable without the �wise women� in theliterature and history of Israel.139This is exatly right, though it leaves open the spei� harater of �women's wis-dom.� I would say that it is not enough to list the positive ontributions that atualwomen make to post-exili wisdom: in their roles as teahers, as reognized reli-gious authorities, at the enter of the ommunity eonomy; or, on the other hand,whose poteny in hitherto male domains is re�eted/expressed in family religion, inthe (female) image of a goddess.140 In relation to what Shroer means by women'swisdom, however, these are stritly prediates. The essene of women's wisdom(whih is to say, Shroer argues and I agree, of wisdom as suh) is the impossibleontradition that lies at its enter. For the moment a woman beomes wise, at thesame moment she loses herself in jouissane of the Other�an objet of booty (²ll)slotted into a male fantasy.36 ObjetifiationIn vv 28-33 Woman-Wisdom no longer speaks as a subjet. Instead she beomes inher own speeh an impossible objet�that whih the poem's new primary subjets(the pet	ayim , now referred to in the 3rd person) annot �nd.�I will not answer�(v 28a) marks the last appearane of Woman-Wisdom as the �subjet of the verb�;heneforth she is, syntatially speaking, inert. But even here we an see that she138Shroer, 17. 139Shroer, 24,25.140Shroer (20001, 33) ites the propheti polemi against worshipping the Queen of Heaven(f. Jer 7:16-20) as evidene that 1. in the exili and post-exili periods the in�uene of nationalreligion waned while that of family religion waxed, and 2. at the enter of family religion was aradial reonsideration of the masuline norms of Yhwh religion.140



36 Objeti�ationhas already been �objeti�ed��that is, her one at of ageny in this poeti panelis to delare the essation of her ageny: �I will not answer� (l	o֓ e֓ �֒eneh) . Whatfollows is a litany of their failures to apprehend Woman-Wisdom qua objet.This brings into relief a urious omission with respet to the avowedly feministinterpretations of this text, a methodologial inonsisteny. Following Brueggemann(with respet to the form of biblial theology) and then the lassial statements ofJohnson and Ruether (who attempt to appropriate this form for feminist aims),the Bible's message is arried by the positional dispensations of Subjet�Verb�Objet. Correspondingly, feminist (or, more generally, liberationist) analyses oftexts have attended more to the stritly syntatial questionsWho is ating? Whois being ated upon? than to those of ontent, i.e. that whih onstitutes anygiven narrative's surfae.141 Where patriarhal oppression operates smoothly, wean predit that women are regularly objeti�ed ; as M. Althaus-Reid has oniselyput it: �Women have beome things in life and the divine pantheon alike, and maleideas . . . have beome people.�142 Whether put on a pedestal or raped, theWoman-Thing holds a stable plae in the male fantasy gaze. The Woman-Person (i.e.autonomous, taking initiative, ative), on the other hand, threatens to underminethe patriarhal status quo.Thus the redemptive possibilities feminists have diserned of Woman-Wisdomare bound up with her apaity to at apart from the initiative of men. ReallE. Johnson's appreiation from above.Sophia strides into the Book of Proverbs with a noisy publi appearane (1:20-33).She is a street preaher, a prophet who ries aloud in the market and at the itygates a message of reproah, punishment, and promise. On her own authority she141The di�erene beomes espeially lear in those texts that �glorify� women as objets worthyof mens' love. Phyllis Trible's analysis of 2 Sam 13 and the rape of Tamar is exemplary. It is learenough that Amnon, the rapist, treats Tamar as a mere objet. The point is, at the level of syntax,so does Absalom, Tamar's fraternal defender/avenger. Crudely and violently appropriated as theobjet of Amnon's sexual desire, or subtly and tenderly objeti�ed as the motivating devie wherebyAbsalom displaes his older brother in the line of suession�either way Tamar's own desire fallsout of the equation: �Brother opposes brother through their sister Tamar.� Phyllis Trible, Textsof Terror: Literary-feminist Readings of Biblial Narratives. Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984, 52,emphasis added.142M. Althaus-Reid, Indeent Theology: Theologial Perversions in Sex, Gender and Politis.141



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomprolaims that whoever refuses to listen will be struk with alamity and destroyed,whereas the one who does listen will dwell seure without fear of evil (f. ¶ 25 onpage 94).But we should be areful here, extremely relutant to de-link the dry, hitinousformulae of grammatial syntax from the Bible's steady patriarhal underurrent.Christine Yoder dislosed a Woman-Wisdom who is split, hysteriized, in whosevisage are re�eted both the image of women's autonomy and ageny and the in-strumentalization of this autonomy for the objetives of men. Her subjetivity, herdesire, is irumvented by a purpose/projet in whose mahinations she is only anobjet. A pedagogial objet�she is �the model of religious piety for young menin the golah ommunity.�143 An eonomi objet��the Woman of Substane is adesirable spouse beause she guarantees the �nanial well being of her husband.�144The deep ambivalene with whih Yoder onludes her reading of Woman-Wisdomas a woman of substane arises preisely in the rendering of women's subjetivityqua objet.It is her visage that elevates and theologially legitimates women's ativities asthe embodiment of what it means to be wise and a fearer of Yhwh. It is, atthe same time, her image that is painted in brushstrokes to re�et and promotemale objetives. Taking her stand in the streets and squares, she is a mesmerizingsight�at one the veneration and objeti�ation of women's lives and work.14537 Repetition and differeneI mention a �urious omission� to feminist interpretation of this text beause thehange in Woman-Wisdom's grammatial status has been under-interpreted, or atleast has not been submitted to the kind of rigorous feminist ritique it merits.(The exeption is Trible, whose analysis we take up momentarily.) Mainly, vv 28-33are read in terms of repetition. The struture of the poetry, so the argument goes,mirrors Proverbs' overall ethos of retribution.� Murphy summarizes vv 28-30, �The talion law is applied: now they all, butreeive no answer, beause they had failed earlier (v 24) to heed the allNew York: Routledge, 2000, 39.143Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substane, 107.144Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substane, 78.145Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substane, 114.142



37 Repetition and di�ereneof Wisdom. . . V 30 is almost a total reprise of v 25.�146 And then of theonluding three verses he writes, �The losure to the speeh ontinues thesapiential language . . . the word translated as `defetion' (m²wbh ) is a kindof inlusio to the �turning away� of v 23.�147� B. Waltke holds the same opinion, noting both the pedagogial funtion ofrepetition��to undersore the ertainty of their judgment, Wisdom essentiallyrepeats in v. 30 the ausation of v. 25�148�and the poeti inlusio formedby ²wb .� M. Fox is even more blunt in onveying the lak of dynamism in the passage:�All that Wisdom does is to summon people, praise her own exellene, andreat to people with emotions orresponding to the way they respond toher.�149P. Trible's rhetorial analysis also aents the poetis of repetition � the hiastipattern she diserns being the form of repetition par exellene�though striterattention to form leads her to the insinuative movement of di�erene that sets thepoem in perpetual motion.
A Introdution �an appeal for listeners 20-21
B Address to the untutored, so�ers and fools 22
C Delaration of dislosure 23
D Reason for the announement 24-26

· · ·

E Announement of judgment 26-27
· · ·

D ′ Result of the announement 28-30
C ′ Delaration of retribution 31
B ′ Address about the untutored and other fools 32
A ′ Conlusion �an appeal for a hearer 33Figure 3.6: Trible's analysis of Prov 1:20-33.146Roland Murphy, Proverbs. Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1998, WBC 22, 11.147Murphy, Proverbs, 11. 148Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 212.149Fox, Journal of Biblial Literature, vol. 116, 1997, 627, emphasis added.143



3. The Subjet and Objet of WisdomWhat is repeated, i.e. that whih follows the hiasti hinge E, is di�erent by virtueof being a repetition and not an initial ourrene, a hange leaving, aording toTrible, two traes in the text.After this limati utterane, however, she uses only the third person in reportingthe Result. Thereby she re-establishes distane from the people, and this distaneshe keeps. These many interloking relations among Reason, Announement, andResult seure internal struture as well as external design. The poem ontinues byompleting the irles begun in vv.. 20-23. Sine ompletion is progress, however,wisdom returns to her beginnings with di�erenes.150Di�erene is traed in the text's shift in diretness (from diret seond-person toindiret third-person speeh) and the progress inherent to its ompleted irles.Trible onludes, given the universality of Woman-Wisdom's invitation,151 thatthe mode of disourse she employs does not inlude some and exlude others, butrather re�ets �utuations of desire/apathy, pleading/rejetion, engagement/disengagement(i.e. a�etive realizations of proximity/distane). Woman-Wisdom's proximity�undersored, as Trible and others have pointed out, by her loation in the busiest,most publi parts of the ity�is not an invariable onstant, but it wanes with theunresponsiveness of her audiene; she beomes, for the persistently foolish subjet,less available, a distane we ould read as �aloofness� or a lak of desire. About thethird-person foalization of verse 23's l	es. îm and kesîlîm she notes,Wisdom �utuates in her relationship to people. First she speaks to them diretly:`How long, untutored ones, will you love immaturity?' Then she swithes to thethird person: `How long will so�ers delight in their so�ng and fools hate knowl-edge?' Ambivalent about the publi, wisdom exhanges proximity for distane.152Here again the substantive di�erene between the pet	ayim vis-à-vis the l	es.îmand kesîlîm is undersored. The you addressed to the former, aording to Tri-ble's logi, bespeaks a nearness or even intimay that has not (yet) been abusedby the long-term apathy of the latter. Proximity and distane orrespond to aontinuum of a�et, from Woman-Wisdom's more sympatheti view of the youngand unshooled, to a hard and even despairing reeption of the persistently foolish.150Trible, Wisdom Builds a Poem, 517.151�[T℄he all of wisdom is inlusive. All people wherever they are, may listen to her words.�Trible, Wisdom Builds a Poem, 511.152Trible, Wisdom Builds a Poem, 512. 144



37 Repetition and di�ereneBut this straightforward onnetion between a�et (Woman-Wisdom's a�etionstowards her human interloutors) and proximity (that whih varies with diret orindiret disourse) is impossible to sustain throughout the passage.The justi�ation for our objetion is easily pereivable in Trible's treatment ofvv 24-30 (whih onstitute the entral setion of her hiasmi sheme) where herrationale is more di�ult to follow. Trible omments,Wisdom's ambivalene about the people surfaes again in these verbs. The hangefrom the seond to the third person in the Reason [vv 24-25℄ is a waver betweenproximity and distane. Full involvement returns with the Announement [26-27℄,whih is ompletely in the seond person. Prolaiming alamity, wisdom speaksdiretly. After this limati utterane, however, she uses only the third person inreporting the Result. Thereby she reestablishes distane from the people, and thisdistane she keeps.153On one hand, the interruption of prevailing diret disourse by weê֓n maq²îb (�andnot one attended�) (v 24b) re�ets the negative pole of Woman-Wisdom's ambiva-lene vis-à-vis her universal mission; by it she re�ets the tragi dimensions of herfailed outreah and, onsequently, (re)establishes her a�etive distane from hu-manity. On the other hand, the seond person foalization of the Announementannot be understood as a return to proximity or intimay; or, if one takes the viewthat her old expressions of Shadenfreude are a form of proximity, this �proxim-ity� arries a starkly di�erent a�etive value than Trible has heretofore led us tobelieve. Finally, it is di�ult to understand what Trible means by Woman-Wisdom's�reestablishment of distane� after the �limati� announement of judgment. Wehere run into what I take to be the entral di�ulty with Trible's thesis�namely,that the diretness of disourse (you versus they) orresponds to the quality ofa�et. Whereas the shift from diret to indiret disourse unambiguously oursat v 28a, there is no orresponding shift on the axis of a�et. Rather, throughoutthe body of Woman-Wisdom's speeh (vv 24-31) her relationship to humanity isonsistently and relentlessly haraterized as irredeemably broken. Nevertheless,the problem Trible stumbles upon is in its own right most illuminating; the failureto oordinate a�et and proximity/distane is in fat the ground upon whih ourown reading of this text stands.153Trible, Wisdom Builds a Poem, 516-17. 145



3. The Subjet and Objet of WisdomLet us now take up Trible's notion of progress whih inheres to the ompletion ofthe text's irle. This seond trae of di�erene in repetition we fully endorse. Shesays what she means, it seems to me, with great are and our interpretation of itinsists on reading it literally, à la lettre.Beginning with wisdom rying out for listeners, the periope onludes with wis-dom speaking about the one who hears. The ontrast is between expansion andretrenhment. The two full lines of the introdution and the one �nal line of theonlusion move from plural invitation to singular aeptane. In other words, wis-dom's meaning is the number of her lines and the number in her verb-form. At�rst all listen; at last one hears. The poem ends muh loser to a whimper thanto a bang. Remnant is the manner, matter, and meaning of this ending.154Trible desribes the e�et of the progress inherent to the irle's ompletion asa retrenhment. Proverbs 1:20-33's irle proeeds from an address to many�expansion�to the response of one�retrenhment. Trible says that the totality ofthis trenhant One�its �manner, matter, and meaning��is remnant. �At �rst alllisten, at last one hears.� It is the ase, I assume, that Trible means to link the sin-gular �one-who-hears� (²	om	ea
֒, v 33) with the rih semanti resoures of remnant.This is an altogether remarkable assertion realling as it does the entire appara-tus of the Davidi ovenant, the promise of a Messiah, Yhwh's inviolable regardfor Jerusalem, i.e. that whih is supposedly absent from the wisdom tradition.155However, one wonders if, even at this late moment in the poem, it is still prema-ture to say �one hears.� The movement of the poem, as Trible herself point out,arries Woman-Wisdom further and further from her initial posture of availability;she is ever more alienated from the human interloutors she at one point vigorouslysought.But there is muh to ommend in this spei�ation of the progress of Woman-Wisdom's enirling speeh as a retrenhment. Retrenhment, an admirably dupleximage: on one hand the at of utting-o�, on the other a two tiered defensiveforti�ation�a dith that hems in a parapet. Woman-Wisdom ends up, we aresaying, ut o�; a trenh is dug between her human interloutors and the parapet154Trible, Wisdom Builds a Poem, 518.155It seems likely to me that Trible is here subtly and deeply ritiizing the view of Wisdom asan �alien orpus.� See espeially the earlier disussions of Preuÿ (¶ 9 on page 44) and Sharp (¶ 9146



38 Turning-bak versus bak-turningthat oneals her presene. Behind the parapet? We are only told of seurity, apeae far from terror of evil. The objet, hidden, seure, unknown, the e�et ofher speeh and the ause of desire. The sage's desire is to desire this hidden objetwhih, beause it is hidden, frustrates this desire, that is, it is the name for the lakwhih fuels desire.We may here return to the text to see the lous of this objetal lak revealed.This objetal nature of lak�as opposed to the objet that would �ll it�Laanalls the objet (a), an objet unlike all the others. It is in the latter half of thepoem (and indeed we will start with the last proverb pair�vv 32-33) that we anbegin to trae its path through our text.38 Turning-bak versus bak-turning and other onfusingproximitiesWe are after the message of the poem here, what is to be done? The enframing ofthe poem by ²wb (vv 23, 32) has long been noted as a ruial feature of Woman-Wisdom's speeh. With few exeptions (Murphy, Cli�ord, et.) the pair has beenunderstood as oppositional:� Woman-Wisdom alls to the pet	ayim �Turn-bak� t	a²ûbû .� They tragially miss the urgeny of her ommand and in the end are killedfor their �bak-turning� m²wbh .The rhetorial point would seem to be, there is a thin (but ruial!) line betweenredemption and wrekage. In more prosai terms, the ethial shortomings of the pe-t	ayimare best grasped as a form of misreognition (rather than de�ane): What thefool took for �turning-to� was, seen through the learer eyes of wisdom, a �turning-from.�It is instrutive to make some omparisons with Jeremiah 3, wherein the pair²wb /m²wbh are the leitmotifs of a series of orales and subsequent midrashim.156In both ases (Jer 3 and Prov 1:20-33) the issue is an apparently unsalvageablerelationship: as Woman-Wisdom laments her rejetion at the hands of urban soiety,on page 46).156The interpretative tradition onneting Prov 1:22-33 and Jeremiah is longstanding. For asummary aount see Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 104. 147



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomso Yhwh laments Jerusalem's in�delity to the ovenant that one bound them. Thepathos �lled rhetori and the plea for reoniliation in the form of a turn are parallel.If a husband sends his wife awayand she leaves himand beomes another man'swill he yet return to her (hay	a²ûb 	֓elêh	a ) ?Will not that land be utterly de�led �you, having whored with many neighbors?Yet, return to me (we²�b 	֓elay) . (Jer 3:1)How long pet	ayim will you love petî . . . ?Turn to my instrution (t	a²ûbû let�kah. tî)Look, I will pour out my spirit for you.I will teah you all my words.(Prov 1:22-23)We are onfronted in eah text with the same paradox. The quintessential em-bodiments of the Other sari�e their own integrity vis-à-vis the Other's Sym-boli order�Yhwh with respet to Deuteronomy's law of divore,157 and Woman-Wisdom with respet to the sapiential ideal of ontrolling the passions and in par-tiular the tongue158�to e�et a reoniliation between this order and the soiuswho is alled to bear it. In both ases, as we know well, the heroi gesture goesunnotied and the time for ²wb expires.Have you seen what turnoat Israel (me²ub	ah yi±r	a 	֓el) has done�gone-up uponevery high hill, beneath every leafy tree and whored there. And I said, �Aftershe has done all these things, she will return to Me� ( 	֓elay t	a²ûb) ; but shedid not return (wel	o -֓²	ab	ah) , and her treaherous sister Judah saw it. And157The pertinent passage is Deut 24:1-4: �Suppose a man enters into marriage with a woman,but she does not please him beause he �nds something objetionable about her, and so he writesher a erti�ate of divore, puts it in her hand, and sends her out of his house; she then leaveshis house and goes o� to beome another man's wife. Then suppose the seond man dislikes her,writes her a bill of divore, puts it in her hand, and sends her out of his house (or the seond manwho married her dies); her �rst husband, who sent her away, is not permitted to take her againto be his wife after she has been de�led; for that would be abhorrent to Yhwh, and you shall notbring guilt on the land that Yhwh your God is giving you as a possession.�158Cf. Prov 17:5. 148



38 Turning-bak versus bak-turningI saw that for all the adulteries of faithless Israel (me²ub	ah yi±r	a 	֓el) , I hadsent her away and given her a writ of divore, yet her treaherous sister Judahdid not fear; but she went and whored as well. (Jer 3:6-8)They hated knowledge, and the fear-of Yhwh they hose not.They onsented not to my advie; my reproof they disdained. (Prov 1:29-30)Indeed the bak-turning (m²wbh ) of the pet	ayim will kill them. (v 32)To undersore a point made earlier, the ritique raised by Yhwh and Woman-Wisdom is spei�ally aimed. The objet of ontention is misplaed desire, thisunderstood in two ways.� The pet	ayîm love petî ; and the l	es. îm love l	as.�n ; mutatis mutandis Israeland Judah pursue their adulteries (3:8,9) and whoring (3:6,8) with great gusto.� But after this �blatant� treahery, after its disastrous onsequenes have beenplayed out, after the Other's ommand to turn, after Judah and the pet	ayîmhave already turned to the one who addresses them, a muh subtler ritiqueof desire remains.In Proverbs, the �turn� to Woman-Wisdom is rejeted on the grounds that it isnot timely: �Then [i.e. after the alamitous wake-up all℄ they will all me, but Iwill not answer; they will seek me, but not �nd me� (1:28). What is striking arethe temporal paradoxes that ome into play. Reall Woman-Wisdom's overridingplea at the outset of her address: �Turn! � Verse 28 desribes perfetly, does it not,what suh a turn would involve: the previously slak pet	ayimearnestly and urgentlyommit to �nding Woman-Wisdom. But it is too late, why? Their late deisionto �turn� is tainted in so far as its motives are suspet. Their regard for Woman-Wisdom is obviously not pure (i.e. arising out of a reognition of her merits) butis inited by fear. The sudden attention of v 28 is nothing more than a knee-jerkre�ex to the alamities of vv 26-27. In Jeremiah we �nd a parallel situation, thoughthe basis of rejetion is a lak of authentiity. �But even with all this, treaheroussister Judah did not turn to me with all her heart (bekol-libb	ah) , but rather falsely(kî i֓m-be²eqer) � (Jer 3:10). Thus the ethial mandate implied by ²wb is moreompliated than it at �rst appears. One must turn on-time and with a pure heart.149



3. The Subjet and Objet of WisdomThe juxtaposition of Jeremiah and Proverbs adds one more twist to the ethial op-position turn-bak/bak-turn. Given the historial proximity of the ompositionof these texts (i.e. post-exili Jerusalem159) how do we read them as intertexts? Ina very general approah, we an a�rm what Newsom (2004, 4) emphasizes aboutthis period and its literature as to the heightened or even hyper attentiveness to dis-ourse of identity. �One an treat the diverse ultural phenomena of Seond TempleJudaism as a protrated disussion of the question, `What is it that really onsti-tutes Israel?' Not every soiety is so preoupied with a disourse of identity, butthe peuliar historial irumstanes of Seond Temple Judaism brought that issueto the fore.� Given the intensity of this disussion, should we onlude (as for exam-ple does S. Harris160) that the parallel warnings�propheti and sapiential versionsof the insistene Turn-bak! Don't bak-turn!�reinfore eah other, thus bringingtogether under one �sared anopy� formerly disparate intelletual traditions? Well,this line of thought would seem to imply a latent but essential moral identity to159On the post-exili omposition of Jer 3:6-11 see Holladay (1986, 116-118). It is widely heldthat vv 6-11 are a �midrashi� interpretation of earlier orales, in partiular the phrase ²ûb	ah me-²ub	ah yi±r	a 	֓el �whose original sense is ambiguous: �Turn-bak bak-turning Israel!�, or �Turna-turning Israel!��embedded in the exili orale of 3:12. The post-exili provenane of Prov 1-9 isindiated by linguisti evidene, i.e. voabulary and grammatial strutures harateristi of latebiblial Hebrew. For a detailed disussion see Yoder (2001, hapter one). Two further possibilitiesof historial proximity are notable. (1) Both Prov 1-9 and the post-exili Jeremiah tradents haveabandoned the ideologial-institutional omplexes of temple and monarhy as viable pathways tothe restoration of Judah/Jerusalem; and (2) as an alternative to these �traditional� guarantors ofJerusalem's well-being, both emphasized a pedagogial mandate to rebuild a Jewish soiety (if nota Jewish state) on the foundation of proper teahing.160Harris's argument, alluded to earlier, goes the farthest in speifying the propheti dimensionsof Prov 1:23-32. �By paraphrasing Jeremiah and by setting it in a ontext of diret disourse, therefrain in e�et looks bak to the generation whih refused to heed the words of the prophet. Thealterations in tense and person thus . . . set the ontext of wisdom's speeh and the pereption ofthat speeh in the historial situation whih reall the words of Jeremiah to the pre-587 generationat Jerusalem� (Harris, 1995, 95). Later in his argument, Harris emphasizes the ombining ofdistint traditions in a oherent synthesis, �Our analysis of Prov 1:20-33 isolates a number ofeditorial devies for ombining, in this ase, propheti speeh in a sapiential ontext. [. . . ℄ Thenarrator introdues wisdom in vv 20-21 by alling attention to her forthoming speeh in vv 22-23.Wisdom then adds another stratum of speeh by introduing paraphrased propheti speeh fromJeremiah 7 and 20 in Prov 1:24-31.. . . Traditions from Judah's history are reutilized in a sapientialontext� (Harris, 1995, 108). 150



38 Turning-bak versus bak-turningwhih the determiners �sapiential� and �propheti� stand as stylisti overlays. Butif this is so, what is it? What is its ontent? What will the willing and apablehearer do upon reeiving the message?To the extent that she ounts eah text to be equally authoritative, she an onlybe paralyzed; in terms of an ethial response, stopped dead in her traks. For theentirety of Proverbs' and Jeremiah's ethial message an be redued to the questionof �delity. Everything pivots on hearer's responsiveness and loyalty to the speakingOther.� Yhwh exoriates Israel and Judah for �whoring� after substitute gods, whoseavatars are typially objets of sexual desire.� Woman-Wisdom�blatantly written as an objet of desire�pleads for the peo-ple to respond to her advanes (from the street orner no less). When they ig-nore her, rejet her, turn away, do not onsent, she spews rage and vengeane.That is, the image of ²wb from the �rst mathes preisely the image of m²wbh fromthe seond, and vie versa. Pae Harris, the textual ehoes do not harmoniouslyreinfore but rather undermine eah other; these texts should be kept far apart(di�ult in the tiny provine of Yehud) lest their meeting preipitates a signifyingatastrophe.161The ethial impasse arising at this onjunture is not insigni�ant, espeiallyif some kind of historial proximity an be established between the ompositionand/or reeption of these texts. At the very least, it is a omplex ase of Israel's161 The pivotal signi�ane (in both the Proverbs and Jeremiah passages) of ²wb , oupled withits ontested usages, suggests its important position in the identity disourse of Seond TempleJudaism. In this regard it might be grouped with a handful of terms��torah,� �remnant,� �fear-ofYhwh,� �Israel��that are nodal points in the ideologial struggle to de�ne Israel. The ruialquestion, raised throughout this study (see for example ¶ 57 on page 203 and in the sustainedreadings of Prov 14:16-27 and 10:22-27), relates to meaning of suh terms as these. How do theymean? How is it that seemingly ontingent and ertainly partiular names or objets ome to standfor the fullness of the universal �eld. The Laanian (and truthfully Hegelian) insight that is bornout in Proverbs is the purely negative magnitude, the strit absene of meaning that oinideswith these freighted terms. What Laan alls the Master-Signi�er (S1) represents the failure of theuniversal to onstitute itself, so that hegemoni disourse and the ommunity onstituted aroundsuh disourse �nds its onsisteny in a shared ignorane, though an ignorane determined by thefuntion of a partiular signi�er. 151



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomidentity being negotiated on a newly textualized �eld,162 whereupon �literary works,religious movements, new soial institutions, emerging symbols. . . easelessly sug-gested ways of answer that question.�163 Our interest in the indeterminay of ²wb/m²wbh , however, lies in a di�erent diretion. The form of �ethial impasse��heregrasped in the juxtaposition of inter-texts�fores us to re-evaluate Prov 1:20-33 asa ontained passage. Is it possible to pinpoint� even if loalizable to just this onespeeh�an ethial distintion between ²wb /m²wbh .39 Further indistintionsPerhaps, however, we have let the m²ûbah of v 32 distrat us from what Fox allsthe Conlusion/Capstone of Woman-Wisdom's leture (vv 32-33).164 Do we reeivethe �Apothegm� in these verses that would put all this ambiguity to rest? Waltkerightly notes the uni�ed form of 32-33 as a �quatrain that ontrasts the bene�entfate of the wise with the baneful end of fools�165 but also goes into great detailabout the ambiguity of this ontrast at the level of the quatrain's ontent. What isit that di�erentiates these two fates the verses aim to ontrast?The remnant �lives on�dently and remains at-ease� whereas �the unonern offools destroys them.� Eah of the words here �unonern ² n֓n , on�dene bth. , at-ease ²lwh�belongs to the same general semanti �eld but none holds any immediateonnetion to �real� versus merely �apparent� seurity .166 Thus for eah word the162See the fuller disussion of textualization in ¶ 98 on page 324.163Carol A. Newsom, The Self as Symboli Spae: Construting Identity and Community atQumran. Leiden: Brill, 2004, Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah, 4.164Fox (2000) makes the form ritial distintion between the �letures� of the father/sage and the�poeti interludes� wherein Woman-Wisdom speaks. This is a perfetly ogent way of understandingProverbs' units of omposition, but (and Fox is not saying otherwise) the literary distintion annotalways be maintained. On the merits of its rhetorial struture, the �poeti interlude� ontained inProv 1:20-33 is best analyzed as a �leture� by Woman-Wisdom�parallel to father's initial leturein 1:8-19. (f. Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 212). Fox notes many similarities between the �rst Letureand this Interlude and suggests �Interlude A is probably by a later author who knew Leture I andbuilt on it� (Fox, 2000, 96). Their shared rather than ontrastive struture govern his interpretationof the suessive units. Compare the Introdution, Leture, and Conlusion/Capstone of InterludeA (Fox, 2000, 103-4) with the Exordium, Lesson, and Conlusion/Capstone of Leture I (Fox,2000, 92).165Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 212. 166See the disussion in Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 213.152



39 Further indistintionssense of well-being may be well-founded�² n֓n : Isa 32:18; bth. : Prov 28:1; ²lwa :Prov 17:1�or misguided� ² n֓n : Amos 6:1; bth. : Prov 28:26; ²lwa : Jer 22:21.167 Wepresume Woman-Wisdom intends the values misguided�well-founded�well-founded,respetively, but we seem only left to wonder about the basis on whih any hearermay disern the authentiity (or not) of his seurity, whih is to say, whether anyonewho �hears� Woman-Wisdom would be able to maintain any sense of seurity worthyof the name.Although Woman-Wisdom may leave us inseure, her �nal omment promisesthat the one �hearing� her will be far away �from the terror of evil.� Thus Waltkerightly suggests, �she holds out this promise as a parting appeal to other rebelliousyoung people, who might hear or read her re�etions, to give up their alternativelifestyles to wisdom.�168 The evoation of �alternatives,� however, is entirely disin-genuous, insofar as it is taken to mean Woman-Wisdom has o�ered us a lear ethialhoie. For our ethial dilemma does not ome when Waltke says it does (i.e. inthe deision to hear). It omes on the ontrary after or even in the moment ofhearing, in the interval between hearing and understanding: I hear ( n֓h ²m )֒ , andyet I do not understand ( n֓h l֓ ²m )֒ . It would seem that the �nal and most overtlyethial meaning of ²m֒ (�to obey�) beomes something of an impossibility.The reversal that inhabits this text, formulated elsewhere in more grandiosefashion (Prov 1:7 and 9:10, for example) is the transmutation of this impossiblealternative into the thing of obediene itself. The o�ense that Woman-Wisdomondemns in v 29, �They did not hoose the fear-of Yhwh,� is preisely a refusalto take up Wisdom's impossible ethial demand, whose very ontours this passagehas been traing: to turn so as to stop turning, to live seurely so as to stop livingseurely, and to fear so as to be far from fear. The impossibility refers to the zerodegree di�erene between the �rst and seond terms, the determination of whih is,at the same time, the very ondition for the possibility of any wisdom whatsoever.167Most interesting for this disussion are Amos 6:1, Isa 32:9, 11, and 18, whih name the ² n֓n andthe bth. as the paralleled objets of the prophets' inditments or, in he ase of Isa 32:18, blessing,and Job 12:5-6, an admittedly di�ult passage in whih it seems lear that the sage omplainsabout both the ² n֓n and the bth. , who live at-ease (²lh ) even though they provoke God.168Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 213. 153



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdom40 Subjet, signifier, objetMoving towards a summary of our work to this point, we divided the poem aordingto Woman-Wisdom's grammatial position: in vv 22-27 as subjet, in vv 28-33 asobjet. This division, it turns out, orresponds to another one vis-à-vis the overalltheme of signi�ation�the move from problem to solution.� In the �rst panel, signi�ation is presented as a problem de�ned by an in-herent lak in the soio-symboli matrix of meaning to whih she is boundqua mediator. We de�ned this matrix in terms of Laan's big Other, a two-faed oneptualization of language, meaning both olletive and unonsiousmaintenane of a partiular Symboli network as well as the set of signi�ersin whose material network of di�erential relations meaning insists. Thus wenoted that Woman-Wisdom's lak has a soial basis (she is unable to re-ognize herself an atually existing form of sapiential institution), though wefoused on the deeper strutural lak of a signi�er (the semioti �eld of Wis-dom missing that element whih would anhor Woman-Wisdom to something�xed). This double-bind was expressed, we said, in the pathos of lament, inesalating registers of desire and then revenge.� In the seond panel, the problem of Woman-Wisdom's Symboli identi�ationis solved. How is this so, given the intrinsi and strutural impediments wehad just unovered apropos the �xation of a signi�ed? Two elements play aruial role.1. The lak of a �proper� signi�er (the one that by its thik onnetion to areferent would ground the rest of the system) is remedied, in v 29, through asigni�er that funtions on a di�erent level than the set of whih it is nonethe-less a part. This an be seen even within the loal series of vv 29-30: therejetion of Wisdom amounts to the rejetion of knowledge da a֒t , advie	֒es.	ah , reproof t�kah. at , and the fear-of Yhwh yir a֓t yhwh . With thislast term�the fame of whih should not blind us to its peuliar negativemagnitude�the impossibility of signi�ation is re�eted into the atual mean-ing of Wisdom. In aphoristi form, we move �from the lak of a signi�er to thesigni�er of lak.� As Wisdom's very ondition of possibility there must exista ertain nodal point that stops the endless prodution of Symboli equiva-154



40 Subjet, signi�er, objetlenes/equivoations. But, and this is the ruial feature of Laan's Master-Signi�er, this One (S1) does not ountervail the previous failings of Symbolirepresentation, it rather represents this failure of representation as suh andso stands outside the in�nite di�erential alulus of all the others (S2). �It isnot only that every Symboli system is a system of di�erenes with no positivesubstantial support; it is ruial to add that the very di�erene between the(self-enlosed) Symboli system and its outside must itself be insribed withinthe system, in the guise of a paradoxial supplementary signi�er whih, withinthe system, funtions as a stand-in for what the system exludes: for whateludes the system's grasp. . . a signi�er whose very presene marks the on-stitutive absene of the feature in question.�169 It is thus, stritly speaking,impossible to de�ne the fear-of Yhwh in terms of meaning (as is ommonlydone when it is taken to represent the quali�ation of knowledge by piety);within the ideologial �eld of Wisdom its role is wholly strutural, holdingthe plae of the impassable bar between signi�er and signi�ed, onveying nosigni�ed of its own.2. The determination of the plae, within the Symboli �eld, of the impossiblevoid of representation does not in itself explain the most onspiuous feature ofthe poem, namely Woman-Wisdom's embodied voie, through whih the sageenounters Wisdom as a onrete, publi objet to whih he must respond.Our analysis of the passage shows this voie to be stritly orrelative to thefear-of Yhwh, as if this signi�er of impossibility must be inarnated in somematerial ontent, that whih eludes my grasp and thereby prevents me fromfully attaining Wisdom and thus ensures that I ontinue to fear. It is ruialto avoid theorizing Woman-Wisdom herself in terms of objet (a), whih isnot the objet that if �nally attained would ful�ll desire. Laan's designation�objet-ause� indiates that whih provokes desire, frustrates the onsum-mation of whatever. How do we understand this in terms of Woman-Wisdom'svoie? As the material, bodily �remnant� of linguisti signi�ation, the voiepereived as the voie of serves as a guarantee of presene that uts through169�iºek, For They Know Not What They Do, xxi.155



3. The Subjet and Objet of Wisdomthe di�erential logi of signi�ation.170 The sheep follow the good shepherd,�beause they know his voie. They will not follow a stranger, but they willrun from him beause they do not know the voie of strangers.�171 In Prov1:28-33, aording to a struture we highlighted by means of an inter-textfrom Jeremiah, this immediate form of reognition without understanding ispreisely what is evoked as that whih does not exist. Though (in analo-gous fashion to the negative measure of the Master-Signi�er) the non-existeneofobjet (a) takes on a spei�ity dissimilar to the dispersed vauity of noth-ingness. This no-thing is like Merleau-Ponty's �onstitutive void�172 whoseplae we have de�ned in phenomenologial terms: the indistinguishabilitybetween turning-bak and bak-turning, fear and terror, ease and unonern.These disoveries provide a program of researh for the remainder of our dissertation.This entails, �rst, an aount of the fear-of Yhwh in its funtion as the Master-Signi�er, not only in the hronologially later haps. 1-9 (wherein both the importof the fear-of Yhwh and the presene of a �master� as the palpable presene ofan authoritative father/sage are foregone interpretative onlusions) but aross thesentene literature, whose uni�ed testimony vis-à-vis Wisdom remains a problemto be solved. And seond, how does Proverbs ontinually evoke and onfront uswith the material, objetive grounds for the indissoluble lak the sages experienedwith respet to Wisdom. In this regard, our analysis of Woman-Wisdom's voie willnot be abandoned, though of ourse there is a muh more obvious and importantfoil than what we disovered in Jeremiah. We an say on�dently, even at thevery outset, our analysis of objet (a) will involve a areful aount of two voies:the manner in whih the father speaks through Woman-Wisdom and the Strange-Woman so as to teah the son in the ways of Wisdom.170On the voie as the quintessential inarnation (or, we should say, dis-inarnation of objet (a)see the extended disussion in ¶ 79 on page 269 and ¶ 97 on page 316. )171John 10:4172�The very plentitude of the present reveals itself upon examination to be our onstitutive voidarried to the seond power.� M. Merleau-Ponty, The Visible and the Invisible. Evanston, Il.:Northwestern University Press, 1968, 54. 156



Part IIThe Fear of the Lord
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Chapter 4The Poetis of BinarityIn later texts, the insight of ±ekel extendsto the intelletual understanding or�deoding� of messages. . . not the methodor ability to interpret, but the purport ormessage ommuniated by the textMihael FoxWords for Wisdom41 The struture of authorityIn part 1 we o�ered a proposal for oneptualizing the spei� oordinates of Prov1-9's Symboli world and we suggested that many of the interpretive di�ultiesassoiated with Woman-Wisdom's �rst speeh arise from the unwarranted assump-tion that Woman-Wisdom somehow esapes or transends (generally) the impassesof Symboli mediation and (spei�ally) the ontraditions inherent to Prov 1-9'sform of disourse. Though most ommentaries do not oneptualize this literatureat the level of abstration introdued by the Laanian disourses (espeially whenit omes to interpreting Woman-Wisdom), the basi idea that Prov 1-9 speaks fromthe perspetive of a �Master� is by no means absent from many if not most readingsof these hapters. Thus, most interpreters �nd it relevant to aknowledge that Prov1-9's wisdom is presented as the teahings of an authoritative father �gure.It is not, of ourse, the authority of the father/sage/leturer to whih Proverbs,in the last instane, appeals. The father holds the plae of, represents a divineauthority he himself lays no laim to apart from his o�e. Here we should think158



41 The struture of authorityabout representation in terms of a double funtion, whose di�erene is given inGerman aording to the senses of Darstellen and Vertreten.1 The father repre-sents (darstellt) in the sense of depiting the authority of God in the ontent ofhis teahing. This is the aspet of sapiential thought and pedagogy von Rad saw�t to equate with �the whole Israelite theory of knowledge.�2 Under this mode ofrepresentation we would inlude the famous �motto-verses� of 1:7 and 9:10��Thefear-of Yhwh is the beginning of wisdom��but equally determinations of the fear-of Yhwh in other terms: �By the fear-of Yhwh is the turning from evil� (16:6) andso on. On the other hand, the father represents (vertretet) as a substitutionarypoint of referene the authority of God, a �xed perspetive wherefrom the inexperi-ened son learns and internalizes the ground from whih all sapiential preepts gaintheir derivative meaning. We an see this dynami of representation throughoutProv 1-9 whenever the father exhorts the son towards his own teahings, usingrhetori indistinguishable from what be�ts religious obediene. �My son, forget notmy teahing (t�r	atî) and may your heart guard my ommandments (mis.w	otay) .�(Prov 3:1).We would be mistaken to suppose, however, that the important di�erenes be-tween Darstellen and Vertreten orrespond to opposing views of wisdom; theydo not. Rather, they highlight an idential assumption, one whih was eventuallynormative for the biblial wisdom tradition, that wisdom is learned not by simplyobserving patterns in the world but by setting these patterns in relation to the�xed, even if invisible, reality of God. The quali�er �eventually� is of ourse notaidental but refers to the relatively late stage at whih point the wisdom literatureis thought to have assumed this more authoritative tone.3 Whether the diahroni1It was Spivak (1988) who famously exploited this partiular German preision apropos of�representation� in her signal essay: Can the Subaltern Speak?.2von Rad, Wisdom, 67.3The entral point of referene for this question of �authority� is Zimmerli's 1933 artile �Con-erning the Struture of Old Testament Wisdom.� Zimmerli, whose aim was to distinguish legaland sapiential modes of authority, nonetheless had to aount for a (logially) prior split withinthe wisdom tradition, whih he aounted for in terms of a developmental shift from proverb toadmonition. �One may speak of a formal development of the mashal from Prov 10�. up throughProv 1�.: a stylisti hange to the admonition, to the `ommandment-saying'. � Zimmerli, Stru-ture, 182. Zimmerli's onlusion that this formal shift does not register a reoneption of sapien-159



4. The Poetis of Binaritytrajetory is understood in terms of a �theologization�4 or an �overarhing pedagog-ial movement,�5 the funtion of a Master is posited only of Prov 1-9.In this seond part of our argument, as our analysis heads into the sentene litera-ture, an important question arises: are the hronologially earlier olletions in Prov10-29 spoken with a di�erent struture of disourse than the Master's disourse ofProv 1-9? The authoritative tone of Prov 1-9 is sometimes taken as a good wayto di�erentiate these hapters from the teahings in Prov 10-29, whih seem lessreliant on authority to legitimate its knowledge.6Reently, Brown (2002) even desribed hapters 10-29 as the moment Prov 1-9's addressee, the �son,� is thrown into the world of ompeting and ontraditorylaims, without reourse to the paternal �gure present in hapters 1-9, so thatthe hild may gain his own pro�ieny with wisdom and beome the bearer of thefather's Symboli authority for a new generation of sons/students. Although we mayperhaps want to reserve judgment on Brown's partiular narrative as the best wayto aount for the book as a whole, we an set out to oneptualize the pereptionon whih this narrative is based, i.e., that Prov 10-29 laks the kind of �Master�Prov 1-9 relies upon to give its wisdom a onsistent meaning.Perhaps we ould state this di�erene more suintly by simply suggestingthat the book of Proverbs as a whole teahes the reader that there are two waysin the world, one wise and the other foolish; Prov 1-9, on the one hand, providesa paternal �gure who promises to know and be able to teah the student how totell the one from the other whereas Prov 10-29 laks this third referene point. Aninitial problem, then, is to determine if this formal distintion (ternarity versustial authority��The ommand's anhorage in the general experiential rule, however, is not givenup� (ibid.)�has for the most part not been aepted, at least not in the way Zimmerli said it. Foran overview of the sholarly response to Zimmerli see Berend Gemser, �The Spiritual Struture ofBiblial Wisdom�. In A. van Selms/A. S. van der Woude, editors, Adhu Loquitur: ColletedEssays of B. Gemser. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1968.4von Rad, Wisdom, e.g., 54-55.5Brown, Charater in Crisis: a Fresh Approah to the Wisdom Literature of the Old Testament,152.6 Crenshaw (1995 [Orig. pub. 1980℄) has already problematized a neat distintion that setsin opposition the instrutional imperative to the sentential indiative, noting the diverse shapes160



42 Binary oppositionbinarity) an be sustained exegetially. A related but not neessarily dependentline of inquiry onerns the extent to whih these two setions of text in Proverbsmay be said to projet versions of wisdom) that di�er with respet to stability andlarity. In other words, we want to ask (1) whether 1-9 and 10-29 di�er struturally,the former onstituting its �eld on the basis of ternarity, the latter on binarity;(2) whether one may be said to lend a greater degree of stability and larity towisdom's fundamental binary (wisdom-folly); and (3) whether one an demonstrateany orrelation between the answers to (1) and (2).Form-ritially, the binary-ternary distintion appears to be a well-foundedstarting point. Whereas Prov 1-9 is best haraterized as a series of imperativeLetures and Interludes (the normative ontent of whih is undersored by a sharppower gradient between father and son, teaher and student), Prov 10-29 is on theontrary marked by its desriptive and indiative mode of instrution, the ethial�appliation� of whih is left to the reader/hearer. That is, the sentenes of Prov10-29 are not related to some �xed third position; their meaning, so it is usuallylaimed, emerges in the interval between a pair of truth laims� �Proverbs annotbe interpreted orretly without asking the question: How are the parallel versetsof a verse related to one another? �7 For this reason there is perhaps nothing moreimportant at the outset of our investigation into the disursive struture of the sen-tene literature than understanding the dynamis of bilinear parallelism. Only afterestablishing how the poetry �works� an we begin to understand how its wisdom isrelated to that of hapters 1-9 and, spei�ally, the ohereny of the ternary-binarydi�erentiation.42 Binary opposition and the form of proverbsThe binarity under onsideration here is �rst and foremost that of the two-lineproverbs that pervade the olletions of Prov 10�.8 This struture, from the pointin whih authority exerts its power to ompel onsent.7Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 45.8This dissertation does not engage two questions that are perennially at the enter of disussionsabout biblial parallelism: (1) what, if anything, distinguishes Hebrew poetry from its prosaiounterpart? and (2) what is the basi unit of biblial poetry? These omissions are allowableinsofar as Prov 10-29 is dominated by what are indisputably poeti biola of parallel lines and thepartiular determination of their poetis demand no requisite judgments at a more universal level,161



4. The Poetis of Binarityof view of poetis, onstitutes the priniple feature of the proverbial form, by whihthey onvey a depth and subtlety of meaning that belie their brevity. �The single lineproverbs,� von Rad remarks, referring to a verse omposed of two parallel setions,�often enough makes higher laims and demands a greater degree of intelletualpartiipation than a developed didati poem.�9 Or more reently in the samevein, �Content and elegane of form in even a brief saying raft a minute aesthetiof meaning to be understood, prized, embodied in harater, and ativated in themoral life.�10The aestheti appeal and intelletual demand alike arise from the insinuationof di�erene into an aepted axiom of life, a point perhaps obsured by the ten-deny of sholarship to fous on the synonymity of parallelism.11 Reading Proverbs,whether with an eye towards poetis or ethis, involves a ontinual shifting of framesof referene: observations grounded in irrefutable ommon sense are not given inor for themselves but are established, it seems, only to be reinserted in a new on-text. To be sure the onnetions are often as ommon-sensial as their onstituentelements,Whoever walks with the wise beomes wise,but the ompanion of fools su�ers harm. (Prov 13:20)A faithful witness does not lie,but a false witness breathes out lies. (14:5)but, not unommonly, the shift to seond line is aompanied by paradoxeven if suh judgments ould be made in another ontext.9von Rad, Wisdom, 27. 10Perdue, Proverbs, 33.11 Alter (1985, 10) has sought to undermine the tight assoiation between parallelism and thelogi of repetition and synonymity. �It is equally important to reognize that literary expressionabhors omplete parallelism, just as language resists true synonymity, usage always introduingsmall wedges of di�erene between losely akin terms.�Kugel (1981, 54), in a similar vein, has insisted that the relationship between the �rst andseond line is muh more open than has been understood sine Lowth's typology of Hebrew paral-lelism was introdued. �To reapitulate: the parallelisti style in the Bible onsists not of stringingtogether lauses that bear some semanti, syntati, or phoneti resemblane, nor yet of `saying thesame thing twie,' but of the sequene / // in whih B is both a ontin-uation of A and yet broken from it by a pause, a typially emphati `seonding' style in whih paral-lelism plays an important part but whose essene is not parallelism, but the `seonding sequene'.�162



43 Identity and di�ereneSome give freely, yet grow all the riher;others withhold what is due, and only su�er want. (11:24)The hand of the diligent will rule,while the lazy will be put to fored labor. (12:24)or moments of awkward reorientation to an oblique semanti �eld.Better to be despised and have a servant,than to be self-important and lak food. (12:9)Wealth is a ransom for a person's life,but the poor get no threats. (13:8)In suh proverbs, the reognition of identity omes only in the seond moment,wherein the original obviousness is retroatively aneled by the onstellation of anew unexpeted relation of identity in di�erene. It is undoubtedly a heightenedsensitivity to this term of di�erene that lies behind a sholarly re-evaluation ofProv 10-29.12 that �nds in the sentene olletions an inverse relationship betweenthe simpliity of the binary form and its omplex thematiizations of ontology,epistemology, and subjetivity.43 Identity and differeneThe dialeti of identity and di�erene (or, as in the ase with �synonymous paral-lelism,� di�erene in identity13 is not unique to biblial or even Semiti poetry butmirrors the prevailing model of linguisti meaning as suh, the elementary struture12See the olletion of essays (inluding a survey of reent sholarship by K. Kuntz) in Fox,Mihael, editor, Essays on the Art of the Aphorism. Volume 29, 2004.13In agreement with the ritiques registered by Kugel and Alter, I wish to de-emphasize thetypologial distintion between �synonymous� and �antithetial� parallelism. These determinationsre�et what amounts to the distribution of a sign as with the logially equivalent expressions
A = A and A 6= not-A. We are saying (and will develop at length in this hapter) of parallelismas suh, that meaning is onstituted in the establishment of two axes: one of di�erene, one ofidentity. Synonymous parallelism says that hard work and good manners, though they are di�erent(belonging to di�erent semanti topoi, di�erent soial milieus) are the same on wisdom's axis.Antithetial parallelism says a onstrained spirit and a �ery temper, though they are equivalent(indiating magnitudes of the same �stu�� of human temperament) are opposed on the axis ofwisdom. 163



4. The Poetis of Binarityof whih (to repeat the now familiar formula) is the di�erential relationship betweentwo signi�ers S1 and S2. With respet to the sentene wisdom, this is suggestive interms of a methodologial axiom: The meaning of any proverb is onstituted by thedi�erential relations established between lines one and two. And indeed statementsto this e�et are exatly what we �nd in reent Proverbs sholarship.14 However,given the status of the �binary opposition� as something of a philosophial slogan,and further given the deadening familiarity with whih biblial sholarship tends toview the phenomenon of poeti parallelism,15 it will serve us well to elaborate, aspreisely and rigorously as possible, a linguisti model of biblial parallelism thattakes into aount the di�erential nature of the signi�er.44 Expression and ontentIn reent sholarship, the most sustained and linguistially sophistiated theoriza-tion of biblial parallelism is Adele Berlin's.16 Her researh isolates the aspet ofparallelism that, on her view, onstitutes the fundamental struture of Hebrew po-etry.17 She onviningly illustrates important di�erenes between the (1) syntati,(2) morphologi, (3) semanti, and (4) lexial dimensions of parallelism whih we,14Reall Waltke's remark ited above (¶ 41 on page 161): �Proverbs annot be interpretedorretly without asking the question How are the parallel versets of a verse related to oneanother?�15The legay of Robert Lowth is thus ambivalent. On the one hand, his disovery of parallelis-mum membrorum (1753) must be ounted as one of the most elegant and durable rubris for ourunderstanding of biblial poetry. On the other hand, his lassi�atory sheme�parallelism as �syn-onymous,� �antithetial,� or �syntheti��has undoubtedly ontributed to distortions in interpret-ing parallel verses, even if one would not go so far as Kugel (1981, 115): �it has had a disastrouse�et on subsequent ritiism.�16Adele Berlin, The Dynamis of Biblial Parallelism. Rev. and Exp. edition. GrandRapids, Mih.: William B. Eerdmans, 2008.17By design both Berlin's work and what follows in the present study attend to the relationshipbetween parallelism and poetry or, to be spei�, what Berlin artiulates as the �poeti funtion.�I understand her use of the term �aspet� as a rather shrewd, defensive measure, so that her work isnot appropriated on one side or the other in the heated typologial debates, whih have preoupieda disproportionate spae in the disussion of biblial poetry. In this I share her inlinations andthus limit my remarks to the poeti funtion of parallelism. This, by all aounts, is what is mostrelevant to Proverbs. 164



44 Expression and ontentwithout needing to sari�e her important nuanes, redue to two. These orre-spond to L. Hjelmslev's distintion between expression and ontent.18 (At timesBerlin herself reognizes this more fundamental distintion by whih syntax andmorphology are distinguished in kind from semantis and lexiology. In her ownwords, �If the grammatial aspet provides the skeleton of the parallelism then thelexial and semanti aspets are its �esh and blood.�19) The ruial point here andthe reason we invoke Hjelmslev's ategories at all is not to lend Berlin's frameworkthe authority of siene, but rather to aid our own vigilane against the more famil-iar relaxation of thought into the binary form and ontent. For the Hjelmslevianopposition expression-ontent is rosshathed by a seond one of form-substane,yielding a muh more ompliated and dialetial representation of language.
Expression :






Form: The relational struture that is artiu-lated by phonologial or morphologialrules.Substane: The medium that arries the di�eren-tial form of the expression�the voieor the mark.
Content :






Form: The semanti objet onstituted by thelinguisti expression.Substane: The raw material of meaning: history,pereption, i.e. the point of interse-tion between Hjelmslev's matrix andthe Real.The logially anterior ategories of expression and ontent presume a further di�er-entiation between form and substane, thus yielding a matrix with four positions:expression form, expression substane, ontent form, ontent substane.20 Hjelm-18L. Hjelmslev, Prolegomena to a Theory of Language. Madison: University of WisonsinPress, 1961, 47-59.19Berlin, Dynamis, 64.20The last, �ontent-substane,� is exeptional with respet to the other three, indiating the165



4. The Poetis of Binarityslev helps us see, in other words, that the ategories Berlin has distinguished as(1) �grammatial� and (2) �lexial and semanti� are themselves ross-hathed bythe fundamental distintion between form and substane.To antiipate my ritique of Berlin, whih is rightly plaed after an aknowledgmentof my debt to her work, the formal analysis of parallelism falls out of Berlin'swork when she turns to ontent. To a large extent, she approahes expressionand ontent as two inommensurable dimensions of parallelism21 as evidened byher markedly di�erent theoretial orientations towards them. Whereas struturallinguistis organizes and direts her approah to expression, her approah to ontentis rooted in the quite di�erent �eld of psyholinguistis.2245 Parallelism and the poeti funtionAt the level of expression, Berlin's work is inspired by R. Jakobson's somewhatenigmati pronuniation on parallelism as the essential dimension of poetry: par-allelism qua poeti funtion �projets the priniple of equivalene from the axis ofseletion onto the axis of ombination. Equivalene is promoted to the onstitutivepoint at whih Hjelmslev's theory (or, rather, linguistis as suh) reahes its limit, whih is simplymeaning. Hjelmslev uses the word purport. One ould substitute, the signi�ed. �Purport remains,eah time, substane for a new form, and has no possible existene exept through being substanefor one form or another. We reognize in the linguisti ontent . . . a spei� form, the ontent-form,whih is independent of, and stands in arbitrary relation to, the purport, and forms it into aontent-substane.� Hjelmslev, 52.21Volosinov/Bakhtin has identi�ed a split in the siene of linguistis, giving rise to two onep-tions of the proper linguisti objet that annot be oordinated in terms of a uni�ed philosophy oflanguage. �In the philosophy of language and in the related methodologial setors of general lin-guistis, we observe two basi trends in the solution of our problem, i.e. the problem of the iden-ti�ation and the delimitation of language as a spei� objet of study . . . The �rst trend an betermed individualisti subjetivism . . . and the seond, abstrat objetivism.� V. N. Volo²inov,Marxism and the Philosophy of Language. London: Seminar Press, 1973, 48. I take these trendsas funtionally equivalent to the two approahes we �nd in Berlin: abstrat objetivism and ex-pression; individualisti subjetivism and ontent.22By observing this tendeny I do not, of ourse, intend to suggest that there is no inmixing oftheoretial approahes to eah dimension.
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45 Parallelism and the poeti funtiondevie of the sequene.�23The seletive or paradigmati axis refers to eah moment of the unfolding mes-sage as an autonomous funtion whereby one element is hosen from a set. �If `hild'is the topi of the message, the speaker selets one among the extant, more or lesssimilar nouns like hild, kid, youngster, tot, all of them equivalent in a ertainrespet.�24 It is important to reognize that the absent members of the set are in asense present insofar as they determine the signi�er's meaning (a hild is a type ofyoungster, older than a tot, younger than a kid, et.), whih is therefore, in asense, absent.The ombinatory or syntagmati axis, on the other hand, traes the time of theutterane itself: the sequential elements that onstitute the more or less omplexmoments of the message. Returning to our exemplary hild:to omment on this topi [the speaker℄ may selet one of the semantially ognateverbs�sleeps, dozes, nods, naps. Both hosen words ombine in the speeh hain.The seletion is produed on the basis of equivalene25�similarity and dissimilarity,synonymy and antonymy�while the ombination, the buildup of the sequene, isbased on ontiguity.26Thus the promotion e�eted by the poeti funtion refers to the staging of what isnormally latent in language. The logi of substitution that desribes the invisibleparadigmati dimension of non-poeti language is made to appear in time as aombinatory sequene of syntagms.We an at this point better understand the importane of Berlin's twofold insistene:(1) To say that parallelism is the onstitutive or �dominant� feature of Hebrew po-etry is to desribe a qualitative shift that annot be settled statistially. Parallelism23Roman Jakobson, �The Speeh Event and the Funtions of Language�. In On LanguageCambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990a, 77-78.24Jakobson, The Speeh Event and the Funtions of Language, 77.25Jakobson's language of �equivalene� must be oneived apart from the prevailing ategoriesof �synonymous� and �antithetial� that are deeply embedded in biblial studies' treatment ofparallelism. For Jakobson, equivalene indiates an axis of identi�ation by whih di�erenes andsimilarities between terms are made evident. �Wise� and �foolish� are poetially equivalent terms,whereas the relationship between �wise� and �righteous� is more oblique, despite the fat thatProverbs frequently sets the latter terms in what is alled �synonymous parallelism.�26Jakobson, The Speeh Event and the Funtions of Language, 77-78.167



4. The Poetis of Binarityis of ourse extensively used in Hebrew prose, but its use there as a �subsidiary,aessory onstituent�27 is to be stritly distinguished from the way, in poetry, par-allelism manifests the �poeti funtion.� (2) The orollary to this: parallelism quapoeti funtion fundamentally alters the purpose of disourse. Whereas in prose theprimary funtion is referential,28 i.e. having the aim of orienting the addressee tosome ontext (Jakobson's preferred term for what used to be alled the �referent�),poetry turns disourse inwards to fous on the onditions of its own prodution. Thepoeti funtion is �the set (Einstellung) toward the message as suh. . . [whih℄ bypromoting the palpability of signs, deepens the fundamental dihotomy of signs andobjets.�29For our own purposes, we may leave aside the intratable di�ulties of delimitingthe boundaries of poetry in the Hebrew Bible, instead attending to the peuliarsyntax Jakobson and Berlin unover�the projetion of the paradigmati axis ontothe syntagmati one. For the insistene of this poeti funtion would seem toradially alter the normal aims of interpretation, whih now must aount for adouble funtion at the level of signi�ation. Eah proverb will naturally onveysome ontent it wishes to teah, but equally it will seek to unveil the struturalinterplay of equivalene and di�erene that grounds not only the teahing at hand,but the prodution of meaning as suh.Let us brie�y turn to a partiular proverb to illustrate the preeding abstratdisussion.27Berlin, Dynamis, 9.28Berlin refers to the six funtions of language Jakobson develops in relation to his formalizationof the speeh event: �An outline of [the funtions of language℄ demands a onise survey of theonstitutive fators in any speeh event, in any at of verbal ommuniation. The addressersends a message to the addressee. To be operative the message requires a ontext referred tograspable by the addressee, and either verbal or apable of being verbalized; a ode fully, or atleast partially, ommon to the addresser and addressee; and, �nally, a ontat, a physial hanneland psyhologial onnetion between the addresser and the addressee. . . Eah of these six fatorsdetermines a di�erent funtion of language, we ould, however, hardly �nd verbal messages thatwould ful�ll only one funtion. The diversity lies not in a monopoly of some one of these severalfuntions but in a di�erent hierarhial order of funtion. The verbal struture of a message dependsprimarily on the predominant funtion.� (Jakobson, 1990a, 72-73).29Jakobson, The Speeh Event and the Funtions of Language, 76.168



46 Sequentiality versus narrativityA wise son pleases a fatherbut a foolish son is the grief of his mother. Prov 10:1Note how the ombination of terms in the �rst olon of Prov 10:1 unfolds sequentiallyalong the syntagmati axis:bn-h. km → y±mh. → b֓a wise son → pleases → a fathersubjet → verb → objetFigure 4.1: Prov 10:1�the syntagmati axisThe following olon now �makes visible� the hidden workings of the �rst by pre-senting the (normally impliit) equivalenes that determine the value of the keyterms�son, to please, father�in the �rst plae:bn-h. km y±mh. b֓wise to please a-father
↑ ↑ ↑
↓ ↓ ↓bn-k±yl twgt m֓wfoolish grief his-motherFigure 4.2: Prov 10:1�the paradigmati axis.The verse as a whole, by juxtaposing the orresponding semanti and grammatialfuntions of eah line, thus stages the seletive proess behind every meaningfulombinatory utterane.46 Sequentiality versus narrativityA lear grasp of paradigmati seletion and syntagmati ombination vis-à-vis par-allelism and the poeti funtion allows us to grasp the polemial edge of Berlin's169



4. The Poetis of Binaritywork; i.e. to identify its distane from equally lassi aounts of parallelism suhas those of Robert Alter30 and James Kugel.31Although Alter has done so in more expliitly linguisti terms, both he andKugel have sought to haraterize Hebrew parallelism in terms of di�erene ratherthan identity (see note 11 on page 162) and, moreover, eah has understood thelogial relationship between the �rst and the seond lines to be syntagmati andnot paradigmati.32 Alter spei�ally ites Jakobson and so o�ers a formulationthat is partiularly useful in marking the ontrast with Berlin:At �rst thought, semanti parallelism would seem to be preeminently an operationalong what Roman Jakobson alls the paradigmati axis, or axis of seletion, oflanguage . . . In point of fat, the links between versets are often what Jakobsonwould all syntagmati�that is, proeeding along the axis of ontiguity, whihis transformed by the poet into atual onatenation� rather than the axis ofseletion. Or, perhaps it would be better to put aside the Jakobsonian imagery ofaxes, with its suggestion of movements set at right angles to eah other, beausewhat we very frequently �nd in biblial verse is the emergene of the syntagmatifrom the paradigmati: as the poet o�ers an approximate equivalent for an imageor idea he has just invoked, he also begins, by the very logi of spei�ation orintensi�ation of the system in whih he works, to push the initial image or ideainto ation, moving from one image to another that is temporally subsequent toand implied by the �rst. Narrativity, in other words, asserts itself at the very heartof synonymity.33What is the di�erene between Alter's argument that the syntagmati emergesfrom the paradigmati and Jakobson's that the paradigmati is projeted syn-tagmatially? Alter, opposed to the imagery of �axes. . . set at right angles to eah30Robert Alter, The Art of Biblial Poetry. Basi Books, 1985.31James L. Kugel, The Idea of Biblial Poetry: Parallelism and its History. Baltimore: TheJohns Hopkins University Press, 1981.32This should be evident in their twinned notions of �seonding� (Kugel) and �onsequential-ity� (Alter), aording to whih the relationship between ola is not stati but rather a dynamimovement that usually heightens, fouses, dramatizes, spei�es, or onretizes the �rst olon. Thisis the sense of Kugel's ulminating delaration on the meaning of the parallel form: �What thenis the essene [of parallelism℄? In asserting the primay of our form we are asserting, basially, asequene: �rst part�pause�next part�bigger pause.� Idea, 51. I am thus equating Kugel's �se-quene� and Alter's �(on)sequene� to the linguisti onept of syntagm.33Alter, 37. 170



46 Sequentiality versus narrativityother,� prefers to deemphasize the paradigmati relation between parallel lines. Forhim, the onatenation of lines A and B evokes a heightened attention to the tem-poral sequene: �narrativity . . . at the very heart of synonymity.�What remains unlear is how Alter oneives the funtion of the semanti paradigmin meaning as suh. Jakobson's imagery of axes (whih Alter would set aside)represents two dimensions equally fundamental to language though standing atdi�erent degrees of visibility with respet to the surfae of speeh or text. Thedistintiveness of poeti language, so posit Jakobson and Berlin, lies in its renderingvisible the (normally invisible) paradigmati linkages. Apart from an alternatetheorization of language in toto, it makes little sense to distinguish parallelism onthe basis of the �emergene of the syntagmati from the paradigmati��this beingthe basis of any utterane whatsoever.It is ertainly possible that Alter holds a di�erent view of language, a theory inwhose frame Jakobson's poeti funtion makes little sense. (Though, if this is thease, why the evoation of Jakobson?) If so, however, then Alter has nonethelessleaped too quikly from the inherene of sequentiality to that of narrativity. Forthere is a level of sequene or time in Jakobson's formulation�in parallelism theparadigmati relation is staged syntagmatially�but it is the time of reading,of traversing the same syntagmati ombination twie. Alter ignores this whenhe takes any sequentiality as evidene for his notion of narrativity and againstJakobson's imagery of axes. By simply opposing sequentiality to the paradigmatiaxis, Alter fails to justify his notion of narrativity. Muh more signi�antly, however,in leaving Jakobson's onept of the poeti funtion behind for his of narrativity,Alter leaves behind the interpretive impliations of Jakobson's great insight into thepoeti funtion, namely, the way parallelism exposes the workings of the paradigm,and thus the ghostly present-absene that orrupts the stability of meaning.An example will illustrate the onfusions that arise when paradigm and syntagmare muddled.For their feet run to eviland they hurry to shed blood. Prov 1:16171



4. The Poetis of BinarityAlter understands the ola of Prov 1:16 to represent the temporality of the riminalat itself.Often the movement from general to spei� is also, at least impliitly, a movementin temporal sequene . . . Bloodshed is of ourse a spei� and extreme instane ofthe general ategory, evil, but the line also intimates sequentiality: they go runningto do evil and end up shedding blood.34While it is aeptable to relate evil (r )֒ and shedding-blood (l²pk-dm) along thelines of genus/speies, the relationship between the orresponding verbal onstru-tions goes in preisely the opposite diretion: running (yrws.w) from the �rst olonbeing a spei� instane of hastening (ymhrw) in the seond. Thus we annotunderstand the parallel to work aording to the priniple of inreasing spei�ity.As for the ouplet's �narrativity,� i.e., the notion that the bandits �rst run to dosome kind of non-spei� evil, but subsequently intensify this ativity in the atualshedding of blood, let us onsider the verse in its pedagogial ontext. The father'sleture (1:8-1:19), in whih v 16 marks a turn toward the onluding summary, isdevised around a series of identi�ations (or merely apparent identi�ations thatthe father aims to deonstrut) that annot be understood in temporal ategories.I do not understand the father to be saying, in other words, �My son, �rst listen toyour father's instrutions, and after do not rejet the teahing of your mother�(v8). Neither are the bandits entiing the son, �Initially we will lie in wait for bloodand then later ambush the innoent� (v 11). On the ontrary, the pedagogialintent of the leture is to break the semanti equivalene, ostensibly posited by thebandits, between violene and pro�t (�Let us lie in wait for blood. . . let us �ll ourhouses with booty�) in order to establish or reinfore a ounter equivalene betweenviolene and death : �Yet for their own blood they lie in wait� (v 18).Against Alter, then, bloodshed is not a speies of the genus evil; rather they arehere used as members of the same ategorial paradigm. Furthermore, the narrativedimension of the poetry, its �plot� if you like, is not the diegeti world embedded inthe father's leture but the �nal resolution of antagonisti signifying onstellations�that of the �band of youths� (violene leads to pro�t) versus that of the father(violene leads to death)�into one, a feat deftly aomplished by the father's �nalline:34Alter, XX. 172



47 Pereptible oppositionSuh are the ways of eah pro�teer (b	os.	ea )֒ of pro�t (b	as.a )֒--the very life of its owner it will take. Prov 1:19To understand this �nal move in the father's leture, this move whereby it driveshome its ultimate lesson, the interpreter must attend to (and not leave behind) theparadigmati relations whih the leture has projeted syntagmatially.47 Pereptible opposition and the linguisti signCuriously, Berlin herself abandons Jakobson's thesis on the poeti funtion at thepoint of transition from expression to ontent. Here the oneptual demands of thedi�erential sign are displaed by the notion of �pereptible opposition.�35 ReallingHjelmslev's ategories invoked above (see on page 165) to aount for the distintionbetween the grammatial versus the semanti-lexial aspets of parallelism, we may35Berlin is not the �rst to waver from the oneptual onsequenes of �pure di�erene.� Weber(1980, 37) �nds the same fault in Saussure himself, who, at a ruial point, abandons his owninsistene upon di�erene, displaing it with the altogether di�erent one of determinant opposition.�The question of the status of the system, then, is absolutely deisive for the Saussurean enterprize.It is not a peripheral question, but one that strikes at the heart of the theory: no single signi�er orsigni�ed an be determined apart from the play of di�erene, but that play itself must be limitedin order for determination to take plae. The dilemma is visible in the setion of Saussure's Coursentitled `The Sign Considered in its Totality.' There the underlying notion of `pure di�erene'as that whih underlies the sign is revoked, or quali�ed. It is said to be an abstration whihholds only for signi�er and signi�ed `taken separately,' in isolation; one the sign is onsidered`in its totality' we �nd ourselves onfronted not merely by negative relations, but by somethingmore `positive'; not by `pure di�erene' but by determinate `opposition'.� One an further seehow Saussure justi�es the seond, more stable relationship, via referene to the rei�ed oneptof a �linguisti institution.� In the same setion, Saussure defends this shift as follows: �Bienque le signi�é et le signi�ant soient haun pris à part, purement di�érentials et négatifs, leurombinaison est un fait positif; 'est même la seule espèe de faits que omporte la langue, puisquele propre de l'institution linguistique est justement de maintenir le parallélisme entre es deuxordres de di�érenes.� Ferdinand de Saussure, Cours de linguistique générale. Paris: Payot,1922, 166-167. Beause there is meaning, it is true that suh a soial pat (or, what arries thesame funtion, to stabilize what Berlin will all a �semanti fat�) must be posited as a regulativepriniple. In pointing to its empirial substantiality, i.e. there atually is a �linguisti institution�or a �semanti fat,� Saussure and Berlin respetively underut their own e�orts to disengage thelinguisti sign from its extra-linguisti referent.173



4. The Poetis of Binarityspei�ally loate Berlin's departure from her avowed �struturalist�36 assumptionsat the transition point between expression and ontent. Attentive readers enounterseveral di�ult onfusions in Berlin's disussions and hapters on the semanti andlexial aspets of parallelism.Having established the distintive funtion of parallelism in terms of the poetifuntion�not simply to onvey a partiular ontent but to stage the relationalstruture underlying �ontent� as suh�Berlin argues that �e�etive parallelism�works through �pereptible opposition.�For example, one an parallel any adjetive with another adjetive and reate amorphologial parallelism, but the ombination of the weak boy // the strongboy is, under normal irumstanes, a more e�etive parallelism than the weakboy // the blond boy beause within the equivalent terms weak and strong thereis an inherent ontrast, whereas this ontrast does not exist between weak andblond . . . Thus the pereption of ontrast (and that inludes positive or negativeontrast) within a set of equivalenes makes a parallelism e�etive. This ontrastmay exist as a semanti fat (as in synonyms, antonyms, et.) or may be a produtof the formal struture of the text. In a text where the generation of suh ontrastsis the onstrutive priniple, we have poetry.37Insofar as it suggests that the paradigm relation that drives the poeti funtionis produed between terms whih derive their substane from inherent �semantifats,� Berlin's aount, as we said, goes astray of her struturalist orientation and,what's more, leads us astray in our quest for a satisfatory theoretial orientationtoward the poetis of Prov 10-29. Before we an propose suh a theoretial orien-tation, we need to understand exatly how and where Berlin has herewith erred.36Writing retrospetively, Berlin loates her own work in terms of a growing interest, on the partof biblial sholars, in the ontributions of strutural linguistis. �By the 1970s the in�uene ofmodern linguisti researh, espeially strutural linguistis and transformational grammar, beganto be felt in biblial studies. Interest in the grammatial analysis of poetry grew, and with it, thegrammatial analysis of parallelism.� Adele Berlin, �Parallelism�. The Anhor Bible Ditionary ,5 1992, 157. Granting the amorphousness of what goes under the name of �struturalism,� Berlinat least assumes the tenets of the body of linguisti theory that traes its origin to Saussure, withJakobson being the privileged representative. Condensing the overall theoretial orientation of (the�rst half) of her book, Berlin writes of Jakobson, �No modern linguist has had more impat onthe study of parallelism, both within and outside of the Bible, than Roman Jakobson.� Berlin,Parallelism, 157.37Berlin, Dynamis, 11-12, emphasis mine.174



48 The elementary struture of signi�ationThe most fundamental axiom of strutural linguistis, as is by now a truism, di-tates that one must braket onsideration of the referent when inquiring into thequestion of linguisti meaning. Saussure, as is also well known, dedues from thistwo bedrok priniples for a program of linguisti researh: (1) the arbitrary rela-tionship between any given signi�er and its signi�ed38 and (2) the stritly negative,di�erential value of meaning, established with a network of diaritial signi�ers.39Given these referene points, we an only onlude that the terms Berlin sets inopposition are in every way equivalent: a �semanti fat� is one and the same asits orresponding �formal di�erene;� the former has no basis in �nature� but ratherexists purely as a soial onvention (whih may indeed be deeply entrenhed as withthe example weak//strong).48 The elementary struture of signifiationThe problem lies in an underestimation of the quali�ers �negative� and �di�erential�that lie at the heart of linguistis. It is not enough to summarize Saussure's radialturn with the ditum, �in language there is only di�erene.� It is not enough tosay that the poeti funtion shows us that we only know what �strong� meansbeause we know what �weak� means. One must, with Saussure himself, ompletethe thought: �il n'y a que des di�érenes sans termes positifs.�40 To translate thisin terms of the �logi of signi�ation� we are approahing, the seme�the linguistidesignation for the minimal unit of signi�ation�annot be understood as an �atom38�Le lien unissant le signi�ant au signi�é est arbitraire, ou enore, puisque nous entendonpar signe le total résultant de l'assoiation d'un signi�ant à un signi�é, nous pouvons dire plussimplement: le signe linguistique est arbitraire.� Saussure, Cours, 100.39�Dans d'autres domaines, si je ne me trompe, on peut parler des di�érents objets envisagés. . . or il semble que la siene du langage soit plaée à part: en e que les objets qu'elle a devantelle n'ont jamais de réalité en soi . . . n'ont absolument auun substratum à leur existene hors deleur di�érene . . . mais sans que l'on sorte nulle part de ette donnée fondamentalement et à toutjamais négative de la di�érene de deux terms, et non des propriétés d'un terme.� Ferdinand deSaussure, Érits de Linguistique Générale. Paris: Gallimard, 2002, 65.Throughout the Cours Saussure undersores the radial quality of the priniples of arbitrarityand di�erentiality [Cf. Saussure (1922, 165)℄ and in fat posits them as orrelative terms: �Arbi-traire et di�érentiel sont deux qualités orrélatives.� Saussure, Cours, 163.40Saussure, Cours, 166. 175



4. The Poetis of Binarityof meaning,� i.e., the indestrutible kernel of Berlin's �semanti fat,� but rather asthat whih exists only in relation to a previously de�ned axis of meaning.However, does the positing of suh a prior referene point not simply involve usin an in�nite regress: a �previously de�ned axis of meaning,� whih in turn must restupon a previous �previously de�ned axis of meaning,� and so on. We �nd ourselvesbound by a logial impasse, having to posit the impossible as the oneptual pre-ondition for what we in fat experiene, i.e. the fat that meaning exists as anobjetive, soial link.As with all suh impossible-yet-indispensable onditions, the deadloks of lin-guisti meaning are overome by a vertiginous leap of �sublation,� wherein what waspreviously oneived of as the problem, now set in a radially di�erent oneptualontext, beomes its own solution. Apropos of meaning, this shift is not ompletedwith Saussure�for whom still the sign was miraulously a positive thing of value,a positive outome derived somehow from purely negative omponents�but mustwait for the reformulation of A. J. Greimas. F. Jameson designates the ruialpassage in whihGreimas himself e�ets and desribes his own deisive swerve: �The prodution ofmeaning is meaningful only if it is the transformation of a meaning already given; theprodution of meaning is onsequently a signifying endowment with form [Mise enforme℄ indi�erent to whatever ontent it may be alled on to transform. Meaning,in the sense of the forming of meaning, an thus be de�ned as the possibilityof the transformation of meaning� (Du sens, 15). These pronounements annow be paraphrased as follows: We an ignore the stati or philosophial problemof meaning and its relationship to language, along with the in�nite regress ofmetalanguages that seems to result whenever we try to isolate the meaning of aertain verbal omplex, only to �nd ourselves produing yet another text in itsplae; and the reason we an ignore this problem is that the stati moment of theapparent presene of meaning in a text is a mirage or an optial illusion. Meaning isnever there in that sense, or rather it is an `always-already-given' in the proess oftransformation into another meaning. It is now this proess of transformation�ofthe prodution of meaning�that is the objet of semiotis and its only possibleobjet (meaning as suh having proved to be a rei�ation or a deeptive afterimageof some kind).4141Fredri Jameson, �Foreword�. In On Meaning: Seleted Writings in Semioti Theory176



48 The elementary struture of signi�ationHeneforth, just as with Jakobson's disovery of the sequene at the heart of thepoeti funtion, transformation and the attendant experiene of time will play aonstitutive role in the apprehension of meaning, whih, sine Saussure, has beenoneived primarily in terms of synhroni and spatial metaphors.42 There is ofourse something paradoxial in reading Greimas, whose famous �semioti square�we must shortly take up, against the synopti apprehensions a�orded by a diagram,for the ritique of struturalism's detemporalizing tendenies is nowhere so fousedas on the square's manifestly spatial oneptualization of meaning.43 But we neednot deny this onnetion to insist that the problematis of time persist within thespatialized system, the very system whih, in seeking its own eternality, seeks alsoto e�ae all traes of time from its �eld.Reall from above: we were struggling with the question of the �semanti fat,� howto explain its apparent solidity within the onstraints of the purely di�erential sign.To follow Greimas in equating meaning with the transformation of meaning, we mustrekon with this term transformation, by whih Greimas refers spei�ally to therange of logial operations that onstitute the elementary struture of signi�ation,la typologie des relations élémentaires�ontradition, ontrariété, omplémentarité�qui ouvre la voie à de nouvelles générations de termes interdé�nis, et qui permetde donner une représentation de la struture élémentaire sous forme de arré sémi-Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987, x.42By his own aount Jameson's appropriation of Greimas is as a literary riti and not a semi-otiian, �an interested outsider. . . with a deplorable nonhalane toward its orthodoxies� (Jameson,1987, vi). I want to emphasize, however, the entrality of this notion of transformation as the rit-ial term of mediation in Greimas's fully elaborated �generative trajetory��the point of linkagebetween struture and narrative, semantis and syntax, logi and onvition. �In sum, on the levelof the fundamental syntax, the semanti universe is transformed into a `universe of ideas' (sine`ideas' are established by impliit or expliit arguments). Eah term of the semanti universe hasbeome a onjuntion (or disjuntion) of various elements pereived as the result of a transforma-tion or demanding ertain transformations (ations) in ertain situations� (Patte, 1990, 92). Butthe trajetory must equally work in the reverse diretion so that the surfae manifestations of anarrative (�ations� in �situations� ; the transfer of an objet from �helper� to �reeiver�) are re-turned to ratify the abstrat and purely logial relations of ontradition and ontrariety.43Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Pratie. Cambridge University Press, 1977, 3-10.177



4. The Poetis of Binarityotique.44[the typology of elementary relations�ontradition, ontrariety and impliation�that opens the way to the subsequent generation of interrelated terms, and whihpermits the representation of the elementary struture in the form of the semiotisquare.℄The distintion between these logial relations, in partiular the distintion be-tween ontradition and ontrariety, is the basi disovery of Greimassian semi-otis.
contradiction

S1 S2

not-S1not-S2

axis of contrariety

axis of subcontrariety

(+) implication (-) implication

S

Figure 4.3: Logial relations in the semioti �eld S.The terms S1 and S2 represent what is visible on the surfae of the text and are op-posed on an axis of ontrariety, e.g. wisdom L9999K folly, righteous L9999K wiked,or, as Berlin suggests, weak L9999K strong.45 The ontrary term S2, however, does44A.J. Greimas/J. Courtés, Sémiotique: ditionnaire raisonné de la théorie du langage.Paris: Hahette, 1979, 362.45Throughout, I have sought to follow Greimas's relatively standardized notations: (1) the axisof ontrariety as �L9999K �; (2) the axis of ontradition as �←→ �; and (3) the axis of impliationas �−→ .� 178



48 The elementary struture of signi�ationnot have an immediate relation to S1, as we an see from its position in an enlarged,more omplex network (see �gure (4.3) on the preeding page).For the appearane of semanti value rests on a prior displaement: the assertionof S2's ontrariety is substituted for the logial possibility of S1's absene. Quiteliterally, weak represents, gives body to, the absene of strength.
contradiction
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not-strong

axis of contrariety
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Figure 4.4: The struture of opposition apropos of weak versus strong.Generalizing from this example, (logially) anteedent to the ontrary axis, i.e.the axis of �pereptible opposition,� is the ontraditory axis (S1 ←→ not-S1),whose logi is the pure binary of presene←→ absene: wise←→ not-wise, righteous
←→ not-righteous, weak ←→ not-weak. The value of S2 is thus mediated by thisterm of pure di�erene; through S2 the lak of S1 aquires an existene in præsentia.Consequently, the form of binarity proper to linguisti meaning must be graspedas the surfae expression of a ternary relationship, wherein the substitution of S2for not-S1 (this being the third logial relationship desribed by the square, the�vertial� axes of impliation) has no basis in reality but re�ets a onventional,arbitrary and stritly formal assoiation.This has the further onsequene that the terms of the signifying dyad (S1

L9999K S2) are radially asymmetri, a point we an make apropos of the oppo-sition frequently attested in Proverbs between wealth and poverty. The ommon179



4. The Poetis of Binaritysense opposition we pereive therein obsures the double funtion of the signi�er�wealth,� whih designates an extreme instane of the ategory (as in, a wealthyman) but equally and paradoxially the standard by whih one is loated on the axiswealthy/poor (as in, the quantitative measure of assets minus liabilities). Stritlyspeaking, when we all someone wealthy, we mean, �With respet to wealth, thisone is wealthy�; and when we all someone poor, we mean, �With respet to wealth,this one is poor.� The pedagogial onsequene of the poeti funtion that revealsthe workings of this paradigmati substitution is to bring to light the ontingenyof the onvention. Beause what is ontingent is hangeable, the possibility arisesof a new onvention whereby one's wealth is no longer measured in terms of wealth:For thy sweet love remember'd suh wealth brings,That then I sorn to hange my state with kings.46Whih we ould translate in pedanti terms, �With respet to love, I am wealthierthan kings.� The e�et of whih is to renew our pereptions about wealth, to auseus to notie the partiular perspetive it requires to view poverty as the absene ofmonetary wealth rather than, as Shakespeare has it, the monarh's loveless isolation.49 Greimas with LaanBefore returning diretly to the struture of Proverbs' parallel sayings, we shouldpause to onsolidate what appears to be two distint theoretial approahes, i.e. theLaanian framework with whih we analyzed Woman-Wisdom's position as thatof the barred subjet of the signi�er (/S) and now Greimas's formidable semiotiframework. How does one justify this hange in registers, whih on the fae of itevidenes a ertain inelegane? My response is twofold.1. On one hand the methodologial shift is demanded by the material itself.The problem of Woman-Wisdom's split essene�on one hand the avatar of osmiorder, restraint in speeh, and moreover the dense point of entripetal fore aroundwhih the literary diversity of Proverbs is formed as a unity; on the other handdriven by desire, driven in the text we onsidered (1:22-33) to the hysterial speehof lament�suggests the psyhoanalyti �eld, whose problem in a nutshell is oming46W. Shakespeare, Shakespeare's Sonnets. D. Nutt, 1899, XXIX.180



49 Greimas with Laanto terms with the ex-timate essene of the subjet, the alien ore of otherness whihradially de�nes subjetivity as suh, even while it remains impossibly beyond thesope of subjetive apprehension.The parallel poetry of Prov 10-29, in ontrast, appears to be a disourse withouta subjet. In these verses what we �nd are objets, arranged and re-arranged soas to produe meaning. The fat that these rearrangements are formally restritedto four terms�the subjets and prediates of two parallel lines�again suggests theintrinsi usefulness of Greimas's square as a disovery proedure. So, as a �rstresponse, the formal or generi exigenies of Proverbs demand a variety of analytiframeworks.2. On the other hand, I laim a fundamental ongruity between Laan's �logiof the signi�er� and Greimas's �elementary struture,� the defense of whih requiresa demonstration in two diretions: (1) to show how for Laan the dimension ofdi�erene is bifurated along the lines of ontrariety and ontradition; (2) to showthe plae of the subjet (/S) in Greimas's square.Contradition and ontrariety in Laan In the �rst ase, we need only reallLaan's de�nition of the signi�er�that whih represents the subjet for anothersigni�er�whose formula
S1

/S
→ S2already bears a family resemblane to the semioti square. This is veri�ed by Laan'sspei�ation signi�ation in terms of two onstitutive operations�metaphor andmetonymy�the former strutured aording to the logi of presene�absene, thelatter materializing this absene in the signifying hain.The e�ets that are disovered at the level of the hain of materially unstableelements that onstitutes language. . . are determined by the double play of om-bination and substitution in the signi�er, aording to the two axes for generatingthe signi�ed, metonymy and metaphor;47 e�ets that are determinant in institutingthe subjet.4847I will not pursue the onnetion here, though it is relevant that Laan gets his highly developednotions of metaphor and metonymy from Jakobson, and in partiular Jakobson's theorization ofombination and seletion. In other words, we have not strayed muh from the poeti funtion.48Laan, Érits, 689. 181



4. The Poetis of BinarityThe metaphori relation, in Laan's logi of signi�ation, refers to the identi�ationof the subjet with the signi�er, i.e. S1

/S
. This is the same struture as Greimas'saxis of impliation, not-S2 −→ S1, though we will have to ontinually remind our-selves of the di�erene in nomenlature. Greimas's S1, i.e. the upper left positionof the semioti square, is the �subjet� in the sense of subjet-matter, die Themen-stellung ; Laan's �subjet of the signi�er� (/S) is the empty point of enuniation,struturally equivalent to what the square labels not-S2.In the seond moment of signi�ation, the lak instituted by metaphor is notleft as �mere absene�49 but given an ontologial spei�ity in that its dimensionappears metonymially in the signifying hain. Here again, Greimas and Laandesribe the same struture, this time without the disrepany in terminology. Therelationship between one signi�er S1 and another S2 is mediated, in the last instane,by the absene of the signi�er, the Laanian sign for whih is /S.The plae of /S in the semioti square Now, reversing the relational trajetory, wemust designate in the struture of the semioti square the plae of the psyhoanalytisubjet (/S), whih neessitates our more areful onsideration of the square's fourthterm, not-S2. We have said that the substitution of S2 for not-S1 represents thearbitrary onventions of a partiular language. This must now be nuaned, for S2is determined apart from S1 in its own ternary network.49�Lak in Laan's work has, to a ertain extent, an ontologial status: it is the �rst step beyondnothingness.� Fink, The Laanian Subjet, 51.
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50 The pedagogial axis
S1 S2

not-S1not-S2

axis of contrariety

(+) implication

Figure 4.5: The independent determination of S2.Thus the determination of S1 does not unfold in the stritly tautologial iruit
S1 L9999K S2 L9999K S1 for the value of S2 is derived not only from its assertedontrariety vis-à-vis S1 but also from its ontraditory relation to not-S2, the fourthterm of the square. With this does Greimas �nally solve the deadloks of di�erentialsigni�ation? Not exatly (or at least not apart from his ditum that we thinkmeaning only as the transformation of meaning), for not-S2 as a positive instaneof meaning is preisely what is missing from the semanti �eld. With respet tothe signi�ed S, not-S2 must be pre-supposed but it is never and an never bepresent. It is that whih in itself has no ontent but is only a ertain point ofview wherefrom the rest of the semanti �eld S makes sense. It is from this lakof a proper signi�er that would make the meaning of S fully present that we wouldapproah the psyhoanalyti subjet from Greimassian semiotis.50 The pedagogial axis of the two-line proverbOur ritique of Berlin referred to her regression, at the point she leaves gram-matis to take up semantis, from the Symboli register (as di�erential, ternary,signi�erly. . . the poeti funtion) to that of the pereptible dyad (as substantive,183



4. The Poetis of Binaritybinary, invoking the referent. . . the semanti fat). What is required, then, is todramatially re-stage the onfrontation of the two axes of language (preisely thevalue of Berlin's disquisition of parallelism in terms of the poeti funtion): on onehand to unover the �systemi,� �synhroni� underlayment that subtends every ut-terane as its a priori ondition of meaning; on the other to trae the exigeniesof diahrony that forestall the onstitution of suh a system. Towards this end, theparallel sentenes of Prov 10-29 are remarkably suited.The formal regularity of the bi-linear proverbs allows us to desribe a spei�and invariable pedagogial struture, a logi that depends on no riterion apartfrom the sequential presentation of subjets and objets. At the basi level, inother words, every two-line proverb makes some assertion A → B, whih is thenspei�ed A ′ → B ′.50 The subjet of the proverb, what it is about, is simply A; Aonstitutes the question to whih the novel dispensation of the three other terms arean answer. In terms of the preise positions we are o�ered by the semioti square,we an say that A holds the position of S1.The semioti redution allows us to say whih, amongst the various semantirelations that onstitute any given proverb, is being taught; what transformationof meaning is being aimed at. It will not be the ontraditory relations, whihfound eah proverb as so many presupposed axioms; it will be rather the ontraryrelation that is newly asserted in the juxtaposition A − B//A ′ − B ′, i.e.
A L9999K B ′.To give the briefest of examples, onsider the following three proverbs wherein theseme of rihes plays proportionally an equal part.A graious woman gets honor,and violent men get rihes ( ²֒r) . (Prov 11:16)A good name is to be hosen rather than great rihes (m ²֒r) .and favor is better than silver or gold. (Prov 22:1)50As stated earlier, whether the pair is determined to be �antithetial� or �synonymous� hangesthe sign of the relationship onstituted by A − B//A ′ − B ′ but not the logi of the poeti funtion,i.e. the juxtaposition of syntagmati staging of the paradigm.184



50 The pedagogial axisOne who trusts in his rihes (b ²֒rw) will fall,but like a green leaf will the righteous �ourish. (Prov 11:28)It is only 11:28 that o�ers �rihes� as its topi of instrution, that onstruts asemioti �eld by whih to determine it vis-à-vis the other signi�ers, its referenepoints.
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not-S2

will fallFigure 4.6: S1 L9999K S2 as the pedagogial axis.Modifying the Greimassian terminology slightly, so as to better �t the purposesof the sages, we designate S1 L9999K S2 the �pedagogial axis.�Suh a shematization is on its own not without diagnosti value, though its use-fulness will beome more apparent in appliation to a series of proverbs. We havealready mentioned the exeptional and, from the standpoint of meaning, problem-ati status of the fourth term (not-S2), whih the literary form of Prov 10-29�itslong hains of sequential assoiations51�seems supremely designed to address. Howthis works, we will now try to see from the �rst �luster� of the olletion, Prov 10:1-5. 51On the ompilation of sayings as Listenwissenshaft see van der Toorn, 118-125.
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4. The Poetis of Binarity51 A proverbial lusterIn Chapter 4 we will more systematially sort through the proper unit of analysisfor the sentene olletions of Prov 10-29. The range of possibilities is, at any rate,apparent:� These hapters are ad ho olletions of autonomous proverbs; no overarhingeditorial intention is pereivable.52� These hapters, and eah proverb therein, are to be read in the literary ontextof Proverbs as an artistially oherent thing.53Neither approah stands without some nuaning, for while no book-wide prinipleof arrangement has been disovered, it seems relatively ertain that there are �lus-ters� of proverbs54 that are set o� as a unity, a point that the editors made throughreognizable poeti devies: (1) the presene of a prospetive or retrospetive sum-mary proverb; (2) the framing of oherent setions by the employment of inlusio;(3) patterning along other lines suh as hiasm or alternation; (4) the presene of alear Leitwort ; and (5) paronomasia, the reurrene of a partiular sound pattern.This is to admit that the designation of larger units is a matter of analysis itselfand not simply given.For the remainder of the hapter we will assume the kind of literary unity impliedby the term �luster� for Prov 10:1-5. This unity is, in our opinion, vouhsafed bythe following formal features:52For example, MKane (1970, 413) writes in what seems to me very strong terms, �In [thesentene literature℄ there is no ontext, for eah sentene is an entity in itself and the olletionamounts to no more than the gathering together of a large number of independent sentenes, eahof whih is intended to be a well-onsidered and de�nitive observation on a partiular topi.�53That Proverbs should be read as a literary unity is an idea whose advoay has many di�erentbases. Skehan (1948) argued early that Proverbs evidened a single editorial hand on the basis ofnumerology. Childs (1979, 553) �nds that Proverbs' unity is e�eted by the ontextual-anonialfuntion of hapters 1- 9, their role as a �hermeneuti guide for understanding the rest of the book.�Waltke (2004, 50) exempli�es the reent turn to poetis as the proper riterion by whih to judgeProverbs' ompositional oherene. �There are su�ient instanes of poeti transpareny in manyunits to prejudie viewing the editors of Proverbs as authors, not merely olletors. In other words,it is more probable than improbable that the anient Hebrew editors logially arranged all proverbsto protet and enrih them, though that logi is not transparent to the modern reader.�54On the notion of a proverbial luster see Soralik (1995), Heim (2001), but noting the186



52 Prov 10:1-5: text and translation� The enframing of the setion by the twie repeated �son�: a) in v 1�a wiseson, a foolish son ; b) in v 5�a son of maskil, a son who brings shame.� A further enframing element: the �lial horizon of wisdom established expliitlyin v 1 (�he pleases a father�; �the grief of his mother�) is ontinued impliitly in10:5. The bad result brought about by the foolish son (in 10:5��the harvest-time sleeper�) does not fall bak upon him but brings about a negative resultfor the family; he is �a son who brings shame.�55� The intervening verses (vv 2-4) are to be read as suessive permutations oftwo semanti axes: the one de�ned by the poles righteous ←→ wikedness ;the other by prosperity ←→ poverty.� Finally, the proverbs are linked by a distint funtion that lies at the heartof our thesis and will take up the bulk of our analysis below. In short, eahsuessive verse sutures the gap in meaning upon whih the previous versestumbled. This is to go well beyond the alternating thread of �virtue� and�vie� frequently asribed to these verses. What is passed on to the nextproverb is irreduible to an ethial (+) or (-), but in eah ase, what is takenup and ��lled� is a signi�er heretofore left empty, at the level of pedagogysimply �given.�52 Prov 10:1-5: text and translationThus following the Solomoni supersription (10:1a),56 we disern the following asa oherent �luster�:disussion in ¶ 59 on page 212.55 The transitiveness of �to shame� (designated by the hiphil stem) is not here spei�ed by anobjet, as in �he shames his family.� Throughout Proverbs, however, the milieu of shame is, if notthe geneti family, the household. A wife shames her husband (Prov 12:4). A servant shames theking he serves (14:35). A son who brings shame is ontrasted to a servant who serves the familywisely (17:2). A son who brings shame � violates� his father and �drives away� his mother (19:26).A son shames his mother (29:15).56On the signi�ane of the Solomoni supersription see Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom,40-44 and Walter Brueggemann, �The Soial Signi�ane of Solomon as a Patron of Wisdom�.In John G. Gammie Leo G. Perdue, editor, The Sage in Israel and the Anient Near East.Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990. 187



4. The Poetis of Binarityb	en h. 	ak	am ye±ammah. - 	֓ab 1b A wise son pleases a fatherûb	en kesîl tûgat i֓mm� 1 but a foolish son is the grief of his mother.l	o -֓y� î֒lû �֓s.r�t re²a֒ 2a Treasures of wikedness do not pro�t,ûs. ed	aq	ah tas.s. îl mimm	awet 2b but righteousness delivers from death.l	o -֓yar î֒b yhwh nepe² s.addîq 3a Yhwh will not let a righteous appetite starve,wehawwat re²	a î֒m yehd	op 3b but the desire of the wiked he thwarts.r	a ²֓ 	֒o±eh kap-remiyy	ah weyad 4a A poor man works slak-handedly,h. 	arûs.îm ta֒
a²îr 4b but a diligent hand makes rih.	֓og	er baqqayis. b	en ma±kîl 5a A summer gatherer is a son of/for ma±kîl ,57nird	am baqq	as.îr b	en m	ebî² 5b but a harvest-time sleeper, a son who brings shame.5853 The father's pleasureA wise son pleases a fatherbut a foolish son is the grief of his mother.The parallel lines of 10:1b- ounterpose the stereotyped wise son and foolish sonin terms of their respetive impat on what pleases a father and the grief ofhis mother.59 How is this arrangement illumined by (1) the syntax of the poeti57I leave ma±kîl untranslated for the reason disussed below ( ¶ 57 on page 201). The hesitationmarked by �of/for� re�ets the objetive and subjetive possibilities of the genitival onstrution.58The Hebrew b	en m	ebî² is grammatially parallel to b	en ma±kîl though I have settled thesemanti possibilities of b	en m	ebî² for the reasons rehearsed in 55 on the preeding page.59It is di�ult to know how to read the relationship between the terms �a-father� and �his�mother�. On one hand, the pair funtions most frequently as a lexial representative of the (ol-letive) objet of �lial loyalty: �Hear, my son, your father's instrutions, //and do not rejet theteahing of your mother� (Pro 1:8). Or, in the same vein: �One who urses his father and hismother, //his lamp is extinguished in darkness� (Pro 20:20). In these two ases (see also 6:20,19:26, 23:22, 23:25, 28:24, 30:11, 30:17) the terms funtion equivalently in suessive parallel lines;or, as we see in 20:20, they are best understood as hendiadys. In 10:1 (and 15:20, whih nearlyreprodues 10:1) the parallel is made more ontrastive by the hange in grammatial de�niteness:�a-father� versus �his-mother� (Berlin, 2008, 50-51). While some have argued that �his� is simplygapped in line A of the parallelism (Waltke, 2004, 447n.3), the ontrast does seem to underline adi�erene between paternal and maternal relationships to the wisdom of a hild. It suggests thatsuh wisdom (or folly) exerts itself on the general ategory �father� but on the partiular mother188



53 The father's pleasurefuntion? (2) the elementary struture of signi�ation? In other words, how dowe put the theoretial preisions o�ered by Berlin/Jakobson and then Greimas toanalyti use?Reall Berlin's artiulation of the poeti funtion as that whih projets equiv-alene from the axis of seletion (the ategorial opposition wise, foolish and joy,grief ) onto the axis of ombination (the duration of time ontrated by the sansionof the seond line).wise-son paradigmati opposition
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ foolish-sonsyntagm
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y

syntagmpleases-a father paradigmati opposition
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ his mother's grief

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→time of reading, axis of projetionWe should not hesitate to ask as to the pratial (i.e. pedagogial) e�et of thison�guration. We begin, in agreement with what was said immediately above,that the fundamental onern of this verse (and, one ould argue, of Proverbs as awhole)60 is the wise son�spei�ally, how to be one. But under that very broadsign, what partiular determinations are being made? We have already suggestedthe importane of distinguishing between the equivalenes whih the parallel linespresuppose (an axiology) and the new relationship propagated in the instant ofprojetion (a disovery). It is not true, in other words, that Prov 10:1 teahes�a wise son pleases a father,� and even less true that it teahes the oppositionwise-foolish. The relations that the proverb expliitly formulates�the two justmentioned and further the onnetion between folly and grief, and the oppositionbetween grief and to please�are the axioms that this saying on�gures in order tomake visible a new relationship that had heretofore been invisible or only impliit.in question. Exerpted from the equation is the atual, biologial father, whose relevane, it wouldseem, is limited to his role as bearer of the Symboli paternal funtion. We have not, however, pur-sued the impliations of this subtlety.60On the strutural signi�ane of the �wise son� in the ontext of Prov 10� (attested in 10:1,13:1 and 15:20) see Ruth Soralik, Einzelspruh und Sammlung: Komposition im Buh derSprihwörter Kapitel 10-15. New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1995, 111.189



4. The Poetis of BinarityTo wit: the wise son�in so far as wise sons please fathers and at ontrariwise tofoolish sons�will not grieve his mother.As we said above (¶ 50 on page 183) the distintion between a proverb's ax-iomatis and its disovery follows the di�erent logis of ontradition and ontra-riety. On the ontraditory axis, wisdom means strito sensu the absene of follyand vie versa. The wise person annot simultaneously be foolish. The ontraryopposition between wisdom and grief follows a di�erent rule, for indeed there isoasion for the wise to grieve.61 (And of ourse, the same distintion holds forthe ontradition between grief and joy and the ontrariety between wisdom andgrief.) But while wisdom and grief (and folly and joy) an logially exist in thesame spae, the teahing of this proverb is that they work against eah other. Thewise son, we ould say, diminishes the grief of the mother.For all this, the onnetion between wisdom and grief is not somehow gratuitous,grief merely adding a level of onnotation to the ore meaning of wisdom. For itis only by the intervention of this S2 grief that the tautologial relay betweenwisdom and folly (i.e. folly is not-wisdom, wisdom is not-folly) is halted, in so faras its value derives from a di�erent signifying series (grief means not-pleasure, aproposition whose value is not under question here62). Thus we an speify verypreisely what and even how this proverb teahes (whih is the same as saying whatand how this proverb means): with respet to wisdom, to bring grief is folly. (Or,said positively, the wise son implies the non-aggrieved mother.)61Cf. Prov 14:13 and famously Qoh 3:4.62As indiated above, the insistene that this proverb is about �wisdom� more than it is aboutthe other terms does not depend on a judgement as to Proverbs' overall theme, but on the logi-al-temporal onstrution of the two lines, whih raises at the outset the question of �the wise son.�A hypothetial proverb that reversed the terms of its prediation��The happy father has a wiseson. . . ��takes as axiomati what Prov 10:1 is trying to teah and teahes what Prov 10:1 takes asaxiomati.
190



53 The father's pleasure
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Figure 4.7: The �lial onsequenes of wisdom.The unertainty that persists, of ourse, is aused by the lak of a signi�er that wouldanhor the series grief. . . joy. Grief, it is true, is set as the logial ontraditoryto joy, but this joy is only an unfathomable onstant, imported from without10:1's diminutive Symboli matrix. This disovery leaves us with two interpretativepossibilities.1. In reading 10:1 as an autonomous unit, whih after all is not unheard of in thease of proverbs, we ome aross the signi�er y±mh. - b֓ he pleases a father as a�Master�; by the sheer imposition of its enuniation as a signi�er (whih is notthe same as saying �as a sign�), the rest of the semanti oppositions are lokedinto plae.63 We are unovering a struture, then, whose nodal element is notthe one invested with the rihest, most unmistakable meaning; on the ontrarythis One that quilts all the others simply holds the plae of a ertain lak. It is63Here again the temptation is towards a ommon-sense reading: Do we not know the value of±mh. �to rejoie, to make glad, to be �lled with joy? Indeed we do. But, we know its value asdetermined by a set of formal relations�its onventional �plae� in the Symboli order (in oppositionto grief, as orrelative to wisdom, and so on)�and not as a semanti fat. What else do we makeof the fat that joy too an represent folly�f. Prov 2:14, 17:4, 24:17, 27:9?191



4. The Poetis of Binaritythe metaphorial stand-in for the totalized �eld (Laan's Other, Heidegger'sworld, Pasal's ustom, Berger's nomos, et.) whih every utterane assumesand even promises yet annot produe.2. We an read further, on�dent that the semanti universe of Proverbs as awhole does loate �to please� (±mh. ) in its relational network of signi�ers.54 A treasure that does not profitTreasures of wikedness do not pro�tbut righteousness delivers from death.B. Waltke desribes the onnetedness of Prov 10:1-5 in these terms: �[This℄ subunitpertaining to wealth is framed hiastially by the initial �wise/foolish son� in bothversets of v. 1 and by the �nal �prudent/shameful son� in both versets of v. 5.. . . Thealternating pattern in these antithetial parallels of virtue (+) and of vie (-)(i.e., +:-; -:+; +:-; -:+; +:-) stithes them together so that the proposition at the lose of oneverse is piked up at the beginning of the next.�64 I would like to use his feliitousmetaphor of �stithing,� though the thread I am hasing is not the alternatingpattern of virtue and vie. What dangles from 10:1 is not vie, but the questionof the father's pleasure, for whose di�erential determination we are now reading.Thus when v 2 evokes a new subjet�treasures of wikedness ( �֓s.r�t re²a )֒�thisdoes not arise ex nihilo but as the (deferred) determination of pleasing a fathery±mh. - b֓ , whose meaning an no longer be understood as prosperity sans phrase,for here, in fat, we �nd a treasure arrayed against the father's being-pleased.64Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 451.
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54 A treasure that does not pro�t
wise grief

foolishto please

new axis of contradiction

treasures of wickedness

(LOGIC OF 10:1)

(10:2 AS AN ANSWER)Figure 4.8: Prov 10:2�a deferred determination of �what pleases a father.�An answer in so far as it looks bak to joy, treasures of wikedness nonethelessposes its own semioti question. Like the positionally analogous wise son of 10:1,this partiular treasure is the subjet with whih 10:2 has to do. Its meaning isthus loatable at the intersetion of two a priori logial oppositions: on one handtreasures of wikedness ←→ righteousness, and on the other does no pro�t ←→delivers from death. We an elaborate the logial arrangement as before.
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4. The Poetis of Binarity
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Figure 4.9: Prov 10:2�treasures of wikedness do not deliver from death.To highlight again the highly mediated prediation that takes plae in this �sim-ple aphorism�: with respet to treasures of wikedness (or one ould even say,what is seen as a treasure from the perspetive of wikedness) what delivers fromdeath is valued as little as righteousness.65 But here again death is not invokedas something endowed with a self-obvious referent;66 it is spei�ed in opposition to65The full ternary logi being: (1) treasures of wikedness ←→ not -treasures of wikedness =⇒righteousness; and (2) deliverane from death ←→ not -deliverane from death =⇒ not-pro�t.66Murphy (1966, 9-10) wishes to use life as an anhoring point for the wisdom tradition: �Thekerygma of wisdom an be summed up in one word: life . . . Life and death�these realities are entralin the dotrine of the Old Testament sages.� This undoubtedly arries ertain emotional resonanesbut as a semioti determination remains unhelpful, a point that Murphy himself raises shortly afterhis enthusiasti delaration. �Of itself, life is a very elasti onept. . . The value refers to the goodthings of life: sheer existene in many days (3:16; 28:16), a good name (10:7; 22:1), `rihes, honorand life' (22:4). Impliit in all this dotrine is also possession of (or being possessed by) God. . . �ibid., 10. Thus life, the most primal of signi�ers, passes into the opposite extreme of ontrivane.On the historial assimilation of life to the notion of �norm� or �the normal� (and its orollary, theassimilation of death to �the pathologial�), seeG. Canguilhem, The Normal and the Pathologial.New York: Zone Books, 1991. To read death here as an absolute (negative) referene point, exemptfrom the logi of signi�ation in other words, is to repliate unritially a previous ideologialanamorphosis. 194



54 A treasure that does not pro�tpro�t,67 whose exeptional status network of 10:2 we must emphasize. As with joy±mh. in the previous verse, the pronounement no pro�t l -֓yw y֒lw indiates a �xedpoint in relation to whih the other three terms are given a partiular signi�ane.About the absolute signi�ane of this point, however, this proverb says nothing.It is a paradoxial �xity that has no moorings; the manner of its funtion is togrant intelligibility without being itself intelligible.68 Is this to say �pro�t� has nomeaning, no signi�ed; that the reader who ame to the fourth term fell suddenlyinto a lak of omprehension? Of ourse this is not the point. To reiterate thespei� ontext of our argument: the antitheti parallels that make up the bulk ofhapters 10-29 make expliit a logi of meaning that operates at all times (though67The opposition is atually more ompliated than indiated by the relationship death ←→pro�t, as there is a negative term distributed on both sides: that whih delivers from death (i.e.that whih negates death) ontradits that whih does not pro�t. I have not made anythingout of the negative voiing of the opposition and so, to make things less unwieldly, refer to theontraditory relationship between death and pro�t.68�iºek (2000, 50-51) illustrates this �di�erene between the series of ordinary signi�ers andthe entral element. . . whih has to remain empty in order to serve as the underlying organizingpriniple of the series� with a �well-known joke about a pupil being examined by his biology teaherabout di�erent animals, and always reduing the answer to the de�nition of a horse:`What is an elephant?'`An animal whih lives in the jungle, where there are no horses. A horse is a domesti mammalwith four legs, used for riding, working in the �elds or pulling vehiles.'`What is a �sh?'`An animal whih has no legs, unlike a horse. A horse is a domesti mammal. . . '`What is a dog?'`An animal whih, unlike horses, barks. A horse is a domesti mammal. . . ' and so forth, until�nally, the desperate teaher asks the pupil:`OK, what is a horse?' Perplexed and totally thrown o� balane, the poor surprised pupil startsto mumble and ry, unable to provide an answer. . . .� The horse funtioned as an empty signi�er,separated out from the series of other signi�ers and rigidi�ed as the point from whih all the othersould make sense.This joke also illustrates well the nature of our laim that �pro�t� has no meaning. In a ertainsense the student relies on the signifying value of Horse every time he's faed with a question fromthe teaher; it is therefore not without a signifying funtion. The ruial point, however, is thatthis funtion is not in line with that of the other signi�ers�dog, �sh, elephant, et.�in that itsenuniation is ompletely performative, i.e. onstituting meaning as an empty point of referene.Mutatis mutandis any sage ould have de�ned pro�t but not in this series of signi�ers whereinit funtions as a purely strutural guarantor of meaning.195



4. The Poetis of Binarityusually beneath awareness), whenever linguisti meaning, i.e. the signi�ed, is beingprodued. The objet of this mode of analysis is to dramatize in the temporal un-folding of the sequene�the traverse from line A to line B�the normally invisible�axis of seletion.� In this juxtaposition, we see the negative and di�erential hara-ter of the signi�er, whose value is self-onsiously posed as a funtion of oppositionto another signi�er. Hene the vertiginous e�et of the poeti funtion.55 Narrativity revisitedYhwh won't starve a righteous appetitebut the desire of the wiked he thwarts.If pleasing a father and no pro�t�the respetive fourth69 terms from Prov 10:1and 10:2�are alike in the stritly strutural funtion they arry out, they di�er inthe way they are subsequently taken up. We saw that 10:2 set pleasing smh. inthe ontext of a new ontraditory shema, ±mh. ←→ w֓s.rwt r²֒ , but the sameman÷uvre seems less suited to desribe the spei� logi that links 10:2 and 10:3.Rather, 10:3 opens with a desription of Yhwh's ativity that distintly realls thepositive axis of impliation of 10:2, onstituted as righteousness −→ deliveranefrom death. This draws our attention to a further feature of the square. We an seethat eah ategorial term (S1 and S2) is subordinated to the totalized �eld S, whih,of ourse, may funtion as an element of a hierarhially superior term, whih mayfuntion as an element of another superior term, until suh basi hypernyms asstate, entity or hange are reahed.Greimas spei�es the operation that gives rise to this hierarhial struture asa syntheti one, the two poles of a given axis ontrat into a more omplex �meta-term.�Étant donné que tout système sémiotique est une hiérarhie, il a avéré que lesrelations ontratées entre termes peuvent servir, à leur tour, de termes établissantentre eux des relations hiérarhiquement supérieures . . . On dira, en e as, quedeux relations de ontrariété ontratent entre elles la relation de ontradition, etque deux relations de omplémentarité établissent entre elles la relation de ontrari-69I refer to their positions in the semioti square, eah loated within its own two-line poem asthe ontraditory to the ontrary, i.e. not-S2. 196



55 Narrativity revisitedété. . . Les métaterms et les atégories qu'ils onstituent seront onsidérés ommedes termes et des atégories de seonde génération.70[Granted that every semioti system is a hierarhy, one an see that relationsformed between terms an themselves onstitute [further℄ terms, establishing be-tween themselves hierarhially superior relations. It is said, in this ase, thatthe two ontrary relations form themselves into the [new℄ ontraditory relation,and that the two omplementary relations establish between themselves the [new℄ontrary relation. . . The metaterms and the ategories onstituted by them will beonsidered as of the seond generation.℄He gives the following example,
being seeming

not-beingnot-seeming

secret lie

truth

falsenessFigure 4.10: Meta-terms generated by being versus seeming.designating truth and falseness the ontraditory meta-terms, seret and lie theontrary meta-terms.Returning to our main line of thought, we have said that 10:2 bears a lak (thesigni�ane of pro�t), whih 10:3 must in some sense solve. We an analyze thissolution along the lines of the syntheti operation just desribed. The semi axesof 10:2 solidify (ontrater) as omplex terms, subsequently to be70Greimas/Courtés, 32. 197



4. The Poetis of Binarity
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appetiteFigure 4.11: Prov 10:2-3 and the seond generation of ategorial terms.
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the desire of the wickedFigure 4.12: Prov 10:3�Yhwh's provision for the righteous.taken up by 10:3. What remained enigmati in 10:2 (A treasure that does notpro�t? ) is now lari�ed. The negation of pro�t (l֓ yw y֒lw) is the outome ofYhwh's advoay for the righteous and its orollary�Yhwh's antagonism towardsthe wiked. The deliverane from death that belongs to the righteous is put in theform of a new ontradition : 10:3 �nds that for a righteous appetite starvation is198



56 Signifying-ount, zeroan impossibility (l֓ yr y֒b) . Similarly, the ful�llment of the desire of the wiked isperpetually thwarted (hdp) .It is appropriate here to revisit the possibility of narrativity in parallelism (reallthe earlier ritique of Alter, ¶ 46 on page 171), for there is a partiular sense inwhih 10:3 provides a narrative solution to the impasse of 10:2. Realling the preiselogial status of ontradition (S1 means the absene of not-S1, and vie versa), wean oneive this negation oneptually (as with the semi opposition pleasing ←→wikedness onstituted in the movement from 10:1 to 10:2) but equally in terms ofa dynami operation, as with 10:2 to 10:3. In other words, the disjuntion betweenthe wiked and what they desire is not expressed in terms of mutually inompatibleategories as muh as the assured outome of a struggle. Yhwh's thwarting negates,makes absent, the desire of the wiked in this properly narrative movement.56 Signifying-ount, zeroA poor man works slak-handedlya diligent hand makes rih.The semioti ontext of v 4 is as follows. We have ome aross a version of thesigni�er wiked twie to this point. First as the subjet (S1) of 10:2� w֓s. rwt r²֒, the question to whih 10:2 is the answer, and then as the fourth term (not-S2)of 10:3�hwt r² y֒m as the unonditioned perspetive, whih renders the propervalue of 10:3 as a whole. Here we enounter the �bad in�nity� of signi�ation:10:3, whih has been invoked to omplete 10:2, is grounded upon the same signi�erwhose meaning 10:2 seeks to teah. The spei� fat�that 10:4's elaboration of theof hwt r² y֒m is a seond attempt�teahes us more generally about the reursivestruture of semioti relations. Prov 10:4's exposition of hwt r² y֒m folds into itselfthe irular logi of 10:2�10:3, whih runs from treasures of wikedness to thedesire of the wiked-ones.Generalizing from this observation, the suessive determinations of eah fourthterm do not illumine an inrementally longer line of understanding. We do not�shore-up� eah signi�ed in turn and then move-on, for the transformation involvedin eah suessive determination of wiked (r² )֒ rebounds retroatively upon everylink in an endless hain of signi�ers�wise son. . . foolish son, pro�t. . . wikedness,199



4. The Poetis of Binaritylife. . . starvation, S1, S2, S3, . . . Sn. With eah puntuating fourth term, all the oth-ers must be derementally re-alulated.Therefore analyses of suh sequenes along the lines of alternating thematis�let B. Waltke's omment stand as exemplary in this regard: �Verses 4-5 balane theethial and theologial assertions of vv 2-3 with pratial theology�71�leaves asidethe temporal lag of the signi�ed in relation to the signi�er, �a retroversion e�et(e�et de rétroversion) by whih the subjet, at eah stopping point, beomeswhat it was to be (était) from before, and `he will have been' (il aura été) isonly announed in the future perfet tense.�72 There is to be sure an objetiveand even neessary illusion that the signi�ed is o-present with the signi�er, ane�et that rests on the (again: objetive, neessary) misreognition of the Onesigni�er as exempt from di�erential determination, as bearing a plentitude andself-presene that would �x the axes of religious or pratial truth.73 This isexatly the opposite as what we enounter in the suession of verses that has led71Waltke (2004, 454). But see also Clifford (1999, 112) who an speak of wisdom's �ethialside� in ontrast to its �religious aspet�; similarly Murphy (1998, 73) ounterposes the �objetive�harater of v 2, on one hand, and on the other the �divine� horizon unveiled by v 3; or in a moresystemati appliation, MKane (1970) lassi�es eah proverb aording to its �individualisti,��ommunity,� or �religious� orientation.72Laan, Subversion, 808.73 Whih is to say that ideology annot be redued to either stupidity or to a kind of vulgarlass prejudie. Ideology is �objetive� and �neessary� insofar as, apart from its organizing e�ets,the oherent and disrete objets that onstitute the very fabri of everyday life (beginning withwhat must be onsidered the most basi of these, the me-objet) disintegrate past the point wherehuman subjetivity an be maintained. This is the basi lesson of Kant's distintion betweenideas that are transendental and those that are regulative. �I maintain that transendental ideasan never be employed as onstitutive ideas, that they annot be oneptions of objets and thatwhen thus onsidered they assume a fallaious and dialetial [i.e. ideologial℄ harater. . . Yet thisillusion (whih we an, after all, prevent from deeiving us), is nonetheless indispensably neessaryif, besides the objets that are before our eyes, we want at the same time to see�far from theseobjets�also the objets that lie behind our bak. I.e. the illusion is neessary if, in our ase, wewant to diret the understanding beyond every given experiene (as part of the entirety of possibleexperiene), and hene also to diret it to its greatest possible and utmost expansion.� (Kant,1998, 619-620). Disregarding Kant's hedge (that we ould prevent ourselves from being deeived)as well as those philosophial points of view that amount to a return to nominalism, it is lear thatIsrael's wisdom movement is a vigorous attempt to extrapolate from �the objets that are before oureyes� to a truth that �lies behind our baks� and �lls the �greatest possible and utmost expansion.�200



57 The quilting pointus to this point. The One that, at eah stop, seures the signi�ed is not full butempty. Thus, the religious only means one it is transposed onto the noisy sphereof pratiality, whose signi�ane in turn is vouhsafed only by referene to a deeperethio-religious dimension. From this perspetive, verse 4 must be read as the mostfrustrating proverb of this sequene. For if 10:1-3 have moved some distane fromthe patently absurd thesis that wisdom is reduible to righteousness is reduibleto wealth, verse 4 returns us to signifying-ount zero.57 The quilting pointA summer gatherer is a son of ma±kîlbut a harvest-time sleeper, a son who brings shame.Verse 5 begins in the usual way, giving the di�erential point of referene missingfrom the previous proverb. Slak-handedness (kp-rmyh) is herewith de�ned inopposition to the summer-gatherer ( g֓r bqys.), whom v 5 loates aording to thefollowing dispensation of signi�ers.
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a son of maSKîlFigure 4.13: Prov 10:5�A summer gather will not shame.The logial elaboration of kp rmyh is unremarkable, or perhaps it is better to sayremarkable in its lak of dynamism. The passage from v 4 to v 5slak handed←→ summer gatherer201



4. The Poetis of Binarityis simply reversed by v 5's internal struture.summer gatherer←→ harvest-time sleeperThe negation of the negation remains entirely within the ategorial paradigm ofativity with the annoyingly tautologous result, slakness rmyh means sleepinessnrdm .This in ontrast to the marked ontextual rotation (whih, looking bak to v 1,we reognize as a return) e�eted by v 5's own pedagogial assertion: the summer-gatherer L9999K son who brings shame. I understand this seond term as a returnto the question of wisdom's �lial horizon,74 i.e. the question of pleasing a father.It is a di�ult question to answer, as we have seen, a matter of eonomi suessinfused with righteousness, righteousness itself understood as a reliable guarantorof prosperity that yet stands opposed to treasures of wikedness.The manner in whih the son who brings shame is determined, as with eahpreeding proverb, is deisive and, as it turns out, deisively di�erent. Consider howeah fourth term (unable to refer to anything in its own signifying onstellation) hassent us both forward to the next proverb and laterally to another axis. Spei�ally,sine being presented the question of the father's pleasure, we have been shuttledbak and forth between two semanti registers, one whih has been alled pratial(having to do with suh matters as pro�t (y l֒) and starvation (r b֒) the other alledethial (the repeated iterations of righteousness s.dq and wikedness r²֒). The non-identity of these ategories poses an ever-irling threat of meaninglessness, whihmust be staved o� at eah turn with one more proverb. The breakdown in meaningis forestalled by suessive funtions of exlusion, the lapsus between prosperityand piety overed over by a fourth term whose meaning we are led to believe anbe looked up elsewhere. But thus far, the fourth term has only kept the reader inmotion, answering the ethial question in terms of a pratial onsideration, whihis in turn spei�ed with referene bak to the ethial. The di�erene that belongsto this verse, it follows, involves a funtion that would onstitute the series as atotality and not simply an endless line of equivoation, a �quilting point� (point deapiton) that would bring a halt to the iruitous vaillations of metonymy.74On the spei� familial dimension of bw² see note 55 on page 187.202



58 Exursus 2What pleases the father? Verse 5 answers, via a long passage of double nega-tion,75 a son of ma±kîl. This loution whih in its urrent semioti ontext is stritlyspeaking untranslatable. Why? Can we not aess, easily enough, the lexial valueof this Hebrew word?�a simple matter of ollating its usages in the Hebrew Bible,or even just in Proverbs. Yes and with relatively lear results. It is a signi�er usedto indiate a positive value vis-à-vis three semanti axes �� piety76� prosperity77� disernment78� whih is to say, given the signifying matrix of Prov 10:1-5, it redupliates exatlythe vaillation of the system as a whole.79 In its semioti funtion, then, m±kylmust be onsidered a arefully insulated module of meaninglessness, a signifyingtrough wherein the exess produed by eah suessive proverb is aptured within,and not projeted beyond, its semanti �eld.58 Exursus 2: forms of valueIn the opening hapter of Capital, Marx provides an analysis of the origin of themost popular form of value, the money form.80 To make sense of this form, he75Pleasing the father [. . . ℄ ←→ a son who brings shame ←→ a son of ma±kîl.76Cf. 1:3; 10:19; 16:20; 19:14. 77Cf. 15:24; 17:20; 17:08; 12:16. 78Cf. 16:23; 21:11; 21:12.79halot does not omment on the semanti ambiguity of the root ±kl but simply lists a rangeof meanings: �to have suess�; �to understand, omprehend�; �to have insight.� It is urious,therefore, the amount of disussion devoted a lose synonym of ma±kîl . I am referring to tw²iyy	a-h , whose main headings are virtually idential to those of ma±kîl : on one hand, �suess, goodresult�; and on the other, �sound wisdom, prudene.� The editors go on to desribe the di�ultyin onveying the sense of tw²iyy	ah : �The various suggestions surveyed above have been presentedto show how di�ult it is to give an adequate translation of the Hebrew substantive, for it has noreal equivalent in modern languages. It appears as one of the favorite ideas of wisdom literature,where it takes on many shades of meaning; the general sense has been rather aurately de�ned byGemser Spr. 224: tw²iyy	ah really means the promotion of being, enouraging something to exist,allowing the suessful outome of an enquiry; as suh it means help as muh as leverness, or skill;[. . . ℄ as stated in [Koehler-B.℄, with the substantive tw²iyy	ah it is neessary to assoiate the doublemeaning of result and prudene; see further G. von Rad Weisheit in Israel (1970) 1098.� I amlaiming preisely the same semanti di�ulty in the ase of ma±kîl , and would simply undersorehalot that this semanti �eld qua ambiguous is �one of the favorite ideas of wisdom literature.�80Karl Marx, Capital. New York: Penguin, 1990, 138-63.203



4. The Poetis of Binarityde�nes and elaborates three other forms as its logial predeessors (the simple, theexpanded, and the general forms). Latent in this analysis is the logi of signi�ationwe rely upon throughout as well as a welome warning not to suumb to the idealisttemptation to relegate linguisti evidene and arguments to an ideal sphere aboveand beyond the e�etive atuality of extra-linguisti materiality.81The simple form �The simplest value-relation,� Marx writes, �is evidently thatof one ommodity to another ommodity of a di�erent kind (it does not matterwhih one). Hene the relation between the values of two ommodities suppliesus with the simplest expression of the value of a single ommodity.�82 This anbe immediately mapped onto what we have alled the simplest linguisti relation,namely, the signifying dyad, that of one signi�er to another.83 Just as a ommodityis that whih represents value for another ommodity, so too is a signi�er that whihrepresents the subjet for another signi�er. �Here two di�erent kinds of ommodities(in our example the linen and the oat) evidently play two di�erent parts. The linenexpresses its value in the oat; the oat serves as the material in whih the value isexpressed.�84 So too do the two signi�ers play two di�erent parts in the signifyingdyad. So long as the signifying dyad ontinues to be the limit of our inquiry, littlemore than the observation of these two, mutually exlusive roles an be said ofthese two signi�ers. This single, isolated relationship between the linen and the81For the onnetion between the logi of the form of value in Marx and the logi of signi�ationI rely on �iºek, For They Know Not What They Do, 21-27.82Marx, 139.83All Marx means by stipulating the neessary di�erene that must exist between the twoommodities is that, in Marx's example, 20 yards of linen annot be valued in relation to 10 yards;value requires a di�erent element; e.g., a oat. The ruial misunderstanding to be avoided herewould be the one that reads �in kind� to mean �in substane,� i.e., to refer to something substantialabout the ommodity itself. Marx has just warned us against this, �Not an atom of matter entersinto the objetivity of ommodities as values; in this it is the diret opposite of the oarsely sensuousobjetivity of ommodities as physial objets. We may twist and turn a single ommodity as wewish; it remains impossible to grasp as a thing possessing value.�Marx, 138 And he will go on torestate this in several di�erent ways, e.g., �The value of the linen an therefore only be expressedrelatively, i.e. in another ommodity.�Marx, 140 In other words, value is not a material attributeof a ommodity, it exists only in the di�erential relation between one ommodity and another and,mutatis mutandis, the same goes for the linguisti value of signi�ers.84Marx, 139. 204



58 Exursus 2oat annot satisfy our quest to grasp the forms of value beause the nature of thisrelationship annot be lari�ed without establishing whether or not it is equivalentto other expressions of value.The expanded form So, aording to Marx, �the simple form of value automati-ally passes over into a more omplete form.�85 In this expanded form, �the value ofa ommodity, the linen for example, is now expressed in terms of the innumerableother members of the world of ommodities.�86 So, we may say that the linen isequivalent to 1 oat, 10 lb. tea, 40 lb. o�ee, 2 ounes of gold, et. Here it beomeslear that value is indi�erent as to the partiular ommodity that represents it foranother ommodity.With the expansion of the simple form of value into the expanded form, we passfrom a simple, ontingent instane of exhange (your neighbor wants some olive oiland insists that it would only be fair if you took a sample of her reently brewedbeer in exhange), to the medium of a loal barter-eonomy, where any numberof goods an express the value of another good. Granting all the problems anddisputes faing any attempt to draw onlusions about the Neo-Babylonian Period(most signi�antly, the di�ultly of isolating evidene spei� to this period andthe sparsity of the potential evidene87), the eonomy of Judah and Benjamin atthat time, and Yehud at the beginning of the Persian Period, did not often arryout operations at a higher formal level.The exile and Neo-Babylonian attaks signi�antly redued the population andwealth of Jerusalem and its surroundings in the tribal areas of Judah and Ben-jamin.88 The population deline, oupled with the absene of the monarhy andits onomitant infrastruture, undoubtedly led to a signi�ant redution in trade-85Marx, 154.86Marx, 155.87For muh of the evidene and the ontours of the debates about Neo-Babylonian Judah, seethe essays in Lipshits/Blenkinsopp (2003). In addition, the di�ulty of identifying Babyloniandestrution levels is addressed in Blenkinsopp (2002) and Stern (2004).88Of ourse, partiular judgments vary onerning the degree of deline, the area of the provine,proper methodology, and so on. For a disussion of the issues, inluding further referenes, see theestimates based on arhaeologial data in Carter (1999, 172-248) and Lipshits (2003), whihinludes a ritique of the former on pp. 359-60.205



4. The Poetis of Binarityativity.89 While we reognize the evidene for the prodution of ertain ash rops,espeially in the tribal area of Benjamin, other fators (e.g., deurbanization) sug-gest that Judah and Jerusalem were not great partiipants in the imperial eonomy.Industrial prodution of the lurative and exportable rops of oil, grain, and wine89So Miller/Hayes (2006, 480), �Many ities, like Jerusalem, that had one been thrivingenters were left as depleted, subsistene-level villages if oupied at all. The primary eonomy ofthe ountry was probably redued to a purely agriultural base.� Several fators ompliate thisjudgment, as Miller and Hayes reognize, and suggest some level of trade ontinued, even if severelyredued. (1) Zorn (2003) argues that the material evidene from Tell en-Na
sbeh, biblial Mizpah,supports the biblial laim that the Neo-Babylonians established a new administrative enter therefor the region (f. Jer 40 and 2 Kings 25). In addition to Mizpah, the erami and paleographievidene found at Gibeon suggests to Carter (1999, 119-22) that its primary industry, its winery,ontinued and prospered in the Neo-Babylonian period. (2) Stern (2001, 321) expands the sopeof this argument to generalize about the region: �in ontrast to all other regions west of the Jordanthat had been onquered by the Babylonians, the settlements of Benjamin were not destroyed,ontinued to exist during the Babylonian period, and may have even prospered.� Consequently,the primary historial debate enters on the extent to whih soial and eonomi ativity of Judahontinued, although perhaps shifting its enter 12 km to the north, from Jerusalem to Mizpah.At one end of the spetrum, Barstad (1996, 69) laims, �life fairly soon would have `returned tonormal' � following the events of 587. On the other hand, Smith-Christopher (2002, esp. 47-49)o�ers a ritique of Barstad's work that greatly emphasizes disontinuity, without returning to theso-alled �myth of the empty land.� (3) The Neo-Babylonian empire appears to have been highlyinterested in the ontinued eonomi ativity of its western provines. As is well known, Nabonidus,emperor from 555-539, spent a deade in the western provines without returning to the apitality (see ANET, 562). Typial is the interpretation of this by Miller/Hayes (2006, 490), whoonlude that his ativities �were probably neessitated by eonomi and trade onsiderations.He must have been trying to establish and exerise ontrol over the overland trade routes in theregion.� With regard to Judah, however, sholars are divided about the extent to whih eonomionerns for tribute outweighed the debilitating e�ets of the early sixth entury destrutions andthe ontinued politial onerns for stability (i.e., the onern to keep Judah poor so as not to haveto expend resoures squelhing any more of its revolts; f. 2 Kings 24:1; 25:1). On this matter,Barstad (1996) gives more weight to eonomis whereas Vanderhooft (1999) weighs the politialonerns more heavily. These are not neessarily exlusive onsiderations and it seems best toonlude that eonomi relations with the empire did not ompletely disappear even if the stepstaken to reestablish Judah's produtivity were minimal (e.g., the redistribution of land among thepoor in Jer 39:10 and 2 Kings 25:12) and the threats to its stability maximal (e.g., the signi�antderease and deurbanization of Judah's population and the enroahments of Edomite and Arabpeoples into the southern region of pre-exili Judah, oupying previously Judaean towns suh asLahish and Hebron; for the latter, see Lemaire (2003, 290) and Albertz (2003, 96).206



58 Exursus 2no longer appears to have organized the eonomi ativity of the region.90 It is mostlikely that a subsistene-level eonomy existed under a Neo-Babylonian appointeein Judah for a good portion, if not all, of the sixth, and even into the �fth enturies.The general form At some point in the Persian period, however, Jerusalem ap-parently beame, if not at the same sale, a enter of eonomi ativity beyondsubsistene levels one again.91 Even if Jerusalem's population remained mostlyrural and small throughout the period,92 this would not neessarily prelude itspresene in the trade eonomy of the empire. Indeed, it is hard to imagine the newtemple funtioning in any other ontext, nor does there seem to be any need to doso; the textual and material evidene gives the impression of signi�ant trade in theJerusalem marketplae (e.g., Neh 13:15-21).Seow desribes the Jerusalem that emerged in the Persian period as follows,Jerusalem in the �fth entury was a thriving osmopolitan marketplae where theJudaeans, even on the Sabbath day, worked in the winepresses, brought in heapsof grain, loaded the animals with goods, and hawked their agriultural produts�grain, wine, grapes, �gs, and `all kinds of loads'�and sold food, while Tyriansbrought �sh and all kinds of merhandise (Neh 13:15-16).93Regardless of whether or not one would agree with Seow's depition of a �thrivingosmopolitan marketplae,� there is plenty of evidene to suggest that Jerusalemwas a partiipant in the imperial eonomy and no longer relatively isolated in asubsistene agriultural eonomy.9490There is plenty of evidene that the prodution of these rops ontinued in the sixth enturyand beyond, but it seems likely that this prodution, at least during the sixth entury, was morein the servie of the publi's subsistene than the industry's trade.91See Hoglund (1991, 60-62), for example, who identi�es a pattern of inreased ommerialdevelopment in Palestine in the Persian period.92Oded Lipshits, �Demographi Changes in Judah�. InOded Lipshits/Joseph Blenkinsopp,editors, Judah and the Judeans in the Neo-Babylonian Period. Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns,2003, 366.93C. L. Seow, Elesiastes: A New Translation With Introdution and Commentary. NewYork: Doubleday, 1997, 23.94See Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substane, 39-48; C. L. Seow, �The Soioeonomi Con-text of the Preaher's' Hermeneuti�. Prineton Seminary Bulletin , 17 1996, 168-95; Charles E.Carter, The Emergene of Yehud in the Persian Period: A Soial and Demographi Study.207



4. The Poetis of BinarityThis is to suggest that Jerusalem, at some point and to whatever degree, passedfrom the seond, expanded form of value into Marx's third, general form of value.Suh a form ould also exist in a subsistene-based eonomy but it is easier toillustrate through the prodution of raftwares, the presene of trade, and paymentin preious metals or oins, all evident in the Persian period reord. The simple andexpanded forms of value are unlikely to exist at suh a level of eonomi ativitybeause of two inherent de�ienies Marx desribes in the following terms:1. the relative expression of value is inomplete beause the series representingit is interminable; and2. the representations annot be said to have anything in ommon as eah aseis qualitatively di�erent.95The expanded form appears to forever de�et value from one ommodity to anotherbeause it establishes no equivalene among the series of value representations.When the expanded form is re�eted upon itself, when the expressions of value arereversed, however, a single ommodity may be said to represent the value of all theother ommodities. Now a universal equivalene has been established among allommodities on the basis of the partiular ommodity that represents their value.To return to the example evoked above, in the general form, linen's value is notrepresented by a series of other ommodities (1 oat; 10 lb. tea, 40 lb. o�ee, 2ounes of gold), the general form inversely re�ets the expanded form so that linenexpresses the value of all the other ommodities. The oat, tea, o�ee, and gold areall given an equivalent value in terms of the linen.The general form of value imposes on a single ommodity �the harater ofuniversal equivalent�96 by exluding it from the whole world of ommodities. ThePersian empire established this form of value at an unpreedented sale. Seowwrites, �Indeed, the Persian period is distinguished from the preeding epohs bythe widespread use of money and the demoratization of ommere.�97 While weshould not imagine that the use of oinage was widespread in Yehud during theShe�eld, England: She�eld Aademi Press, 1999, 256-59; and Kenneth G. Hoglund, �TheAhaemenid Context�. In Philip R. Davies, editor, Seond Temple Studies 1. Persian Period.Volume 117, She�eld: JSOT, 1991, 54-72.95Marx, 156. 96Marx, 159.97Seow, Elesiastes: a new translation with introdution and ommentary, 23.208



58 Exursus 2Persian period, it is true that this time marks a transition for the Mediterranean andNear Eastern world to a monied eonomy.98 Although we will have to wait until theHellenisti period for a truly monied eonomy, the Persian period's standardizationof weights and measures and its introdution of oinage alongside traditional in-kind systems of payment establish a universal equivalene among ommodities thatMarx onsidered harateristi of the general form of value, the �nal form beforethe money form.The Persian period provides us with suh an illustrative moment beause tradi-tional in-kind forms of value oexist in it with the monied form. The expanded formof value allows for in-kind exhange but laks the systemati and totalizing foreof a standard of value that the imperial stamp establishes. Darius provides suh astandard. The dari, whih would beome the gold oin of the empire, illustratesthis transition on its own insofar as it was initially a standard of weight.99 Otherstandards of measurement were implemented and found throughout the empire,e.g., the ardab, whih was in use at approximately the same time in Egypt (e.g.,the measure of Elephantine's rations), in Babylonia to the east, and Sardis to thewest.100 Briant's judgment on Darius's reforms registers the qualitative di�ereneseparating the general form of value from the �rst two forms by its totalizing e�et,[W℄e annot redue the impat of Darius's reorganizations to a simple logial orre-lation of preexisting elements. However large the ontribution of his predeessors,it seems quite lear that the new king was able to integrate all of his aquisitionsand inheritane into a oherent, e�ient system.101From Darius on, every ommodity shares in ommon an imperially santioned reg-ister of value, e.g., a dari. The empire grants an eternal validity to the dari bystamping it suh that it an be damaged, hipped, or worn, but so long as it isreognized as a dari, nothing an hinder its funtion to be endlessly exhangeableas some thing with the value of a dari.There is a paradox to be isolated here that derives from the establishment ofuniversality that omes with this form of value. The dari is a dari, on the one98The evidene, whih onstantly hanges as new �nds are reported, is neatly summarized withreferenes in Carter, 259-85 (f. hapter 3 for further bibliographial information on the sites).99Pierre Briant, From Cyrus to Alexander: A History of the Persian Empire. WinonaLake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2002, 409.100Briant, 414. 101Briant, 415. 209



4. The Poetis of Binarityhand, beause of its substane. The dari is an 8.3 g hunk of gold, a partiularommodity whih funtions as a metonymi substitute for the Whole. On the otherhand, the dari is a dari beause it is not its substane, beause it metaphoriallystands for its substane. The 8.3 g of gold, one stamped with the sign of a dari,stands for 8.3 g of gold even if it doesn't weigh 8.3 g, even if .1 g gets rubbed o�.If one dari is of poorer quality gold than another dari, they nonetheless expressan equivalent value. Just as is the ase for a proper name, a dari doesn't lose itsmeaning when that whih it signi�es undergoes a hange in substane. The dari'svalidity as a universal depends on nothing but the soial reognition of the dariqua dari (and not just its weight or quality).The money form The money form, then, marks the moment this signi�er/ommodityloses its ground in any atual substane and even begins to funtion in opposition toany substane. Money an be thought of as that whih annot lose its value insofaras its value is simply to be that for whih all the other ommodities represent value.It has no value other than its formal exlusion from what is valuable. It is notlear if Marx really thought of the money form as separate from the general formor simply its seond stage. Regardless, it's lear that the money form is impliitin the general form (just as, in fat, eah is impliit in the others) but also that itdoes not funtion there with the same level of independene and abstration. Thegeneral form does not yet have the added re�etion ontained in the money formwherein the ommodity proeeds from being that whih expresses the value of allthe others to that for whih all the other ommodities represent the value.Thus the Persian period should be seen as something of a vanishing mediatorbetween the form of value based on substane and the form of value based on anempty gesture analogous to the giving of a name. In the Ptolemai period, moneyis separated from substane and begins to funtion as a pure abstration. In thePersian period, the pure abstration is added to what is substantially valued inorder to guarantee its substane.This line of di�erene separating the Persian period from the Ptolemai period(the general form from the money form), illustrates perfetly the di�erene betweenthe funtions of the Master Signi�er in Prov 10:1-5 and in Prov 10:22-27 and 14:16-27. In Prov 10:1-5, the substane of m±kyl remained important to our ability210



58 Exursus 2to understand the luster alongside its funtion as a Master Signi�er. Its ontentovered over the gap separating the two axes of righteousness and wealth whih theluster had developed. In 10:5 m±kyl funtioned as a universal equivalent, �exibleenough to provide both axes of meaning with some point relative to whih theyould onstitute a series of parallelisms as more than a series of parallelisms, as a�luster,� a small but nonetheless totalized �eld of meaning. In 10:5 m±kyl maybe said to funtion as an empty signi�er, a signi�er with no ontent, insofar as itrepresents the subjet for all the other signi�ers therein.
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Chapter 5The Poetis of TotalityEnlil, king of the gods,who reated teeming mankind,Majesti Ea, who pinhed o� their lay,The queen who fashioned them�mistress Mami:Gave twisted words to the human rae;They endowed them in perpetuitywith lies and falsehood.Babylonian TheodiyWhat does philosophy designate over itsentire evolution? It's this�theft,abdution, stealing slavery of itsknowledge through the maneuvers of themaster.Jaques Laan59 Provisional starting pointsBefore returning to the main onern of the hapter, �the poetis of totality,� it islear that we will have to situate ourselves with respet to a di�ult debate. Weproeed with two unertainties held in abeyane, whih we must here identify andlater, one our own argument has unfolded, revisit.Espeially, we will have to say something about the position for whih we tookF. Golka as the exemplar. Both the main points of his argument�the autonomy212



60 The funtion of masteryof the individual proverb, and the anthropologial, rather than literary, basis ofproverbial meaning�stand in stark tension to our stated objetives. Were it deter-mined that Proverbs' proper interpretative frame was the performative situation ofeah proverb, our elaboration of the Master-Signi�er (a signi�er that totalizes themanifold as a singular but impereptible �eld) would be woefully misguided.With respet to the spetrum of literary readings, from those that seek to readall of Proverbs as a ohesive book to those who oneive of Proverbs 10-29 as a seriesof more or less integrated �lusters,� I want to delare my methodologial adhereneto the latter while at the same time maintaining some distane from the onfusionthat arises one we lend �the proverb luster� an aura of objetive solidity. I usethe term provisionally as a regulative idea, in order to set in motion an expandingsequene of desriptions. This amounts to a judgment about the �eld of view thatbest suits a given theoretial perspetive. For our investigation into the logi ofsigni�ation, the question is how best to dislose the motion of metonymy, the wayeah term in a series is subtly modi�ed by the inlusion of a new term, whose ownmeaning is nonetheless solely a funtion of the series. Thus as a purely pratialmatter, it is the �luster��the series of 3, 4, 12 proverbs�whose sale is largeenough (unlike the single sentene) that the signi�er traes a detetable path, smallenough that the permutations an be held in the simultaneity of thought. You will�nd no argument here, however, as to the objetive ertainty of this or that way ofdelimiting things. What I have invariably found in repeated lose readings of shortpassages is this: what initially seemed a lear sign of poeti demaration, stared atlong enough, beomes the deeper logi of a heneforth unseen ontinuity, and vieversa. I would be shoked if it was not the same for the sribes who undertook thearrangements in the �rst plae.60 The funtion of masteryProvided we don't lose trak of these onditions, we an resume our investigationinto the funtion of the Laanian Master-Signi�er, designated S1. Initially, whatwe experiened in our e�orts to interpret Prov 10:1-5 was the bad in�nity of anuntotalized system. If we approahed these verses with the aim of learning about(how to be. . . how to represent. . . even how to identify) a �wise son,� we soon raninto a viious iruit of self-referene. No designation was self-su�ient; the �truth�213



5. The Poetis of Totalityof eah statement ould only be diserned in relation to the very terms that wereunder question. Hene we found ourselves endlessly osillating between two semes:righteousness (de�ned in terms of the prosperity it grants) and prosperity (splitbetween the false prosperity of the wiked and the life-granting prosperity of therighteous). �Life-granting� in what sense? In that by it prosperity is granted. Howdo we know what kind of prosperity? And so on�no matter how many rearrange-ments are made, there is always one signi�er too few.The signi�er that emerged to intervene in this non-produtive system wasma±kîl. How does ma±kîl (S1) remedy the fundamental lak in the signifying system (S2)that had failed us in 10:1-4? It does so by dint of its status, in this partiularontext, as a pure signi�er without a signi�ed. If what eludes the system is the �rmdi�erentiation between righteousness and prosperity, then we should read ma±kîlas a stand-in for the system in its failure; it redupliates exatly the vaillationof the system as a whole (see ¶ 57 on page 203) thereby re�eting the failureof representation into representation itself. Aordingly, the �mastery� of Laan's
S1, its invulnerability to the instability of di�erential systems, derives from itsstrit identity with the lak in the big Other.1 �The element whih represents, inthe struture of the utterane, the immanene of its own proess of enuniation isexperiened as a kind of transendent Guarantee, the element whih only holds theplae of a ertain lak, whih is in its bodily presene nothing but an embodimentof a ertain lak, is pereived as a point of supreme plentitude. In short, puredi�erene is pereived as Identity exempted from the relational-di�erential interplayand guaranteeing its homogeneity.�2What we turn to now is parallel aount�again the emergene/fading of aMaster-Signi�er (S1) that would totalize a dispersed �eld of knowledge (S2)�buton a larger sale. I refer to the exeptional status of the fear-of Yhwh in relationto the numerous and variegated attributes of Wisdom. It will help to keep beforeus, for a moment longer, the analogous and muh simpler ase of Prov 10:1-5�asemioti problem strutured around three terms:1. a positive signi�ed whose essene set us in motion (�a wise son�);2. the aggregate of prediates that fails to orrespond to this essene (�righteous-1Thus Laan dubs its enuniation the metonymy of nothing. 2�iºek, Sublime Objet, 100.214



61 A developmental aount of fearness, prosperity,. . . not-wiked, not-famished�); and3. the exeptional term (ma±kîl) that represents the failure of all the others tosignify the universal essene.The muh more omplex problem of Wisdom as a whole, the totality of Wisdomthat is represented in Proverbs, yet works aording to this triadi struture: (1) theessene of Wisdom, (2) all the wise things that the sentenes teah, and (3) theexeptional term, the fear-of Yhwh, whose enuniation as a �pure signi�er withouta signi�ed� is the point at whih Wisdom's limit and essene are onstituted andendlessly bound.Now, to speak of the fear-of Yhwh, this famous signi�er, as strito sensumeaninglessness (a mark, pure noise) smaks of ontrariness and a heavy-handedreading. What seems a more produtive approah to pursue and test against theevidene of loal exegesis is to posit a gradual elipse of meaning, an approahtowards emptiness that is fully realized only when Proverbs as a whole is puntuatedby its �motto-verse� (1:7, 9:10). Our beginning point, therefore, is the meaning thatgets buried by the inreasing dominane of the master's funtion.61 A developmental aount of fearMost disussions about the (ontent of the) fear-of Yhwh enirle the semanti pos-sibilities of awe, reverene, and piety (or religious behavior). Rather than posingdistint, mutually exlusive options, these three possible meanings of the fear-ofYhwh often form a sort of interdependent web whose partiular on�guration ismostly a result of how it is approahed. For an initial glimpse of their interonne-tion, we need only note their assoiation with the more familiar and rude divisionbetween subjetive, instintual, pre-re�etive experiene on the one hand, and ob-jetive, intelletual, soial behavior on the other. Not infrequently this division getstransposed onto some kind of progressive framework aording to whih the infan-tile, lamorous, instintual drives are slowly olonized and ultured by the rationaldisipline of the sapiential life. In short, the narrative movement of many lassialartiulations of the fear-of Yhwh remains bound to a sort of developmentalism ofwhih the ontemporary riti should be suspiious. We are attuned to denounethis narrative regardless of the ategories through whih it is told. Take two of the215



5. The Poetis of Totalitymost familiar. In naive Freudian ategories, the Ego onquers the Id by submit-ting the pleasure priniple to the exigenies of the reality priniple. In the vulgarategories of religious development, the institutionalization of animism allows itto beome a living religion by inevitably setting it on a path toward bureaurayand dead piety. As one matures in wisdom, the fear-of Yhwh grows ever loserto knowledge. To return to our initial three semanti possibilities and establish apoint of junture: fear qua reverene an be understood as the onversion of fearqua awe into fear qua piety.Exemplary in this regard is J. Beker's monograph, aording to whih the fear ofGod develops semantially from a �numinous fear,� i.e., the spontaneous reation ofhumans during an enounter with God,3 to a moment that the atual fear is almostwholly elipsed by ulti (harateristi of Deuteronomy and deuteronomisti lit-erature), moral (harateristi of Proverbs), and/or nomisti (harateristi of BenSira) meanings; in short, the fear of God beomes equivalent to religion and piety.Thus the fear of God takes the plae of our abstrat religious onepts.4 AlthoughBeker laims that the emotive, numinous fear has not been totally elipsed,5 his ar-gument hardly permits any other onlusion beause it maintains a strit oppositionbetween the intellet and a�et alongside its argument for an �intelletualization�of fear.62 The Anti-Developmentalism of David ClinesD. Clines, in what is the most thorough and detailed reent examination of the se-mantis of the phrase �the fear of Yhwh�/�the fear of God,� positions his onlusionin diret opposition to suh developmental aounts. He writes,the yr h֓ group [in non-religious ontexts℄ straightforwardly indiated the normaland ommon human emotion of fear. It is somewhat surprising therefore to disover3Some texts supporting this oneption inlude Gen 3:10; Gen 28:17; Exod 3:6; 15:11; Deut 5:5.4Beker writes of this development, for example, �Im Zuge dieser Entwiklung geht das Mo-ment eigenliher Furht fast ganz verloren; Gottesfurht wird Äquivalent für Religion und Fröm-migkeit . . . Gottesverehrung war ihnen mehr Realität als Theorie, da bei ihnen Gottesfurht dieStelle unseres abstrakten Begri�es Religion einnimmt.� Joahim Beker, Gottesfurht im AltenTestament. Rome: Ponti�io Istituto Biblio, 1965, Analeta Biblia, 75.5Beker, 38. 216



62 The Anti-Developmentalism of David Clineson reading the lexia and textbooks a well-nigh universal agreement that, broadlyspeaking, when God is the objet of yr֓ or when the fear of God is mentioned,there is no referene to any emotion experiened by the person but rather to (a)their attitude of respet or reverene towards the deity and/or (b) their ethialbehavior.6He ites as representative of this view G. Wanke in TDNT, Stähli in TDOT, theBrown, Driver and Briggs lexion, et al. We think Clines helpfully shows that(1) ultimately, the use of the word �fear� in what he alls �religious ontexts� doesnot entail an elimination of the a�etive, and (2) that the developmental shemainvolves several false oppositions.7 However, exatly what the fear-of Yhwh signi�esfor Clines remains unlear. He insists that the priniple issue onerns maintaininga lear delineation of the di�erene between denotation and onnotation.I believe that the whole edi�e of a moral, ethial, and ulti meaning for thephrase `fear of God' is built on a onfusion of sense and referene, whih is to say,of denotation and onnotation. My onlusion is that the yr֓ word group alwayssigni�es the emotion of fear (whih is its sense or denotation), but that sometimesthat emotion leads to ations (whih are then its referene or onnotation). Inbrief, when people do not lie, for example, beause of the `fear of God', it doesnot mean that they do not lie beause they behave ethially but beause they areafraid of God and of the onsequenes he may exat of them for lying.8[W℄hile no doubt to fear God implies also to be in awe of him and to show himrespet, and while those who fear God engage in appropriate ethial and religiousbehavior preisely beause they fear the onsequenes of not doing so, these anonly be onnotations of `fear'; the terms for fear studied above mean no more and6David J.A. Clines, � `The Fear of the Lord is Wisdom' (Job 28:28): A Semanti and ContextualStudy�. In Ellen van Wolde, editor, Job 28: Cognition in Context. Leiden: Brill, 2003, BiblialInterpretation 64, 62.7It is, however, questionable whether Clines is ritiquing what his opponents' say or whetherhe is ritiquing a possible but not neessary impliation of their arguments. Rather than a lakof referene to emotion, in most of his examples (and others) the pious meaning of fear beomesindependent of its emotive meaning. Fear is depited as a more or less mythial (not ognised)ground of a�et subsequently subjugated to the Symboli world of the sages and given a theologialmeaning, after whih the fear-of Yhwh begins to funtion independently of its emotive ground.But any overstatement of his opponents' position is not neessarily fatal to Clines' argument.8Clines, 64. 217



5. The Poetis of Totalityno less that the emotion of fear.9There are at least three problems with Clines' argument.First, his onlusions overstep the allowanes of the denotation-onnotation dis-tintion, whih an in no way bear the universal burden he assigns it. Denotationand onnotation distinguish two signifying relationships through reourse to themore natural or fatual signi�ation of the former over the latter. Just as we rejetedBerlin's laim to have found a foundation for semanti parallelism in ommon-sense(apropos her weak-strong versus weak-blond distintion), so too must we rejetClines' laim that denotation provides him a foundation for the semantis of fear.Suh a distintion is all the more suspiious in this ase insofar as it is made withreourse to a kind of mythial emotive state as a universal. To distinguish fear'sdenotation from its onnotation in a signifying system ould indeed be a usefulanalyti tool, but its very dependene upon the logi of signi�ation renders anysuggestion of an eternal or universal denotation nonsensial. As R. Barthes has putit, �denotation is not the �rst meaning, but pretends to be so; under this illusion, itis ultimately no more than the last of the onnotations (the one whih seems bothto establish and lose the reading), the superior myth by whih the text pretends toreturn to the nature of language, to language as nature.�10. We should be skeptialof that superior myth by whih Clines establishes a ertain denotation of fear as�natural,� fear's ��rst� meaning, whih he laments is unfortunately onfused with its�mere seondary� onnotations; and of the way his gesture aims to �arrange all themeanings of a text in a irle around the hearth of denotation (the hearth: enter,guardian, refuge, light of truth).�11The seond problem with Clines' argument is that his laims are disingenuousinsofar as fear's denotation is not obvious but preisely what is under dispute amongbiblial sholars. For example, onsider Waltke's statement on the fear of God.The formula H2O is not the same as the di�erentiated two parts of hydrogenand one part of oxygen, and onrete does not exist without mixing ement andwater. Even as one will not understand �butter�y� by analyzing �butter� and ��y�independently, so also �fear of the Lord� annot be understood by studying �fear�and �the Lord� in isolation from eah other. The expression is a ompound.129Clines, 69-70. 10Roland Barthes, S/Z. New York: Hill and Wang, 1974, 9.11Barthes, 7. 12Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 100.218



63 Prov 14:2�a non-a�etive aount of FearWithout neessarily endorsing his argument, his quote lari�es our point that a on-notation in one signifying system is no natural thing and an beome a denotation inanother. What Clines takes for granted is nothing other than what's being debated;an fear be taken as a signi�er on its own that denotes an emotion in Proverbs ordoes it, perhaps together with �of Yhwh,� form a signi�er whose denotation mustbe de�ned as something else altogether (e.g., piety, humility, reverene, et.)?The third and, for our purposes, most produtive problem with Clines' argumentis the way he de�nes fear in terms of an emotion that somehow too easily drifts intothe mythial realm of speious explanations in terms of a pseudo-sienti� biology,a�etivity, and so on. For Clines, fear in �religious ontexts� is always the e�etof unertainty about God's disposition toward oneself. Fear is the feeling that oneis (potentially) guilty and thus in store for divine punishment unless one ats inaordane with God's will. Thus the sage only fears from within the oneptualoordinates supplied by the law, in this ase a fairly strit retribution theologybut whih we would want to expand, in aordane with the fundamental insightsahieved by psyhoanalysis, to simply mean the renuniations imposed on all sub-jets by the soio-symboli order they inhabit. How, then, an one establish anylear-ut di�erene between fear, the law, and reverene for the law (piety). ThoughClines has them on�dently sorted, they appear inextriably entangled, eah to theothers. The relationship between fear and the law is a produtive �eld of inquirybut by no means settled. Seond, it is simply not the ase that everywhere thefear-of Yhwh ours retribution thought o�ers the appropriate bakground for un-derstanding it. Let us dispel of the latter problem with reourse to Prov 14:2 beforeturning to the former.63 Prov 14:2�a non-affetive aount of FearProverbs 14:2 readsHe who walks in uprightness fears Yhwh,but he who is devious in his ways despises him.Relying on the semiotis of parallelism developed in the previous hapter (on pages 175�180) we an express the proverbs' semanti logi as follows:219



5. The Poetis of Totality
who walks upright he despises him

who perverts his waycontrariety

(+) implication (-) implication

contrariety

fears YhwhFigure 5.1: Prov 14:2�fearing versus despisingThe square suggests that nothing muh an be said of the fear-of Yhwh in thistext. Proverbs 14:2 teahes that to walk uprightly is not to despise God, whih isunderstood as ontraditory to the fear-of Yhwh, itself taken for granted by theproverb. The fear-of Yhwh thus funtions to quilt together an axis of meaningreated by the opposition of upright versus devious behavior, i.e., an ethial orpious axis, and the disposition of the individual to Yhwh. The word bwz, bzh(�despise�) is never any sort of �natural� or pseudo-biologial response; its meaningsdenote no emotive dimension that ould be divored from their assoiation withthe law. It is used of objets e.g., birthright in Gen 25:34 and images in Ps 73:20,but mostly denotes an expression of inappropriate soio-ultural relations betweenparties of unequal status that dishonors or shames one or both parties, e.g., motherand son in Prov 15:20; divine and human in 1 Sam 2:30. Perhaps most importantly,it also ours parallel to �fear� in Prov 13:13, where the objets of ontempt and fearare �the word� and �a ommand.� It would therefore be extremely di�ult to arguethat it formed a purely emotive axis with fear, i.e., an axis separate from, or atleast primary with respet to, the law and the Symboli order.13 In essene, beause13If we take the proverb as part of a luster e.g., vv. 1-7 or vv. 1-15, the behavioral onnotationsmount and it seems even more likely that the fear-of Yhwh signi�es an ethial dimension that220



64 Prov 15:33�alternative developmental trajetoriesof the loation of the fear-of Yhwh as the fourth, empty term of the square,14 itould reeive the emotive meaning Clines laims, and we ould even suppose thatsome sage(s) invested it with just suh a meaning from time to time, but to saythat it is neessarily so and not otherwise has no basis in the text. The fear-ofYhwh, stritly speaking, has no neessary ontent in this proverb; it simply holdsthe plae of a ertain lak so that something an be taught about walking uprightly.The fear-of Yhwh anhors the signi�ation of �despising him� (whih the proverbteahes is the impliation of a rooked path with respet to an upright walker) bygiving it a referene point, thus reating an axis of signi�ation that has nothing todo with Yhwh's onsequential ativity to these ontraditory subjetive positions(i.e. fear and loathing) and everything to do with the sage's ativity toward Yhwh.64 Prov 15:33�alternative developmental trajetoriesHaving found Clines' ambivalene about fear's relationship to the law unsatisfatory(it is both ause and e�et), does this mean we advoate another kind of develop-mental thesis on the fear-of Yhwh's meaning? What is the relationship betweenfear and the law?Our thesis is that the funtion of the law traes the path of fear and not vieversa. To say that fear means being afraid is ompletely unsatisfatory and not onlybeause it is a tautology. The law is neessary for any fear of God to exist; no ationor thought an eliit the fear of God unless it is mediated through a ertain Symbolimatrix that supplies it with a ertain fearfulness with respet to God.15 In this senseintends to go beyond the alulation of the sage's self-interest.14It is possible to take �fears Yhwh� as the subjet of Prov 14:2a (f. Brue K. Waltke/M.O'Connor, An Introdution to Biblial Hebrew Syntax. Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1990,132-35; Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 576, n.5; Crawford H. Toy, The Book of Proverbs. Edinburgh:T & T Clark, 1899, ICC, 281), in whih ase the subjet of the B line would presumably need tobe �despises him.� We would then read, �The one who fears Yhwh walks in uprightness, but theone who despises him is devious in his ways.� The pedagogial aim of this on�guration would beto teah us about the path of a fearer of Yhwh. This path is �not devious,� a judgment that isequally di�ult to sequester to an emotive realm away from the law.15Here we follow Laan's �profound reversal of a entral theme in Freud,� whih A. Johnstonformulates as follows: �The libidinal life of the subjet is not a onsequene of a bundle of internalfores, but an outome onditioned by an external matrix of mediation;�Adrian Johnston, Time221



5. The Poetis of Totalityour position is aligned with those lassial oneptions Clines is so eager to dismiss.That is, even though we aept his rejetion of any naive developmentalism, we �ndit impossible to ome to any other onlusion than that the Symboli law onditionsany and every expression of fear we have in Proverbs. Where we agree with Clines,however, will be evident in our treatment of Prov 15:33, whih makes it lear thatwhat he takes to be a quasi-biologial emotive fore is better understood as fear'sability to funtion as a ause. That is, Clines erroneously attributes to an emotivedenotation the reason why fear leads to ertain ations in religious ontexts but, inrejeting this ausal explanation, we nonetheless follow him in reognizing a preisestrutural distane between the fear-of Yhwh and pious ation in ertain texts. Toantiipate, we will �nd two axes of meaning ahieved by the fear-of Yhwh in Prov10-29 that roughly orrespond to the distintion between form and ontent.To grasp the kind of developmentalism proposed here whih, as we said above, isbetter oneived as a fading than an aumulation of the fear-of Yhwh's meaning,we turn to Prov 15:33, a text often evoked to support the developmental theory.16The fear of the Lord is the instrution of wisdom,and humility omes before honor.What is the subjet of this proverb?Driven: Metapsyhology and the Splitting of the Drive. Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern UniversityPress, 2005, Northwestern University Studies in Phenomenology and Existential Philosophy, 212f. Laan's disussion of desire in e.g., Jaques Laan, The Seminar of Jaques Laan, Book X:Anxiety, 1962-1963., 1/16/63.16This proverb, even more unambiguously than 14:2, laks any evoation of emotive semantiategories.
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64 Prov 15:33�alternative developmental trajetories
fear of Yhwh before glory

humilitycontrariety

(+) implication (-) implication

contrariety

instruction of wisdom

Figure 5.2: Prov 15:33�fear in relation to humility and honor.Again, with the help of our semiotis of parallelism, we an say that this proverbrenders the traits of �fear-of Yhwh� and �humility� idential in terms of their pre-requisite status, respetively, for �wise instrution� and �honor.�17 What the proverbaims to teah (evident in its pedagogial axis) is thus that the fear-of Yhwh, in-sofar as the fearer-of-Yhwh an be de�ned as humble when open to the instru-tion/disipline of wisdom, preipitates honor. This proverb teahes nothing aboutthe a�etivity of the fear-of Yhwh, its lesson onerns the strutural onnetionbetween the fear-of Yhwh and honor, whih is somewhat paradoxially (insofar ashumility implies a ertain lak vis-à-vis the assumption of honor) made by humility.Proverbs 15:33 teahes that dishonor omes from the pride of the fearer-of-Yhwh;or, that the fear-of Yhwh implies honor.17This proverb may seem odd in the ontext of our disussion of the poetis of parallelism. Wehave almost exlusively dealt with so-alled �antithetial parallelism� �parallelism in whih thevalene of the B line is the opposite of A (A righteous one . . . but a wiked one . . . )�whereas thisproverb ontains �synonymous parallelism��the B line repeats the value of A. Thus, in this ase, weshould read the ontraditory axes as establishing an identity and the ontrary axes as establishingan equivalene. This may also be a good plae to remind the reader that this dissertation aims notat any orthodox semiotis but rather unabashedly �uses� the tools of semiotis only to the extentthat they aid the interpretive proess. On the �usefulness� of the square, see Jameson, Foreword.223



5. The Poetis of TotalityAt this point we an identify a �rst moment in our searh for a �substantial�semanti meaning of the fear-of Yhwh in Prov 10-29, namely, to fear-of Yhwhmeans to antiipate honor, understood as a partiular e�et of wise instrution.This proverb, therefore, would be better referred to as a mediator than an exep-tion.18 The former term aptures the proverb's onnetion of the fear-of Yhwh toinstrution, harateristi of Prov 1-9 (f. 1:7), and its onnetion to retribution,onsidered harateristi of the fear-of Yhwh in Prov 10-29. Furthermore, it isthe temporality (and not the ontent) of 15:33's meaning that is, I think, what'sbehind many of the developmental aounts of the fear-of Yhwh in Proverbs. M.Fox, for example, ites Prov 15:33 to onnet a prior moment of emotive fear, whihould arry any number of meanings (he ites possibilities suh as worry, uneasi-ness, trepidation and reognizes that all are dependent upon the subjet), to itsognitive meaning. Fox writes, �The fear of the Lord is the musar of wisdom�its propaedeuti, the disipline that prepares the way to it.�19 Unlike Beker, Foxmaintains an emotional essene to the fear-of Yhwh even though they both adoptsimilar positions on its semanti development. This emotional essene seems to bein-itself a simple, unre�etive, feeling of unease that is not known or ognised unlessit beomes for-us through a oupling with the knowledge of God. One oupled,the fear-of Yhwh develops as something like a �known feeling,� for whih he �ndsthe term �onsiene� useful. In his ommentary on Prov 2, he writes,If the hild does his part�the other parties will obviously do theirs�his fear ofGod will move to a higher stage, as desribed in [Prov 2℄. The simple fear ofdivine anger that prompted the �rst, juvenile steps towards wisdom matures into areasoned, ognitive onsiene. The fear of God at the mature stage is the objet ofunderstanding (2:5a) and is de�ned by the parallel as a form of knowledge (2:5b).Fear of God beomes onsiene, an inner sense of right and wrong and a desireto do what is right.20Fox's aount of fear's semanti development, then, is from a passive, basiallyunognised unease assoiated with retribution theology, to an ative, thoughtfuldesire to do the right thing.18For the latter, see Murphy, Proverbs. 19Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 68. 20Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 112.
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65 Two axes of fear65 Two axes of fearBut we should try to put a stop to these oppositions and axes of meaning thatthreaten to proliferate into a �eld that ould mean anything and its opposite. Isthere some way to reate some semblane of order without reduing the omplexityof the fear-of Yhwh in Prov 10-29? As a �rst step, we should onisely state so asto denoune a false opposition whih obsures the meaning of the fear-of Yhwh.The development of the fear-of Yhwh, regardless of how one oneives it, doesnot orrespond to any division between intellet and a�et. Both retribution andinstrution, to take the most ommonly used ategories, are equally dependentupon the subjet's loation within a Symboli order of meaning or, said di�erently,neither immediately expresses some raw instint nor is reduible to pure ognition.Although there are a ouple verses that suggest a �negative� emotive onnotationof the fear-of Yhwh may be present (Fox ites Prov 14:27 and 24:21-22), it is nota �simple fear� that is prior to meaning or knowledge of God. It rather appearsto be, at least in Prov 14:27b and 24:21-22, a alulated desire to avoid suddenharm. Conversely, those proverbs in 10-29 that evoke the instrutional onnotationsmore assoiated with Prov 1-9, e.g., 14:2 and 15:33, are no less emotive for theironnotations of feelings more often labeled �positive.�Here we an expand the �rst meaning of the fear-of Yhwh arrived at above:more than antiipating the reeption of the honorable e�ets of wise instrution,the fear-of Yhwh also antiipates the avoidane of the harmful e�ets of folly. InProv 10-29 the fear-of Yhwh is assoiated with �honor� (15:33), with �life� and�dwelling satis�ed� (19:23), with �rihes and honor and life� (22:4), and with �avoid-ing deathly snares� (14:27), with �atoning for wikedness� and �avoiding evil� (16:6),and with �not being met with harm� (19:23). The fear-of Yhwh makes divine bless-ing phenomenally aessible to the sage's experiene. But this is not to say thatthe fear-of Yhwh produes these experienes immediately in every ase. There isa sense in whih it means, in Prov 10-29, the experiene of obtaining the blessingsand avoiding the urses that retribution theology promises the one who lives up-rightly and is not devious (e.g., 16:6). But there is also a sense in whih it meansthe behavior that preipitates, and thus allows the sage to antiipate, the ause ofthese e�ets (e.g., 15:33). 225



5. The Poetis of TotalityWhat exatly is the relationship between the antiipation and the realization ofsuh e�ets? At the outset we an note their mutual exlusivity in relation to oneanother; one only antiipates from a position of lak. But this hardly lari�es mat-ters satisfatorily. How far does this mutual exlusivity go? Are we to see in thesetwo ontraditory meanings a battle in whih one wins at the end? Does the fear-ofYhwh as antiipation somehow prevent any realization from ever ourring? Doesrealization forever satisfy antiipation? For the moment, we need not attempt toresolve this omplexly dialeti ontradition, for both moments leave unambiguousthe impossibility of de�ning the fear-of Yhwh in terms of a positive quality in theobjet or referent.The objet an absolutely not be ited as the bakground against whih thesemeanings of the fear-of Yhwh an be adjudiated. To do so would be to imagine thatthe sages applied some sort of diret referential sheme to the material onditionsof their lives (whih is the omplaint any teaher reeives from his or her studentssoon after introduing the book of Proverbs). On the ontrary, proverbs suh as15:16 suggest otherwise.Better is a little with the fear-of Yhwhthan great treasure and, with it, trouble.The fear-of Yhwh relates to the experiene of reward or punishment, but these donot possess some inherent meaning; they reeive their signi�ation from within theSymboli world of the sages. That is to say, a little an be enjoyed as the sage'sreward for upright living just as easily as the antiipation or even the realization ofabundane (Prov 19:23).Thus our attention is turned bak in a Kantian loop to the fearer qua subjet.Some of the proverbs in whih the fear-of Yhwh ours in Prov 10-29 are easilydistinguished as having a onern for one or the other, for the preipitating behav-ior or for the experiened realization of righteousness within a retributive theology(whether that is punishment-avoided or reward-obtained). But others seem to as-soiate it with both meanings, or at least it ould be interpreted in either diretion.For example, the l in Prov 19:23 ould be read resultantly (as in the JPS, �He whofears the Lord earns life. . . �) or emphatially expressing a state (as in the NRSV,�The fear of the Lord is life indeed. . . �). This leads us to the re�eted identity ofantiipation and realization, the fat that they so easily slide into one another.226



65 Two axes of fearIt is obvious that antiipation does not only mean lak, for at some level thelak itself produes a sliver of the enjoyment it allegedly defers. And onversely,realization doesn't simply mean pure enjoyment; there is a ertain enjoyment lostat any realization of desire. But this does not make the distintion useless. In orderto understand why and to address the question we formed above about the natureof the relationship between these two meanings of the fear-of Yhwh, we have toaount for the aspet of time involved in both meanings.Thinking through the temporal paradoxes involved in shift from antiipationto realization (and in the reverse diretion as well), we an see that there is noneutral bakground of retributive existene behind these two meanings of the fear-of Yhwh despite the fat that Prov 10-29 relates both meanings to retributiontheology. The antiipatory meaning of the fear-of Yhwh serves as something like atransendental ondition for the possibility of the realized meaning. The sage anexperiene blessing as a bene�t of being wise or su�ering as a punishment for beingfoolish, or he an oneive righteousness as an identi�able feature of a diversityof objets only on the basis of some x whih is itself timeless, exluded from the�eld of possible experiene by the fear of Yhwh. In its antiipatory meaning then,the fear-of Yhwh means that any �nal totalization of wisdom as a oherent �eldof meaning remains forever inomplete, relegated to some ideal point to whih thesage himself an never gain aess. This is the meaning of the fear-of Yhwh as adeferring ation, a Symboli designation for the inreasing resistane Wisdom o�ersin the ourse of the subjet's approah to it. The fear-of Yhwh is the positionof humility that antiipates honor and instrution in wisdom in 15:33; it meansever-deferring the possibility that one needs no more instrution in wisdom, thatone is fully honorable. The fear-of Yhwh is the assurane that some timelessposition outside of the sage's own temporal experiene exists, giving the sage a(virtual) referene point by whih his/her diverse experienes an relate and ohereas wisdom. As a designation for something realized, the fear-of Yhwh refers tothe temporal experiene of sapiential life (the notion of a �searh� or �proess� thatboth Crenshaw and Rose saw as �t metaphors for Wisdom), whih is founded onthe basis of a doubled moment of positing/exluding Wisdom's timeless essene fromlived experiene, this exlusion being the ondition of possibility for the emergeneof wisdom and folly as meaningful distintions in �real life.� The fear-of Yhwh227



5. The Poetis of Totalitymeans, in its antiipatory sense, the making timeless of a Wisdom that annot beknown so that the fear-of Yhwh in its temporal sense an exist, that is, so that thesage an know the real ontent and e�ets of wisdom and folly. The fear-of Yhwh,in both its senses, provides the basis on whih the sage an enjoy a meaningfullife wherein wisdom, folly, evil, righteousness, reward, punishment, et. an beendlessly disputed, beause they must be, i.e. they are never �nalizable.The fear-of Yhwh begins to stand for this empty spae of ontestation inProverbs.21 This, rather than emotive�ognitive or retribution�instrution, we ar-gue, best desribes the transition of the meaning(s) of the fear-of Yhwh in Proverbs.In the rest of the hapter, we argue that this transition is exposed in two privilegedtextual lusters. Despite beoming formally �empty� its e�ets an be seen in ertainprivileged moments in Proverbs.66 FadingWe have tried to indiate something of the omplexity of the fear-of Yhwh, theway it straddles multiple semanti domains and perhaps �means� only the spei�perspetive from whih this multipliity an be resolved, if not into a unity at leastinto a harmony. That is what our analysis of Prov 14:2 and 15:33 led us to believe. Interms of our larger thesis, whih seeks to desribe a �fading� whose zero-degree marksthe strutural funtion of the Master-Signi�er, we will be better served observingit, the fear-of Yhwh, amidst a metonymi movement whose patterns would onlyemerge in a sequene of proverbs, in the kind of substitutions and ondensationswe dislosed in our reading of Prov 10:1-5.It is for this reason that we �nd the notion of a proverb �luster� � linked to thework of Soralik (1995) and Heim (2001)�useful: not as the sarosant �unit� ofsapiential omposition, but for the pratial bene�ts seured by its medium length.Aross its span of ten or so verses we will be able to see the proessual quality21M. Fox argues that the fear-of Yhwh's most important role ours when it beomes that bywhih the sage adjudiates the ontent of wisdom and folly in the midst of ontraditory experienesand meanings. This is why he uses the term �onsiene� to refer to the fear-of Yhwh; �it motivatesright behavior even when soially enfored santions do not exist or annot beome e�etive.�Fox,Proverbs 1-9, 70 This itation has the added bene�t of illustrating the substantial hanges thisspae e�ets in spite of its formal emptiness. 228



67 Proverbs 14:16-27: text and translationimplied in the designation �fading.� But, at the same time, the luster is not sobig that the network onstituted in the moment of apitonnage will not exeed theapaity of our mind to register it.The justi�ation for partiular lusters (14:16-27; 10:22-27, hosen for the wayin whih the fear-of Yhwh strutures eah of them as a unity) an be grasped onlyin retrospet in that these passages make visible a transformation whose movementbeomes invisible at the point of its ompletion�when Proverbs states that thefear-of Yhwh is the r ²֓yt of Wisdom, Wisdom's �rst step and its highest end.67 Proverbs 14:16-27: text and translationh. 	ak	am y	ar	e֓ wes	ar m	er	a֒ 16a The wise one fears22 and turns from evil,ûkesîl mit a֒bb	er ûb�t.	eah. 16b but the fool is overrun.23 and trusts.24qes.ar- a֓ppayim ya֒
a±eh i֓wwelet 17a The short-tempered make folly,we î֓² mezimm�t yi±±	an	e֓ 17b and a planner25 is hated.22Reading y	ar	e֓ as a qal partiiple (rather than a substantival adjetive), arrying same ativesense as the parallel prediative onstrutions: wes	ar �and he turns�; mit a֒bb	er �he is overrun�;ûb�t.	eah. �and he trusts.�23I do not mean here to downplay the semi register of anger that is re�eted in the usual Englishrendering of mite a֒bb	er ��to be hot-headed� (NIV); �throws o� restraints� (RSV); �he rageth�(KJV)�but rather to insist upon two additional nuanes of the Hebrew: (1) the passive sense ofthe hitpael partiiple; and (2) the semanti link with b֒r by whih anger is onsidered a matter ofblurring emotional/interpersonal boundaries, letting them be rossed or, even better, transgressed.24It is in my opinion an interpretative error to overlay the translation of bt.h. with a moraljudgement��is areless� (NASB); �is rekless� (NIV); �and yet feels seure� (Waltke). The positiveand negative valenes assoiated with bt.h. are entirely derived from the objet of trust that is beingonsidered. Thus in the injuntion to trust in Yhwh (f. Psa 115:10,11) and in the one do nottrust in nothingness (f. Isa 59:4) the meaning of bt.h. is preisely the same: �to trust,� �to plaeon�dene in,� �to rest at ease in.� Furthermore, to avoid a premature moral evaluation of bt.h. isespeially ruial in this passage in light of its resolution in terms of a mibt	ah. .25As with the ase of bt.h. above, it is problemati to render mezimm	ah as a term of unambiguousdepravity, as in �man of wiked devies� (KJV), �rafty man� (NIV), �man of evil devies� (NASB).(It is perhaps even less desirable to alter the sense of the verb ye±±	an	e֓ as does the RSV: �a man ofdisretion is patient.�) Here it annot be overlooked that Proverbs (in all but one instane�24:8)views mezimm	ah as a positive quality, the ahievement of whih is one of the notable pedagogialends of the book��to give to the naive shrewdness, to the young knowledge and disretion (me-229



5. The Poetis of Totalityn	ah. alû pet	a y֓im i֓wwelet 18a The naive inherit folly,wa֒
arûmîm yaktirû d	a a֒t 18b but the shrewd are rowned with knowledge.²ah. û r	a î֒m lipnê t.�bîm 19a The evil ones will bow down before the good ones,ûre²	a î֒m a֒l-²a֒

arê s.addîq 19b but the wiked ones are over the gates of the righteous.
· · ·gam-ler	e 	֒ehû yi±±	an	e֓ r	a² 20a Even by a neighbor are the poor hated,we	֓ohabê 	֒a²îr rabbîm 20b but those who love a rih-man are many.b	az-ler	e 	֒ehû h. �t.	e֓ 21a The one who despises his neighbor is a sinner,ûmeh. �n	en ֒

an	ayîm a֓²r	ayw 21b but the one who is graious to the poor�blessed is he.
· · ·hal� -֓yit û֒ h. 	or²ê r	a֒ 22a Do not those who devise evil err?weh. esed we �֓emet h. 	or²ê t.�b 22b but loyalty and faithfulness are good in silene26bekol- e֒s.eb yihyeh m�t	ar 23a By every toil will ome pro�t,debar-±ep	atayim a֓k-lemah. s�r 23b but a thing of speeh is only for want.

֒
at.eret h. ak	amîm o֒²r	am 24a The rown of the wise is their wealth,i֓wwelet kesîlîm i֓wwelet 24b and the folly of fools is folly.mas.s. îl nep	a²�t 	֒ed �֓emet 25a What delivers someone is true testimony,wey	apiah. kez	abîm mirm	ah 25b but a lying witness27 is treahery itself.

· · ·beyir a֓t yhwh mibt.ah. - 	֒oz 26a In the fear-of Yhwh is a strong safe-house,ûleb	an	ayw yihyeh mah. seh 26b and for his hildren it will be a refuge.yir a֓t yhwh meq�r h. ayyîm 27a the fear-of Yhwh is the soure of lifel	asûr mimm	oq²ê m	awet 27b for turning from the snares of death.zimm	ah) � (Prov 1:4).26h. 	or²ê t.�b should be read as an epexegetial genitive�referring to those whose goodness isfound in their quiet bearing�in whih the onstrut onditions the absolute, as opposed to themore ommon attributive genitive wherein the absolute onditions the onstrut. We �nd the sameonstrution in v 16, qes.ar- a֓ppayim referring to a temper that is short, not an intemperate shortperson. The ritial feature of the parallelism, whih the translation obsures, is the pun on h. r² ,whih means both �to devise� and �to be silent.�27The idiomati y	apiah. kez	abîm (f. Prov 6:19, 12:17, 14:5, 19:5,9) is to be analyzed in relationto the Ugariti noun yph. , whih is synonymous to the Hebrew 	֒ed . See D. Pardee �YPH. `Witness'230



68 The unity and logi of Prov 14:16-2768 The unity and logi of Prov 14:16-27The unity of the passage is to be found in the form of a resolution to an impassearound the idea of �trust.� Verse 16 elebrates an ethial posture of fear (y	ar	e )֓and avoidane�turning from evil (s	ar m	er	a )֒ rather than leaving to good. Itounsels a bearing of autious mistrust in ontrast to the fool who trusts (kesîl. . . b�t.	eah. ) . On the one hand, the ondemnation of trust raises a sharp di�ultythat Wisdom ideology has in the ontext of the Bible, a di�ulty that is in this aseheightened by the preeding referenes to Yhwh and those that ome at the end ofthis passage (vv 2, 26, 26). These are unavoidably evoations of a trans-ethial andindeed trans-ognitive demand for absolute trust.28 On the other hand, I would saythat v 16's ounsel to �fear� takes up and fouses a theme the previous verses havebroahed in a di�use way. We ould all it �the opaity of meaning.�10 The heart knows its own bitterness,yet in its joy no stranger shares.12 There is a way that seems right. . .but its end is the way to death.13 Even in laughter the heart is sad,and the end of joy is grief.15 The naive believe every word,but the lever onsider their steps.We are thus introdued to several oppositions in these lines: what is private versuswhat is publi, apparent versus essential, super�ial versus deep; a posture thatis naive versus one that is ritial. These form a reognizable onstellation of ideasthat v 16 rystallizes in the language of fear:The wise one fears and turns from evilbut the fool is overrun and trusts.in Hebrew and Ugariti,� VT 28[1978℄, 204-213.28The paradigmati ase of trust beyond ethis is, of ourse, Gen 22�the near sari�e of Isaa.In less extreme artiulations, trust in Yhwh is the basis for a seure livelihood and soiety. Psalm4:6, for example, urges �Trust in Yhwh (bit.h. û e֓l-yhwh)!' The justi�ation for this omes shortlythereafter. �For you alone, Yhwh, ause me to dwell seurely (l	abet.ah. ). �231



5. The Poetis of TotalityThe problemati tension between fear and trust motivates the subsequent versesuntil a resolution is reahed in vv 26-27. The organizing rubri of problem�solutiondisloses three distint moments that the poem works through:� vv 16-21, the problem is posed;� vv 22-25 supply a ompelling but ultimately false solution;� vv 26-27 give the true solution though not in the sense of a diret, positiveoveroming.This solution omes by a very smart re-situating of the three terms�fear, turn,trust�e�eted by the spei�ation of fear's proper objet, the fear-of Yhwh.
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Figure 5.3: Prov 14:16-27�fear, turn, and trust as framing elements.In this reon�guration, fear beomes the very basis for authenti trust (a strongtrust�mibt.ah. - 	֒oz). And the turn is not the withdrawal from vibrant relationships�the turn inward, or away from others�it is rather a turn from the old snare ofdeath (l	asûr mimm	oq²ê m	awet). 232



69 Loal in�nities69 Loal infinitiesThe perspetive we take on these verses will be di�erent than it was with Prov10:1-5. Before our entral operation was the redution of a series of rather self-assured propositions, whose surfaes somewhat resisted the alienating impositionof semioti analysis. One is forgiven for silently raising the question of pedantryin the ourse of analyzing suh oppositions as wisdom-folly or lazy-diligent; aren'tthese self-explanatory, true of ertain semanti pairs by de�nition? Against theoerions of the text, what had to be demonstrated in eah ase was the ratherbrazen promise/blu� of a founding moment that of ourse never materializes: wholesuperstrutures of proverbs rooted in lak, the absene of de�nition and explanationoulted by the benumbing assuranes of familiarity.This text (14:16-21) seems to be doing something quite di�erent, a fat to whihwe are alerted to by the quite di�erent logi of onnetion, one proverb to another.Rather than the looping iruits of substitution that haraterized 10:1-5 (wisdomde�ned in terms �lial pleasure de�ned in terms of righteousness de�ned in terms ofprosperity de�ned in terms of, again, �lial pleasure), Prov 14:16-21 takes up threesapiential axioms� vv 16-17: the bene�ts of prudene over passion� vv 18-19: the soial esteem that arues to the wise and righteous and� 20-21: the importane of being graious to the poorwithout in any way trying to onnet them or solve the antimonies of one withreferene to another. The onventional ideas regarding eah pair are tested, foundlaking, and disarded.I do not think this amounts to a shift vis-à-vis the positional, topologial anal-ysis previously undertaken in the mode of Greimassian semiotis, but it does seemto all from it a di�erent explanatory apaity. In ontrast to the mehanisms ofsynthesis and substitution our previous analyses attended to, it seems that thisone will turn its fous on the in�nite divisibility of what we had mistakenly takenfor �fundamental� ategories. Against the tendeny to leave o� with our analysisat the point of obviousness, the self-explanatory term�suh givens are thrown into233



5. The Poetis of Totalitydoubt by this luster of sayings.29 Operating behind suh a suspiious posture to-wards a risk that seems at least likely in any intersubjetive event must be a theoryabout the ubiquity of �false speeh.� The foolishness of trust (bt.h. , v 16b), however,is not here traed, at least not primarily, to what we usually mean by lying�theblameworthy at of intentionally deeiving�but turns on the fundamental impos-sibility of �saying what you mean and meaning what you say.� In the multipliationof slight semanti shifts the onventional formulas of wisdom�the superiority ofprudene over passion, the arual of honor to the righteous, the ethis of showingompassion to the poor�are made to say their exat opposite.Prudene versus passionThe wise one fears and turns from evilbut the fool is overrun and trusts.The respetive grammatial subjets of vv 16a and 16b onstitute Proverbs' mostonventional opposition, the h. 	ak	am versus the kesîl . Prediated of these aretwo more elaborated partiipial phrases, giving us the following dispensation ofategorial terms.
wise overrun and trusts

foolishcontrariety
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fears and turns from evilFigure 5.4: Prov 14:16�prudene versus passion29F. Jameson's warnings as to the reifying tendenies of Greimas's square are highly relevant. Hewrites, �the four primary terms need to be oneived polysemially, eah one arrying within in itsown range of synonyms, and of the synonyms of its synonyms�none of them exatly oterminous234



69 Loal in�nitiesThe ontraditory relationship supposed between, on one hand, emotional involu-tion and trust, and on the other, distaning and wariness onstitute a semi axiswell-known to Proverbs and indeed to the anient Near Eastern wisdom tradition asa whole. This is the valorization of emotional and espeially disursive �oolness�and the aompanying degradation of emotions/words that are �hot.�What omes through so learly in this partiular verse is the spatial �gure thatanimates the (equally �gural) valorization of emotional detahment. The ideal ofoolness or retiene is losely linked to the maintenane of boundaries and ahealthy distane. (This is the basis of my onern to maintain the predominatelexial value of b֒r��to ross over.�) Conversely the fool is avalier to these staplesof emotional restraint; not reognizing here a point of extreme vulnerability, hemaintains lax borders. Within this matrix fear versus trust signify diametriallyopposed attitudes towards the other who is di�erent, whose di�erene ought to beapproahed with great irumspetion Proverbs thinks. Similarly turning asideversus being overrun represent extreme attitudinal bearings to the proprieties gov-erning soial proximity: the wise-one sees in his or her anger or onupisene thepotential for disaster; the fool lets it �y.The short-tempered make follyand a planner is hated.Verse 17 begins as if to over the same ground; its �rst harater is desribed interms30 that evoke a tendeny towards over-haste,31 perhaps espeially with respetwith eah other, suh that large areas of relatively new or at least skewed oneptuality are therebyregistered. [. . . ℄ This will to embrae the slippage within terms is here a pratial reommendation,like handiraft rules of thumb or inherited wisdom, but it also opens up a dizzying perspetive ofthe subatomi universes, a prospet of what a very di�erent semiotiian, Umberto Eo, followingPeire, alls `in�nite semiosis,' in whih eah of the four primary terms of the square threatensto yawn open into its own fourfold system, down into the in�nite divisibility of semioti nature.�Jameson, Foreword, xvi.30The genitival phrase qes.ar- a֓ppayim whih literally means �short of nose� is not attestedelsewhere, but the formula is omparable to other onstrutions: �short of power� (2 Kgs 19:26 andIsa 37:27), �short of days� (Job 14:1), �short of spirit� (Prov 14:29).31The other usage in Proverbs (v 14:29: qes.ar-rûah. =[�short of spirit�℄) must mean somethinglike �impatient,� �impetuous.� 235



5. The Poetis of Totalityto anger.32 When one who is disposed along these lines inevitably does ommitsome at of folly he or she (in the eyes of Proverbs) has no reourse to well-wornexplanations��I was drunk with fury. . . driven mad with desire.� The judgmentis leveled at the folly of leaving passions unheked. There is a temporal skew in-trodued by the juxtaposition of a haraterologial evaluation (�short tempered�)and a puntiliar at (�he will do folly�), but the proper sapiential viewpoint under-stands that the latter is a symptom of the former and annot be urtailed or trainedwithout self-ontrol over the long run.We an oneive of a Bildungsroman around suh a harater who makes slowprogress on the road to prudene and disretion, in thinking things through fortheir impat on the long run. And does not v 17b provide the ideal mentor, de-signed by onstitution to urb suh impetuousness: î֓² mezimm�t �the man ofalulations, deliberate in planning, disrete in exeution? A perfet foil to theqes.ar- a֓ppayim until Proverbs reshu�es the dek sending us to look for the slight-est trae of manusript orruption: this man too (it does not say whether he iswise) is hated (yi±±	an	e )֓. The very possibility of suh a reversal is what justi�esthe mandate to fear. Why should the sage fear instead of trusting? Beause wordsare untrustworthy. The meaning of the world is something quite unstable. Anin�nitesimal di�erene may separate what is wise from what is hateful.Ethis and soial esteemThe naive inherit follybut the shrewd are rowned with knowledge.The evil ones will bow down before the good ones,but the wiked ones are over the gates of the righteous.Verses 18-19 analyze the respetive soial standing of three familiar pairs: thegullible versus the shrewd, evil versus good, and the wiked versus the righteous.Trappings of respet, even respet be�tting royalty, arue to the shrewd who wearknowledge like a head-dress (18b) and to the good, to whom the evil-doers willinevitably submit in obeisane (19a). The pet	a y֓im are in this ontext perhapsmoked. They too presume to beome �heirs,� but naturally their bequest (folly32The fae and in partiular the nose being the seat of anger, aording to Hebrew.236



69 Loal in�nitiesw֓lt) is of no value. Folly here traverses the same primogenitary hannel as do theprivileges of wealth and power. For three sentenes the lines are ontent to rehearsethese onventional orrelations between goodness and suess
 naïve/folly (18a)

goodness/

esteem (19a)

clever/knowledge (18b)
contrariety

(+) implication (-) implication

contrariety

evil/subservience 
(19a)Figure 5.5: Prov 14:18-19�esteem arues to the righteousthe upshot of whih, of ourse, is the diret relationship posited between ethialomport and soial standing.The fourth sentene��but the wiked ones are over the gates of the righteous��one again undermines the oherene of what has just been stated, evoking thestandard orrelation between orruption and power (a onnetion we may supposewas felt in a partiularly onrete manner �in the gate,� i.e. the seat of a ity'sjudiiary33). Of ourse our point is not that Proverbs as a whole is ignorant ofpower that is arued by wikedness34 but to indiate the overt �demonstration�33On the gate as the designated plae for the daily operations of the judges see Deut 16:18,17:8. It is Amos who attends in partiular to the gate as the fragile seat of justie, whose funtionis always under threat on aount of bribery (f. Amos 5:10-15). The author of the so-alled�suession narrative� reounts the beginnings of Absalom's insurgeny �at the side of the gate� (2Sam 15:2). Zehariah imagines the gate as the site of divine redemption (Zeh 8:16). In sum, thegate represents a dense node of power whose deployment is always a matter of great ontestation.34Cf. Prov 14:31, 22:16, 28:8; espeially relevant to the gate and the potential for unjusteonomi gain is 22:22: �Do not rob the poor beause they are poor; and do not rush the a�itedat the gate (b² r֒).� 237



5. The Poetis of Totalitythat is being undertaken here�how it is impossible to say something and have itsmeaning stay still.Class and the ethis of overt disdainEven by a neighbor are the poor hated.Verse 20a onsiders poverty and the soial antipathy that results therefrom: �Evenby his neighbor,� i.e. the one harged with the highest responsibility for mutualityand well-being, �is a poor man hated.� The proverb seemingly judges neither thepoor man nor his neighbor, but, as B. Waltke aptly puts it, �lays bare a hardunvarnished truth.�35 The subsequent three lauses seek to respond to this hardtruth.36Those who love a rih-man are many.The appearane of �love� ( h֓b) in this ontext radially quali�es the signi�ane weasribe to the previously mentioned hatred (²n )֓. For the love here points neitherto the ideal of neighborly regard nor that of ovenant loyalty but rather a alulatedsoial positioning whose hief aim is the bene�t of the lover. This implies a view ofloving/hating removed from the sphere of atual, interpersonal feelings. They arerather obverses of an overall strategy aimed at seuring the best soial standing.The one who shows ontempt to his neighbor is a sinner.This ethial judgment seems at odds with the original statement as to the universalsope of lass antagonism. Suggestions for ��xing� this inonsisteny in the textinlude textual emendation,37 but more ommonly verse 21 is seen as a orretive35Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 598.36Their oherene is marked by a shared syntatial pattern, onstruted on the template: (1) forthe subjet three partiipial nomina agentis �the ones who love, the one who shows disdain,the one who shows pity; (2) the objet of the spei�ed a�et�the rih man, his neighbor, theneedy; and (3) a prediative judgment, giving a spei� value to the relationship that has beenestablished�are numerous, is a sinner, blessed-is-he.37B. Gemser, pereiving that 20a and 21a are inongruent, emends ler 	֓e 	֒ehû (his neighbor) toler	a 	֒eb (the hungry). 238



69 Loal in�nitiesto potential misunderstandings arising from v 20. Along these linesMurphy (1998,106) demurs,�But should this truism in v 20 about human ondut be allowedto ditate attitudes toward others, espeially the poor? The verdit in v 21 isquite unequivoal; an inner disposition, as well as its outer expression, of disdainis onsidered a sin.�38 I read di�erently than Murphy on the basis of the verydistintion that he foregrounds�inner disposition versus outer expression. I wouldsay that this is preisely the axis of di�erene between v 20's �to hate� and v 21's�to show ontempt for.� Given the way that love has just been used�as a means togain favor with the rih�it seems plausible that the ontempt in question has nobearing on the question of �inner disposition� but refers only to �outer expression.�This is in perfet aord with the semanti range of bwz , whih, when followed byl- (as with our verse) means �to show ontempt for�; followed by a diret objet, onthe other hand, it means �to despise.�39 I suggest that this ambivalene is importantto our understanding of these lines and moreover that only the seond sense�nothatred per se but its brazen, outward expression�is being ondemned in verse 21.Is suh a di�erene maintained in Proverbs? For the most part it is. The famousv 1:7, for example, readsThe fear-of Yhwh is the beginning of knowledge;fools despise wisdom and instrution.h. okm	ah ûmûs	ar �֓ewîlîm b	azûHere, Murphy's de�nition of bwz surely applies��an inner disposition and outerexpression of disdain.� Fools totally hate wisdom and disipline. Consider the quitedi�erent meaning of 11:12, whih ontains the exat same loution as our verse:Who shows ontempt to his neighbor (bz lr h֒w) laks sense;someone of understanding remains silent.The basis of the ethial judgment in this ase is expliitly disonneted from theissue of �inner disposition�; it is a question of deorum and the soial harm that38Waltke (2004, 599) reahes a similar onlusion: �[Verse 21℄ protets against misinterpretingv. 20 as a rationalization for shunning a poor neighbor. Indeed, the one who despises [see 1:7℄his neighbor is a sinner.� The usage of bwz he ites from 1:7 is not a good parallel, on whih seeimmediately below.39HALOT (114) provides two de�nitions for bwz /bzh , whose usage is ditated by the preseneor absene of a preposition marking the objet: ��1. with le to show ontempt for someone . . . ;239



5. The Poetis of Totalityomes from outward disdain. The wise person is the one who hides his ontemptbehind a wall of silene.Or, take the aount in 6:30-31 where the di�erene between bwz l- and theatual status of the person being judged is set forth in even more onrete terms.They do not hold a thief in ontempt who thievesl	o -֓y	abûzû laggann	abto �ll his belly when he starves;but when he is found he repays seven-fold;all the wealth of his house he gives.The extenuating irumstanes of hunger qualify the ivi opinion of the thief. Thedelaration of his sentene is onveyed with a measure of deeny, whih, nonethe-less, has no bearing on his atual juridial status or the retribution that is exatedfrom him.Thus there is no illogi in the sequene of verses. The �old, unvarnished� truthof v 20a stands, in light of whih a seond determination is made. Everyone�evenhis neighbor!�hates a poor man; nonetheless, the one who shows ontemptfor his neighbor is a sinner. What is left to determine, then, is what to show thepoor neighbor whom you hate.Who shows pity for the needy�blessed is he!We an rather hastily omplete our analysis of the passage as a whole, for h. nn�theverbal root of 21b's partiipial subjet�arries the same lexial ambiguity as bwz :to be graious, after all, is a posture one an pratie in the presene of enemies.40In a di�erent ontext Proverbs in fat warns about the underside of graiousness:41�2. with a. to despise.�40Hene the surprise of all arpetbaggers the �rst time they �nd they have been �killed withkindness.�41In a looser but still relevant onnetion, Proverbs exhibits extreme antipathy towards �atteryor �smooth speeh� (h. lq) . A �attering tongue is the subjet of general warning in the sentenes (f.26:28; 28:23; 29:5) and spei�ed in Prov 1-9 as what is most dangerous about the Strange-Woman(f. 2:16; 5:3; 7:5, 21). This sense of h. lq is a repeated motif of the psalms as well. For example,Psalm 5 ondemns the enemies of righteousness, �There is no truth in his mouth, their ore is240



69 Loal in�nitiesWhen he ats graiously (yeh. ann	en) 42 in word, do not believe him;indeed, seven abominations are in his heart.Verse 21b, too, does not reverse or undermine v 20a, whih remains throughoutthis passage a di�ult �fat of life,� whih like many suh things will eliit di�erentresponses from the wise and foolish. The oordinates of this passage, in other words,do not pit those who hate the poor against those who love them. Aknowledging the�soial impoverishment of the poor,�43 it nonetheless posits an inverse relationshipbetween blatant disrespet for the poor and the sages' own soial status, whih theproverb goes on to onnet with happiness.These verses, like the preeding pairs 16-17 and 18-19, seek to drive a wedgebetween what is expressed and what is. The logial possibilities that are entertainedin vv 20b-22 turn alike under the sti�ing Real of 20a (�the poor man is hated�),their permutations limited to the illusory realm of appearane.destrution, an open grave is their throat, by their tongue they �atter (yah. alîqûn).'42The unique piel form attested here should be understood as a morphemi variant of the moreommon p�	el form of 14:21.43Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 598.
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5. The Poetis of Totality
to show contempt to be blessed

to be gracious
contrariety

(+) implication (-) implication

contrariety

to sin

to appear to hate social regard

to appear to love
contrariety

(+) implication (-) implication

contrariety

social marginalityFigure 5.6: Prov 14:20-21�the dominane of appearane over essene apropos ofsoial status.70 The balefulness of speehThe negative rhetorial question of v 22a (hal� )֓ marks a shift in the passage: fromthe littanous demonstrations of �the unreliability of the signi�ed� (vv 16-21), thisseries (vv 22-25) moves to take up the more abstrat ategories of evil and truththrough the ontrolling opposition of word versus deed. Verses 22 and 25 onstitutea frame for these verses, setting forth the positive value of truth ( m֓t) over andagainst various representatives of its absene: error (t h֒) and evil (r )֒ in v 22; lies(kzbym) and treahery (mrmh) in v 25.242



70 The balefulness of speehIn light of the preeding verses (vv 16-21), we are likely to be suspiious aboutthe idea of truth in so far as it must be onveyed in suh a shifty medium. Thus theentral proverb pair (vv 23-24) moves toward a di�erent solution, suggesting thatif �true speeh� is somewhat of an oxymoron, truth an nonetheless be produed intoil ( s֒.b), measured in pro�t (mwtr).Silene and the possibility of truthDo no those who devise evil err?Yet loyalty and truth are good in silene.The idea of going astray introdued by t h֒ �ts well with the previous examplesof metonymi dérive (vv 16-21), though immediately it is ontextualized in thealtogether di�erent frame of intentional deeit. Suh �drift� is identi�ed as themodus operandi of the devisors of evil (h. 	or²ê r	a )֒. To inorporate the meaningof intentionality, however, one need not abandon the previous topi�i.e. assumethat now we are simply talking about lying and need not aount for di�ultiesintrinsi to language. What is new in this verse is the idea that this signi�erlyinstability an be put to work in the servie of evil plans. One doesn't have to liebut simply to use ertain ambiguities o�ered by language.The seond olon of v 22 establishes the opposition between the disursive-ognitive dimension of sheming (h. r²) and the intrinsi truth value of silene,an idea whih is developed in the subsequent verses (vv 23-24) along the lines of�ations, not words!�. This surprising overlay on the onventional pairing evilversus good is e�eted by the lever deployment of the polysemi h. r² . The �thosewho devise good�44 are at the same time the �silent ones of goodness.�45 Thus, in ahighly re�ned artiulation, the very indeterminay of h. r² pushes our determinationtowards a partiular meaning. In so far as speeh is suseptible to the kind ofambivalene it arries, the identi�ation of goodness (t.wb) with silene beomesthe more ompelling reading.44This perfetly logial ombination of semes is nonetheless somewhat strained, beause of thepronouned negative assoiations with h. r² when it is used in the sense of �devise� or �plan.� Apartfrom the urrent verse, the ourrenes of h. r² that signify �planning� (f. Prov 3:29; 6:14, 18;12:20) all refer to �sheming�, i.e. planning harm or evil.45On the syntax of the genitive h. 	or²ê t.�b see above REF.243



5. The Poetis of TotalityThe superiority of deeds over wordsBy every toil will ome pro�tbut the stu� of speeh� pure lak.The initial opposition between toil ( s֒.b) and stu� of speeh (dbr ±ptym) an beread as a kind of blue-ollar anti-sophism. Talking gets you nowhere; it produesnothing, pure lak ( k֓ mh. swr). If in Proverbs the bene�ts of silene (i.e. h. r² fromv 22) are harateristially read in the diretion of emotional restraint (See ¶ 69on page 234) here it is mapped onto another of Proverbs' favorite virtues, that ofhard work. The lak v 23 refers to must not be stripped of its material impliations(i.e. poverty), but we do not err in supposing the sages also had in view theharaterologial lak we onvey in the ondemnation, �He's all talk.�The rown of the wise is their wealthand the folly of fools is folly.The opposition between �word and deed� is here stunningly returned to the at-egorial opposition wise verses foolish. The �rst lause of v 24 uts through the�intelletual� bene�ts of wisdom (ulture, a broader perspetive, appropriate om-portment, et.) and identi�es its value in the results it produes at the onretelevel of wealth. Wisdom leads to something solid at the level of reality. In starkopposition to this, the seond lause brings into view the idioy of language reduedto its purest gesture: the tautologial folly is...folly.46True testimonyWhat delivers someone is true testimonybut a lying witness is treahery itself.We return anew to the signi�er truth ( m֓t), now doubly wary that we will �ndits lous in speeh. For (1) having experiened the signi�er's slippery movements,(2) having just been instruted in the superiority of deeds over words, we start tolook elsewhere, in non� or trans�symboli zone. Verse 25 interrupts this partiularline of �ight. For here, not only is the ruiality of truth a�rmed (in the balane is46On the signi�ane of tautology see Hegel, Hegel's Siene of Logi, 413-416 and ¶ 13 on244



71 Your fear is your trustthe deliverane (ms.yl) or betrayal (mrmh) of life), but its disursive dimension isstubbornly insisted upon. The �eld whereon truth opposes deeit is testimony ( d֒,yph. ).The problem we are left with is how to onnet two apparently ontraditorya�rmations: on one hand, the insistene upon truth and all of its disursive reso-nanes (i.e. the epitome of truth is true testimony) as that whih delivers life fromubiquitous deeit; and, on the other hand, the view that words don't do muh. Wemight expet a kind of metaphorization of speaking: �ations speak louder thanwords� or the valorization of a sage who �testi�ed with his deeds.� That the textat hand does not take these available options marks, perhaps, the emergene ofthe sages' most ruial insight; or, at the very least, it shows the point at whihthey resisted the relaxation into any ideology that ould not answer the obviousobjetion: �The meaning of ations and deeds is just as suseptible to instabilityof the signifying hain.� Here sapiential desire�the form of whih we have saidwas the metonymi onnetion of S1 and S2�beomes the unavoidable truth ofWisdom, that whih bears no �solution� in sense of positive overoming. Rather,what is startlingly dislosed in vv 26-27 is a shift in perspetives, whereby whathad heretofore been treated as an obstale to Wisdom was, all along, Wisdom itself.71 Your fear is your trustIn the fear-of Yhwh is an unshakeable trustand for his hildren it will be a refuge.The fear-of Yhwh is the soure of life,for turning from the snares of death.Reall v 16's opening proposition: to be wise is to be afraid; to be foolish is to trust.This is the bakground against whih we must read the paradoxial onlusion tothis passage, whih short-iruits the entire themati that has been developed to thispoint with the delaration �to be afraid is to trust.� This, it will have been notied,is exatly the opposite rhetorial gesture as we found in v 24's tautologial �folly is. . . folly.� Here we �nd ourselves faing the obverse of Hegel's analysis of absoluteidentity (A = A as the form of pure ontradition), whih is the re�etive identity ofpage 60. 245



5. The Poetis of Totalityidentity and non-identity. The true basis of trust lies in the identity of fear andtrust. How do we onnet suh a nugatory formulation with a more omprehensivetheorization of the relationship between Wisdom and the fear-of Yhwh?We an approah this via a question loser to the text: What distinguishesthe signi�er by whih the son an �nally trust? It is not in its substane as therihest possible signi�er, the one that aptures the proper ognitive and a�etivedimensions of Wisdom.47 Rather, we must understand its �meaning� on a di�erentlevel from the other signi�ers, if for no other reason than all the others have failedto represent wisdom.How is it that the fear-of Yhwh too does not fail to slide away from its intendedmeaning? Preisely in that it stands for the failure of all the others in the �rstplae. This is the paradox of the �mastery� exhibited by the Laanian S1:This �re�etive� signi�er �totalizes� the battery of �all the others��makes a totalityof �all the others�: we ould say that all signi�ers represent the subjet [i.e. Wisdom℄ for the signi�er whih in advane represents for them their own ultimate failureand is preisely as suh�as the representation of the failure of representation��loser� to the subjet than all the others. . . [the Master Signi�er℄ is not a positive,substantial entity persisting outside the series of its representations: it oinideswith its own impossibility; it �is� nothing but the void opened up by the failure ofits representations.48Only as suh, insofar as its ontribution to the signifying set must be ounted asa (−1), stripped of residual meanings that no doubt belong to its history, fadedas we said at the outset�only at this level does the fear-of Yhwh beome theindestrutible point of referene whereby fool and sage are one and for all separated.47These ategories are taken diretly from Waltke. �Fear of the Lord involves both rational andnon-rational aspets at the same time. Its rational aspet entails an objetive revelation that anbe taught and memorized. . . [The fear of the Lord℄ is a o-referential term to `law,' `statutes,' `om-mands,' and `ordinanes' of the Lord. . . [it℄ refers to a standard of moral ondut known and a-epted by men in general. . . [The fear of the Lord℄ also entails a nonrational aspet, an emotionalresponse of fear, love, and trust.� Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 100-101. M. Fox sets the same emo-tive/ognitive binary into a developmental sheme. �[The understanding of the fear of the Lord℄onsists in a mature insight into what it means to fear God. At a ertain level of development, onean understand (and not just feel) the fear of God, for it has ognitive ontent or `subjet mat-ter.' � Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 110.48�iºek, For They Know Not What They Do, 25.246



72 Prov 10:22-27: text and translationOne should not neglet the reverse diretion of this puntiliar designation/onstitution,the fat that the struture only emerges as an après oup e�et of one of its el-ements. In this paradoxial �retroversion e�et�49 we an pinpoint what we havealled the �poetis of making transendent.� One element, enountered amidst asequene of all the others, an element whose meaning is entirely immanent to itsenuniation, is pereived as a �xed transendent point beyond the play of di�erene.72 Prov 10:22-27: text and translationbirkat yhwh hî֓ ta֒
a²îr 22a The blessing of Yhwh, it enrihes,wel	o -֓y�sip e֒s.eb i֒mm	ah 22b and toil50 does not add to it.51ki±h. �q 23a As a pleasure,liksîl ֒

a±�t zimm	ah 23b to devise shemes belongs to a fool,weh. okm	ah le î֓² tebûn	ah 23 but wisdom to one who understands.meg�rat r	a²	a֒ hî֓ teb� e֓nnû 24a The terror of the wiked will overtake them,weta֓
awat s.addîqîm yitt	en 24b but the desire of the righteous is given.5249�A retroversion e�et (e�et de rétroversion) by whih the subjet, at eah stopping point,beomes what he was to be from before, and it is only announed; he will have been (il aura été) inthe future perfet.� Jaques Laan, Érits. Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1966, Le Champ freudien,808.50I follow a number of translations that render �toil� the subjet of this line. The JPS, forexample, translates, �It is the blessing of the Lord that enrihes, And no toil an inrease it.�This is ontrary to those versions that take Yhwh to be the anteedent subjet of y�sip . (So, forexample, the N/RSV translation: �The blessing of the LORD makes rih, and he adds no sorrowwith it.� See also Toy (1899) and Waltke (2004).) The problem is that Yhwh is not the subjetof 22a; rather �blessing� is. Were blessing to govern 22b as the impliit subjet, we would expetthe feminine form of the verb t�sip , as with the parallel onstrution in v 27: yir a֓t yhwh t�-sîp . Others, noting this disrepany, have read y�sip as an impersonal/passive onstrution (soMKane (1970): �and there is no inrease of vexation with it�), though Proverbs elsewhere onveysthe passive meaning of ysp with the niphal stem (f. 11:24: �there is one who spends freely, andstill more is added [n�s	ap℄). A third option, whih disregards the MT's pointing, would be to reado֒s.eb or 	֒as.	ab in plae of the extant e֒s.eb: �and an idol adds nothing to it.� Counting against thislast suggestion are the other uses of e֒s.eb in Proverbs, whih refer to the semanti �eld of work.51On the �omparative� use of i֒m see Williams (1976, 57), who ites Psa 28:1 and Job 9:26 asfurther examples.52On the passive impersonal form see IBHS, �4.4.2. Some want to preserve divine ageny,247



5. The Poetis of Totalityka֒
ab�r sûp	ah weê֓n r	a²	a֒ 25a When the storm passes, then there is no wiked one,wes.addîq yes�d �֒l	am 25b but the righteous one is established endlessly.kah. 	omes. la²²innayim 26a Like vinegar to the teeth,weke 	֒a²	an l	a ê֒n	ayim 26b and like smoke to the eyes,k	en he 	֒as.	el le²	olh. 	ayw 26 so is a slaker to the one who sends him.yir a֓t yhwh t�sîp y	amîm 27a The fear-of Yhwh inreases days,û²en�t re²	a î֒m tiqs.	orn	ah 27b but the years of the wiked are short.73 The unity and logi of Prov 10:22-27I follow here the proposal of R. Soralik, in understanding �the blessing of Yhwh�in v 22 and �fear-of Yhwh� in v 27 as framing elements for the intervening verses.The oherene of the passage as a whole is further supported by the following:1. The paranomasia of y�sip (v 22), sûp	ah (v 25), and t�sîp (v 27)53 linksthe framing elements to the entral proverb pair (vv 24-25).2. The distribution of negative and positive sentenes is exeptional with re-spet to proverbial sentenes as a whole, spei�ally the fat that the fourintervening verses begin with the negative element of the �antithesis.�543. The previous and following �lusters� are distintly framed by robust inlusios:10:13-21 by the paired elements ±ph (vv 13a, 21a) and h. sr-lb (vv 13b, 21b);10:28-11:7 by twh. lt , tqwh , and t b֓d (v 28), eah repeated in 11:7.55maintaining the ative verb or positing an ellipsis, f. Raymond Van Leeuwen, �Proverbs�. InLeander K. Kek, editor, The New Interpreters Bible. Volume V. Nashville: Abingdon Press,1997, 112.53Darüber hinaus gibt es die Reihe der Lautanklänge in V 22 ywsp , V 25 swph , V 27 twsp .Soralik, 179.54On the statistial peuliarity of this struture see Soralik, 179.55Prov 10:29a presents a di�ulty of interpretation as to the grammatial status of Yhwh. Is itthe subjet, or is it the genitive term of a onstrut hain? The two options are re�eted respetivelyin the RSV (�The Lord is a stronghold to him whose way is upright�) and the NRSV (�The wayof the Lord is a stronghold for the upright�). The former is preferable for the following reasons.(1) With respet to the wisdom orpus, the loution �upright of way� is relatively standard (see Prov11:20; 13:6; Job 4:6; 22:3; note also Proverb's frequent referenes to those who �walk in integrity�:248



73 The unity and logi of Prov 10:22-27Moving beyond Soralik's strit onern to properly delimit the sub-olletions ofPro 10-15,56 we analyze vv 22-27 aording to the following hiasti struture:
A the-blessing-of Yhwh 22
B the fool and the one who understands 23
C the righteous and the wiked: terror and desire 24
C ′ the righteous and the wiked: suddenness and permanene 25
B ′ the slaker and his employer 26
C ′ the fear-of Yhwh 27Figure 5.7: Prov 10:22-27�a hiasti struture.The Yhwh onstrut hains in vv 22 and 27 onstitute the outside frame of this sub-olletion. The symmetry between vv 23 and 26 is less semanti57 than syntati.Both begin with a ke- prepositional phrase, and both are strutured as triadiinterruptions to the prevailing bilinear pattern, eah verse ontaining an exessive2:7; 10:9; 19:1; 20:7; 28:6; 28:18) whereas �the way of Yhwh� is unattested apart from the versein question. (2) Whereas Yhwh is frequently named �a stronghold� (m	a �֒z) (f. Psa 27:1; 28:8;37:34), nowhere in the Hebrew Bible (again, of ourse, apart from the verse under onsideration)is m	a �֒z used as a prediate of �way� (derek) . It is of ourse possible to speak, metaphorially, ofa �way� as a �stronghold,� so Toy's onlusion that � `stronghold' is a strange prediate of `way' �(Toy, 1899, 217) has struk subsequent ommentators as arbitrary. For example Waltke (2004,468) omments, �The prediating of `stronghold' to `way' . . . is no more strange than prediating`a strong refuge' to `the fear of the Lord' (14:16).� If �strange� is taken as a statistial rather thanevaluative statement, however, then Toy's point is ertainly valid. Waltke's ounter-example isfurther disingenuous in that �a strong refuge� is not prediated of �the fear of the Lord� in 14:16.The verse reads, �In the fear of Yhwh (beyir a֓t yhwh) is a strong seurity.� While a ertainsolution is not likely here, the onstrution is distint from the Yhwh onstrut hains of vv 22a,27a and therefore not onsidered in my analysis of them.56Soralik, by the design of her study, does not undertake sustained analysis of the sub-olle-tions she marks out beyond what is required to establish their distintness and oherene.57The polarized haraters inhabiting these verses� the fool//the-one who-understands (v 23)and the slaker//the-one who-sent-him (v 26)�beome semantially parallel insofar as they areboth mapped onto the entral quatrain's binary of righteous//wiked. The opposing pairs relateto eah other through the mediation of this entral binary whih bestows on them their values.249



5. The Poetis of Totalityor out-of-joint �third.� Verse 23 works by distributing the idea of �pleasure� or�laughter� (±eh. �q) aross an already ompleted parallel, i.e. the ontrast between asheming, malevolent intelligene (֒a±�t zimm	ah) and authenti wisdom (h. okm	ah). To undersore the formal aspet, we might translate �To hath plots belongs to afool (as a pleasure); but wisdom belongs to a man of understanding (as a pleasure).�Verse 26, similarly, onsists of a third leg that interrupts the lean suession of bi-ola in vv 24-25. Here, the relation being onsidered (that between a �slaker� [ 	֒as.	el℄and his employer, �the one who sent him� [²	olh. 	ayw℄) is established with refereneto the Imaginary58 analogies of vinegar on teeth (v 26a) and smoke in the eyes (v26b). The parallel in other words, is onstituted by three ola and not the usual two.Finally, the entral pair vv 24 and 25 are twinned meditations on the wiked andthe righteous, di�erentiating those who bear these traits on the basis of subjetivepathos and objetive permanene.Overlaying this extended hiasm is a thiket of onnetions between three lauses:22a, 24a, and 27a. These linkages an best be seen by simply lining up the versehalves in strit word order:funtion subjet prediategrammar onstrut absolute resumptive verb objet22a brkt yhwh hy֓ t ²֒yrthe-blessing (of) Yhwh it enrihes24a mgwrt r²֒ hy֓ tbw -֓ -nwthe-terror (of) the-wiked it omes-upon- -him27a yr t֓ yhwh twsyp ymymthe-fear (of)Yhwh inreases daysFigure 5.8: Prov 10:22-27�syntatial and semanti linkages.58The assumption of the Symbolially onstituted relationship between employer/worker tothe intensely phenomenologial evoations of physial disomfort illustrates the logi of Laan'sImaginary register with extreme larity. 250



73 The unity and logi of Prov 10:22-27In eah ase the subjet is a two word onstrut hain. Verses 22a and 24a share theemphati resumptive pronoun hî .֓ Verse 27a ehoes 22a not only in the repetition ofYhwh but further by the repeated semes of �ausation�59 and �inrease.�60 Finally,24a and 27a share the seme of �fear,� arried by meg�r	ah and yir 	֓ah.The e�et of this layered struture is to draw our attention to a logial argumentthat unfolds in the three subjets of the lauses (22a, 24a, and 27a), whih reeivetheir signi�ations in large part from the elementary pedagogial struture of whihthey are a part. In terms with whih we are now familiar, the logial argumentonsists of a yet to be determined syntagmati funtion that moves along theprogression blessing�terror�fear. To grasp the argument's meaning, we have theremainder of the sentenes�the diret parallels (22b, 24b, 25, and 27b) as well as themore indiret statements of 23 and 26�whih, in paradigmati fashion, determineour understanding of its three priniple terms. These sentenes, therefore, do notinterrupt the sequential logi of the argument even though they shape it. To give anexample, 22b (�and vexation does not add to it�) bears spei�ally on our reading of22a (�the blessing of Yhwh, it enrihes�) but does not tell us about the syntagmatimovement from �blessing� to �terror.�What is the problem for whih this logial argument poses a solution? It is onewe are likely inured to, given our propensity to read the fear-of Yhwh a priori as aposture of religious reverene.61 It goes like this: given that Yhwh is the soure ofblessing, that those wise who live in aordane with this priniple will be enrihed,and given the orollary to this, that foolish/wiked people are under the onstantthreat of annihilation, for, as v 24a tells us, what terri�es them most �will omeupon them,� given all these things, how is it that the fear-of Yhwh, whih wouldbe a logial response to the latter, i.e. the dire situation of being in antagonistiopposition to Yhwh, belongs instead to the wise and understanding, who wouldseem to be justi�ed in having great on�dene in Yhwh? In other words, while the�rst two statements�the one that assoiates Yhwh with blessing and enrihment59Indiated in both ases by the hiphil stem.60ysp (27a), having the general meaning of �to add,� hearkens bak to ²֒r (22a)��to addwealth, to beome rih.� The identi�ation is strengthened by the initial determination of t ²֒yr inopposition to l֓ ywsp .61See Clines, 62-64 and on pages 215�228. 251



5. The Poetis of Totalityand the other that assoiates wikedness with terror and atastrophe�form a kindof reto-verso of eah other, the third disrupts this logi by establishing the fear-ofYhwh as proper to the righteous, or at least as opposed to the wiked. To put itrudely: How does the text di�erentiate mgwrh (v 24) and yr h֓ (v 27), whih are,lexially speaking, so losely related?62 We will arrive at an answer by taking upthe elements of the argument in turn and along with their paradigmati relations.74 The blessing of YhwhThe blessing of Yhwh, it enrihesand vexation does not add to it.We may best approah the notion of blessing through v 22's expliit antithesisbetween blessing (ber	ak	ah) and anxious-toil ( e֒s.eb). Here a familiar theme ofProverbs (frequently found in the Psalms as well63) is sounded. The e�ay ofwisdom or righteousness or, here, �blessing� is marked by a lak of striving:64 thosewho heed Wisdom's all �dwell in trust� and �rest from dread� (1:33); �all the pathsof Wisdom are peae� (3:17); or, a later instantiation of the same tradition: �Takemy yoke upon you . . . for it is easy, and my burden is light� (Mat 11:29-30). The�blessing of Yhwh� refers to the imperturbable if at times impereptible motion ofthe universe65 in aordane with the law of justie (f. 26:27), a tetoni inertia62After presenting a hart that surveys the semanti �eld of words for �fear,� inluding gwr ,Clines onludes his attempt to determine the meaning of yr֓ from this �eld as follows, �the yr֓word group belongs to a wider group of words for `fear' whih behave very similarly. I �nd noevidene for distinguishing among these terms.� Clines, 69.63Pss 127:2 is the lous lassius for the thematization of anxious-toil : �It is in vain that yourise up early and go late to rest, eating the bread of anxious-toil (leh. em h	a֒
as.	abîm) ; for Yhwhgives to his beloved sleep.�64This partiular semanti ombination�blessing and ease, the easy prourement of bless-ing�beomes, ironially, an exeedingly burdensome ideal to uphold. Apropos my own univer-sity ontext, I mention a report released in 2003 by Duke University's Women's Initiative, whihdesribed the frustrations of undergraduate women who sought to onform themselves to the im-possible standard of �e�ortless perfetion.� Women pereived the expetation that they would be� smart, aomplished, �t, beautiful, and popular,� but, and here's the rub, �all this would happenwithout visible e�ort.� Liana Wyler, �Variations on `E�ortless Perfetion� '. The Chronile De-ember 12 2003.65On the onnetion between blessing and reation see Claus Westermann, Blessing in the252



75 The terror of the wikedthat sharply relativizes the impat of human ontrivane.66The Hebrew e֒s.eb aordingly signi�es the freneti movement that, whether itworks to seure or undermine67 the �blessing,� is from the point of view of e�aystritly irrelevant. Prov 5:10��Lest strangers take their �ll of your strength, andyour toil go to the house of a stranger��is a perfet narrative omplement to whate֒s.eb onnotes here: a man works doggedly for years only to have his strength andtoil alienated from him, appropriated by an outsider to his ommunity.68 We havehere a fae of foolishness that appears, and no doubt is subjetively experiened, asthe polar opposite to laziness (to the 	֒as.	el , for example, in v 26) but whih, in theend, proves to be just as futile. The blessing-of-Yhwh alone, therefore, enrihes,and toil an add nothing to it.75 The terror of the wikedThe terror of the wiked will overtake thembut the desire of the righteous is given.When the storm passes, then there is no wiked one,but the righteous one is established forever.To asend to our seond priniple term, terror, we must travel through a layer ofparadigmati relations, though the way the text works is relatively straightforward.As we pointed out above in our development of a semiotis of parallelism, we arenot being taught that wikedness opposes righteousness (vv 24-25)�similarly, afool one who understands in v 23 and a slaker his employer in v 26; all axioms weBible and the Life of the Churh. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1978. Immediately relevant isKlaus Koh's distintion between �retribution belief� (ein Vergeltungsdogma) and the �deed-on-sequene-nexus� (Tun�Ergehen�Zusammenhag). Koh.66Proverbs is not univoal on the ine�ay of human ations. See, for example 11:11. �By theblessing of the upright is a ity exalted, but by wiked mouths it is overthrown.67Ironially in the ontext of the present verse, the HB's not infrequently negative attitudeabout wisdom is ouhed as �the futility of human sheming.� . See James Crenshaw, �WisdomIn�uene upon `Historial' Literature�. InUrgent Advie and Probing Questions Maon, Ga.: MererUniversity Press, 1995, 317.68The other obvious illustration here is hildbirth; the woman toils, labors, to produe what issubsequently alienated from her. The onnetion is made lexially expliit in that Gen 3:17 usesthe same root ( i֒s. s.	ab�n) to denote the painful labor with whih women are ursed.253



5. The Poetis of Totalityhave presumably learned�but it is rather this established value that orients us tothe semioti �eld of terror, the subjet of the entral quatrain in vv 24-25. Thedi�erene between the wiked and the righteous that the luster takes as axiomatibestows an oppositional order onto two signifying axes:� terror versus desire (v 24), and� storm versus eternity (v 25).These terms onstrut the subjet terror aording to the following semioti �eld,
terror eternity

desirecontrariety

(+) implication (-) implication

contrariety

stormFigure 5.9: Prov 10:24-25�the temporality of terror and desire.whih we an put in the form of a proto-narrative. When the storm passes (1) righ-teous desire will be granted, stilled by an eternal solidity; (2) terror will ome uponthe wiked and they will vanish. �Terror� and �desire� will, therefore, both disap-pear at the moment of their ful�llment, both will be banished in the fullness oftime, at the eruption of the storm. When? For the wiked, terror omes and goesat �the passing of a storm� (v 25a): a sudden irruption of violene whereby terroris dissolved into the immanent su�ering of retribution, into death itself. For therighteous, the satiation of desire omes with the establishment of eternity ( w֒lm), not the in�nity of Christian heaven, but the onstitution of a durable totalityno longer suseptible to inursions of disorder, soiety on earth organized as theKingdom of God. 254



75 The terror of the wikedInsofar as they both disappear when realized, however, both terror and desireimmediately turn into registers for their opposing values. That is, insofar as the de-sire of the righteous persists, eternity has not yet been established and the righteousremain suseptible to the winds of time. It is thus not simply a lexial ontingenythat desire is just as frequently understood as a fore opposed to righteousness inProverbs (e.g., 18:1; 21:26; f. 3:15). Righteous desire, in other words, turns soeasily into something whih the righteous annot but experiene as, well, the terrorof wikedness. Desire is essentially ambivalent in Proverbs, even in moments suhas this where it appears so sure of its righteousness. An eternal foundation promisesto ful�ll righteous desire whih diretly implies that any persistent desire, any dis-ruption of the durable soiety beomes an index for some amount of wikednessthat must be rooted out insofar as it alls the promised foundation into question. Isthis simply what Proverbs, in the �nal verse of the luster, alls the fear-of Yhwh?Is v 27 a basi ase of an ideologial sleight-of-hand whereby the sage realizes thereis some terror proper to the righteous whih annot, phenomenologially speaking,be distinguished from the terror proper to the wiked and so he simply names itsomething else, alls it the fear-of Yhwh, and imagines the ambiguity is resolved?The ambivalene of desire and terror extends to other oppositions as well. Theluster's initial subjet, we said above, establishes the meaning of the blessing ofYhwh by juxtaposing it to anxious-toil ( e֒s.eb) . But the valene then assoiatedwith these rihes is drawn, by a signifying fore that is as inevitable as it surelyis unintentional, into the semanti �eld of v 26's slaker (or v 5's harvest-sleeperdisussed above). And how would any attempt to avoid this slide not �nd itselflaboring after the blessing of God (whih, as 14:23 suggests, never fails to pro�t)?6969To supply some negative �proof� to what may strike readers as a kind of interpretive violene(or foolish sheming apropos v 23), we need only ite some of the omments made by sholarsapropos v 22, whih strike me as symptomati, as so many attempts to stop the inevitable slide ofmeaning by insisting on the existene of the big Other fully supported by a potent Master. Waltkewrites, �The next quatrain pertaining to the righteous versus the wiked (vv. 24-25) . . . and theframe featuring the sluggard (v. 26) protet the proverb [v 22℄ against the misinterpretation thatthe Lord's blessing of true wealth happens apart from diligent work . . . Righteous diligene is themeans of God's blessing, but his blessing does not depend on hard, strenuous labor alone� (Waltke,2004, 473, emphasis added). But 10:22 in no way implies the �alone� Waltke supplies to arrive atthe opposite of what line B states diretly: Toil does not add anything to blessing. Ironially,255



5. The Poetis of Totality76 The fear of YhwhThe fear-of Yhwh inreases daysbut the years of the wiked are short.How then does the text �x these signi�ers whih tend so easily toward an opposingvalue�terror to the side of righteousness, desire to that of wikedness�and whihbring in their wake the other oppositions produed by the luster�rihes slidetoward laziness, toil toward blessing? It does so with respet to the fear-of Yhwh'srelationship to time ; or, we should rather say, with respet to the distintive wayterror and desire esape the viissitudes of historial time.What does it mean to say that �the fear-of Yhwh inreases days, but the yearsof the wiked are short�? To the majority of sholars, the verse's meaning requiresno explanation; interpretative e�orts, for the most part, irle around seond orderquestions of appliation or impliation.� �Long life is one of the blessings of revering Yahweh. Impiety diminishes lifeand brings about a premature end.�70� �Everything being equal, living in a way that onforms to God's will resultsin a longer life . . . Though not spei�ed by the proverb, it is also possible thatYahweh himself will ut short the days of the wiked, either through humanmeans or by diret intervention. The purpose of this proverb is to motivatepeople toward fear of Yahweh.�71� �As is usual with proverbs, this saying needs to be quali�ed, for the life of therighteous is sometimes ut short . . . The problem's ultimate resolution requiresa developed view of life after death.�72� �To someone who `fears the Lord' [v 27℄ promises long life, while the wikedWaltke's own analysis suggests that the B line rules out any �nal determination onerning therighteousness or wikedness of one (labor) or the other (rihes) by eliminating the possibility of anyrelationship, of any diret ommuniation between Yhwh and human laborers; v 22b, he writes,�rules out synergism� (Waltke, 2004, 473). Longman (2006, 240) writes, v 22 �is an aspet ofthe truth, not the whole truth. All things being equal, those who are blessed by God, presumablyassoiated with wisdom, will be rih. After all, the wise are hard workers, not lazy.� Thereby hetoo has onisely stated the opposite of v 22's pedagogial lesson.70Clifford, 117. 71Tremper Longman, Proverbs. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Aademi, 2006,243. 72Van Leeuwen, Proverbs, 113. 256



76 The fear of Yhwhis threatened with an untimely death.�73� �long life, a supreme blessing when there is no hope beyond the grave, is thereward of piety.�74� �The inde�nite prediate of the [fear of the Lord ℄, adds days, is spei�ed aseternal in v. 30, and of the [wiked℄, years are short, is equivalent to `is nomore' in v. 25.�75Verse 27 appears relatively straightforward. To be sure, it ontains a series ofoppositions that, on their own, present little interpretive di�ulty: fear-of Yhwhversus wikedness; day versus year; inrease versus derease. However, as they areombined in this verse, and as this verse puntuates the larger luster we havedelimited, they present a more omplex piture than suh a remarkable onsensusadmits. Before attending to its impliations, we an summarize the essene of ourintervention as follows. First, we agree that the fear-of Yhwh is in a ertain sense asubstitute for �the righteous� in v 27. However, there is a ertain disjuntion amongthe ategorial terms, suggesting the righteous is not only metaphorially replaedbut also gapped, leaving a ertain remainder of meaning to be aounted for.First let's establish what we mean by a disjuntion among v 27's �ategorialterms.� Verse 27 forges oppositions between semes that would normally be groupedtogether in their opposition to other semes with whih they are joined. For example,�years� is opposed to �days� (whih strikes us as thoroughly onventional) but in thisdyad it is years that represents trunated existene, an interruption�qs. r (whih isounterintuitive). Obversely, days represents prolongation (ysp) in opposition toyears.7673Knut Martin Heim, Like Grapes of Gold Set in Silver: An Interpretation of ProverbialClusters in Proverbs 10:1-22:16. New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2001, 131.74Toy, 216.75Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 477.76The peuliar grouping of shortness/years versus length/days is obsured by most Englishtranslations that very loosely render t�sîp y	amîm as �. . . prolongs life.� Cf. NASB, RSV andNRSV, JPS and NIV.
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5. The Poetis of Totality
days

interruption

ephemerality

years
contrariety

(+) implication (-) implication

contrariety

prolongation
durabilityFigure 5.10: Prov 10:27�days and years as, respetively, long and short.However, the true disjuntion is evident only when we read this verse as the luster'sonluding moment, i.e. that whih resolves or, better, sublates the oppositionbetween blessing and terror. �The terror of the wiked� is a subjet we have learnedmuh about in the entral lines of the luster so it is ertainly not an innoenthoie to oppose �fear� in 27a to the �wiked� in 27b (even if most ommentatorshardly pause before displaing any assoiations the fear-of Yhwh may have withterror by simply making it a substitute for �the righteous�). In other words, thereis no omment on the paradoxial ontradition that is established in the ourse ofvv 24-27 between terror and fear.
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76 The fear of Yhwh
fear wicked

terror
contrariety

(+) implication (-) implication

contrariety

righteous (gapped)

Figure 5.11: Prov 10:27�terror situated as the logial ontradition to fear.Finally, time, whih has provided a possible foundation on whih the righteousand the wiked ould be opposed, again presents itself as the point of referene inthis verse. We are not surprised to �nd �fear� oupled with �days� (as opposed to�years�), but we are surprised that this axis is opposed to �wiked� (having justlearned about the terror of the wiked) and �shortness� (days being shorter thanyears). And onversely, we are not surprised to �nd the �wiked� assoiated with�shortness� (beause the wiked disappear at the sudden storm) but are surprisedto learn that this axis is opposed to �fear� (terror being the aompaniment ofshortness).If we take the fear-of Yhwh as a substitute for the righteous in v 27, its termsbeome roughly equivalent to those in v 25. The fear-of Yhwh inreases the righ-teous sage's days (into an eternal foundation) but uts short the years of the wiked(so that they are no more). The fear-of Yhwh is that by whih the storm an beexperiened as insigni�ant to the eternal foundation of the righteous (it is perfetlyunderstandable as, for example, mwsr or twh. kh ; f. 16:4) but a sudden and ul-timately destrutive terror for the wiked (the wiked, from the perspetive of therighteous, have no way to understand the storm77).77See, for example, verse 29, �Yhwh is a stronghold for the one whose way is upright, but a ruin259



5. The Poetis of TotalityThis sudden and destrutive storm that terrorizes the wiked is then assimilatedto a series of texts in whih the duration of the wiked is trunated by a sudden burstof divine violene in Proverbs. Proverbs harateristially signi�es the moment ofthe terror of the wiked (v 24), the moment the storm renders him no more (v 25),with pit 	֓om . For example, the sage is taught� to fear Yhwh whose disaster ( ê֓d) omes suddenly (pit o֓m) (Prov 24:22);� to guard himself against the Strange-Woman after whom the naive lad sud-denly (pit o֓m) follows �like an ox to the slaughter� (7:22);� that disaster ( ê֓d) strikes the evil one, the soundrel, suddenly (pit o֓m) sothat in a moment (peta )֒ he is broken �beyond repair� (6:15);� and, �nally, Proverbs' student is ommanded not to fear �sudden terror (mippah. adpit 	֓om) or the disaster that strikes the wiked� (3:25).As natural as it seems to interpreters familiar with Proverbs, this reading of v27 takes days and years as an interhangeable word pair signifying duration andoverlooks or dismisses the odd sense in whih days signify durational length andyears, shortness. Furthermore, the odd morphologial shift in the verse's verbs isalso passed over without omment. Translations an be divided into one of twoamps, both of whih obsure the asymmetry of the Hebrew (�the fear-of Yhwhinreases days, but the years of the wiked are short�). Sholars either supply a senseof ausality to the seond verb (�the years of the wiked are shortened�), taking thefear-of Yhwh as the agent behind the passive onstrution (whih is itself an odditynever elaborated; how does fear shorten years? whose fear?), or they remove theausality from the �rst verb and replae the abstrat noun (the fear-of Yhwh) witha nomen agentis (one who fears Yhwh): �The God-fearer has long days, but thewiked have short years.�Perhaps simply slips, these two oddities in v 27�the morphologial shift andthe reversed word pair�invite us, ontinuing the omparison with v 25 above, totreat the fear-of Yhwh as a substitute for the storm (and not the righteous), withfor the evildoers.� In fat, the following luster (10:28-11:7) ould be read as a series of re�etionson why Proverbs (at least in part) grounds its distintion between the righteous and the wiked onits expetation of their durability. 260



76 The fear of Yhwha gapped (and not displaed) line about the righteous. Thus the verse would be atri-ola suh as this,The fear-of Yhwh inreases days,[the days of the righteous are long℄the years of the wiked are short.There is a logial priority given to the �rst lause. The fear-of Yhwh is not simplyat the same level as righteousness here, it forms the (a)temporal bakground thatallows righteousness and wikedness to be historially experiened as suh.The experiene of the storm, nearly all ommentators �nd oasion to say, issu�ered by both the righteous and the wiked as an interruption in their experieneof the present as a moment on a ontinuum. This point is ruial beause by itProverbs argues that the phenomenologial experiene of the storm is the same forboth the righteous and the wiked. For both the experiene is one wherein themoment is rent from the Symboli matrix of meaning and history, ahieving therebyan (awful) autonomy from it. One abstrated out-of-time, however, this momentis de�ned in two opposing senses. It is the pit 	֓om of the wiked on the one hand,and the �֒l	am of the righteous on the other. This division of the moment of thestorm ours only at a oneptual level, a level beyond historial experiene, a levelidenti�ed as the fear-of Yhwh by v 27.In this reading of v 27 (not the metaphorial substitutive reading) we learnthat the fear-of Yhwh gives to the phenomenal experiene of days and years theirtruth by signifying what is exeptional to them. The fear-of Yhwh is an ahistorialonept that, as suh, adds nothing to a day and subtrats nothing from a year, butwith it, the sage understands that days and years are never omplete on their own,that they require the fear-of Yhwh to be truly understood. That is, the fear-ofYhwh is here the deeper truth of historial experiene, the atemporal point whihmust exist for temporal experiene to be understood and whih is, therefore, notan objet of experiene itself.The fear-of Yhwh must therefore be understood in both of these two senses,both as that atemporal moment that reorganizes the experiene of history as oneof righteousness and wikedness and the historial experiene of righteousness andwikedness. The fear-of Yhwh is that whih provides the ever elusive, squirmyexperiene of the present its form in a doubled present out of time, in the pit 	֓o-261



5. The Poetis of Totalitym of the righteous or the �֒l	am of the wiked. The righteous are, of ourse,the God-fearers, and thus the ahistorial onept is dragged bak into historialexperiene in a way that the metaphorial reading of the passage aounts for.By an entirely self-referential iruit�the fear-of Yhwh is the atemporal ause ofhistorial experiene's division into two modes of temporality one of whih is thedistintion between fear (of Yhwh) and terror� this luster reeives its losureand meaning. Fear does not equal terror beause fear grants the violent experieneof the storm a meaning by doubling it into a representative of either �֒l	am or pit 	֓om, the latter of whih it assoiates with terror and the wiked. Fear thus adopts a�meta-funtion� at the level of signi�ation that prevents it from being omparedwith terror. For the sage, fear and terror are fundamentally di�erent, inomparablereally, beause it is only by fear that terror's meaning beomes omprehensible.7877 Empiriism revisitedI want to return now to the issue of empiriism, an engagement we have suspendedover the ourse of our exegesis. We had noted a variety of opinions as to the properunit of signi�ane in Proverbs (¶ 59 on page 212) and in partiular the fundamentaldisagreements of our own analyti strategy with those approahes that suppose the�autonomous individual proverb,� �with no overarhing arrangement,� whose mean-ing refers to �its life situation.� This approah, whih I am going to all empirial,has been strongly in�uened by the work of Claus Westermann79 and elaborated byhis student Friedemann Golka80 By �empirial� I refer to the way the ideal objet ofinterpretation is onstruted as original and disrete. On this partiular axis, thedistintion between anthropologial and literary approahes dissolves. Qua empir-ial, Golka's investigation into the life setting of a single proverb (authorized with78This realls similar oppositions from Woman-Wisdom's �rst speeh. See the disussion ¶ 39on page 152.79See Claus Westermann, Wurzeln der Weisheit: Die ältesten Sprühe Israels und andererVölker. Göttingen: Vandenhoek & Rupreht, 1990 and its English translation (though it isfrequently judged unreliable) Claus Westermann, Roots of Wisdom: the Oldest Proverbs ofIsrael and Other People. Louisville, Ky.: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1995.80See Friedemann Golka, �Die Königs- und Hofspruhe und der Ursprung der israilitishenWeisheit�. Vetus Tetamentum , 36 1986 No. 1; and in English Friedemann Golka, The Leopard's262



77 Empiriism revisitedreferene to the methods of anthropology and analogies with Afrian tribal soi-ety) and, for example, Waltke's elaboration of various literary units and sub-units(authorized with referene to the broader �eld of Hebrew poetis) are alike. Thatone objet is literary (and so neessarily arries assoiations with an intelletualelite) and the other oral (and so an be understood as a produt of �ordinary peoplewho have made a ontribution to the Hebrew Bible�81) has no signi�ane vis-à-visempiriism even while it animates the polemis around the question of Proverbs'lass a�liation. And this issue of lass, it turns out, will be the best aess point bywhih to register our di�erene from and ritique of Golka but more fundamentallythe operations of empiriism that undergird his work.Regarding the question of Proverbs' soial milieu�the lass a�liation of thesages and their students� Golka assumes that the urrent onsensus view has beenoverrun by the lass interests of modern sholars. In short, aademis have on-tinually lionized the abstrat world of intelletual professionalism or the elite worldof bureaurati management, at the same time repressing the genius of the Volk.It is these prejudies and not the evidene that has distorted our reading Proverbsin readily identi�able ways: the assumption that either shools or the ourt onsti-tuted the proper ontext of wisdom's transmission, the supposition of an elite irleof professional sages, all at the expense of unovering a vibrant popular wisdom.Golka's ritiisms of von Rad and Hermisson an be made to stand for hisanalysis of wisdom sholarship as a whole.Although von Rad admits that the majority of the proverbs has nothing to do withthe Court, his bourgeois prejudie fores him to attribute them in that ase to theupper lasses of the bourgeoisie and the gentlemen farmers (p. 30f.) That way hean still onsider them eduation, and not popular wisdom.82And then even more aerbially against Hermisson, who supposed a shool settingfor the whole of Proverbs:There is . . . no evidene for the derivation of Wisdom from Israel's shools whihHermisson laims, beause it is based on two presuppositions whih are in turnunproven. The origin of proverbs among ordinary people is still more likely. Her-misson's investigations seem to me to be hindered by a bourgeois�elitist oneptSpots: Biblial and Afrian Wisdom in Proverbs. Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1993.81Golka, The Leopard's Spots, 22. 82Golka, The Leopard's Spots, 12.263



5. The Poetis of Totalityof eduation. He has to deny the existene of any folk wisdom, so that it aninstead be attributed to the reative individual personality. The origin of this wayof thinking in 19th entury German idealism is self-evident.83To be sure, Golka ariatures the work of these sholars�Hermisson does not denythe existene of pre-literary folk wisdom; nor an von Rad be made to say thatwisdom belonged only to one lass of Israelite soiety�but our point is better madeif we assume Golka is right, that von Rad and Hermisson and biblial studies as awhole have distorted the wisdom literature by insisting upon its mediation throughthe upper lass elite and the eduated.Against this deep and widespread Tendenz Golka thus aims to (and does) showthe a�nities between biblial proverbs and traditional Afrian wisdom sayings. To-wards this he ites a rih variety of parallels, organized aording to shared themes(�Rih and Poor,� �Family and Kinship,� �Creation and Wisdom�), establishing aomplex weave of shared sensibilities and even rhetori.A sovereign too gentle has no kingdom / a sovereign too severe does not dwellwith his subjets (=�In either ase they relieve themselves of his servies�)If you see a stik that will piere your eye/break it o� (=�removal of the hief�)Do not open the mouth of the roaring bull (= �Do not speak with the angry hief�)By way of explaining his distintive typographial representation of the Afrianproverbs (the lak of puntuation, the use of �/�) he notes,I quote these proverbs in units of meaning without ommata [si℄, as we are dealingwith oral literature (Cf. Ruth Finnegan, Oral Literature in Afria [Oxford, 1970℄)dividing setions by (/). Proverbs are handed on orally in Afria. The writtenolletions have been assembled by European missionaries, anthropologists, et.8483Golka, The Leopard's Spots, 14. P. Goodhild's animadversions on the basi struture ofideology ritique are an important orretive to Golka's (unfair) indignation. �Moral ondemna-tion has been replaed by ideology ritique, the surgial proedure of operating behind the oppo-nent's unonsiousness. The post-Enlightenment riti laims insights into the proesses of his orher opponent's thoughts whih exeed those whih are available to the opponent's self-obstrutingonsiousness. . . . Eah ideologial unmasking onfronts the opponent with the embarrassing spe-tale of the interests underlying their ideas, whether these interests are those of rae, lass, sex orego, and result in privileged aess to power, wealth, or pleasure.� Philip Goodhild, Capitalismand Religion: the Prie of Piety. New York: Routledge, 2002, 47-48.84Golka, The Leopard's Spots, 18. 264



77 Empiriism revisitedAt this point the Laanian distintion between le sujet de l'énoniation�thesubjet position from whih a statement is spoken�and le sujet de l'énoné�theontent of what is said�is strikingly illustrated; a distane arried in a somewhathumorous but nonetheless signi�ant fashion by the Latin pluralization of �ommas�and the o-appearane of European missionaries and Oxford anthropologists.This is the paradoxial spae wherein Golka's argument assumes the form of itsantithesis: to prove that Proverbs is the produt of an indigenous, unshooled tribalulture, unmediated by the upper lasses of Israel's intelletual or bureauratistrata, he gives us Afrian wisdom, olleted and edited by the European ulturaland intelletual elite (translated by Christian missionaries, published by Oxford,et). One must raise the question: did Ruth Finegan (or any of editors of Golka'sAfrian soure material) have any existential onern with the intriaies of drylandfarming or tribal etiquette?If there is a proper �Afrian� analog to anonial Proverbs, it is not the voieof the sub-altern Volk Golka wishes to level against the �bourgeois-elitist� sym-pathies of Hermisson or von Rad. Proverbs is rather more like the Oxford editedanthologies: it artiulates the knowledge of the pre-literate indigene for its ownpurposes, spei�ally to enable the disourse of Wisdom. Laan will generalizeabout this abstration of knowledge under the rubri of philosophy. �What phi-losophy designates throughout its whole evolution is the following: the theft, theabdution, the removal from the slave of his knowledge, through the operations ofthe Master . . . Philosophy in its historial funtion is this extration, I would almostsay this betrayal of the slave's knowledge, in order to obtain its transmutation intothe master's knowledge.�85 What is at issue is not the impossibility of the peasantknowing something good enough to be reorded in a book.86 (Reall that at theoutset of the dissertation [¶ 4 on page 12℄ we identi�ed the slave's own �eld withknowledge [S2 ℄; the slave is the one who has the know-how.There is as a matter of fat a question to be asked. Does the master who bringsabout this operation of the displaing, the onveyaning, of the slave's knowledge85Jaques Laan, Le Seminaire de Jaques Laan, Livre XVII: L'Envers de la Psyhanalyse,1969-1970. Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1991a, 26.11.69.86Golka's onern for �ordinary people (as opposed to ourtiers!) who have made a ontribution265



5. The Poetis of Totalitywant to know? Does he have the desire to know? . . . he desires that things work.And why would he want to know? There are more amusing things than that.87Two onlusions then.1. What Golka's analysis overlooks and then repliates is the di�erene betweenthe utterane and the position of enuniation. But there is a ruial distintion tobe made between, say, the admonition to avoid domesti quarrels or to be diligent inthe �elds and, on the other hand, the notion that suh inommensurable pratiesmay be equated under the sign of Wisdom. Golka analyzes only the former�thepositive ontent of the biblial and Afrian sayings�not seeing how the meaningof suh ontent is irreversibly sealed by the retroative e�et of its beoming atext. It does not impugn the intelligene or ultural ontribution of �ordinary peo-ple�88 to insist that their intelligene/ulture is assimilable to di�erent and evenantagonisti lass projets. Fox (1996, 237) helpfully desribes the ompositionof Proverbs as gathering of diverse soures for the partiular ideologial purposesof the sribal/ourtly lass. �Suh a proess aounts for the great diversity andthe even greater unity in Proverbs. The diversity omes from the varied soures,the unity from the redator's own reative ativity. The redators' interventionwas radial and determinative.. . . In suh a proess, the very notions of original andadditional, of authorial and redational, intertwine inextriably.� The ogeny ofGolka's loal readings (i.e. whether the Afrian proverbs he selets are good ana-logues, whether his disernment of anti-royal rhetori is persuasively argued) missesthe radial intervention, whih takes plae on an entirely di�erent level.2. The distane between the original thought of Volk and the �radial and de-terminative� intervention of the sages annot be diagnosed empirially. On theontrary, at the level of utterane (le sujet de l'énoné) the Master and the Slaveare saying the same thing; or, more spei�ally, the Master is simply parroting whatthe Slave has told him.89 The mehanism of appropriation does not tarry at thisto the Hebrew Bible of Judaism and to the Old Testament of the Christian hurh, be it only underthe over of Solomoni pseudonymity� (Golka, 1993, 122) is in this regard misplaed.87Laan, Seminar XVII, 24. 88Golka, The Leopard's Spots, 122.89Laan ontinues from where we left o� above: �Refer to theMeno, where it is a question of thesquare root of 2 and its inommensurable. There's someone who says, `Hey, look, get the slave to266



78 Negative theologylevel but aims to establish a distintive positionality with respet to knowledge theMaster in no way produed. It is a matter of rendering the volkish know-how in aertain way, distilling it down to pure knowledge, theoretial knowledge, transen-dent Wisdom.It is here that you have the entire e�ort to isolate what is alled episteme. It's a funnyword, I don't know whether you have ever given it muh thought��putting oneself inthe right position,� in short it is the same word as Verstehen. It is all about �nding theposition that makes it possible for knowledge to beome the master's knowledge. Theentire funtion of the episteme insofar as it is spei�ed as transmissible knowledge�see Plato's dialogs�is always borrowed from the tehniques of raftsmen, that is tosay of serfs. It is a matter of extrating the essene of this knowledge in order for itto beome the master's knowledge.90We have tried to show, at a perhaps tedious level of detail, how this is aomplishedby the funtion of a signi�er��the signi�er for whih all the others represent thesubjet,� the Master-Signi�er (S1). At the level of the disrete and original objet,and here's the anti-empirial punhline, its intervention hanges nothing.78 Negative theology and the persistene of transendeneIt will be helpful to pause and review the ground we have overed and, in light of this,gauge how far we have ome in unseating the obvious onlusion of transendene.At the outset we de�ned Laan's Master-Signi�er in terms of a �pure signi�er,�one from whih all traes of meaning had faded. Seeking to isolate this funtion inProverbs, we have put forth our own �developmental� theory of the fear-of Yhwh,traing the inremental olusion of its meaning behind an inreasingly pure stru-tural funtion (the purity of funtion ompleted by the time Proverbs artiulates itsfamous slogan��The fear-of Yhwh is the r	e ²֓ît of Wisdom�). Pressed for the mean-ing of the fear-of Yhwh in this partiular on�guration, our determinations an onlyome over, that little fellow, an't you see he knows.' They ask him questions, master's questions,of ourse, and the slave naturally answers what the questions already ditate as their response.You �nd here a form of ridiule. It's a way of so�ng at the harater who is being taken aparthere. It is show that the serious business, the aim, is to make it known that the slave knows, butby aknowledging it only in this derisory way, what is hidden is that it is only a matter of robbingthe slave of his funtion at the level of knowledge.� Laan, Seminar XVII Fr., 22.90Laan, Seminar XVII, 22. 267



5. The Poetis of Totalitybe made negatively: in the �eld of the signi�ed it is the void, the plaeholder ofa onstitutive gap. The fear-of Yhwh thus relates to the totality of Wisdom asthe partiular element of the Universal that preemptively signi�es the failure ofthe sum total of all the other �nite, positive elements to represent the Universal.Wisdom is knowledge, understanding, prudene, �delity, disretion and the intervalbetween this aggregate and Wisdom qua Universal, a launa whose plae is held bythe fear-of Yhwh.It is unlear, however, the extent to whih these exegetial onlusions relate toour overall onern to dislose the proessual emergene of transendene from animmanent �eld, i.e. the poetis of �making transendent.� In positioning ourselvesin opposition to empiriism is there a sense in whih we've simply repeated theobvious? For, many if not most sholars who have worked reently on the wisdomliterature have rejeted what in the preeding generation of ommentaries wouldhave been a ommonplae assessment: �Proverbs represents a seular empiriism.�91Rylaarsdam, as we have seen, rejeted suh a notion very early, but again, von Rad'sartiulation is the most presient in naming the un-ease reent sholars harboragainst the label �empiriism.�In fat, what the sentenes teah already surpasses any objetive material knowl-edge in so far as it is dealing with pereptions whih have been aquired in onne-tion with a truth for whih one has already deided. It is, in other words, a truthto whih one has already ommitted oneself.92�What the sentenes teah��a loution we have no trouble assimilating to our ownidea of Wisdom as a totality, Absolute Wisdom� �surpasses any objetive mate-rial knowledge [gehen. . . weit über alles neutrale Sahwisen hinaus ℄.� This is astunning surmise of the di�ulties about representing Wisdom, sine its ontologialstatus, its objetivity (Sahlihkeit) is not onstituted by experiene but is always-already deided; it is the a priori ondition that de�nes the bounds of experieneat the outset.91In a reent artile, M. Fox expliitly rebuts the view that the proverbial sages were empiriists.�Before addressing the question of what wisdom epistemology is, it is important to determine whatit is not. Contrary to the sholarly onsensus, it is not empiriism.� Fox, Journal of BiblialLiterature, No. 4, vol. 126, 2007, 670.92von Rad, Wisdom, 64. 268



79 CauseThis raises questions about the value of the highly abstrat and at times un-wieldly Laanian mediation. Why not just read von Rad?�or any of the othersigni�ant sholars who have understood wisdom as an intelletual/ideologial om-mitment onstituted around the unful�lled desire of the sages? And furthermore,doesn't the fat of the sages' lak undersore the distane between representationand reality, between word and world; the latter term impossibly transendent tothe former? Indeed, there is a venerable tradition wherein it is understood thathuman limits do not diminish our experiene of God but draw us loser to a on-frontation with enigma of freedom and the �unaused ause.� This logi serves asa ommon denominator or, better, a ommon limit for a radially diverse rangeof theologies from Maimonides93 to Aquinas94 and mathes exeedingly well withthose readings of Proverbs, whih heartily a�rm its disipline (mûsar) withinirumsribed epistemologial limits.79 CauseAs a starting point we should ask the question: what is the basis of the onnetionbetween negative theology and transendene? As a provisional hypothesis, we anposit as their ommon ground the same bifurated theory of ausality. On onehand, every e�et is preeded by a ommensurate ause; thus for eah phenomenonone traes a series of links bakwards (in a diahroni series) or outwards (in asynhroni system) towards some transendent primordia/exteriority. History andthe universe form two extents whose geometries and movements are transparentto human ognition,95 or rather would be apart from the sheer number of phenom-93�The faulty of thinking is a fore inherent in the body, and is not separated from it, but Godis not a fore inherent in the body of the universe, but is separate from all its parts. How Godrules the universe and provides for it is a omplete mystery: man is unable to solve it� (Guide tothe Perplexed, �1.lxxii).94�When the existene of a thing has been asertained there remains the further question of themanner of its existene, in order that we may know its essene. Now, beause we annot know whatGod is, but rather what He is not, we have no means for onsidering how God is, but rather howHe is not . . . we know [God℄ from reated things as their ause way of exellene and by negation�(Summa Theologia, �1:3, 13).95Brueggemann (1990, 127) has understood the di�erene between the wisdom tradition andother biblial modes of disourse (i.e., propheti and legal) in terms of the sages' systemati atten-269



5. The Poetis of Totalityena (an immensity we now approah in aordane with the trajetory desribedby Moore's law96). On the other hand, what ex -sists before or outside does notobey (the same) law of ausality. Rather, transmissions from the latter realm areexperiened in the ontext of the former as sheer ontingeny,97whih is to say theyare experiened as failures of human knowledge. As we have disussed at length(¶ 9 on page 48), to the extent that the sages tarried with this degree of negativity,sholars have viewed this as subversive to �normal� wisdom ideology,98 and as astrong hint that the Israelite sages maintained the distintive features of Yhwh re-ligion, whih in this ontext means the radial transendene of Yhwh's freedom.99tion to and reation of �the extent of the knowable.� �Wisdom proeeds on the assumption thatlife-experiene, human life, life in the reated order is a `studiable system.' That studiable systemhas onstany and durability, experiened as regularity and preditability.�96�The omplexity [of an integrated iruit℄. . . has inreased at a rate of roughly a fator of twoper year. . . Certainly over the short term this rate an be expeted to ontinue, if not to inrease.�G.E. Moore, �Cramming More Components on to Integrated Ciruits�. Eletronis Journal , 381965 No. 8, 115.97The aount of this �two-story� universe is partiularly striking in von Rad, beause he goes sofar in insisting that it doesn't exist. �We see the teahers�with what sometimes appears to us as anunanny on�dene�holding together the awareness of an inherent determinism on the one handand faith in Yahweh's power on the other. . . It an be ategorially stated that for Israel there wasonly one world of experiene and this was appereived by means of a pereptive apparatus in whihrational pereptions and religious pereptions were not di�erentiated� von Rad, Wisdom, 60-61.This strong statement of one �eld of experiene is immediately quali�ed (though not, I think,resolved) under the rubri, �a dialeti of experiene.� �But behind our assertion that experienesof Yahweh were, for Israel, experienes of the world, and vie versa, there lurks the question: werethere atually two areas of experiene whih Israel in the last resort did di�erentiate, or was thereonly one? That we an no longer separate a realm of religious experiene from a realm of seularexperiene is lear. On the other hand, Yahweh and the world are ertainly not idential. Yahwehenountered man in the world. But why do there still exist parallel series of statements about`experienes of Yahweh' and `experienes of the world'. . .We an only answer as follows. ObviouslyIsrael, in her `enlightened' understanding of the world, has stumbled upon a dialeti of experienewhih ould no longer be simply resolved and released� von Rad, Wisdom, 63.98For example, Würthwein's desription of Maat as the sine qua non not only of Egyptianwisdom but of Anient Near Eastern wisdom as a whole. Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and theOld Testament.99So H. Gese's reading of a ounterurrent within Proverbs (f. 10:22; 16:1, 9, 33; 20:24; 21:1,30, 31; 25:2) that protests against the �redution� inherent to any onstrual of the world boundby the struture of ausality. Hartmut Gese, Lehre und Wirklihkeit in der alten Weisheit;270



79 CauseIn suh aounts, noumena versus phenomena, reality versus appearane, Yhwhversus idol, line up in opposed series between whih lies an unbridgeable gulf. Thevoid of the subjet (/S) and the empty signi�er that represent it (S1) serve only toonsolidate the transendent objet as unanalyzable ause. Thus, to omplete ourargument we must diretly engage the nature of this objet: the stu� it is made ofand the onditions of its status as ause, as the �hek� the sages wrote of in theirsentenes about the limits of Wisdom.If thinkers of transendene share a omplex of ideas about ausality, viz. its mul-tiple and disontinuous �elds, and furthermore, if these thinkers understand therepresentation of suh disontinuities to be possible only in negative terms�howthen does our dislosure of the Master-Signi�er's funtion support the thesis of anontologially prior immanent disord, only subsequently e�aed by the poetis of�making transendent�? Whih is to say, how do propositions about the funtionof the Laanian Master-Signi�er disturb the linear but irumsribed theory ofausality that underlies the a priori assumption of a transendent beyond?It is a truism to say that psyhoanalyti ause is, at its ore, an elaborationof psyhi trauma: an intensity of experiene whih annot be assimilated intothe ego's world of meaning, whose overwhelming quota of a�et must be dis-harged, therefore, along more oblique pathways of assoiation.100 The analysisof the pathogeni symptom is a work of detetion, the unovering of an idiosyn-rati series linking the only apparently remote neuroti symptom to a repressedprimal sene. Exemplary in this regard is Freud's analysis of the Wolf Man, whosesymptoms101 Freud traed to an early witness of parental interourse.Studien zu den Sprhen Salomos und zu dem Buhe Hiob. Tübingen: Mohr-Siebek, 1958, 45 �.100Freud's most ambitious attempt to reate a model for the establishment and operation of thesehidden yet logial onnetions (onnetion he eventually theorizes as the operations of displaementand ondensation) is Sigmund Freud, �A Projet for a Sienti� Psyhology�. Standard Edition , 11950.101Brie�y the Wolf Man was direted to analysis to address a onstellation of symptoms inludingdebilitating depression and a longstanding phobia of wolves. The rux of Freud's intervention washis analysis of a reurrent dream, realled by the analysand from his early hildhood. �I dreamedthat it is night and I am lying in my bed. . . Suddenly the window opens of its own aord andterri�ed, I see that there are a number of white wolves sitting in the big walnut tree outside the271



5. The Poetis of TotalityWhat was ativated that night out of the haos of unonsious traes left by amemory imprint (Eindruk) was the image of oitus between the boy's parents inonditions whih were not entirely usual and whih lent themselves to observation.It gradually beame possible to �nd satisfatory answers to all the questions thatmight be prompted by this sene, given that the �rst dream was reprodued end-lessly in ountless variations during the therapy, and on eah oasion the analysisprovided the wished-for explanations. In this way we were �rst able to establish thehild's age when he observed his parents, some 18 months.102As to the pathogeni e�et of the primal sene and the alteration in sexual devel-opment that its resurretion produed. . . we must keep in view the fat that theativation of this sene (I am deliberately avoiding the word `memory' here) hasthe same e�et as if it were a reent experiene. The e�etiveness of the senehas been postponed (nahträglih), and loses none of its freshness in the intervalthat has elapsed.103The sandal of psyhoanalyti thought lies here, though not where it is usuallyput. (Two ontraditory ritiques of Freud's thought are produed as if by re�ex:from a �sienti�� perspetive, the links unovered in free assoiation, dream-work,slips-of-the-tongue, jokes, et. are deemed too speulative, laking the dignity ofempirial veri�ation; from a �hermeneuti� perspetive, Freud rudely redues theomplex warp of lived experiene to the libidinal eonomy.)The great a�ront of psyhoanalysis is rather the question of when the traumatiause ours with respet to its symptomati e�ets. The answer Freud formulates isthe theory of Nahträglihkeit or �deferred-ation,�104 aording to whih traumawindow. There were six or seven of them. The wolves were white all over, and looked more likefoxes or sheep-dogs, beause they had big tails like foxes and they had their ears priked like dogswathing something. Obviously fearful that the wolves were going to gobble me up I sreamed andwoke up. My nurse hurried to my bedside to see what had happened. It was some time before Iould be onvined that it had only been a dream, beause the image of the window opening andthe wolves sitting in the tree was so lear and lifelike. Eventually I almed down, feeling as if I hadbeen liberated from danger, and went bak to sleep.� Sigmund Freud, The Wolfman and OtherCases. New York: Penguin, 2003, 227.102Freud, The Wolfman and Other Cases, 234. 103Freud, The Wolfman and Other Cases, 239.104Laplanhe/Pontalis (1973, 112) de�ne the onept of Nahträglihkeit in terms of threeharateristis: �a. It is not lived experiene in general that undergoes a deferred revision but,spei�ally, whatever it has been impossible in the �rst instane to inorporate fully into a mean-ingful ontext. The traumati event is the epitome of suh unassimilated experiene. b. Deferred272



80 Sexual di�ereneassumes its status as Cause only after its disruptive e�ets at the level of theonsious ego are manifest. Cause, as suh, is mediated by the Symboli �eld whihit disturbs, a fat whih ditates where we must look for it.This paradox of trauma qua ause that does not pre-exist its e�ets but is itselfretroatively `posited' by them involves a kind of temporal loop: it is throughits `repetition,' through its ehoes within the signifying struture, that the auseretroatively beomes what it always-already was. In other words, a diret approahneessarily fails: if we try to grasp the trauma diretly, irrespetive of its latere�ets, we are left with a meaningless fatum brutum � in the ase of the WolfMan, with the fat of parental oitus a tergo, whih is not a ause at all, sineit involves no diret psyhi e�ieny. It is only through its ehoes within thesymboli struture that the fatum brutum. . . retroatively aquires its traumatiharater and beomes the Cause.105What is left for us is to give an aount of Wisdom qua Real�as the traumatiground of the sages' (symbolially mediated) desire, as the absent Cause aroundwhih their disourse irulates yet onstantly fails to omprehend�yet not as anunassimilable exteriority transendent to the �nitude of human subjetivity, butrather as the unassimilable remainder of the subjet's joining itself to and deter-mining its own meaning from the order of the signi�er.80 Sexual differeneOn this point the psyhoanalyti orientation on�rms, against the redution ofreality to the �endless play of the signi�er� what is everywhere in plain view, on thesurfae of Proverbs. For as muh as Proverbs seems threatened by and inimialto the persistene of di�erene, it is equally the ase that suh di�erene, whosee�ient ause we have sought in the workings (or rather the failure to work) oflanguage, is heavily in�eted on a sexual register, though it is not adequate tosay �the Symboli fails to ome to terms with it.� Joan Copje marks the ruialrevision is oasioned by events and situations, or by an organi maturation, whih allows the sub-jet to gain aess to a new level of meaning and to rework his earlier experienes. . Human sex-uality, with the peuliar unevenness of its temporal development, provides an eminently suitable�eld for the phenomenon of deferred ation.�105�iºek, The Metastases Of Enjoyment: Six Essays On Women And Causality, 32.273



5. The Poetis of Totalitydistintion that runs between psyhoanalyti and �deonstrutionist� readings ofgender.When we speak of language's failure with respet to sex, we speak not of itsfalling short of a predisursive objet, but of its falling into ontradition withitself. Sex oinides with this failure, this inevitable ontradition. Sex is, then, theimpossibility of ompleting meaning, not (as Butler's [Judith Butler, whose GenderTrouble provides the oasion of Copje's intervention℄ historiist/deonstrutionistargument would have it) a meaning that is inomplete, unstable. . . The point is thatsex is the strutural inompleteness of language, not that sex is itself inomplete.106This brings us to the�beyond of the Symboli� evoked by the Laanian Real andallows us after a long and at times taxing traverse to approah Wisdom's essene,whose opaity qua objet arises from the very Symboli operation that, intendingonly to make sense, unwittingly produes the opposite�a substane that annot beunderstood but only enjoyed. It's plae in the text is not the signi�er but the aputmortuum signi�ation leaves in its wake.To this stu�, the sages ompulsively return; from it they eventually deduethe sublimities of �Absolute Wisdom� whose subjetive truth, �nally, they namefear. I mean �stu�� in its preise psyhoanalyti usage, whose emblems are a seriesof objets�the breast, fees, and the phallus (the imaginary protuberane thatevokes in the hild the fear of detahment, not the genitals)�to whih Laan adds,ruially, the gaze and the voie.A ommon harateristi of these objets as I formulate them is that they have nospeular image. . . no alterity. This is what allows them to be the �stu�� or, betterput, the lining�without, nevertheless, being the �ip side�of the very subjetpeople take to be the subjet of onsiousness. . . . It is to this objet that annotbe grasped in the mirror that the speular image lends its lothes.107The promise of the objet is of solidity; were one to grasp it, the slippage inherentto representation ould be, one and for all, stilled. (This is of ourse preisely whysuh objets must be ungraspable.) Aording to this riteria, Proverbs onstrutsits objetive anhors most admirably, lining its words with a voie built for enigma,and a gaze that �its through darkness of a window.106Joan Copje, Read My Desire: Laan Against the Historiists. Cambridge, Mass.: MITPress, 1994, 206.107Laan, Subversion, 818. 274



Part IIIThe-Strange-Woman-Wisdom
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Chapter 6The Poetis of Making-Transendent�Slave, oblige me again!��Here, master! Here!��I'm going to fall in love with a woman!��Fall in love, master, fall in love! Theman who falls in love with a womanforgets depression and melanholy.��No way, slave, I will not fall in love witha woman.��Don't fall in love, master, don't fall inlove. Woman is a well, she's a well, a pit,a hole. Woman is a whetted iron daggerthat uts the throat of a �ne man.�Dialog of Pessimism; or, the ObligingSlave81 Terms of disourseAt the very outset of the dissertation we privileged the master's disourse as a wayof oneptualizing the Real (a paradoxial undertaking to be sure). Laan's Real,we said (¶ 3 on page 6), while it is entirely other to the Imaginary-Symboli worldof meaning, yet this otherness is insribed therein and only therein as �an impasseof formalization.� Laan names the lous of this �ex-timate� kernel of identityobjet petit a. In short, the Laanian oneption of the Real suggests that a ertainSymboli world of meaning, for example Wisdom, is inapable of saying somethingtrue about the truth but only beause its truth orresponds to this internal limit,impasse, or failure. The objet (a) inarnates this impossibility as a surplus of276



81 Terms of disourseenjoyment (plus de jouir) not pre-existing speeh but born forth in its enuniation,thus ful�lling the onditions of an immanent beyond or, obversely, a transendente�et. By dint of this ambiguity, objet (a) a�ords a position of analysis thatsuumbs neither to postmodern redution of ethis to �how the individual onstruesthe world,� nor simply repeats the ideologial gesture of the text, as when we avertour eyes from the master's arefully dissembled impotene. This is of ourse an �eti�aount of disourse, dislosing the very ideologial otter-pin that must remainhidden if it is to ompel subjets under the sway of its world. On the importane ofmaintaining this subterfuge, we need only reall Laan's dire warning (see note 32on page 13): �If one does not squander [jouissane ℄, there will be all sorts ofonsequenes.� The struture of a disourse is therefore, by neessity, a partiularstrategy of squandering its own exesses, of laying them at the foot of an externalause.Having familiarized ourselves with the terms of Laan's fundamental form ofdisourse
S1

/S

→
∨

S2

awe an say roughly how and where the requisite semioti laundering takes plae inProverbs. On one hand, the meaning (S) of Wisdom1 was �xed only retroatively inits identi�ation with the fear-of Yhwh (S1), a signi�er whih does indeed representthe essene of Wisdom but insofar as this essene is only an impossible breah in the�eld of �atually ourring wisdom,� i.e. S2. The instantiation of wisdom-ideologywill then be the moment that the enuniation of the fear-of Yhwh is abstrated fromits purely performative and retroative e�et and posited instead as a self-su�ientplentitude whih orresponds spei�ally and su�iently to Proverbs' de�nition ofWisdom. �Fear of the Lord� involves both rational and non-rational aspets atthe same time.Its rational aspet entails an objetive revelation that an be taughtand memorized. . . �Fear of the Lord� [in ontrast to the generi ANEphrase �fear of God�℄ refers to the Lord's speial revelation, whether1Where S is either what, at the level of positive substane, orresponds to the totality of Wis-dom's prediates or, on the other hand, what orresponds to the true identity of Woman-Wisdom.277



6. The Poetis of Making-Transendentthrough Moses or Solomon. By this term Solomon traes his wisdombak to the Lord's inspiration.�Fear of the Lord� also entails a nonrational aspet, an emotionalresponse of fear, love, and trust.From this perspetive, the fear-of Yhwh is misreognized as to its purely negativedimension. Out of the series of Wisdom's prediates, it is pereived as the moststable referene point, the eternal �meta-signi�er� that gives us the proper meaningof all the others. The persistene of sapiential lak (the ongoing, restless searhof the sages) is thereby displaed from its proper Symboli lous, heneforth to bejusti�ed by the remoteness of the Real objet.82 Disourse as a soial linkThe persuasiveness of this short iruit an be seen most learly in the way thesage/father assumes his Symboli identity, i.e. the way that the empirial sageassumes the o�e and privilege of representing Wisdom. The hall-mark of his au-thority is not disernment about the future (as one would expet from someone whohad long traked the ausal nexus) but a vigilant abjuration of his own wiseness.True, Proverbs never questions the legitimay of paternal authority (reall our dis-ussion [¶ 41 on page 158℄ of the sage as Wisdom's Vertreter). But this authorityis grounded in the father's limits and the a priori irumsribed quality of humanwisdom,Do you see a man wise in his own eyes?�more hope for a fool than for him. (26:12)with the onsequene that the father's point of identi�ation with the son is a shareddistane towards the objet they pursue. The father is, like the son, born into aSymboli debt he annot overome.Indeed, I was a son to my father, a tenderfoot,and preious before my mother. (4:3)The son must, like the father, learn to sublate (in the properly Hegelian sense ofnegate and preserve) the immediate distane of naivete (i.e. the status of the petî) to the re�eted distane of fear. 278



82 Disourse as a soial linkThis �virtuous� kernel of folly, to be sure, is situated in a highly spei� mannerwith respet to the objet it fails to grasp. To wit, it is judged the only appropriateresponse of the �nite subjet to the in�nite objet, whih is beyond ompare andrepresentation.More preious is [Wisdom ℄ than jewelsand all of your satisfations�they resemble her not. (3:15, f. 8:11)The interpellative mehanism of Proverbs prima faie does not take rude form,I am worthy of your obediene (the asription of worth oered or otherwisein�ated), and you will therefore obey. Rather, our assent to the father has hisinadequay fully in view, and yet we obey! In granting the (empirial) father's lak,the disourse demands and justi�es our ompliane only within a irumsribedzone, thus preserving freedom and responsibility alike in relation to the in�nitetransendent truth. Before this we stand with the father in our ommon �nitude,even while we grant his status as �master� in the banality of day to day reality andits equally banal appliations of power.2In light of this, we may wish to inrease our estimation of the master (speakingof both the signi�er and the father who bears its funtion), who does more than�squander� the surplus of disourse. Rather he appropriates it, boldly establishing2Is this not preisely the form of Kant's (very onservative) ethial formulations, whih ome asa puzzling non-sequitur to his radial ritique of metaphysis and to his (equally radial) dismissalof an �ethis of the ommon good� via the ategorial imperative. How does Kant reonile thisapparent ontradition? �Now in many a�airs onduted in the interests of a ommunity, a ertainmehanism is required by means of whih some of its members must ondut themselves in anentirely passive manner so that through an arti�ial unanimity the government may guide themtoward publi ends, or at least prevent them from destroying suh ends. Here one ertainly mustnot argue, instead one must obey. However, insofar as this part of the mahine also regards himselfas a member of the ommunity as a whole, or even of the world ommunity, and as a onsequeneaddresses the publi in the role of a sholar, in the proper sense of that term, he an most ertainlyargue, without thereby harming the a�airs for whih as a passive member he is partly responsible.�Immanuel Kant, �What is Enlightenment?� In Foundations of the Metaphysis of Morals, andWhat is Enlightenment? New York: Liberal Arts Press, 1959, 99. Absolute freedom, what Kantonsiders the ondition of any ethi whatsoever, must be preserved through �passive assent� to �anarti�ial unanimity� underwritten by the state. The obverse to noumenal freedom is phenomenal279



6. The Poetis of Making-Transendentthe merits of its/his lak on an ever expanding �eld, a virtuous up-yle in whihlak an be traded for pro�t. There is, Laan points out, a tehnial term for whatsantions this exhange at any given time and plae�the episteme.This is a funny word, I do not know whether you have ever thought about it alot�putting oneself in the right position, in short it is the same word as verste-hen. It is the question of �nding the position that enables knowledge to beomeknowledge of the Master. The funtion of episteme in so far as it spei�ed as trans-missible knowledge�onsult Plato's dialogues3�is still entirely borrowed from thetehniques of the raftsman, that is to say, of serfs. It is a matter of extrating itsessene so that this knowledge beomes the Master's knowledge. And then, thatis naturally inreased by a little return shok, whih is alled a slip, a return of therepressed. But, so says someone or other, Karl Marx or someone else. . . 4ompliane. Here one must not argue but obey.3Laan here and throughout Seminar XVII refers to Plato's Meno in terms of a quasi primalemergene of the master's disourse. The problem posed by Sorates to Meno, whih we will not�nd remote from that posed by the proverbial sages, is to disover or better, distill, the esseneof virtue from its manifold appearanes. Meno, the slave, has no knowledge of virtue as suh butwhen asked an only speak of many virtues (�there are virtues numberless, and no lak of de�nitionsof them�). Sorates: �How fortunate I am, Meno! When I ask you for one virtue, you present mewith a swarm of them , whih are in your keeping. Suppose that I arry on the �gure of the swarm,and ask of you, What is the nature of the bee? and you answer that there are many kinds of bees,and I reply: But do bees di�er as bees, beause there are many and di�erent kinds of them; or arethey not rather to be distinguished by some other quality, as for example beauty, size, or shape?How would you answer me?�Meno: �I should answer that bees do not di�er from one another, as bees.�Sorates: �And if I went on to say: That is what I desire to know, Meno; tell me what is thequality in whih they do not di�er, but are all alike�would you be able to answer?�(Plato, 1967, 72a-) Meno's famous question, after having failed (as the sages failed with Wisdom)to name the essene of virtue, pure virtue and not one of its prediates, re�ets his befuddlementas to possible grounds of the master's funtion. �Why, on what lines will you look, Sorates, for athing of whose nature you know nothing at all? Pray, what sort of thing, amongst those that youknow not, will you treat us to as the objet of your searh? Or even supposing, at the best, thatyou hit upon it, how will you know it is the thing you did not know?� (Plato, 1967, 80d). Onwhat grounds, in other words, will we asribe mastery to the master? What is wise about wisdom?Plato's answer, the theoretial elaboration of anamnesis�we will remember the eternal truththat our inarnated bodies have forgotten�traes the same reverse temporality we have elaboratedunder the rubri of �psyhoanalyti ause.�4Jaques Laan, Seminar XVII. unpublished manusript, 11/26/69.280



83 Positions of disourseThe evoation of Marx, who appears throughout the seminars of 1969-1970, under-sores (one again) the materiality of Laanian disourse: the �arhes of the world�he alls them. (And, of ourse, the language of �surplus enjoyment� annot butall to mind Marx's own disover of the �master's funtion� in the extration ofsurplus value.) What is even more important in this quote is the insistene uponthe primay of position. The funtion of mastery depends not on what one says orhow one says it but upon where one stands, addressing whom, in the moment ofenuniation.83 Positions of disourseThis realls us to seond feature of Laan's struture of disourse, not the terms(S1, S2, a, /S) but a �xed arrangement of positions into whih eah term is slotted.agent −→ other
↑ ↓truth ∨ produtThe �surfae positions� �t well with the most basi model of ommuniation: there isan agent, one who speaks; of ourse he speaks to somebody, so there is also an other.The link between them (→) is what the agent means to say. It is his intent. On thebottom things are more ompliated. We have, in our omments about objet (a),theorized a �surplus enjoyment,� but let us here speak more generally. The surplus isjust something produed in exess of the avowed intent. The agent's word produesan unforeseen onsequene. And then in the �nal position, truth. The truth is whatdrives the disourse, unbeknownst to the agent. (Herein lies the sting of Freud's�Copernian turn�: the ego is not master in its own house.) Whoever oupies theposition of ageny is an imposter, it is the truth that drives him and not vie-versa. The disjuntion (∨) between produt and truth is a forgone onlusion inthe Laanian system. �Whatever the signs, whatever the master signi�ers that ometo be insribed in the plae of the agent, under no irumstanes will produtionhave a relation to truth.�5The surfae struture of Proverbs an thus be apprehended in two modes. As a5Laan, Seminar XVII, 203. 281



6. The Poetis of Making-Transendentsynhroni system of signi�ers Proverbs de�nes the �eld of Wisdom as the networkgiven by
S1 −→ S2fear-of Yhwh −→ diligene, prudene, disretion, et.The theoretial and exegetial onsequenes of this algorithm have taken up the bulkof our work thus far. But of ourse this gives only a partial piture of disourse,whih never in fat assumes this kind of stati, spatialized existene (and herein liesthe paradox of Saussure's privileging of the synhroni dimension of langue) butis only the multipliity of diahroni utteranes. This �rst algorithm is thus thetransendental ondition of Proverbs, a dedution we an nevertheless make onlyfrom a series of harateristi interations,agent −→ otherfather −→ sonas C. Newsom has suintly put it: �a father talking to his son, mostly aboutwomen�6�a synopsis that is not as simple or self-explanatory as at �rst appears.For in desribing Proverbs operation as bifurated along two vetorsfather −→ son

↓womanwe loate the ritial distintion between the father's intent at the level of meaningand his aim as that whih his disourse seeks to e�et, to produe. Newsom'sinlusion, �. . . about women,� suggests that this aim has to do with imparting aproper perspetive on women, or rather on �Woman� as an ideal whose spei�oordinates are given by the Strange-Woman (the woman that the son must avoid)and Woman-Wisdom (the woman that the son must embrae).Already this helps us immensely in our approah to objet (a), whih until nowwe have plaed at the enter of our projet (of traing the immanent origins oftransendene) but only de�ned in the abstrat idiom of Laanian theory (plus de6Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 116.282



84 Disursive revolutionsjouir, objet ause, the disembodied voie, the �lining� of the speular image, andso on). In terms of the master's disourse, the topologial oinidene of� objet (a) as what disrupts the disourse's oherene, and� a magnitude of ertainty about the objet �woman� as what the disourseproduesallows us to speify the former in the muh less ambiguous terms of the latter.Nuanes that were di�ult to follow in the abstrat are given in senarios that arereognizable as possible experienes (and ruially for us, exegetial data). As objetause of desire, objet (a) refers to the son's desire to be ertain as to Woman'sidentity�this ertainty as impossible. As voie, objet (a) is the material ground ofthis ertainty, the unique feature of Woman's identity not suseptible to the frailtyof Symboli identi�ation�this materiality as ungraspable. As plus de jouir, theway that disourse itself produes the opposite of what it intends: in delimiting the�dangers� of the Strange-Woman�in terms that annot but resonate with ehoesof enjoyment�the father inessantly disorients the son in relation to the �proper�oordinates of desire�this desire as aught in an in�nite regression: �Is this whatI should desire to desire?� As a pratial matter, then, we will seek to ome toterms with objet (a) where Proverbs exhibits the impossibility of maintaining theopposition between Woman-Wisdom and the Strange-Woman.84 Disursive revolutionsNewsom's taut desription of Proverbs brings to mind a further onsequene ofdisourse's intrinsi positionality, namely that you might not like where you standin the ontext of a given disourse. In so far as it is only the father who gets to speak,Proverbs o�ers what is patently �patriarhal wisdom,� whose norms pit father overson and men over women in relations of dominane and subordination, privilege anddeprivation. The reprodution of this disourse must therefore overome antagonismthat at times festers as passive ressentiment but at other times erupts in ativeresistane, as when one refuses to take ones assigned plae. For Newsom thesesubtexts are aessible to the reader of Proverbs, �who does not take up the subjetposition o�ered by the text.�7 For this reader7Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 131.283



6. The Poetis of Making-TransendentProverbs 1-9 eases to be a simple text of initiation and beomes a text aboutthe problemati nature of disourse itself. Not only the dazzling (and defensive)rhetori of the father but also the pregnant silene of the son and the dissidenethat speaks from the margin in the person of the Strange Woman beome mattersof signi�ane.8Disourse is not stable; revolution is possible. Laan, who gave Seminar XVIIin Paris, at the height of the student unrest, had a quite spei� idea of whatonstituted a revolution in disourse.9Given the terms we are dealing with�/S and objet (a), whose being persist beneaththe Symboli domain of history where they, nonetheless, �do not ease to insribethemselves��the notion of revolutionary hange would seem to sit at an unomfort-able distane from Laan's theory of disourse. Yet, Laan's projetion for Semi-nar XVII is �four radial disourses,� the master's disourse and then three others,whih he derives by rotating the four terms (ounter-lokwise) a quarter turn withrespet to the positions, yielding four arrangements he designates aording to whois speaking, i.e. what term �lls the position of the agent.Master's University
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S2Analyst's Hysteri'sFigure 6.1: The four disourses.As for what drives this quarter turn, a question often leveled as a ritique of Laan's�struturalism,� we need only keep in mind the inompleteness that insists within8Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 131.9On Seminar XVII as an intervention into the Frenh student uprisings of 1968 see JoanCopje, �May '68, the Emotional Month�. In Laan: The Silent Partners New York: Verso, 2006.284



85 Having reognized the masterthe struture. I refer to the impossibility of the onnetion marked (→): the fatthat the agent annot say what he means, there is always some exess produed;and the onsequential disjuntion (∨) between what is produed and the truth.Laan therefore needs no reourse to a transendent teleology (like the ariatureof Hegel's Absolute Geist, who operates behind the sreen of history, whose subtle�ruses� suessively move soiety towards the realization Truth). Rather the move-ment arises from a fatigue and then repulsion at the solutions of representationprovided by the extant master. In short, one the master (rystallized, as we saw inProv 10 and 14, in the dialetiization of lak) is sullied in the ourse of its usageby aretions of positive meaning, its funtion qua mastery is ompromised. Theompulsive movement of unnaming and reon�guration begins, lest our speeh failto adequately squander the jouissane it engenders.85 Having reognized the masterAnd, in fat, there is a sense in whih the enterprize of ritial exegesis and theform of the sholarly ommentary, insofar as they stand at some distane from �thesubjet position o�ered by the text,� take for granted what the text took suh painsto hide. For even to aknowledge in a mild tone that a text re�ets its historialontext is to unveil the master as bound to the prejudies of his time and plae.When, for example, we read a text as �patriarhal,� we have already stepped outfrom under the master's sway�the revolt has taken plae; or, at the very least, ourspeeh has revolved.Nonetheless in trying to unover the text's true meaning, a task that preoupiesthe modern sholar as muh if not more than her anient ounterpart, we are notspared the impediments of language. Even having displaed the master (S1) fromhis preeminene and having reognized a text as his way of looking at things, we(we who have learned to speak the language of the university) neessarily groundour interpretations on the same dubious ornerstones, /S and objet (a). That is,we are in no sense immune to the �the pleasures of the text,�10 though no doubt10The phrase is Roland Barthes, Le plaisir du texte, whose onept of plaisir stands in produ-tive tension to Laan's jouissane, even if here it is only being exploited for the play on words ita�ords. 285



6. The Poetis of Making-Transendentthese will resonate in a historially spei� way, routed through the assoiations oflate apitalism11 by whih we are now unavoidably and profoundly shaped.To �reognize the master,� in our view, is more than to at on a hunh about atext's bias. It is to unover the way a disourse is strutured around the absententer of S1 and in doing so naturalizes the arbitrary alloation of privilege. Inthis regard, M. Fox's (more or less) form-ritial and C. Newsom's (more or less)strutural12 analysis of Prov 1-9 an be taken as exemplary demonstrations of howProverbs' disursivity re�ets and underwrites the patriarhal authority of the sage.For eah of them, the di�erene between Woman-Wisdom and the Strange-Womanis of entral onern, but it is equally true that on this point, in their respetivedemonstrations of how and why Proverbs does (Fox) or fails to (Newsom) sus-tain this di�erene, both sholars abandon the assumptions that unfailingly guidetheir interpretation elsewhere. This an be spei�ed on the axis that has remainedthroughout in the bakground of our argumentation. Where the Strange-Womanappears, at that point sholarly attention is shifted from the immanent �eld ofdisourse, however disourse is being oneived, to the transendent world of realobjets, dense objets into whih the text's own jouissane an be atheted.86 The master as leturerIn general terms, be�tting its belonging to the Anhor Bible series, Fox's ommen-tary tra�s in �historial ritial� methodologies: textual ritiism, a developed ifagnosti opinion about dating, an aounting for ompositional historial questions,great attention to the anient Near Eastern ontext, sophistiated philologial argu-mentation, and (muh less generi) knowledge and extensive use of the anient Jew-11On this haraterization of the historial onjunture beginning in the 1960s see ErnestMandel, Late Capitalism. London: New Left Books, 1975.12I do not wish to narrowly label Newsom's work, whih de�es and indeed argues against thosereadings that irumsribe their objet of inquiry by donning a authorized �methodologial hat.�Newsom's reading draws heavily on psyhoanalyti and feminist theory and is �struturalist� speif-ially only in that it attends to the disursive struture of ideology as inherently open and un�n-ished. Her argument is struturalist, in other words, in so far as struture is stritly opposed tothe possibility of losure implied by form, partiularly as it has been realized by biblial studiesunder the auspies of form ritiism. 286



86 The master as leturerish ommentaries. Granted this broad range of analytial tools, we may nonethelessassert that Fox's primary frame of referene is form ritial. The textual �objets�to whih he attends are1. the Ten �Letures��themselves understood as a omposite Gattung, onsist-ing of an exordium, lesson, and onlusion; and2. �ve poeti �interludes��later sribal insertions, omposed by di�erent au-thors, responding to points raised by the letures, and ohering around the�gure of Wisdom as a woman13Fox thus unveils the funtion of master apart from any treatment of �ontent� or�meaning.� The most super�ial reading disovers it at one on the very surfae ofthe text, in the fat that here a father is leturing his son.Consequently, following this indiation, nothing we ome aross in Proverbs(inluding the Strange-Woman) is not mediated by its highly formalized textualenvironment: embedded in the speeh of the father (representing the Law, authority,theMaster, et.) to the son (the governable, eduable, potentially transgressive siteof Knowledge). Aordingly Fox writes,Only in Leture X [Prov 7℄ is the Strange Woman portrayed as a personality andendowed with some suggestion of feelings and motives. To reognize that thisportrayal is a deliberate haraterization, we should onsider that the personalityof the woman in 7:6-23 is not the only one possible. The author might haveshown a languorous, sultry femme fatale waiting for her prey; or a friendly neighboronealing her sedutive plans till the time is ripe; or a desperate nymphomania,who snathes at sex like Potipher's wife; or a harlot, promising opulation withoutompliations.14So, Fox reognizes that the Strange-Woman is a haraterization from the fatherfor the son (the one in the story and the reader), but what does he think sheharaterizes? Here Fox gets into a bit of trouble; he abandons the rigor of hisapproah and leaves the (dubious) ground of his ensure unexamined.13�The onnetions among the Wisdom interludes an be explained not from having a singleauthor but from a proess of organi growth, with eah suessive author reading the earlier textand elaborating on it. From the idea of wisdom in the letures they extrapolated a di�erent, moreabstrat onept of wisdom, then embodied that onept in a personi�ation.� Fox, Proverbs 1-9,328-29.14Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 253. 287



6. The Poetis of Making-Transendent87 Overreading the Strange-WomanRather than reading the signi�er Strange-Woman as a signifying element, as a �xedloation in a given disursive network (apropos of Prov 7, a more ompliated,re�eted positionality as the Strange-Woman is a harater in a didati narrativewhih is in turn the objet lesson of Leture X), Fox simply strips o� the ompliatedSymboli entanglement to extrat a stable referent. Fox himself seems aware of, ifnot a problem, at least the anomalous nature of his reading. Thus, at this pointhe breaks o� from the ommentary for a long (orretive) exursus on the Strange-Woman.Muh has been said about the mythologial proportions of the Strange Woman,how she is a stereotype of women's evil and a symbol of vast haoti and destrutivepowers and how she epitomizes �the Other.� All this, in my view, is an egregious,if produtive, over-reading.15In the guise of defending her authentiity as �a harater in her own right, notmerely a personi�ation of sins and dangers,�16 Fox dismisses in turn �allegorial-symboli interpretations��the Strange-Woman as a referene to heresy, as a symbolfor material pleasures or the body, as a symbol of intolerable di�erene�and withgreater spei�ity, a seletion of well-regarded feminist readings of the past threedeades.He summarizes his �ndings in the �nal setion of the exursus, �Over-reading isMisreading,� as followsCommon to the allegorial interpretations, as well as to the foreign ult interpreta-tion and some feminist readings, are ertain presuppositions of a rather aademiharater: that �mere� forniation or even adultery is too inidental or narrow orbanal a danger to warrant suh solemn and extended admonitions, or that an or-dinary slut would be an inadequate antithesis to Wisdom herself . . . The menaeof sexual trespass is su�iently grave to warrant the intensity of the warning itreeives.17Here we must read Fox di�erently than he reads himself, that is, that he merelyallows the Strange-Woman to be seen, unmediated by so many �homileti� and�hermeneuti� enodings.18 Quite the ontrary, the redution of the �mythologial15Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 252. 16Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 253. 17Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 262.18Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 262. 288



87 Overreading the Strange-Womanproportions of the Strange Woman� to an �ordinary slut� represents the hermeneu-ti gesture par exellene, not in the least bit less allegorial for its dry, ommon-sensibility. The traverse from signi�er, the-strange-woman, to signi�ed, ordinary-slut, is nearly indistinguishable from the interpretations Fox has deried as �alle-gorial.�On what grounds ould we all suh a ommon-sensial and apparently onreteonlusion allegorial? He has tried to aount for her as a meaningful totality byappealing to what is essentially a proper name, ordinary slut, but has in no wayaounted for his own role as namer. The one who gives names is traditionallynone other than the father. So, does Fox's attempt to master the Strange-Womanthrough this Master-Signi�er mean that he o�ers us nothing more than a reitera-tion of the Master's disourse? Not exatly, for we must aount for a degree ofdi�erene in this repetition. Fox's disourse does not and surely ould not speakexpliitly from the perspetive of the Master: �My hild, if you aept my wordsand treasure up my ommandments within you . . . then you will understand thefear of Yhwh and �nd the knowledge of God.� This is not aademi prose. Instead,Fox (learly we are not singling him out here; few in the aademy are permittedto speak otherwise) assumes the mantel of the sienti� subjet-of-knowledge ando�ers us a well-reasoned argument to onvine us that these other arguments are�over -readings.� What he o�ers in their plae is a rational and empirial explana-tion for this perturbing Woman. Thus we write his approah to the Strange-Woman
S2→ a, orresponding to the visible portion of the University disourse, by whihwe an speify the di�erene between Proverbs and Fox's reading of Proverbs.Proverbs (Master's Disourse) Fox (University Disourse)
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6. The Poetis of Making-Transendentto a ertain gap (/S) between what was said about her and what, he assures us,was meant. This inevitably produes unertainty in his ritial readers. At themost surfae level, one annot help but be struk by the inongruity between theadjetives deployed by Fox and the father whih ostensibly name the same objet:strange and ordinary. The Master-Signi�er's ability to �make sense� when deployedto mean the exat opposite of what it may otherwise denote is, of ourse, one of itsmost symptomati harateristis. So, in its use as a Master-Signi�er, in its radialemptiness at the level of signi�ation, �ordinary slut� is the most ideal interpre-tation of all, and Fox's dismissal of �the mythologial proportions of the StrangeWoman� rebound on him with a vengeane.88 leqah.That the signi�er is, aording to our reasoning, the �hidden truth� of Fox's dis-ourse, one expets to unover, nonetheless, signs of its olusion. Thus, where wis-dom and foolishness (and their womanly avatars�Woman Wisdom and the StrangeWoman) are indistinguishable at the level of the signi�er (whih is after all, the onlylevel upon whih they exist), Fox's reading beomes �symptomati.� I give one ex-ample. The word leqah. , in the ontext of wisdom literature, means �a learning�or �a teahing.� It is a nominal form of the verb lqh. �to take� or �to aept��aonnetion emphasized in the de�nition of Atkinson, who suggests �getting a graspon what the teaher wishes to onvey.�19 It is a stok term for Proverbs, assoiatedwith both the father/teaher and Woman-Wisdom. It is inluded in the openingprogrammati statement wherein the author exhorts, �Let the wise hear and addlearning (leqah. )' (1:5). In light of this, we an easily seen the dissonane a readermight have felt oming aross 7:15, where the father says of the Strange-Woman,�She persuaded him by the greatness of her teahing (leqah. )' ; a dissonane weobserve is signi�antly attenuated by Fox's rendering, �She entied him with hersoft 'instrutions,' �20�the quote marks direting us to read the term ironially, inview of the father's sarasm. Make no mistake, I am far from saying Fox is wrongin his interpretation of the father's intent (S1 → S2); his explanation is perfetlyogent:19D.J. Atkinson, The Message of Proverbs: Wisdom for Life. Inter-Varsity Press, 1996, 25.20Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 238. 290



89 Struture and the astrated masterleqah. is elsewhere used of teahing or dotrine, as in 1:5. The word should notbe assigned a unique meaning in this one ourrene, suh as �sedutive speeh�(NRSV) or �eloquene� (JPSV). Rather, it is used in its usual sense��dotrine,��instrution��but said in a faetious tone.21We should heartily a�rm Fox's onlusion of a �faetious tone,� understanding thatthe resort to sarasm arises as a last dith e�ort to stop the slide in meaning. At anyrate, Fox's hermeneuti deisions do not aount for the text's failure to stabilizethe objet-signi�ers for the son's desire.Does this mean that one would be mistaken to di�erentiate and a fortiori toevaluate among hermeneutial readings? No, it simply means that they share an in-terpretive posture (whih may sound surprising given the radial di�erene method-ologial disussions would lead us to antiipate between these readings). We ansummarize this posture as the one that asks what the Strange-Woman means andproposes an answer external to the �eld of Proverbs' disourse, either with reourseto some historially ontingent harater (Fox's �ordinary slut�) or to some puresigni�er of otherness (Camp's �death in sexual form�) that threatens or subvertsmale disourse.Opposed to these approahes is the one that asks not what the Strange-Womanmeans in Proverbs' disourse but how Proverbs' disourse produes meaning throughits use of the Strange-Woman. In short, the alternative approah neither takes lan-guage's relationship to an external referent nor its ability to produe meaning forgranted. It takes as axiomati the inherent instability of language, in terms of ourmathemes, that S2 relies upon the externalization of S1 as a privileged signi�er andis therefore essentially laking. C. Newsom's artile on Proverbs' disourse bestrepresents this approah.89 Struture and the astrated masterNewsom's struture of disourse does not fail to inlude the Strange-Woman as aninternal objet. She approahes Prov 1-9 as a strutural knot between the fatherand the son in a way that (perhaps ounter-intuitively) oheres extremely well with21Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 248-49. 291



6. The Poetis of Making-TransendentFox's form ritial analysis of �the Leture.�22 �The Strange Woman,� she writes,�does not reah the son diretly but only as �ltered through the father's speeh.�23Following Fox's formal judgment we were able to depit Prov 1-9 as an instaneof the Master's disourse. Reall from above: the empty Master-Signi�er (S1) holdsthe dominant position in its relationship to the other signi�ers (S2), the lous ofknowledge, in order to maintain or expand its power as that for whih the othersrepresent the subjet. Apropos the repressed underside of the Master's disourse,when Fox aimed his analysis at the surplus (a) produed by the disourse, he did soas the knowing subjet (S2) who would give it a rational plae in (or rather, outsideof) Proverbs' Symboli world and thereby enated two important e�aements; theplae of the objet (a) as internally exluded from the Master's disourse on theone hand, and the position of pure mastery (S1) on whih his analysis dependson the other. Newsom piks up the analysis where Fox abandons it through thesee�aements by relentlessly interrogating the Master (S1), alling into question thesupport of Fox's onlusions and exposing the gaps and failures in the father'sability, �nally, to make sense.Aordingly, what athes Newsom's eye are the plaes where the father's words�nd no signifying support, the key juntures where the signi�erness of Proverbs'disourse is partiularly exposed. Throughout Newsom �nds apreferene for abstrat terms, suh as `righteousness, justie, and equity' (1:3).The pragmati meaning of these terms is seldom lear from the text. And yet itis preisely in the struggle to ontrol the meaning of suh terms that one �ndsevidene of ideologial on�it between soial groups. . . .What is important forProv 1-9 is the issue of interpellation and the need for ontinual reinterpellation.24When Newsom refers to the unlear �pragmati meaning� of ertain privileged termsshe is, of ourse, identifying and promoting the underside of the Master's disourse.She exposes what the disourse tries so hard to keep hidden and she expressessomewhat impressionistially (or at least narratively) what we have, following La-22Noting the a�nity allows us to haraterize quite preisely the nature of their di�erenes,spei�ally with regard to the Strange-Woman. To reiterate, the interpretative split runs not be-tween Newsom and Fox but down the middle of Fox's own reading, at the non-existent intersetionof his formal argumentation and his determination of the Strange-Woman's referent.23Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 126.24Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 118.292



89 Struture and the astrated masteran, oneptualized as the Master-Signi�er, �the signi�er (S1) for whih all the othersigni�ers (S2) represent the subjet.� The bearers of this disourse�the father ofthe letures and the empty, privileged signi�ers named by Newsom (righteousness,justie, et.)�are equally non-sensial, and so must be read symptomatially. Thequestion is not �what do they mean?� but rather �what primordial failure of mean-ing do they positivize?�25 This di�erene in attention approahes a kind of absolutehorizon in the ase of the Strange-Woman, whose �ontent� approahes nullity asompared to her strutural funtion, the shifting guarantor of so many threatenedbinary oppositions. From the extension of this Symboli instability to the soialand historial world of the sages at the end of her quote it is lear that Newsomexplains the Symboli failure as a result of real soial antagonism in the SeondTemple period, a point we will return to below.The primary opposition to the disourse of the father is the Strange-Womanbut this opposition, Newsom is areful to note, is inherent to the disourse itself,it resides stritly within the male phantasm; the Strange-Woman only reahes theson �through the father's speeh.�26 Newsom's point is just the opposite of thehermeneutial readings seeking the Strange-Woman's signi�ation outside the dis-ourse of wisdom; for Newsom, the antagonism is ontologially prior; patriarhaldisourse is always already subverted; only subsequently is the Strange-Woman quasigni�er invoked to �over the gap.� Newsom notes apropos of the leture in Prov2, Invoking the Strange Woman as a threat provides a basis for solidarity betweenfather and son. Her di�erene makes available a shared sameness for father andson that bridges the generational division of patriarhy that was visible in Proverbs1.27The Strange-Woman is thus the �solution� muh more than she is the problem, aontainer into whih the literally un-speakable ontraditions of the soiety may besafely loalized.It is a solution, however, with its own di�ulties. �But,� Newsom ontinues,25In this partiular sense, the �gure of Woman an be ompared to suh eminently useful �tionsas Beher's phlogiston or Desartes' pineal gland.26Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 126.27Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 122.293



6. The Poetis of Making-Transendentthe woman and her disourse exist as a persistent irritant loated, to borrow Ju-lia Kristeva's phrase, at the margin. In the following hapters she ontinues topreoupy the father's advie. He an never quite be �nished with her. The om-petition she represents is the ause of the father's speeh, the inentive for its veryexistene. The Strange Woman �gures the irreduible di�erene that prevents anydisourse from establishing itself unproblematially. She is the ontradition, thedissonane that fores a dominant disourse to artiulate itself and at the sametime threatens to subvert it. These dissonanes an no more be eliminated thanan sexual di�erene itself.28The Strange-Woman is as muh the ondition of possibility for the father's patriar-hal disourse as its ondition of impossibility.�Metaphorially, in the soial fabriof patriarhy woman is the essential thread that joins the piees. But equally sheindiates the seams where the fabri is subjet to tears.�29 The Strange-Womanthreatens the disourse insofar as she, by overing over its inherent ontradition,signi�es the disourse's essential lak. Laan would say, she is the signi�er of thelak of an other Other; she signi�es that there is no Other of the Other that ouldguarantee its meaning.What �solves� the irreduible ontologial lak in Proverbs' Symboli order, thatis, what reates the illusion that an order exists despite its essential nonexistene,returns with a vengeane in the father's speeh (the text of Proverbs) as so manyraks in the façade of his wisdom.30 Thus Newsom's readings of partiular textstend to be diagnosti: unovering both the failures of re-sripting and the tell-taletraes from other registers of disourse. For example, in her disussion of Prov 5-6,she attends to the slide of signi�ation as what purports to be about sexual ethis,never quite manages to stik to its topi.28Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 122.29Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 127, emphasis added.30We have suggested throughout that this rak in the façade is Wisdom itself. There is noWisdom apart from wisdom and the raks that prevent it from being Wisdom, that grant theillusion that some universal Wisdom exists. Newsom's work on�rms our thesis by taking theruial dialetial step to transform the father's failure to get rid of the Strange-Woman and simplyteah Wisdom into a suess. The referenes to the Strange-Woman o�er so many hanes to seewisdom itself as laking in its essene insofar as the essene of Wisdom is a negative dimensionprodued by but irreduible to representation. 294



90 The hysteri's disourseThe system of approved and disapproved sexual relations forms a language throughwhih men de�ne their relations with one another. . . Although there is an obvious el-ement of psyhosexual fantasy here, it is overwritten by soial referenes. . . Exogamyis deplorable beause it results in the alienation of wealth.31Newsom ontinues, drawing the appropriate onlusion from her argument,When symboli thinking is arried forward by means of onrete objets or persons,statements and ations pertaining to these onrete entities an never be merelypragmati on the one hand or simply metaphorial on the other.32Newsom's ensuing analysis of Prov 7-8 as a diptyh in whih the mythologialand the realisti annot be severed o�ers another textual illustration and seemsultimately to put any laims for a non-allegorial meaning of the Strange-Womanto rest.3390 The hysteri's disourseWhat we refer to as diagnosti in Newsom's reading mode, we an at this pointoneptualize as hysterial, insofar as its struture is equivalent to Laan's thirdstruture of disourse, the Hysteri's disourse. We refer to her mode of analysis asdiagnosti beause, in rejeting the question motivating Fox's University disourse(�what does the Strange-Woman mean?�) as a false dilemma, she asks instead howthe Strange-Woman and other signi�ers embody the failure of patriarhal disourseto ever fully aount for what it means.34 The label �hysterial� is also appro-31Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 126.32Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 127.33This would obviously inlude Fox's, disussed above. He writes, �It is true that by the intensityof his desription of the woman's evil the author omes very lose to the boundary between literaland allegorial and prepares the way for symboli interpretations, but that is not his intention.Allegory or symbolism is not within the text.� Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 261. This boundary that Foxtries to onjure by his word and treat as if it were natural and in no need of defense is preiselywhat Newsom, so many years earlier, exposed as dubious, her hallenge apparently remaining,unfortunately, unanswered and unaknowledged.34As shown above, Newsom does not think it neessary that the Strange-Woman mean anythingin partiular, just that she exist as a signi�er apable of reeiving the blame for the failures ofpatriarhal disourse to form a logial totality. The Strange-Woman �is not simply the speehof atual women, but she is the symboli �gure of a variety of marginal disourses.� Newsom,The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 122. Thus, the Strange-Woman, in the guise of �troubling�295



6. The Poetis of Making-Transendentpriate insofar as it signi�es inessant skeptiism and the best kind of sholarshipthat exposes the unquestioned assumptions the master's disourse relies on and theuniversity disourse taitly aepts.The positions of the Hysteri's disourse suh that eah one may be seen in itsdiret opposition to those of the University disourse are as follows,University Hysteri's
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S2and we may elaborate them apropos of Newsom as follows:reader
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fatherknowledgeWe have dwelt at length on the position she assumes as the lak in signi�ation(/S) interrogating the father's laims to mastery (S1), and have thereby indiretlyskethed some of the knowledge she has produed (S2), but we have not done sowith any preision, whih is prerequisite to understanding the position of truth (a)on whih her ageny relies.The knowledge produed by Newsom's diagnosti-hysteri interrogation of the Mas-ter's disourse an be mapped onto two oppositional axes of a semioti square. Onthe one hand, the atual sage�insofar as patriarhal disourse sustains onrete,bodily inequalities between men and women, rih and poor, ruler and ruled�standsopposed to any number of marginal or subaltern subjetivities that threaten statusquo arrangement. In the sage's manner of speaking, this multitude is onvenientlyonsolidated in the funtion of One signi�er; sexual di�erene omes to stand fordi�erene as suh. �The Strange Woman . . . is the symboli �gure of a variety ofmarginal disourses.�35On the other hand, patriarhal disourse as the Symboli matrix that justi�esthe privilege of men over women is set against the presene of atual women, whoseperspetive and speeh throw patriarhal norms into a onfusion of dissonane.the smooth operation of patriarhal norms, provides a solution to its inherent ontraditions byexternalizing them.35Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 122.296



91 The ethis of knowledgeAs women enter into publi disourse as speaking subjets, the habit of patriarhyto think symbolially by means of woman is thrown into onfusion. Woman annotoupy the same symboli relationship to herself that she does to man. With thathange the long, slow risis of the symboli order is at hand.36These two oppositional axes an be displayed as follows:
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patriarchal discourseFigure 6.2: S2�the produt of Newsom's analysisWhat the square so learly depits is the irreduible and mutually impliating rela-tionship Newsom's analysis insists upon and tries to maintain throughout betweenthe Symboli order and embodied experiene�the human being as parlêtre.91 The ethis of knowledgeThe move to ethis inevitably arises from her onlusions insofar as the interpreter,as a parlêtre, is not exluded from the Symboli world the text reates. The knowl-edge the square is intended to depit is not without its relation to orporeality;that there is no disembodied knowledge is a diret impliation of the Hysteri's dis-ourse. The square does not lose its usefulness here as it also depits the Utopianand dystopian possibilities onstituted by the knowledge Newsom's analysis pro-dues.3736Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 127-28.37Earlier we referred to the former as the pedagogial axis, not a bad term here either. In thisase the dystopian possibility would quite appropriately be the negation of the lesson learned fromNewsom's knowledge. 297



6. The Poetis of Making-TransendentAs for the latter, dystopian possibility reated by this knowledge: to the extentthat patriarhal disourse is reprodued, the position of atual women (atual poorpeople, atual vitims of subjugation, et.) will be antagonisti to male privilege.Men will be sholar-sages whereas women will be, at the most material level, inome-generators. On the Symboli register, woman as the quintessential sign of othernesswill be both vili�ed and elevated, all the while her reality is on�ned to male idealsof domestiity and male sexual fantasies. Woman qua inome-generator: eitherpraised domesti enabler of male leisure or vili�ed publi objet of male fantasy.And the Utopian possibility Newsom suggests: to the extent that the ountlessmarginal perspetives are �given voie,� whih here simply means are allowed tospeak from the position that the atual sage has heretofore reserved for himself,disourse itself beomes a ontested zone, wherein the long hegemony of the fathermust share signi�ane with �the pregnant silene of the son and the dissidene thatspeaks from the margin in the person of the Strange Woman.�38 Bodies heretoforemarginalized must be allowed to speak a new Symboli order. The Symboli supportof the status quo must not be allowed to marginalize another generation of non-malebodies.92 �Woman� as another name of the FatherHere we need to ompliate the knowledge and ethi Newsom provides, beausethe nature of the relationship onneting the ontraditory terms remains opaque.Consider the axis onneting �marginal subjetivities� to �patriarhal disourse.�Newsom desribes the former as exlusions from the latter but also argues for theirdependene upon the latter; marginal subjetivities depend upon patriarhal dis-ourse for their onstitution just as patriarhal disourse depends upon the (ex-luded) existene of marginal subjetivities to onstitute itself as a totality. Theaxis that de�nes their relationship is, for this reason, far from simply ontraditory.They are mutually exlusive but they are also o-dependent. One exists neitherwith the other�marginal subjetivity is exluded from patriarhal disourse�norwithout the other�marginal subjetivity must be posited as exlusive with patri-38Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 131.298



92 �Woman� as another name of the Fatherarhal disourse for both marginal subjetivity and patriarhal disourse to exist.39The logial relationship of this ontraditory axis is disjuntive: the spae of overlapuniting marginal subjetivity and patriarhal disourse is oupied neither by anypart of the one nor the other; that is, this spae forms a ertain determinate voidbetween the two (determinate beause these two �not-all� Euler irles give it a spe-i� shape at the lous of their disjuntive enounter). Any authenti hange in thestruture of patriarhal disourse would have to arise from this void beause patri-arhal disourse already aounts for, makes sense of, everything else, inluding thesubjetivities it de�nes as exluded. To all this spae a void is not to say it doesnot exist but rather to de�ne its existene as foundationless within the bounds ofpatriarhal disourse. This foundationless void is the spae of the objet (a) whihoutlines the disourse's blind spot, that whih it annot predit or aount for andfrom whih hange will ome, not through a marginal subjetivity but rather on39The substantial body of sholarly work Newsom has ontributed sine 1989 and the publiationof The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom has stayed remarkably lose to the question (or possibility)of �marginal disourses.� Her work on Job, of ourse, whih relies heavily on Bakhtinian ategories(polyphony, his distint elaboration of genre, the un�nalizability of disourse) and even morereently her work on Qumran, The Self as Symboli Spae: Construting Identity and Communityat Qumran. In this latter work, as with The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, we �nd (1) thesame reognition that disursive mediation is always-already prior to any diret engagement with�the world� (like the Laanian ditum: �there is no other of the Other�); and (2) the same attemptto arve out a zone not entirely determined by the prevailing ideologial �eld, wherefrom somekind of external ritique an be mounted. Thus, in Newsom's telling, the struture of women'smarginality with respet to the patriarhal disourse of Wisdom is ehoed at Qumran as setarianmarginality with respet to mainstream soiety. �The disourse of the Qumran ommunity was notsimply produed to maintain an established soiety but to reate one that distinguished itself fromother disursive ommunities within Seond Temple Judaism. The need to reate the sentimentsof a�nity and estrangement required for soial boundaries and the need to o�er a new identity topersons who had been previously formed in other ommunities set speial onditions for disourse.The praties, verbal and otherwise, that serve to produe and reprodue soial relations andidentities in an established and dominant ulture may be so thoroughly worked into the bakgroundhum of disourse as to be virtually inaudible; but for a setarian ommunity they will tend to bemuh more expliit.� Newsom, The Self as Symboli Spae: Construting Identity and Communityat Qumran, 3. The Laanian supplement to this partiular struture of inaudible mainstreamdisourse brought to ritial awareness via setarian distane is to point out how the stability ofthe mainstream and setarian ommunities alike requires the �expliit� pereption of a split; thatthis sript of antagonism is preisely what keeps ideology in the bakground, an �inaudible hum.�299



6. The Poetis of Making-Transendentthe bak of a singular subjet.The other ontraditory axis of Newsom's square must be approahed ratherdi�erently, although we end up saying something quite similar; it is best graspedby treating its terms in turn. If we an restrain from de�ning the relationshipbetween the two terms and instead aount for how they, like the previous ones,are fundamentally split, not-all, then we will be better positioned to say somethingabout the nature of their relationship and the need to return to the text with thisin mind.The problem this axis onfronts us with is that here Newsom is ontent to refer toatual men and women whereas we insist on the need to reinsert the funtion of theSymboli order. Our opposition may be summarized in the following statement: it isnot atual men and women who, by virtue of some sort of unique individual identity,stand outside the Symboli order, it is simply sexual di�erene itself that standsoutside this order. In other words, no Symboli identity will grant a reader/sageaess to a non- or extra-symboli position,40 suh a position is only aessible if wedevelop a proper notion of this impossibility, that is of the Real limit to all Symbolior disursive analyses, whih psyhoanalysis refers to as sexual di�erene. Why isit that women and men are fored to reate ever new identi�ations and an neverbe fully spoken? What is it about them that annot be spoken?The atual sage is not-all on aount of his relationship to the Law and the Law-giver, the Symboli Father. �The male subjet is to a ertain degree apportionedbetween father and son.�41 The sapiential subjet is a onsequene �rst of all of an40Herein resides the ore of Laan's ritique of the Amerian ego psyhologists: Hartmann, Kris,and Lowenstein. �With respet to the eonomy of progress in an analysis, [Kris℄ emphasizes whathe alls�sine he has read Freud�the preonsious mental proesses and the fruitful nature of egoregression, whih amounts to plaing the means of aess to the unonsious entirely on the level ofthe Imaginary. If we follow Freud it is on the ontrary lear that no exploration of the preonsious,however profound or exhaustive it is, will ever lead to an unonsious phenomenon as suh. Theexessive prevalene of ego psyhology in the new Amerian shool introdues an illusion similarto that of the mathematiian�we an assume he is ideal�who having got a vague idea of theexistene of negative magnitudes sets about inde�nitely dividing a positive number by two in thehope of �nally rossing over the zero line and entering the dreamt-of domain.� Jaques Laan,The Seminar of Jaques Laan, Book III: The Psyhosis, 1955-1956. New York: W. W. Nortonand Company, 1991, 166.41Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 124.300



92 �Woman� as another name of the Fatheralienating identi�ation with the image of the father. This identi�ation initiallyours as an expression of pure desire.42 It is alienating in the sense that thepaternal imago is external to the subjet and must be introjeted by him for him tobeome a subjet of Wisdom. This introjeted imago then has a formative funtionon the sage's image of himself, the sage reognizes himself as a son, a reognitionwhih must be onsidered a misreognition insofar as it is formed by an image ofthe other.43 We have, then, two imagoes whih, following Laan, we may all theideal ego and the Ego-Ideal, apitalizing the latter insofar as it forms the boundarybetween the Imaginary and the Symboli. The ideal ego is the image one has of oneselfand with whih one identi�es others (for instane, as sons like oneself), whereas theEgo-Ideal is the exterior point in the Symboli Other from whih the Imaginaryego is pereived. We must add that this �exterior� point resides entirely within thesubjet. Thus the sage's ego is always divided between a onstituted identi�ation�an ideal image, whih he more or less resembles�and a onstitutive identi�ation�a muh more unanny internalization of the perspetive from whih the Father seeshim.44 The traes of the subjet (/S) an be seen in the drift of desire among all its42This is what I take Newsom to be saying when she writes that every �son understands andthinks `when I grow up, that's what I'll be.' The father status already exists as potentiality in theson.�Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 12443Consider, for example, the following quote from an essay we have repeatedly returned to:�What the subjet �nds in this altered image of his body [in the mirror℄ is the paradigm of allforms of resemblane . . . It is this image that beomes �xed�this is the ideal ego�from the pointat whih the subjet �xates as ego-ideal. The ego is thus a funtion of mastery, a game of bearing,and onstituted rivalry. In the apture it undergoes due to its Imaginary nature, the ego masks itsdupliity; that is, onsiousness, in whih the ego assures itself an indisputable existene . . . is inno way immanent in the ego, but rather transendent, sine onsiousness is based on the ego-idealas unary trait (the Cartesian ogito does not fail to reognize this). As a result, the transendentalego itself is relativized, impliated as it is in the misreognition in whih the ego's identi�ationsoriginate� Laan, Érits, 685.44�iºek (1989, 106) undersores the ruiality of this distintion in a linial ontext. �Thisgap between the way I see myself and the point from whih I am being observed to appear likableto myself is ruial for grasping hysteria (and obsessional neurosis as its subspeies). . . Conreteanalysis has to disover who�whih subjet�embodies for her the Other. Behind an extremely`feminine' Imaginary �gure, we an thus generally disover some kind of masuline, paternal iden-ti�ation: she is enating fragile femininity, but on the symboli level she is in fat identi�ed withthe paternal gaze, to whih she wants to appear likeable.�301



6. The Poetis of Making-TransendentImaginary-Symboli identi�ations. Here we must add the perhaps obvious pointthat this spae does not exist prior to the infusion of substantial identity supplied bythe Imaginary-Symboli order.45 We should also mention that the purely virtuallous of the Father as the son's Ego-Ideal, as Newsom is keen to note, does notexlude it from having real e�ets.46 To onlude this disussion: Proverbs' sage,the man of patriarhal disourse, is divided, split among traits identifying him withthe father and the son among whih he drifts in an unending �ux, eah remainingopen to subsequent determinations by new identi�ations. He remains subservientto a dialeti of desire whose goal, he admits, is impossible. He will never attainthe satisfation of being a Father even though he will have sons and even thoughhe will remain �xated upon it and the Father who keeps it overhead.The woman in patriarhal soiety has two images with whih she an identifyherself, the Strange-Woman or Woman-Wisdom. These are not the same as thoseavailable to the sage. One ould argue, of ourse, that Woman-Wisdom is just likethe Father, a purely Symboli point of identi�ation for the atual woman to whihshe an never orrespond but should always try. This interpretation would work butfor the other form open to woman. The atual woman who is not Woman-Wisdom,Newsom tells us, onforms to the Strange-Woman. If she were the sage, she wouldbe the son. But as woman, she is exluded from wisdom.Where, then, is the woman's plae? Realling our engagement with Trible'swork on Prov 1 in the dissertation's �rst part, we ould say that woman's plaein patriarhal soiety is behind the parapet that hides the home. Her plae is notfound in the publi disourse; she is not given the spae from whih she ould45Our psyhoanalyti orientation prevents us from drawing what Anglo-Amerian sholars wouldall the �post-strutural� onlusion from the fat that the individual's identi�ations originateoutside of the self, in the Other, namely, that there is no subjet. On the ontrary, the rumblingof the self's identi�ations lead�I am not saying to a substantial ore essene�to nothing, toa void. The subjet qua /S is nothing but this nothing, this empty void. Laan and importantpost-Laanian theorists suh as, espeially, S. �iºek, hereby stritly oppose the subjet to the ego.46Spei�ally, she writes, One is always a subordinate son to the olletive authority of thesymboli order. But its transending father status [Ego-Ideal℄ is what underwrites the fatherstatus of those who oupy positions of authority within it.�Newsom, The Disourse of PatriarhalWisdom, 124 That is to say, the virtual Ego-Ideal forms the ideal egos of sages who at aordingto their identi�ations. 302



92 �Woman� as another name of the Fatherspeak publily. But it is also not outside the disourse, as a text e.g., Prov 31:10-31 makes lear. Woman's plae in patriarhal soiety is outside of its disursive�eld but not in the way the Strange-Woman is outside, that is, not as inlusivelyexluded as a symbol of the outside, but rather as exlusively inluded, without anypotential non-inlusion. The woman an �nd no plae inside patriarhal disourseexept by adapting herself to its approved images, but she also has no plae outsideit, from whih she ould take an ative part in determining these images. Atualwoman is thus not-all in a way that has no potential avatar of �lling in her lakbeause it orresponds to the not-allness of patriarhal disourse itself. She anonly appear, immersed in forms of male psyhosexual fantasy, and her appearaneshide no essene. But her appearanes, preisely beause they betray no underlyingessene, shatter the very givenness of appearane so that appearane itself ahievesan ontologial weight and the notion of essene is exposed as a retroative fantasyof patriarhal disourse. It is from this that Laan says �La femme n'existe pas,�47plaing woman under erasure and thereby establishing her relationship with theReal as the internal limit of the Symboli, that whih limits the Symboli fromwithin. Woman thus suggests, in her inherent disloation, that there is no otherplae to whih the subjet an withdraw, there is no position outside the order ofthe world to whih the self ould �ee. Opposed to this male fantasy of an outside,her position alone exposes the spae wherefrom an at ould exeed the limits ofpatriarhy beause the void that is her essene is the essential not-allness that ordersthe (patriarhal) world.Finally we an speify the nature of the relationship uniting the poles of thisontraditory axis of Newsom's semioti square. We had to approah eah poleseparately beause the spae of disjuntion that forms their overlap is evideneddi�erently by eah. For eah pole, a split, a non-oinidene of the one with it-self; for the atual sage, the split is evident in the void the Father oupies forevery sage/son as a virtual �gure, idealized for his diret relationship with God and47The foundation of this ontroversial point is established in hapters 6 and 7 of Laan, SeminarXX. Many disussions outlining what's at stake here exist and might be just as good but none islikely better than hapter 8, �Sex and the Euthanasia of Reason,� in Copje, Read My Desire:Laan Against the Historiists; f. Joan Copje, Imagine There's No Woman: Ethis andSublimation. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2002.303



6. The Poetis of Making-TransendentWoman-Wisdom; for the atual woman, the split divides her from herself and isnot aompanied by an idealization if only beause she is a�orded no position thatis not an idealization. Instead, every idealization that she is redoubled, split fromwithin, with no other with respet to whih she ould ground her dupliity. Thefeminine position onfronts us with the negative spae in whih any de�nition oridenti�ation insribes itself and thereby tears any identi�ation from itself.93 Dissidene and orthodoxyAlthough both these onlusions aim diretly at the spae wherefrom an event oulderupt that would e�et hange in patriarhal disourse, they also outline a ertainnegative magnitude, a spae of void, whih lies at the enter of subjetivity as suh.This spae has an ontologial weight making an aount of it prerequisite for anyideology. And indeed we see the wisdom literature inluding this minimal ritialdistane throughout its orpus as the proper subjetive posture of the authentisage.This posture is re�eted throughout Proverbs�in those sentenes whose im-portane ommentaries onerned to emphasize the sages' epistemologial modestynever fail to highlight. The essential ontent of these sentenes48 is a ritial distanethe sages held vis-à-vis the letter of wisdom ideology.This is, in our opinion, the only produtive ontext in whih to frame the noto-rious debate as to the presene of a �retribution ideology�49 in Proverbs. Unless onetakes the position that ertain sentenes/instrutions in Proverbs do not representwhat the sages thought, e.g.,Suh is the end of every plunderer of plunder;the very life of its owners it takes. (1:19)If you lose your ear to the ry of the poor,you will ry out and not be heard. (21:13)Whoever digs a pit will fall into it,and a stone will ome bak on the one who starts it rolling.48Cf. 3:5, 7; 16:2, 9; 19:14, 21; 20:24; 21:30-31; 26:12; 27:1; 28:11, 26.49�Ideology� here and throughout this partiular disussion is meant in the polemial sense of304



93 Dissidene and orthodoxy(26:27)the answer is unavoidably, Yes, Proverbs espouses a retribution ideology. Themuh more interesting and (for the purposes of analyzing the workings of wisdomideology as a whole) produtive observation adds to this truism, . . . and the sagespereived its ideologial dimension as suh.50As this is not a partiularly novel point, su�e it to mention one example of suha posture from eah of the anonial wisdom books: Proverbs �Trust in Yhwh withall your heart, and do not rely on your own understanding� (Prov 3:5). Job �. . . [Job℄would rise early in the morning and make burnt o�erings for all of [his hildren℄ forJob said, `Perhaps my hildren have sinned and blessed God in their hearts'; thisis what Job always did� (Job 1:5). Elesiastes �Do not be too righteous, and donot at too wise. . . Do not be too wiked, and do not be a fool. . . It is good that youshould take hold of the one without letting go of the other; for the one who fears Godshall sueed with both� (Qoh 7:16-18). In short, the dislosure of this ideologialkernel of ritial distane does not (and this is the gist of our ritique of Newsom's�metaphysis of the will�) subvert the persuasiveness of sapiential disourse; on theontrary, the disourse inludes this minimal distane from its letter, and in fat,as we have tried to show apropos the onstitutive funtion of the fear-of Yhwh andapropos the subjetive positions of man and woman in patriarhal disourse, thisdistane lies at the very heart of Proverbs' artiulation of Wisdom.So too for Woman-Wisdom. As we said apropos Prov 1, with regard both to thefundamental status of the sapiential subjet as a petî as well as to Woman-Wisdom'sparadoxial ethial all to turn and inditment of turning, some distane from heris built into the sage's relationship with her. What, however, about Proverbs' otherwoman, the Strange-Woman? In her ase, there seems to be no spae for any ritialdistane whatsoever. As Prov 2:18-19a reads, �Her house sinks down to death, andher paths to the shades. All who go in to her do not return.� There is no distane�false onsiousness.�50As we have had oasion to mention above, Yoder's thesis on the funtion of ontraditionand repetition in the book of Proverbs (Yoder, Fearers) may be taken as paradigmati of the kindof analysis whih reognizes this ritial distane as entral to Proverbs' ideology and reads for theways in whih the text reates this posture in its adherents. In essene, repetition and ontraditionprevent anyone who takes the text seriously from remaining tied too tightly to the universality of305



6. The Poetis of Making-Transendentbuilt into what she means; her meaning is as ertain as death. How, then, do weread Prov 7, the most developed aount of an enounter with the Strange-Woman?

any one utterane. 306



Chapter 7The Limit-Essene of WisdomImagine. . . a phantom�an in�nitely more primal formof life, in no wise willing to settle for a dupliate rolein some miroosmi world within a world. . .Let us assume the latter to be a large rêpe thatmoves like an amoeba, so utterly �at that it an slipunder doors, omnisient as it is guided by the purelife instint, and immortal as it is �ssiparous. It isertainly something that would not be good to feeldripping down your fae, noiselessly while you sleep,in order to seal it. . .It goes without saying that a struggle would soonensue with suh a fearsome being, and that thestruggle would be �ere. For it an be assumed thatsine the Manlet has no sensory system, it has forguidane but the pure Real; it thus has an advantageover us man who must always provide ourselves witha homunulus in our heads in order to turn that Realinto a reality. Jaques Laan, on the �lamella�94 Prov 7:1-27: text and translationbenî ²em	or ֓
am	ar	ay 1 My son, keep my words;ûmis.w	otay tis.p	on i֓tt	ak and my ommandments hide within you.²em	or mis.w	otay weh. ey	eh 2 Keep my ommandments and live,307



7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdomwet�r	atî ke î֓²�n ê֒nêk	a my teahing as lose as the blak of your eye.1qo²r	em a֒l- e֓s.be	֒otêk	a 3 Bind them upon your �ngers;kotb	em a֒l-lûah. libbek	a write them on the tablet of your heart.�֓em	or lah. okm	ah ֓
ah. 	otî 	֓att 4 Say to Wisdom, �You are my sister,�ûm	od	a֒ labbîn	ah tiqr	a֓ and as kin all to understandingli²mork	a m	e i֓²²	ah z	ar	ah 5 so to keep you from the Strange-Woman,2minnokriyy	ah ֓

am	arêh	a heh. �elîq	ah from the foreign-woman who smooths her words.3
· · ·kî beh. all�n bêtî 6 For at the window of my housebea֒d e֓²nabbî ni²q	aptî through my lattie I looked out.w	a 	֓ere֓ bappet	a y֓im 7 I saw with the unwise,	֓abîn	ah babb	anîm I pereived with the boys,na a֒r h. asar-l	eb a lad without sense:	֒ob	er ba²²ûq 	֓es.el pinn	ah 8 rossing the street next to her orner,wederek bêt	ah yis. 	֒ad on the way to her house he marhes,bene²ep-bee֒reb y�m 9 at twilight, at the setting of the day,be î֓²�n layl	ah wa֓

ap	el	ah in the blak of night and darkness.wehinn	eh i֓²²	ah liqr	a t֓� 10 And behold a woman to meet him�²ît z�n	ah ûnes.urat l	eb a harlot's dress and a guarded hearth	omiyy	ah hî֓ wes	or	aret 11 She is loud, and bold.1The problem with rendering ke î֓²�n ê֒nêk	a aording to the English idiom �as the apple ofyour eye� is the way it obsures the onnetion with v 9b, whih loates the son's enounter withthe Strange-Woman in the �blak of night� (be î֓²�n layl	ah) .2The ommon rendering of i֓²²	ah z	ar	ah along the lines of �unfaithful wife� or �wife of another�or the �loose woman� [f. Waltke (2004, 362), Sott (1965, 61), the NRSV, and passim ℄ isabsolutely indefensible. These are not, as is often laimed, derivable from the lxx, whih readsgunaikäj �llotr�aj. The adjetive �llìtrioj, meaning other or foreign, is delined aording tothe feminine form, indiating the woman's own alterity and not the �other man� to whih sheallegedly belongs. Or, responding the other strategy, it is not right to extend the lexial meaningof �llìtrioj to inlude the sense of �belonging to another.� Luke 16:12, whih is ited in support ofthis reading, is a speious point of omparison, for the sense of �llìtrioj in this verse is determinedby the substantive use of a dative ase��And if you have not been faithful with what belongs toanother (ân tÀú �llotr�Àú)��and so is irrelevant to the Greek of Prov 7:5.3The same distorting tendeny at work in the translation of i֓²²	ah z	ar	ah is evident in trans-lations of nokriyy	ah (i.e. �unhaste,� �adulteress,� �sedutress,� �wayward�) that assimilate the308



94 Prov 7:1-27: text and translationbebêt	ah l	o -֓yi²kenû raglêh	a Her feet don't rest at home:pa a֒m bah. ûs. pa a֒m b	areh. 	ob�t 12 now in the street, now in the squares,we	֓es.el kol-pinn	ah te �֓er	ob beside eah orner she waits.weheh. �ezîq	ah b� wen	a²q	ah-ll� 13 She holds him fast and kisses him.h	e 	֒ez	ah p	anêh	a watt	o m֓ar l� Steeling herself, she speaks to him:
· · ·zibh. ê ²el	amîm 	֒al	ay 14 Sari�es of peae were upon me,hayy�m ²illamtî ned	ar	ay yet today I ompleted my vows.a֒l-k	en y	as.	a t֓î liqr	a t֓ek	a 15 So I ome, alling to you,le²ah.	er p	anêk	a w	a e֓ms.	a e֓kk	a seeking your ompany I have found you.marbaddîm r	abadtî a֒r±î 16 With overings I have overed my bed,h. at.ub�t 	֓et.ûn mis.r	ayim of the olored threads of Egypt.naptî mi²k	abî 17 I have sprinkled my bedm	or ֓

ah	alîm weqinn	am�n with myrrh, aloe and innamon.lek	ah nirweh d	odîm 18 Come let us drink our �ll of love,a֒d-habb	oqer nit a֒lles	ah b	a֓
�ah	abîm until the morning let us enjoy our lovemaking.

· · ·kî ê֓n h	a î֓² bebêt� 19 For there is no man in his house;h	alak bederek m	er	ah. �q he has gone on a far journey.s. er�r-hakkesep l	aqah. bey	ad� 20 A sak of money he took in his hand;ley�m hakk	ese֓ y	ab	o֓ bêt� at the day of the full-moon he enters his house.hit.t.attû ber	ob liqh. 	ah 21 She turned him with the abundane of her teahing;beh.	eleq ±ep	atêh	a taddîh. ennû with the smoothness of her voie she ompelled him.h�l	ek a֓h. arêh	a pit 	֓om 22 Going after her suddenly,ke²�r e֓l-t.	abah. y	ab�֓ like an ox to slaughter he enters,ûke �֓ewîl e֓l-mûsar e֒kes like a fool to the bounds of his hains.4a֒d yepallah. h.	es. keb	ed� 23 Till an arrow pieres his liver�kemah	er s. ipp�r e֓l-p	ah. like the speeding of a bird to a trap�wel	o -֓y	ada֒ kî-benap²� hû֓ and does not know that it is his life.
· · ·strangeness to sexual promisuity.4This verse half is di�ult. I follow Delitzsh (1874, 169) in transposing the nouns of thelause, i.e. weke �֓ewîl e֓l mûsar e֒kes rather than the extant ûke e֒kes e֓l-mûsar �֓ewîl of the mt.309



7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdomwea֒tt	ah b	anîm ²im û֒-lî 24 And now hildren, listen to me,wehaq²îbû le i֓mrê-pî and pay attention to the words of my mouth.a֓l-y	e±t. e֓l-der	akêh	a libbek	a 25 Let not your mind be turned to her ways;a֓l-t	eta֒ bintîb�têh	a do not stray onto her ways.kî-rabbîm h. al	alîm hippîl	ah 26 For many she has ast down wounded;wa֒
as.umîm kol-harugêh	a and mighty are all who were slain by her.darkê ²e�֓l bêt	ah 27 The way of Sheol is her house,y	ord�t e֓l-h. adrê-m	awet desending to the rooms of death.95 Between two objetsA syntatial referene point As was the proedure in the analysis of Prov 1:22-33, I want to submit this passage to a areful examination on the question of how itdispenses subjets and objets, a dispensation that we expet will be ompliatedby the pedagogial devie of an embedded story. (Just as with Woman-Wisdom's�rst speeh, the ontent of whih was embedded in the father's reportage.) As withmany of the father's letures, the �rst thing is to set forth the purpose what follows.In the ase of Prov 7:. . . to keep you from the Strange-Woman,from the foreign-woman whose words �atter. (7:5)The �syntatial� reading I am proposing will neessarily depart from the pitureone gets reading the story as a whole, in whih the story's subjet is the lad. It is hisemerging subjetivity that is at stake as it undergoes a �trial of desire.� We are thusprovisionally to imagine him suspended, even if only for a brief moment, betweentwo ompelling objets of desire, into whih are respetively invested his desire tobe wise and thus gain the approval of the father who gazes from an upper window,and his (foolish) libidinal desire for the Strange-Woman. The outome remains openuntil his dramati and abrupt demise in v 22, �Going after her suddenly (pit 	֓om). . . �It is not as pedanti as it seems to insist at this point upon a terminologialspei�ation apropos the phrase �objet of desire,� desire at this point having been310



95 Between two objetsde�ned in a very spei� way that presupposes a Symboli orientation. Desire, aswe have understood it, is the easeless, metonymi movement of the subjet (/S)between signi�ers, so that every desire is at root the desire for reognition, for theimpossible point of oinidene when I arrive at my proper plae in the Symboliorder and from that perspetive desire properly: I desire what one who is wisedesires.The exigenies of the objet In this preise sense, there is no objet of desire,for the objet is strito sensu beyond the signi�er and so beyond desire. On theone hand, then, to the extent that the son enounters the objet (say for examplethe father as the unbridled Law-Giver who is nonetheless beyond the law, whoseageny is pure enjoyment;5 or the Strange-Woman as the bearer of an alien femininejouissane that has no plae in the Symboli order) qua objet (de-linked from thedi�erential ration of meaning) his desire (whih is to say his position in the bigOther, whih is to say his soial belonging, whih is to say his subjetivity as suh,and so on) risks being elipsed by jouissane. But, on the other hand, one annotsimply dispense with the objet. Realling what is for Laan the fundamental form5We need not be speulative, nor anahronisti (at least not very anahronisti), to imaginehow suh an enounter might be staged in the idiom of the Bible. Job's enounter with God, whihis entirely ontemporaneous to the shattering of his Symboli world, is written as the unbearableproximity of the objet. God's unrelenting gaze (�Will you not look away from me for a while,let me alone until I swallow my spittle? If I sin, what do I do to you, you wather of humanity?�[7:19-20 f. 7:8, 10:6, 14:3, 6℄) and oppressive hand (�Withdraw your hand far from me, and do notlet dread of you terrify me!� [13:21, f. 9:33, 19:21, 23:2℄) are manifestations of God's unmediatedjouissane. Always it is Job trying to onstrut some Symboli frame by whih to return God'sbeing to the frame of meaning. Always the frame appears ridiulous in its juxtaposition with God'simmediate apaity to enjoy. Job's resignation is put expliitly in these terms: �I would state myase,� goes Job's repeated refrain, �. . . but he is alone, and who will restrain him. What his appetitedesires, thus it does (wenap²� i֓wwet	ah wayy	a a֒±) .� The assoiation between the impossibilityof mediation and the provoation of anxiety is one Laan established in his early artiulations ofthe Real, �an anxiety provoking apparition of an image whih summarizes what we an all therevelation of that whih is least penetrable in the Real, of the Real laking any possible mediation,of the ultimate Real, of the essential objet whih isn't an objet any longer, but this somethingfaed with whih all words ease and all ategories fail, the objet of anxiety par exellene.�Jaques Laan, The Seminar of Jaques Laan, Book II: the Ego in Freud's Theory and in theTehnique of Psyhoanalysis, 1954-1955. New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1991b, 164.311



7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdomof disourse
S1

/S

→
∨

S2

awe have situated the objet [the objet (a) ℄ as its produt. At the same time, theobjet as the signi�ers supplement of enjoyment seals the Symboli identi�ation,ompelling the subjet in the manner of ause. The relations between disourseand the objet are thus strained at best, disourse requiring for its oherene sureevidene of the existene of the objet, whose presene must nevertheless be heldin permanent abeyane.96 The gaze and the eyeThe logi of re-mark Before we an grapple with the father as an objet of desire(taking into aount all the aveats that were just now rehearsed) we are onfronted�rst with his subjetivity. Of ourse this is an expeted feature of the �leture�form�the father onsistently begins eah of his speehes with referene to his re-dentials and, in light of this, to the proper posture of the son. This moment oforientation takes plae prior to the ontent of the leture, whih (again, not sur-prisingly) turns to the world of objets and the third person speeh that best suitsa desription thereof.6 However, in Prov 7 it is not between the introdution (ex-ordium) and the story (lesson) that we �nd the shift in perspetive. Rather, theintrodutory �rst-person disourse� my son, my words, my ommandments (v 1)� my ommandments, my teahing (v 2)ontinues into the story itself� my house, my lattie, I looked out (v 6)� I saw, I pereived (v 7)at least until the hinneh 7 in v 10, after whih the father reedes from the sene henarrates.6Fox (2000, 45) formalizes the distintion I am drawing in terms of an exordium and the lesson.7Taking hinneh as formal indiation of a �rst-person perspetive, indiating the self-identi�-ation of the speaker. 312



96 The gaze and the eyeI want to open up the analysis of the text with two examples from the domain ofinema, following the lead of S. �iºek, who frequently expliates the most abstrusedimensions of philosophy and psyhoanalyti theory with referene to �lm. In the�rst ase, �iºek is speaking of the Derrida's reappropriation of Mallarme's notionof the re-mark, the way that in every signifying struture (the elements of whih,in Derrida's way of putting things, are a series of �marks� bearing meaning) theremust be �an additional tropologial movement by whih the seme mark refersto what demarates the marks, to the blanks between the marks that relate thedi�erent marks to eah other.�8 (This, we now reognize, is the funtion of theMaster-Signi�er (S1), whih indelibly �re-marks� the series of signi�ers (S2) as itsprediates.) �iºek notes,A homologous inversion is often pratised by Alfred Hithok�in The Birds, forexample, the famous panorami shot from great height of a small town in whiha �re has just burst out. Suddenly, a lone bird enters the frame from behind theamera; soon it is joined by a ouple, followed by the entire �ok. The same shotis thus re-marked. What seemed at �rst to be an establishing shot of the entiresene, taken from a �neutral,� objetive point of view, is subjetivized and provedto be the threatening view of the birds themselves of their vitims.9Proverbs 7 stages the same reversal of �gure and ground, though in preisely the op-posite diretion�the subjetivization of what we mistakenly took to be an objetiveperspetive on �X as a whole� is inverted, so that the father's partiular, subjetiveperspetive gradually dissolves into an objetive retelling of what happened. Thesene begins,For into the window of my housethrough my lattie I looked out.I saw with the unwise,I pereived with the boys,a lad without sense. (7:6-7)8Rodolphe Gashe, The Tain of the Mirror. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,1987, 219; ited in �iºek, For They Know Not What They Do, 75.9�iºek, For They Know Not What They Do, 77.
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7. The Limit-Essene of WisdomThere is no ambiguity as to whose perspetive �rst gives us the son.10 Threetimes the father speaks as an �I�; three times a verb of vision is interposed betweenthe reader and the street below�I looked�down, I saw, I pereived�and as if toundersore the onrete nature of the mediation, the vision is passed through twomaterial barriers: through the window, through the lattie. This renders the objets(the lad and the Strange-Woman) in a highly subjetivized fashion: just as we seethe town through the eyes of the birds, we see the son through the eyes of the father.A re-re-mark We may pereive the father beyond the 1st person pronouns as faras the hinneh in v 10, but beyond that he is elided from the sene. (The father'sre-emergene in v 24 does not ontradit this, for at that point he is not longer �in�the sene, but rather he sums the lesson for his students, those for whom the storyis told as an objet lesson. �Now boys listen to me. . . pay attention to what I'msaying. . . �) Verses 10b�13 present the Strange-Woman from the panorami God's-eye-view; in vv 14-21 the Strange-Woman speaks as an �I� and addresses the sonexlusively as a �you�; and vv 21-23 return to the panorami view of an omnisientnarrator. The �lmi sequene we must imagine, then, is a onvergene between twoinitially disparate points of view: starting somewhere behind the father's shoulder,zooming in on the bak of his head, until we are �nally positioned exatly behindhis eye.11 The subtle distintion between perspetive and eye is grounded in thefundamental struture of Laan's gaze as that impossible point of view that looksout from behind the eye; the eye is rendered as an objetive organ that lies withinthe gaze's �eld of vision.The gaze as objet (a) The logi of ideologial interpellation rests, in part, onthis split whih isolates the gaze from the eye, whereby the �eye [beomes℄ only10On the question of �the woman at the window� see below, note 70 on page 343 and theaompanying �gure (7.3) on page 344.11There are of ourse inemati versions of this movement, though it is muh more di�ultvisually onvey the melding of two initially distint points of view. One thinks, for example, ofthe �rst appearane of the title harater in the Wahowski brother's V for Vendetta. V wears amask for (almost) the entire movie. Only for a moment is he unmasked, though not to a�ord us aatharti glimpse of his burned, dis�gured fae. We look rather from his perspetive at the insideof the mask he holds in his hands; we look at its onave surfae, at the ovals of light that omethrough the eye-holes. As he raises the mask to his fae, its the eye-holes enlarge to �ll the sreen314



96 The gaze and the eyethe metaphor of something that I would prefer to all the seer's `shoot' (pousse)�something prior to his eye. . . In our relation to things, in so far as this relation isonstituted by the way of vision, and ordered in the �gures of representation, some-thing slips, passes, is transmitted, from stage to stage, and is always to some degreeeluded in it�that is what we all the gaze.�12 The persistene of this impossiblyelusive objet realls us to the way Laan strutured the master's disourse, whose�underside� is the absolute disjuntion between subjet and objet (/S ∨ a). Conse-quently, in order to understand the ompulsion of interpellation it is not enough to�deonstrut� the Master-Signi�er, to unveil its bearer as an imposter, to note itstautologial emptiness, and to refer its e�ay to the pure �performativity� of theutterane. It is not enough insofar as it neglets the way suh a fragile strutureis supported by an objet into whih its impossibilities are atheted. Or, said an-other way, there is no desire (desire being stritly orrelative to the Symboli, themorti�ation of the body by the signi�er, the paternal prohibition of the maternalobjet, et.) without the surplus of desire�the desire for some ine�able substaneprodued in the operations of signi�ation. The substane, we know by now, isjouissane, to whih all the manifestations of objet (a) stand as more or less pro-visional representatives. �In so far as the gaze, qua objet a, may ome to symbolizethis entral lak expression in the phenomenon of astration, and in so far as it isan objet a redued, of its nature, to a puntiform, evanesent funtion, it leavesthe subjet in ignorane as to what there is beyond the appearane, an ignoraneso harateristi of all progress in thought that ours in the way onstituted byphilosophial researh.�13 Whih we might translate into the partiular idiom ofProverbs as follows: The wise subjet is attahed to the Symboli �eld only viaa shared point of lak [the phenomenon of astration℄, whose plae is held by anaptly named signi�er, the fear-of Yhwh. This partiular nomenlature is foundpersuasive by the interpellated subjet, at least in part, in that it labels his anxiousenounter with this [puntiform, evanesent℄ gaze, now grasped onto (inasmuh asone an grasp what has no body) as a pretext for his fear.and then disappear�the perspetives of the mask and of the masked man dissolve into one.12Jaques Laan, The Seminar of Jaques Laan, Book XI: The Four Fundamental Con-epts of Psyhoanalysis, 1964. New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1981, 72-73.13Laan, Seminar XI, 77. 315



7. The Limit-Essene of WisdomFrom this we glean a rough idea of one objetive pole of the lad's desire. Andeven with this �rst approah (soon to be ompliated) there are some subtle distin-tions that have been made. The son's desire for wisdom is objetively sustainedneither by the Symboli Father (who is not an objet and annot be put-in-sene)nor by the empirial father (whose shortomings are undoubtedly too onspiuous)nor even by the paternal eye as omforting ion of his sagaious oversight. It israther the gaze that shoots from a point behind the eye that the re-marking ofthis sene (the father's e�aement as a subjet and the subsequent emergene ofan �objetive� view of things) has e�eted. Were the trajetory of this gaze to beunderstood, were its intent lear, the son's desire would be satis�ed. As inherentlyimpossible to disern, however, the gaze is for the son the objet ause of desire.97 The voieAnd what of the other pole�are its devies so subtle or an we not simply halk itup to the teenage libido, whih on its best days might might mount a feeble andtoken attempt to resist the sedution that is orhestrated by the Strange-Woman.As a thought experiment, let us read line by line, willing ourselves to oupy theposition of the lad who does not know with whom he speaks.Line by line I begin at v 11, whereupon aording to our reading the father hasbeen elipsed as a diegeti presene. Our attention now �xates on the unfoldingdrama, whose opening gestures we wath at some remove in vv 11-13,She is loud, and bold.Her feet don't rest at home:now in the street, now in the squares,beside eah orner she waits.She holds him tight and kisses him.Steeling herself, she speaks to him. (7:11-13)but whose dialogue, beginning in v 14, addresses us diretly.
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97 The voieSari�es of peae were upon me,yet today I ompleted my vows.So I ome, alling to you,seeking your ompany I have found you. (7:14-15)The e�et of this juxtaposition, is it not, is to allow us, the readers, to identifywith the lad's desire as it orients itself to two soures of data: (1) the objetivebakground information of vv 11-13, and (2) the highly subjetive and personalenounter desribed in vv 14-15. This orientation takes plae, it is understood, inthe shadow of what is arguably, from Proverbs' point of view, the ruial questionthat every �lad� must in time answer. Who is speaking? Whih Woman is it?What do we learn? Are the reports ongruent? Does the �word on the street�math up to �my own experiene�? We must onlude yes; in both ases the sameonstellation of harater traits emerge: a woman exeedingly voluble and assertive;she is restless and in onstant motion; at home in the ity, she seeks out the publispaes of street, square, orner and temple. And of ourse what is most strikingabout this Woman is the intensity of her desire: taking the form of a�etion, perhapsof religious zeal, but more relevant to the lad's desire (and via the identi�ation thathas been established, our desire) her yearning for �me.�Let us go two further steps before we attempt some sort of synthesis by whihto assign her a value with respet to Wisdom.With overings I have overed my bed,of the olored threads of Egypt.I have sprinkled my bedwith myrrh, aloe and innamon.Come let us drink our �ll of love,until the morning let us enjoy our lovemaking. (16-18)To state the obvious, any ambiguity about the nature of the Woman's desire (a kiss,an embrae, the orhestration of a meeting�all leaving its aim somewhat open) isin these verses laid to rest. The erotiism of the sene is exquisitely detailed, andindeed in the Bible only the Song of Solomon is as free in enumerating the sensual317



7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdompossibilities of love: its smells, its tatual luxuries, its gustatory savor.14 And then,lamentably, the sene is (a third time) re-marked by the not very subtle appearaneof onjugal in�delity.For there is not man in his househe has gone on a far journey.A sak of money he took in his hand;only at the full moon will he ome home. (7:19-20)I say �lamentable� in a spei� sense: having striven to identify with the lad'sdesire and so keep the interpretative situation open, we reah a point where thetext on�nes us to the depressing and depressingly lihed situation of an unhappymarriage�a lonely wife whose husband is away on a business trip.The draining of Symboli e�ay I want to stop here, what seems to me aliminal spae in the narrative: the ards have been played, but still the lad hasnot ated. To onsider he is momentarily frozen in his ethial quandary requirestaking the harater seriously, as sinere in his desire to disern who is speaking. Myimpression is that on the whole he is not a�orded this dignity but is read instead as asimplisti artoon drawn for the bene�t of unsophistiated novitiates. And of ourseorrelative to this reading of the lad is an assumption that the woman's overturesare blunt and plainly marked as bad. The two most substantial ommentaries (inEnglish) published in the last years give the general piture:� her loud voie is taken as the sign of interior disord;15� her resolve as brazen disregard for ommunal values;1614On the broader generi onnetions, see Mihael Fox, The Song of Songs and AnientEgyptian Love Songs. Madison: University of Wisonsin Press, 1985.15�The narrator an penetrate the woman's inner harater. . . she is by nature homiyyah, noisy,boisterous, and unsettled. . . rather than quite and omposed, as a proper woman must be.� Fox,Proverbs 1-9, 244. �The sage by his powers of keen observation and ogent re�etion exposes twomore harateristis of the unrestrained wife's inner disposition. She is unruly (h	omiyy	ah) denotesthe onfused mixture of loud noise and easeless movement.� Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 374.16�A harlot, living in de�ane of soial mores, is inured to publi ontempt.� Fox, Proverbs 1-9,245. �And she is de�ant indiates her rebelion against propriety for a life of pro�igay.� Waltke,Proverbs 1-15, 375. 318



97 The voie� her movement throughout itysape as waywardness;17� her enounter with the lad as rape;18� her religion as false appearane;19� her love as degraded lust.20What is depited in readings suh as Fox's and Waltke's is a struture of nearlypure Symboli e�ay, the ambivalene of ertain signi�ers stabilized in a totalpiture be�tting the a priori wiked harater of the Strange-Woman. The positionto whih suh a priori knowledge avails itself is that of the subjet supposed toknow, whih one need not dismiss as �mere patriarhal ideology� to see that it isnevertheless the very opposite position than the one oupied by the lad, i.e. thesubjet who wants to know. Or at least that is the laim I'm making and will nowtry to support.From the lad's perspetive, I would say, the experiene of listening to or of read-ing (and re-reading) the text is aompanied by the draining of Symboli e�ay.The more the lad determines to pay areful attention, to listen to every nuane ofthe woman's speeh, the less ertain he is. The logi is akin to the operations ofthe super-ego, whereby the more one strives to obey the internalized ommand, themore one unovers hitherto unreognized depths of depravity.2117�Her behavior is a perversion of the Shulammite's searh for her beloved in the Song ofSongs. . . She habitually roams about looking for sexual prey.� Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 244, 246. �Shelurks at every favorable spot to meet her john. . . as a lustful woman on the prowl, not as a godlywife building her home.� Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 375.18�This woman is rapaious, a predator of young men.� Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 245. �Her diret andbold ats reveal her tyrannial resolve to onquer her vitim.� Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 376.19�She uses the ulti details as an embellishment for her atual desires, thereby overing themin a thin religious veneer.� Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 246. �She presents herself not as the strumpet sheis but as part of an orderly soiety, and she exhibits her impudene by overing her lust with areligious motivation.� Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 376.20�The skilled seduer plays to the boy's ego by laiming intense longing for him, him alone.She perverts the motif of seeking the beloved.� Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 247. �The merhant's wife waswilling to spend all this [referring to the expenses of the linens and perfumes℄ to gratify her fervidsexual passion.� Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 379.21The non-intuitive struture of the super-ego is, for me, easier to grasp in the struture of�radial evil,� in the fundamentally ethial nature of the projets undertaken by the likes of Sade319



7. The Limit-Essene of WisdomTo read with him line by line�in step with his tight fous on the absolutelyontemporaneous moment of enuniation, trying to oordinate what he hears with a(partial) map of Wisdom's lexial terrain�is to relinquish the position of knowledgeso as to interpret from the position of unertainty. It is to take a seond glane ata phrase one on�dently omprehended, only to look bak again and again at thebehest of a gnawing doubt. The following phrases, for example, warrant a re-readingas to their �obvious� signi�ane.She is loud, and bold. This is, in the light of the sages' �powers of keenobservation,� a negative trait, a mark against this woman, and a manifestation ofinner haos. It suggests she is �unsettled� and �unruly� in ontrast to the �properwoman� who is �quiet and omposed.� This is lear enough apart from the unset-tling onfusion introdued by Woman-Wisdom's own diret attahment to the samesigni�er. At the head of the h	ommiy�t she alls out (1:21). Is she at the headof the noisy streets? ities? rossroads?22 Is she, perhaps, the queen of the loudwomen? How does the status of this woman here as h	omiyy	ah position her withrespet to Woman-Wisdom? In opposition? That would be peuliar.She holds him fast and kisses him. We saw how her embrae (weheh. �ezîq	ahb�) and kiss (wen	a²q	ah-ll�) were read over the malevolent undertones of sexualpredation and even rape. Again there is a disrepany, as both h. zq and n²q arryonly positive assoiations in Proverbs. �[Woman-Wisdom ℄ is a tree of life for thosewho hold fast to her (lammah. azîqîm b	ah) � (3:18). Elsewhere the father hargesthe son, �Hold fast to disipline (hah. az	eq bammûs	ar) !� (4:13). The thing you holdis what you think is preious, what one annot a�ord to lose. It is the same withn²q , whih Proverbs uses only one other time: �One who gives an honest answeror Don Giovanni. That is, the determination to free desire from the restraints of ethis�to sleepwith the most women, to experiene the basest forms of pleasure, to violate the most sarosantsoial norms�devolves (or elevates, either way) into a grim determination no less austere thanthat of the Puritan. Sade's prinipled pursuit of pleasure thus mirrors the aseti zeal of the desertfathers and not at all the bourgeois aspirations to Gemütlihkeit.22Fox translates 1:21: �At the bustling rossroads: Wisdom alls from the busiest plaes. `Cross-roads' are literally the `the head of the bustling (roads),' in other words, the point at the ity gatefrom whih the roads fan out into the ity. Homiyyot `bustling, noisy' is a noun only hear. [I dis-agree with Fox on this point. On what basis ould one judge that h	omiyy�t is a noun and not afeminine plural partiiple?℄ It is elliptial for `bustling roads'.� Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 97.320



97 The voiegives a kiss on the lips� (24:26). The gesture signi�es an open a�etion, quite atodds with the ulterior motives we have been assured are driving this woman.Let us drink our �ll of love. The rime alleged here is the woman's �fervidsexual passion.� She endeavors to gulp (nirweh) what we assume the proprietoussage might think to sip. Though, to be fair, the father instruts the son otherwise inthe ase of the right woman, �the woman of your youth.� In that ase he urges, �Mayher breasts �ll you up always (daddêh	a yerawwuk	a bekol- 	֒et); by her love may youalways be intoxiated (bea֓hab	at	ah ti²geh t	amîd) � (5:18). This is simply to makethe point that the sages did not �nd sexual exuberane per se to be problemati.With overings I have overed my bed. This, taken together with theliberal use of expensive spies, was read as a rass display of materialism, anotherstratagem of the woman to lure the lad into her lair. The words for �overing�(marbaddîm) and �to over� (rdb) are di�ult, ourring only here and one otherplae in the Bible. In Prov 31:10, we disover that the maker of these rare �xturesis the �woman of valor,� who is to a high degree, both on semanti and poetigrounds, linked to Woman-Wisdom. �[The woman of valor ( 	֓e²et-h. ayil) ℄ makesherself overings (marbaddîm) ; her lothing is �ne linen and purple� (31:22)�thusgiving us oasion to ponder the nuaned di�erene between rass materialism andvirtuous industry.23Now in the street, now in the squares, beside eah orner. Curiously,it is the haraterization of the woman in onstant, restless motion that evokes thesharpest ritiism, at least from her modern detrators. To rehearse what we refer-ened earlier in a footnote, Fox (2000, 244, 246) asribes to her wandering a wikedand in fat aggressive motive: �Her behavior is a perversion of the Shulammite'ssearh for her beloved in the Song of Songs. . . She habitually roams about lookingfor sexual prey.� In even more disparaging language, Waltke (2004, 375) loatesthe Strange-Woman's unsettledness in antithetial opposition to godliness. �Shelurks at every favorable spot to meet her john. . . as a lustful woman on the prowl,not as a godly wife building her home.� Patriarhal anxiety about women �loose� inpubli spheres is a well-doumented phenomenon, and it is ertainly probable thata �lad� aulturated in suh a soiety would have understood this to a greater or23On the role of women in the Persian Period textile industry see the omments above (¶ 35 on321



7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdomlesser degree as aberrant. That said, the loation(s) of the Strange-Woman is surelythe feature of the father's lesson the lad must �nd perplexing, the spei�ation thatstands as the greatest obstale to the ertain verdit, This one is bad.For it is from the partiular angle of loation�ollating the handful of signi�ersthat tell us where Woman-Wisdom speaks and how we are to enter this spaewith her�that the verses introduing the son to the Strange-Woman (7:11-13) mustbe evaluated from a pedagogial standpoint atastrophi, insribing an unannysymmetry where we assume the father meant to establish absolute di�erene.A narrative of redemption? The signi�ers of plae, of enounter, and of seekingand �nding are arranged in the following parallel struture.1:20a h. ûs. bah. ûs.1:20b reh. 	ob b	areh. 	ob�t1:21 hmh ber	o ²֓ h	omiyy�t
· · ·1:28a qr֓ 	֓az yiqr	a u֓nenî wel	o֓ e֓ �֒eneh1:28b ²h. r ye²ah. arunenî wel	o֓ yims.	a u֓nenîms. ֓7:11a hmh h	omiyy	ah hî֓7:12a h. ûs. bah. ûs.7:12b reh. 	ob b	areh. 	ob�t
· · ·7:15a qr֓ a֒l-k	en y	as.	a t֓î liqr	a t֓ek	a7:15b ²h. r le²ah.	er p	anêk	a w	a e֓ms.	a e֓kk	ams. ֓Figure 7.1: The misplaed Utopian possibilities of Prov 7.page 136) and more omprehensively Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substane.322



97 The voieInsribed within this basi (�artoonish� we said earlier) assurane of essential dif-ferene are the lineaments, in fat, of a narrative of redemption. The site of pastalamity is invoked; the �gure of the not-yet-wise boy �lled anew (the role of thepetî seamlessly taken over by the na a֒r ); and a woman's voie is heard after a longsilene. The failed relationship of Prov 1They will all me, but I will not answer.They will seek me but not �nd me. (1:28)is revived by the graious initiative of the Woman.So I ome, alling to youseeking your ompany I have found you (7:15)It is too muh�an overreading I know. Too many elements of the text are elided,the inlusion of whih would wrek the fantasy.24 The Woman has just told thelad (whose plae I, the reader, am in also) that her husband would be gone forthe foreseeable future. Well she didn't use preisely those words. She said, usingquite awkward dition all things onsidered, �There is no man in his house.� Whosehouse? Is it her husband?25I am trying to make palpable, or even just oneivable, the impossibility (thelad's and ours) of maintaining ertainty. In rousing ourselves to master the exatnuane of the teahing, we are ompelled by onnetions exeeding what the fatherwanted to say. In seeking to shore up these new oneptual and semanti resonaneswe unwittingly disturb points of disjunture on what had been solid ground. Thisis the twofold movement I have in mind, when I interpret the lad's onspiuousination (after verse 20, having heard about the man's absene) as a moment of totalparalysis. And I am reminded of the pet	ayim who failed to navigate the narrowpath he was told to follow�to turn-bak without bak-turning, to live seurely byeshewing seurity, to fear and thus be delivered of fearful living.24It should be noted, on the other hand, in our enounter with Woman-Wisdom's speeh, weame aross elements whih �wreked the fantasy,� Woman-Wisdom's Shadenfreude being hiefamong these.25Rashi's novel proposal as to the identity of �the man� vigorously and healthily unsettles ourassumptions. He thinks that the man is God, having left his house (Israel) as an unsuitable habitat323



7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdom98 Exursus 3: the textualization of revelationWe leave the lad for a moment, frozen in his indeision as it were, with the thoughtthat questions raised by a partiular historial phenomenon might help us under-stand his suiidal �nal move.I have alluded to the work of Karel van der Toorn (see note 126 on page 75),whose thesis about the sribal �invention of revelation� bears diretly upon theliterary funtion of the woman's voie and the father's gaze. Van der Toorn beginswith the following paradox: Judaism, the quintessential �religion of the book,�originates in an oral ulture, a soiety in whih writing and reading would haveheld signi�ane for a very small segment of the population. �They [the sribes whowrote the Bible℄ pratied their raft in a time in whih there was neither tradein books nor a reading publi of any substane.�26 The growing signi�ane of theTorah qua book (I mean for the Jewish population as a whole) is by van der Toornseparated entirely from the notion of a broadly literate ulture. �To the publi atlarge, the books of the Bible were ions of a body of knowledge aessible onlythrough the oral instrution presented by religious experts.�27 This ioni qualityof the book, i.e. the book as an objetal manifestation of the sared, is indiated(positively) in Neh 8:5, whereupon the opening and reading of the Bible (apart fromthe dimension of understanding, whih ours at a subsequent moment28) is rituallymarked as a moment of religious signi�ane: �And Ezra opened the book in thesight of all the people, for he was standing above all the people; and when he openedit, all the people stood up.� The same sared quality is demonstrated negatively in 1Ma 1:56, the destrution of the physial Bible being one of Antiohus's noteworthydeserations: �The books of the law that they found they tore to piees and burnedwith �re.�I want to aknowledge but then move past an important ritique of van der Toorn'sargument as to the sribal and therefore literary quality of the biblial texts.for God's own Glory. For the referene see Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 248.26van der Toorn, 2. 27van der Toorn, 2, emphasis added.28�Also Jeshua, Bani, Sherebiah, Jamin, Akkub, Shabbethai, Hodiah, Maaseiah, Kelita, Azariah,Jozabad, Hanan, Pelaiah, the Levites, helped the people to understand the law, while the peopleremained in their plaes. So they read from the book, from the law of God, with interpretation.324



98 Exursus 3Namely, there is a ompellingly onstruted thesis that maintains the oral ori-gins of the biblial texts (a rootage van der Toorn would not deny) are everywhereevident, indelibly marking the written reord as the reord of an oral tradition.Arguments along these lines,29 give us ause to pause over van der Toorn's sharpdistintion between orality and literay, as when he writes, �Sribal prodution wasbased on literay and texts, i.e. douments�omparable in sophistiation to themedieval monasteries.�30. On the basis of what justi�ation ould one overlookthe problemati assertion and maintenane of this distintion, the blurring of whihseems prima faie to diminish the importane van der Toorn asribes to the sribalhandling of prior oral traditions?I would say that the �persistene of orality� within the written reord yet marksa deisive hange in the lous of meaning, a hange we have already raised indistinguishing énoniation, the moment of speeh, and énoné, the ontent ofwhat is said. In other words, van der Toorn does not over-emphasize the di�ereneintrodued by �sribal ulture,� even if at times he misrepresents it as the di�erenebetween oral and literary prodution. Regarding muh of the Bible, we should speakinstead of the di�erene between spoken orality and written orality, i.e. the marksof oral performane preserved in many written texts.This brings us to van der Toorn's strongest and undoubtedly most innovative thesis,that a radially di�erent notion of revelation�revelation as reoneived by the Se-ond Temple sribes�provides the ideologial underpinning that justi�es the transferof authority from the oral to the written word.Van der Toorn's demonstrations of sribal prodution are most ompellingly il-lustrated in texts that have not generally been assoiated with a sribal ethos, i.e.the law and the prophets as opposed to wisdom literature or, even more broadly,They gave the sense, so that the people understood the reading� (Neh 8:7-8).29Cf. Susan Nidith, Oral World and Written Word. Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John KnoxPress, 1996.30van der Toorn, 140.
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7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdomthe writings.31 In suessive hapters,32 van der Toorn traes two parallel trans-formations: (1) of Deuteronomy, from the enatment of a politial treaty to the�Book of the Torah�; and (2) of Jeremiah, from oraular theater to propheti sroll.In both ases the lous of revelation (and onsequentially the lous of religiousauthority) is removed from the ontemporaneous event. �When the notion of rev-elation is transferred from the spoken word to the written text, the onept gainsa new signi�ane. . . . Sine the written text has an objetive existene outsideits produers and onsumers, it is a soure of authority by itself. Where, before,religious speialists derived their legitimay from the revelation they possessed inperson, they now have to refer to the sum of knowledge laid down in a body oftexts. The related hanges in the onept of revelation a�eted the nature and therole of religious experts: revelation beame the provine of sribes and sholars; theart of interpretation supplanted the gift of intuition.�33 It would not be far-fethedto posit the same trajetory of Proverbs, whose individual proverbs it is taken forgranted belonged not only to a book but to unountable oral performanes on thelips of parents and teahers.34 This is to say that Proverbs, like Deuteronomy andlike Jeremiah, is subjet to the same proess of ongealment: from voie to text,from performane to objet.Two results of van der Toorn's work resonate with arguments made by this study:one he expliitly draws and one we extrapolate.1. The sribal onstrut of revelation, whih van der Toorn has aphoristiallydesribed as �an objet rather than an interation,�35 is oterminous with the in-stantiation of transendene as the basis of sribal authority. �Aording to thenew paradigm of revelation,� van der Toorn notes, �it is from the gods; from the31There are notable exeptions to this rule of thumb. See Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomyand the Deuteronomi Shool. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972. Also relevant to the sribal natureof the Pentateuh is the thesis of Blum (1990), taken up and expanded by Blenkinsopp (1992)and Albertz (1994). Finally, following the model of Fihtner (1975), there are a host of loalarguments as to the sribal harater of this or that partiular prophet.32van der Toorn, haps. 6, 7. 33van der Toorn, 206-207.34This in no way reverses my earlier insistene pae Golka that the Book of Proverbs, oneonstituted as suh, irreversibly alters the meaning of individual proverbs in their literary ontext.35van der Toorn, 231. 326



98 Exursus 3time before the Flood; and from an extraterrestrial plae that ordinary humans annever reah.�36 This displaement of an immanent, proessual notion of revelation,van der Toorn thinks, re�ets the asendany of sribalism in a partiular historialontext. In support of this, he points to analogous formal shifts in Mesopotamianand biblial traditions. The �sribalization� of a textual tradition like Gilgamesh,37introdues the same trope of transendene as does the �Torah version� of Deuteron-omy, whih onludes with what van der Toorn reads as a olophon:The hidden things belong toYhwh our God; but the things that have been revealedbelong to us and to our hildren, that we may do all the words of this Torah.(Deut 29:28)Van der Toorn attributes the following signi�ane to these verses. �In the presen-tation of the Torah Edition, then, the text of Deuteronomy is a Torah�that is,an instrution�by Moses, the legendary founder of the nation; that instrution,moreover, is not based on human insight but has been revealed (a passive form ofthe verb g	alâ) by God.�38 It is on the basis of this reversal, the written now more�authenti� with respet to the essene of revelation,39 that van der Toorn loateswith Deuteronomy and the historial moment of Josiah's ult reform a fundamentalshift in Judaism�a shift whose logi is extended in the notion that God revealed the36van der Toorn, 209.37Van der Toorn ontrasts the Old Babylonian edition with �the standard version� put downin 1100 be. He notes of the former, �The epi onveys the message that the way to a good liferequires aeptane of one's morality and the mental disposition to enjoy the good things in life.�van der Toorn, 213. The sribal framing of the newer edition hanges this outlook onsiderably.�The editor has added a prologue of twenty-eight lines in whih he pitures Gilgamesh as a manwho obtained hidden wisdom, inaessible to others. `He learned the sum of wisdom of everything:he saw what was seret, disovered what was hidden; he brought bak a message from before theFlood' Gilgamesh I i 6-8. The theme of the prologue returns at the end of the text in tablet XI.That tablet desribes the enounter between Gilgamesh and Utanapishti, the hero who survivedthe Flood. This Utanapishti `reveals' (petû) various serets, referred to as `a hidden matter' (amatnis. irti) and `a seret of the gods' (piri²ti ²a il	i).� van der Toorn, 213.38van der Toorn, 223.39�Until Deuteronomy, the written word had been an aid in the oral transmission of the tradition;Deuteronomy stands for a reversal of roles: it turns oral exposition into a handmaid of the writtentext.� van der Toorn, 225. 327



7. The Limit-Essene of WisdomTorah to Moses diretly via ditation40 and ompleted in extremis by the MidrashRabbah, whih un�inhingly onludes that God himself onsulted the Torah beforereating the world.412. It is lear, from the perspetive that understands lak as the transendentalondition of disourse, the identi�ation of the totality of revelation with a ir-umsribed textual orpus should have posed an insurmountable obstale to theonstitution of a oherent Seond Temple Judaism. For as long a revelation is at-tahed to a voie�the voie of Sinai, for example�it remains something ephemeral,ungraspable, and, with respet to the ategories subjetive versus objetive, purelyliminal. Suh an elusive objet is never onfronted with the ontraditions of thesigni�er, for, as we have mentioned (¶ 5 on page 23) the voie arries a partiularity,a quiddity that the text (unhangeable, solidly objetive, by neessity universal)misses. In this gap between voie and text one an stu� many disrepanies, whih,were they brought to light, would not ause the reigning disourse to be somewhatmodi�ed but rather topple its fundamental laims.Does this mean that van der Toorn's hypothesis is mistaken? No, I do not thinkso. Apart from the abundant evidene and lear argumentation he marshals for hislaims, what he says in many ways resonates what we have identi�ed as the entralproblem of Proverbs, whih an be grasped either (1) as the onstrution of a unityout of multipliity, or (2) as the extrapolation of the universal priniple from thesituated pratie. These are the very dynamis van der Toorn �nds at the enter ofthe sribal �invention of revelation.�Do we say then that textualization rendered Seond Temple Judaism inoherent?40�Moses reeived the Torah from Sinai, and transmitted it to Joshua, and Joshua to the Elders,and the Elders to the prophets, and the prophets transmitted it to the men of the Great Assembly.They used to say three things: `Be deliberate in judgement, and bring up many students, and make afene for the Torah.' � (Pirke Avot 1:1 The same struture insisted in the Mesopotamian oneptionof wisdom as the total �eld of knowledge preserved as orpus of texts from the antediluvian age.With great variety as to the details, a singular trajetory is traed from the sages to a primevalpast to its divine soure; from the post diluvian sholars (ummanu) to the mythial antediluvianheroes apkallu, to Ea, the `sage among the gods,' perhaps at some points removed further from thesphere of human ulture to Apsu, �the mother who has begotten heaven and earth.�41�The Torah was to God, when he reated the world, what the plan is to an arhitet when heerets a building� (Gen. Rab. 1:1 ). 328



98 Exursus 3While one must ompliate the piture of a monolithi Seond Temple Judaism,42it is ertainly not possible to speak of the splintering of a one uni�ed Israelitereligion, i.e. a religion one grounded on the authentiity of its oral traditionsbut subsequently degraded with the introdution of textuality. On the ontrary,one must say that Jewishness as a ontested but nonetheless identi�able lous ofidentity emerges in the Seond Temple period; the Jewish subjet, leaving aside thequestion of ause, and the Jewish Book emerge onurrently.It will ome as no surprise that, in this study, the way past this deadlok will bepursued via the Hegelian logi of Aufhebung, whereby what is initially experienedas an unassimilable impediment to thought beomes the very basis of its being re-onstituted on expanded, unassailable grounds; the stone that the builders rejetedbeomes the ornerstone. What is instrutive about the partiular historial pro-ess of textualization and indeed the reason we have taken some are to rehearsethe details of van der Toorn's work, is the way it ompellingly grounds Proverbs'preoupation with voie�smooth as honey or sharp as a blade, the abrupt lip ofrebuke or the plush warmth of sedution, hanging in liminal spae, riven from theWoman's body yet inontrovertibly hers. It is the enigmati stu� that remains whenthe Symboli opposition between strange and wise has broken down, an �aousti�ngerprint�43 whereby the viissitudes of the signi�er are one and for all laid aside.The voie, on one hand, insofar as it is the only �real� link between the disembod-ied struture of signi�ation and the at of speeh, o�ers the authenti provenaneof the enuniation, armed with whih the determination of the signifying value fallsinto plae. On the other hand, the radial alterity of the voie to the body�thevoie as ungraspable, in its brief passage esaping the speaker's intent, not reahing42See the widely ited Shaye Cohen, The Beginnings of Jewishness: Boundaries, Varieties,Unertainties. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999. See also the more radial positionof Daniel Boyarin, who has helpfully ompliated the �split� between Christianity and Judaismand moreover moved the disussion muh further into the ommon era than had been previouslyonsidered. See Daniel Boyarin, A Radial Jew: Paul and the Politis of Identity. Berkeley:University of California Press, 1994, and Daniel Boyarin, Border Lines: the Partition of Ju-daeo-Christianity. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004.43Dolar, 22; see note 49 on page 24. 329



7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdomthe hearer all the way, falling in between two bodies44�is the very ause of hu-man lak and thus a �tting referent to whih the fear-of Yhwh points. The voietransribes the onstitutive disruption running through the linguisti sign onto thebodies in question, the speaking woman and the listening son alike.99 Following her, suddenly: the sarifiial gestureA narrative hesitation We must return now to the lad, whom we left at an inop-portune moment. Having smelled the myrrh and run his hands over her �neries,now assured that there is no risk of getting aught, he has neither suumbed nor�ed. He has been listening to the woman's voie, whih stops now.The hesitation following v 20 is not su�iently reognized as a departure fromthe narrative world. But, from here it is the father who �nishes the story, who speaksabout the woman's voie, no longer from within the sene but as its narrator.She turned him with the abundane of her teahing;with the smoothness of her voie she ompelled him.Going after her suddenly,like an ox to slaughter he enters,like a fool to the bounds of his hains. (7:21-22)Still taking the lad seriously as an ethial agent (or, what amounts to the same,taking the story seriously as a re�etion on the harater of an ethial at) we askwhy? Why at that moment and not earlier, with the suddenness be�tting anepiphany, does the lad do something so foolish, thereby forfeiting his status in theSymboli order of Wisdom. It is the seond question, about the timing of the at,whih has the more straight forward answer. The pivot at v 21, at whih pointthe father puts the story bak in his own voie, mirrors on a miro sale the logivan der Toorn disovered on a maro, historial sale.A symboli epiphany via onentriity Reall that the �sribal invention of reve-lation,� when all is said and done, refers to the written evoation of the moment of44Voie�like breath to whih it is so physiologially tied�omes to stand for what is in thebody more than the body: the spirit or soul without whih the body is a trunated aggregation ofdust. The voie is what animates both the lifeless network of signi�ers just as the breath animatesthe lifeless materiality of the human orps. �And the Lord God formed the human as dust from330



99 Following her, suddenlyspeeh. The moment of enuniation is displaed from its privileged position onlyby beoming, at the level of ontent, the entral preoupation of the text�wholesrolls, as van der Toorn notes, dediated to traing their own pristine preservationof an anient and remote utterane.45 Mutatis mutandis what this text is aboutis the enigma of the woman's voie, what the lad experiened, unquestionably Iwould say, as an impenetrably opaque objet. Who is speaking? What does shewant? The more he strains to hear, the more meaning is oulted by the aoustialsubstane. (Reall the soldier whose omprehension was inversely related to hisauditory attentiveness; his response�Che bella voe!�indiates that he hears toowell.46)The written voie, on the other hand�now dislosed aording to the mostharateristi literary feature of the hb, struturing both the frame (vv 5 and 21)and the foal point (vv 13-15) of the sene's ompleted onentri form�presentsno partiular problem to this lad.
A 5 who smooths her words
B 6 my-house
C 9 at the evening
D 10 a harlot's dress
E 12 she waits
F 13 she speaks to him
F ′ 15 alling to him
E ′ 15 I have found
D ′ 16 olored threads
C ′ 18 until the morning
B ′ 19 his-house
A ′ 21 with the smoothness of her voieFigure 7.2: The onentri form of Prov 7.the ground, and breathed into its nostrils the breath of life, and the human beame a living being�(Gen 2:7).45The aporeti nature of suh a projet reminds me of the struture of those ell phone onver-sations that never stray from the issues of reeption, battery-life, roaming-rates, et.46See the referene to Dolar (2006) on page 23.331



7. The Limit-Essene of WisdomWith the reiteration of h. lq (the twie mentioned �smoothness� [vv 5 and 21℄, thee�et of whih is altogether di�erent than the experiene of the timbre it desribes)we re-enter the �eld of the Symboli, and on this muh more solid ground the boyknows just what to do. He's o� at one, �Following her, suddenly. . . �An ethial at (in the wrong diretion) At the abstrat level of form, this in-terpretation yields a satisfatory symmetry. The moment of the ethial at ourssimultaneous to the Symboli reintegration of the voie. Conretely, however, weare left with the more perplexing version of the why question: why does the ladsuddenly follow rather than suddenly �ee? Why when the voie beomes sub-jetivized and thus its speaker knowable (this woman does, unambiguously, justwhat the father said the Strange-Woman does) does the lad at so foolishly, rejet-ing the Symboli message, the strutural ompletion of whih he has so sensitivelyresponded to.Our dilemma arises from the fat that the lad exempli�es wisdom in the proes-sual time of the narrative and then puntuates this wise posture with an at of utterfolly. Assuming that the lad is basially foolish, we annot answer the narrative'stemporal lag: if the lad is a fool, why does he forestall his own immediate grat-i�ation? His lose attention to �the abundane of her teahing� and his deisionto at at the moment of the passage's strutural onstitution indiate a non-foolishorientation to both the woman's and the father's words. Assuming that the lad isbasially wise, an even more obvious problem awaits us: if the lad is wise why doesthe moment of omprehension evoke an at preisely in the wrong diretion?For the Symboli order that he diserns so learly indiates with no ambiguity thedisastrous onsequenes of his at. Aordingly, what demands a loser reading isthe relationship between enjoyment and punishment that motivates the plot ofthis narrative in suh a ounter-intuitive way.100 Le père ou pireIt will initially seem an odd transposition to read the Strange-Woman as a mater-nal �gure. (Is not the dimension of women elebrated by the wisdom tradition?)However, in terms of the mythial topos of the Oedipal drama, the Strange-Womanstrutures the narrative play of desire and fear as Mother. She stands for the mother,332



100 Le père ou pireinsofar as she oupies the prohibited objet of libidinal satisfation. Obversely, thepaternal gaze stands for the law's potential rerimination, i.e. the threat of as-tration that hangs over the prohibited objet of inestuous desire. Our perplexityarises from the peuliar timing of the son's at, the way he tarries until he is ertainto su�er the Law's fearful santions.As has beome lear by now, we view Laan's rewriting of these santions, i.e.astration, as a ruial orretion to the view frequently attributed to Freud, thatof the harmonious relationship between mother and hild, abruptly interruptedby the paternal prohibition.47 Though indeed for Laan, just as with Freud, theunmediated relationship between Mother and is interrupted by the prohibition ofthe Father,48 Laan asribes di�erent motives and a muh more ambivalent a�etivevalene to the mother-hild dyad.A omment on Laan's view of infany will larify what follows regarding thefuntion of the Oedipal Law. For Laan the infant must be reonstruted as abeing of pure (i.e. Real) need, grounded in physiologial lak. (It is old, hungry,immobile, et.) At some point, early on, the infant enounters an unavoidablemedium, suh that needs annot be diretly addressed but must be reformulated(and in this reformulation, minimally frustrated) as a linguisti demand. This spaeof frustration refers to the impossibility of need and demand being perfetly aligned;the mother's response, no matter how well intended or expertly informed, will leavesome aspet of need unsatis�ed.4947Freud's elaborations of the Oedipus on�it are far from the banal lihes that abound inthe many �Freudian readings of X�; at the same time, ertain of Freud's writings ontribute todistorted aounts of the family romane. As Johnston (2004, 2) judiiously puts it, �Freud hasa tendeny, in ertain ontexts, to sharply polarize the hild's feelings toward the maternal andpaternal �gures in the Oedipal situation: The mother is loved, desired, and herished, while thefather is hated, feared, and resented. Although Freud's own thinking is far from being entirelysedued into believing wholeheartedly in this theoretial fairly tale, those moments when he doesgive himself over to it feed into popular vulgarizations of analyti re�etions on the family's role inthe formation of the individual (vulgarizations that redue the Oedipus omplex to nothing morethan the suppressed desires for parriide and maternal inest).�48The Name-of-the-Father (le nom du père), Laan's term for the transendental signi�er towhih signi�ation as suh must refer, onveys the inherent ambivalene of the Symboli �eld, whosenaming funtion (le nom) is always linked to an impliit prohibition (le non du père).49Herein lies Laan's ætiology of human desire: �Desire begins to take shape in the margin in333



7. The Limit-Essene of WisdomThese loal and inidental frustrations of needs, however, are but a preursor toa muh more profound and profoundly alienating transformation. The logi of de-mand perfore involves the struture of intersubjetivity, and so the transformationof biologial needs into ommuniable demands is at the same time the joining ofthe hild's well-being to an Other�the Mother who �rst oupies the plae wheredemands must be insribed.50 The gravity of this Otherness is suh that the ir-reduibility of need to demand is overshadowed and ultimately reversed as to itsmeans and ends. The hild arrives at a singular demand for the one irreduibleneed, whih is the Mother's love.This struture inevitably brings about the experiene of anxiety in the hild,whih is distinguished from its opposite a�et, fear, on the axis of presene versusabsene. If the latter refers to the subjet's lak with respet to the Law (a stru-ture we have explored at length), the former designates this lak gone laking (lemanque vient à manquer),51 the impossibility of establishing any Symboli pointof identi�ation with a fully present Other.The law of the mother rests simply in the fat that something of the hild's desireis ompletely dependent on something else, whih as suh is already artiulated aswhih demand rips away from need, this margin being the one that demand�whose appeal an beunonditional only with respet to the Other�opens up in the guise of the possible gap need maygive rise to here, beause it has no universal satisfation.� Laan, Subversion, 814.50On this point, Laan gives us a hint as to why the subjet so universally aedes to the Symboliorder of the Law. Why, in other words, is ferality suh a rarely hosen pathway for hildhooddevelopment? Laan frames the answer with an aount of the Law's impotene to ompel on anybasis other than the father's evasive retort, I said so. �Let us begin with the oneption of theOther as the lous of the signi�er. No authoritative statement has any other guarantee here than itsvery enuniation, sine it would be pointless for the statement to seek it in another signi�er, whihould in no way appear outside that lous. I formulate this by saying that there is no metalanguagethat an be spoken, or, more aphoristially, that there is no Other of the Other. And when theLegislator (he who laims to lay down the Law) omes forward to make up for this, he does soas an imposter.� But this ungrounded I said so neessarily realls the period of prematurationalhelplessness and the �rst Real Other of demand, whih the Symboli Other represses even as itirles endlessly around the site of repression. This is the Real Other, �[whih℄ is not an imposter,nor is he who authorizes his ations on its basis. The fat that the Father may be regarded as theoriginal representative of this authority of the Law requires us to speify by what privileged modeof presene he is sustained beyond the subjet who is atually led to oupy the plae of the Other,namely the Mother. The question is thus pushed bak a step.� Laan, Subversion, 81351Laan, Seminar X, Nov. 28, 1962. 334



100 Le père ou piresomething of the order of the law. But this law is entirely within the subjet thatupholds it, i.e. in the good- or ill-will of the mother. . . [The hild℄ is stritly a-subjetive, for it feels and senses itself above all else to be profoundly subjeted-tothe aprie of that on whih it depends.52The mother's apparently whimsial alternations of presene and absene53 give riseto the infant's oneption of an unrestrained and entirely enigmati Mother, inwhose unlawful omings and goings the infant an �nd no rhyme or reason. �It isthis whimsy that introdues the phantom of Omnipotene�not of the subjet, butof the Other in whih the subjet's demand is instated (it's about time this idiotilihé54 was, one and for all, and for all parties, put in its plae)�and with thisphantom, the neessity that the Other be bridled by the Law.�55As a hek against whose desire, then, is the paternal Law uttered? The ambi-guity of Laan's response, �the desire of the Mother (le désir de la mère),� shouldbe maintained in its perfet ambiguity, allowing for two readings. The law plaes ab-solute onditions on both the hild's desire for the mother, but equally the mother'sown desire for the hild. More aurately, the transformed relationships mutuallyentail eah other, suh that the ondition of possibility for the hild's desire quasubjet is the restraint of the Mother's �elephantine whimsy� to whih he or she hasbeen entirely subjeted.Thus the subjet who does not submit to the Father's interdit (the signi�er,the relinquishment of enjoyment in exhange for desire), is less free than subjet todevourment.The mother is a big roodile, and you �nd yourself in her mouth. You neverknow what may set her o� suddenly, making those jaws lamp down. That is themother's desire. [But there is℄ something reassuring . . . a roller, made of stone, ofourse, whih . . . holds and jams it open. That is what we all the phallus. It is aroller whih protets you, should the jaws suddenly lose.5652Jaques Laan, Le Séminaire de Jaques Laan, Livre V: Les formations de l'inonsient,1957-1958. Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1998a, 188-189.53As Laan (2006i, 814) puts it, �The elephantine feet of the Other's whimsy.�54Laan refers, I assume, to the ommonplae (psyhoanalyti!) reading of infantile narissismthat presumes the hild's experiene of omnipotene.55Laan, Subversion, 814. 56Laan, Seminar XVII, 129.335



7. The Limit-Essene of WisdomThe phallus is the here understood as the ornerstone of an unonditional law,grasped onto by the infant as a means of attaining subjetivity against the threat ofjouissane. The hild must submit her needs to the de�les of the signi�er to gainsome spae from the smothering, overwhelming presene of the Real. Jouissane,read ontogenetially as the a-subjetive and immediate relation to the mother'sbody, must be refused, that is, the hild must alienate herself into the world oflanguage, if she is to be a subjet. The subjet qua desirous, qua /S is preisely thesubjet whose desire is alienated in language. At the point of the Law's institution,however, the zone of alienation (still the Other, undoubtedly still the Mother) isnot an overwhelming, unheked ageny, but it also laks. It laks with respet to athird point of referene, in terms of whih the hild learns to oordinate its desire instep with the desire of the M/Other, whose absenes and failures now have a name.101 Jouissane equals holinessThis theorization of the Mother qua primordial Real Other (i.e. not the Symbolibig Other) has proven important but also di�ult in the psyhoanalyti world, yetit may be espeially aessible to biblial sholars insofar as they have already ometo terms with its preise density in the term holiness�equally a referene to theReal Other, for holiness in the hb is always the holiness of Yhwh.The Israelites' enounter with holiness splits the semanti �eld of fear into thedistintive responses we have presented as the di�erene between fear proper andanxiety. Consider the Israelites' disparate reations to an enounter with Yhwh:one before the giving of the Law, a seond in the ontext of an already establishedLaw. When all the people witnessed the thunder and lightning, the sound of the trumpet,and the mountain smoking, they saw and trembled and stood at a distane,and said to Moses, �You speak to us, and we will listen; but do not let Godspeak to us, or we will die.� (Exod 20:18-19)The people tremble (they �totter� [wayy	anu û֒℄ , their very being threatens to dis-solve) at the prospet of Yhwh's immediate proximity. Their defensive instint is336



101 Jouissane equals holiness�rst to establish distane57 (wayya a֒mdû m	er	ah. 	oq) and then to send Moses (thepaternal bearer of the law par exellene) to mediate what should be desribed interms of Yhwh's feroious maternality.This is altogether di�erent, opposite I would say, to the idea of �fear� that isreommended after the giving of the Law.Yhwh heard your words when you spoke to me [i.e. when the people told Mosesthat he alone should asend the mountain into the presene of Yhwh ℄ andYhwh said to me: �I have heard the words of this people, whih they havespoken to you; they are right in all that they have spoken. If only they had suha mind as this, to fear me (leyir 	֓ah 	֓otî) and to keep all my ommandmentsalways, so that it might go well with them and with their hildren forever(le 	֒ol	am) !� (Deut 5:28-29)Fear (yr )֓ has beome the state of mind maximally geared for stability�well-beingthat strethes on forever (le	֒ol	am) .We should not fail to point to a pronouned underestimation, in ertain tra-ditions, of the atastrophi enounter with jouissane. The Christian hurhesdesending from Calvin have tended read this passage as a judgment against thepeople: they sari�ed the vitality of a �personal� relationship with God for thedesiated legalism of priestly religion. But of ourse the people were exatly rightto be afraid. The thik darkness into whih Moses withdrew is preisely the maw of57To undersore the onnetion made above (on page 334 and earlier ¶ 34 on page 126) betweenanxiety and presene (or, to mirror m	er	ah. 	oq , presene in�eted as, over-proximity), I mentionhere Laan's re-interpretation of the famous Fort�Da game invented by Freud's grandson. �Anxi-ety,� Laan writes, �is not the signal of a lak but of something that you must manage to oneiveof at this redoubled level as being the absene of this support of the lak. Well then, take up againFreud's very list that I take here arrested at its term in full �ight, as I might say: do you not knowthat it is not nostalgia for what is alled the maternal womb whih engenders anxiety, it is its im-minene, it is everything that announes to us something whih will allow us to glimpse that weare going to re-enter it. What provokes anxiety? It is not, ontrary to what is said, either therhythm nor the alternation of the presene-absene of the mother. And what proves it, is that theinfant takes pleasure in repeating this game of presene and absene: this possibility of absene,is what gives presene its seurity. What is most anxiety-provoking for the hild, is that preiselythis relation of lak on whih he establishes himself, whih makes him desire, this relation is allthe more disturbed when there is no possibility of lak, when the mother is always on his bak.�Laan, Seminar X, De. 5, 1962. 337



7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdomthe Real, the uninhabitable plae of jouissane. Wherever Moses' mediation is setaside for a more �personal relationship,� holiness reveals itself to be fatally beyondmeaning. I indiate here the story of Nadab and Abihu in Lev 10 as a striking butby no means deviant staging of suh an enounter.Now Aaron's sons, Nadab and Abihu, eah took his enser, put �re in it, and laidinense on it; and they o�ered a strange �re ( 	֓e² z	ar	ah) 58 before Yhwh,suh as he had not ommanded them. And �re ame out from the preseneof Yhwh and onsumed them, and they died before Yhwh. Then Moses saidto Aaron, �This is what Yhwh meant when he said, `Through those who arenear me I will show myself holy, and before all the people I will be glori�ed.' �And Aaron was silent. (Lev 10:1-3)The trenhant di�erene of a�et indexed by these passages orresponds to La-an's distintion between fear and anxiety. They are aordingly related to theLaw in inverse proportion. The Deut passage portrays the Law as fear-worthyinsofar as transgressing its ommands arries severe santions. (The ause for fearis heightened greatly if we take into aount the impossibility of the subjet [/S ℄�adequately� bearing the Law's Symboli mandate.) The Exod and Lev passagesdislose the speaker's anxiety that the Law isn't fearful enough, that it will proveunable to restrain Yhwh's holiness, �a primal form of life, in no wise willing tosettle for a dupliate role in some miroosmi world within a world.�59How does this on�guration relate to our initial query regarding enjoymentand punishment as ethial motives that ultimately trigger the lad's at? We anno longer think of a line that runs from subjet-negating punishment (astration)to subjet-a�rming enjoyment (jouissane), for it is in the diret presene of thelatter that the subjet is onsumed without remainder (f. Nadab and Abihu).This, apparently, is remote from the experiene of �enjoyableness,� whih we areleft to understand now as what lightly penetrates the Symboli sieve. Thus the �nalsentene of the essay we have followed throughout this setion: �Castration meansthat jouissane has to be refused in order to be attained on the inverse sale of the58The paronomasti onnetion with the Strange-Woman ( i֓²²	ah z	ar	ah) is remarkable withoutin any way implying that an expliit allusion is being made.59Jaques Laan, �Position of the Unonsious�. In Érits New York: W. W. Norton & Com-338



101 Jouissane equals holinessLaw of desire.�60 For our purposes, we may paraphrase, �the evoation of the Lawavoids anxiety by refusing jouissane, whih is the only way to obtain a manageableamount of enjoyment (lihettes de la jouissane, �slivers of enjoyment�) on theinverse sale of the Law of fear.� Refusing maternal (jouissane) by submitting tothe astrating Law allows the subjet to enjoy (a little bit) without the subjetiveannihilation that results from the proximity of jouissane. In this way jouissaneis safely maintained in a perpetual state of deferral, jouissane-à-venir.What the subjet experienes as �really, unbearably bad� is therefore not thethreat of astration, rather it is when the protetion a�orded by the astrating Lawbegins to break down. When the objet looms in proximity� when jouissane-deferred looks as if to manifest as jouissane-obtained�then the subjet beginsto sweat. �[T℄he Real�more spei�ally here, das Ding as the apparent goal ofTrieb�only appears desirable when oated by a thin layer of fantasizing, by a veilwoven of Imaginary and Symboli threads. One das Ding is plaed behind the lothof this sreen, any subsequent lifting of the veil reveals not the expeted sublimeThing nostalgially prized by the drives, but, as Laan puts it, an ugly `gift ofshit.' �61 It is so that Oedipus �nds the experiene of atually having sex with hismother. Think too of Qoheleth's judgment that being wise is hebel. The lesson, inboth ases, is that Oedipal vitories are ultimately Pyrrhi.Thus we unover the ethi of the lad's transgression, whih is performed lessunder the (extant) gaze of the father but rather to all forth this gaze. His grossviolation of Wisdom is the one thing sure to ativate the Law. And in no way are thepenalties of the law trivial�perhaps there is a death sentene on the table�thoughfrom these deprivations the subjet is more likely to return in tat (even in deaththe subjet lives on in the propagation of a meaningful legay). As for jouissane,its horror lies preisely in the ontinuation of life stripped of meaning, trapped inthe eternal iruits of the un-dead.62pany, 2006h, 845-846.60Laan, Subversion, 827.61Johnston, Time Driven: Metapsyhology and the Splitting of the Drive, 240.62The tragi dimension of Oedipus lies here and is voied in his lamentation, I did not killmy father!. . . if only I were guilty! Zupan£i£ (2000, 195) identi�es herein something muh moreradial although not entirely separate from the wish for justie à la fairness. Her gloss on Oedipus's339



7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdom102 The gaze and the fantasy funtionI turn now to the long delayed seond inemati example (the �rst being the BodegaBay sene from Hithok's The Birds). Again I follow the ommentary of �iºek,this time on the �nal sene of Chaplin's Limelight.It is entered upon a magni�ent bakwards traking-shot, from the lose-up of thedead lown Calvero behind the stage to the establishing shot of the entire stagewhere the young girl [Claire Bloom's harater, Terry℄, now a suessful ballerinaand his great love, is performing. Just before this sene, the dying Calvero expressesto the attending dotor his desire to see his love daning; the dotor taps him gentlyon the shoulders and omforts him: �You shall see her!� Thereupon Calvero dies,his body is overed by a white sheet, and the amera withdraws so that the sreenomprises the daning girl on the stage, while Calvero is redued to a tiny, barelyvisible white stain in the bakground. . . it is this stain, this white smudge in thebakground, whih guarantees the sense of the sene.63The signi�ane for this sene, for �iºek, is in its dramatization of a shift in libidinaleonomies, from the eonomy of desire to the one of drive.Where, preisely, is the transmutation of desire into drive? We remain within theregister of desire as long as the �eld of vision is organized, supported, by Calvero'sdesire to see for the last time his love daning; we enter the register of drive themoment Calvero is redued to a stain-objet in his own piture. For that preisereason, it is not su�ient to say that it is simply she, the ballerina, his love, whomakes herself seen to him; the point is rather that, simultaneously, he aquires thepresene of a stain, so that both of them appear within the same �eld of vision.64As with the Hithok sene, the parallels to Prov 7 are striking. And, as with theHithok sene, the diretion of the transformation is reversed: if Chaplin stages�the transmutation of desire into drive,� Proverbs reovers the drive bak into thefold of desire. This requires some explanation: setting aside for the moment thesupervening psyhoanalyti distintion between desire and drive, we an insteadry runs as follows. �If only I were guilty � but you took from me even that honor, that plae inthe symboli (open to me by right)! . . . You did not even leave me the possibility of partiipatingin things as a subjet (of desire).�63Slavoj �iºek, Tarrying with the Negative: Kant, Hegel, and the Critique of Ideology.Durham: Duke University Press, 1993, 198.64�iºek, Tarrying, 199. 340



102 The gaze and the fantasy funtionidentify what it is about the sene itself that we are positing as the inverse mirrorimage of Prov 7.Reminding ourselves that these senes are staged for someone�for the viewer orhearer or reader�we notie the onstantly shifting interplay between what theharaters in the sene know and what the hearer/viewer of the sene knows.These knowledge gradients an be lined out for the two senes as follows:� Terry, the ballerina, believes she is daning for Calvero: for his approval, toplease the man who saved her, to demonstrate her love and gratitude, et. Thespetator, of ourse, knows that Calvero has already died, now �redued to astain-objet.� Yet it is Calvero's presene in the sene (�a tiny, barely visiblewhite stain in the bakground�) that disloses Terry's drive to make herselfseen.65 Indeed, the great pathos of the sene arises from the fat that Terry'ssubjetivity is entirely organized around an inert, opaque objet, whih shemisreognizes as the gaze who knows and loves her, the one perspetive thatan see her as she really is. This struture of misreognition (un méonnaîtreessential au me onnaître)66 is not inidental but rather the transendentalondition of the subjet of language.� The lad, unlike the daner, is in a position of unertainty. Seeking to disernthe enigma of the woman's voie�Was will das Weib? 67�he is hampered bythe elusiveness of a paternal referene point. �Elusive� in two senses: (1) as thebearer of the Symboli order, the father's disourse has failed to produe themeaning of the Strange-Woman and espeially failed to distinguish her fromWoman-Wisdom. (2) as a omforting guarantor of soial stability, his presenean be pereived by the lad only as �a stain-objet,� �a tiny, barely visible65Laan's de�nition of the sopi drive was preisely this, making oneself seen (faire se voire).Cf. Jaques Laan, The Seminar of Jaques Laan, Book VII: The Ethis of Psyhoanalysis,1959-1960. New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1992, 195.66This has been a reurring theme of our study: f. ¶ 4 on page 18 and apropos of Woman-Wis-dom ¶ 28 on page 108.67The referene is to Freud's famous admission towards the end of his life: �The great questionthat has never been answered, and whih I have not yet been able to answer, despite my thirtyyears of researh into the feminine soul, is What does a woman want? � Ernest Jones, SigmundFreud: Life and Work. Volume 2, New York: Basi Books, 1961, 377.341



7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdom[dark℄ stain in the bakground.� Whereas Chaplin's ballerina misreognizesthe true oordinates of her desire, the son faes the opposite situation ofaphanisis, the threat of desire's dissolution, arising from the failure of theSymboli �eld to �x its oordinates.The presene of the father, regarding whih the lad has only the slimmest evidene(something behind the darker shape of the trellis, itself barely visible in the shadowyreesses of the window) an be read as the narrative's point of last resort, that whihthe lad must solidify if not for himself then for the audiene of sons for whom thisstory is a lesson.Let us without further delay elaborate in spei� detail the visual topography ofthis sene, whih we have now referred to several times. As there is some reursiveomplexity, we initially formalize the sight-lines aording to the algebra of theMaster's Disourse. The three haraters in the sene are organized (roughly�wewill want to nuane things shortly) in two interonneted relationships: the sonwathing the woman and the father wathing the son wath the woman. There isa third relation brought into play in that the sene is rendered up as a pedagogialobjet.From the enter of the sene, moving outwards, we an organize the poles of thenarrative as follows.1. lad(S2)→ woman(a)2. father(S1)→ (lad[S2]→ woman[a])3. son(S2)→ [father(S1)→ (son[S2]→ woman[a])]The �rst equation refers to the ontent of the narrative�the sedution of the ladby the woman; the seond equation is e�eted by what we have desribed above in�lmi ategories, the traing of the omnisient �God's-eye� view of the sene bak tothe father at the window; and the third equation re�ets the fat that the narrativeis presented for the son's/reader's instrution; it is embedded, as Fox has shownus, in the form of a leture. The �lad� and the �son� oupy the same disursiveposition (S2) in relation to paternal authority (S1), a point of identi�ation uponwhih this genre of teahing story relies.But here we must emphasize, the �ure� for the son is no romanti �unveiling�of the father, whose spurious authority hides behind a false appearane, akin to342



102 The gaze and the fantasy funtionthe famous sene in the Wizard of Oz. Why is this? �It is beause the subjet inquestion is not that of the re�exive onsiousness [Newsom's dissident reader℄, butthat of desire [the unonsious subjet of the signi�er℄. One thinks it is a question ofgeometral eye-point [the plae of ideologial interpellation, just outside the hysteri's�eld of vision℄, whereas it is a question of a quite di�erent eye.�68 Well, whose eyeis it behind the trellis? Laan insists, as emphasized in his ommentary on Sartre'svoyeur,69 on distinguishing it from the gaze of the Other that assaults the subjet�from behind,� i.e. the disiplinary gaze of the father registering the transgressionof the son. The eye in this sene is that whih sustains the (impossible) fantasy inwhih the son sees himself from the perspetive of the ideal Father, whose plae inthe sene is the dark stain of the trellis.7068Laan, Seminar XI, 89.69The fore of Sartre's aount lies in the annihilating reversal he stages apropos the seeing-sub-jet (the voyeur being the see-er) par exellene. Upon hearing a lik or rustle behind him, someexternal disturbane, the voyeur understands that he himself is under the gaze of the Other. �Thegaze, as oneived by Sartre, is the gaze by whih I am surprised�surprised in so far as it hangesall the perspetives, the lines of fore, of my world, orders it from the point of nothingness whereI am, in a sort of radiated retiulation of the organisms. As the lous of the relation between me,the annihilating subjet, and that whih surrounds me, the gaze seems to possess suh a privilegethat it goes so far as to have me sotomized, I who look, the eye of him who sees me as objet.�Laan, Seminar XI, 84.70 At this point the sholarly investment in the Near Eastern type sene�in whih the gazebelongs to the mother�is shown to be another �externalizing strategy� whereby what props upthe father's disourse is posited as an �atually existing fat,� regardless the literary or historialin�etion this fat is given. The point is, just as with Newsom's reading of the Strange-Woman,that the gaze emerges from within the disourse as that whih must be posited, after the fat, tomaintain the ontologial onsisteny of the subjet.
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7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdom

Figure 7.3: The image of the gaze.�The gaze I enounter . . . is not a seen gaze, but a gaze imagined by me in the �eldof the Other.�71 Here the �measure of identi�ation�72 Newsom points out betweenfather and son is brought into the open as to its mehanism: The gaze sees itself.Thus we must re-read the �oinidental� temporality of the sene,73 the fatthat the father's gaze manifests itself at the very moment the lad enounters theenigmati voie. Laan's wager, and ours, is that this gaze whih views the lad'senounter with the woman from the plae he annot see (behind the trellis), thegaze that �hanges all the perspetives� (the parallati view whereby the enigmati71Laan, Seminar XI, 84. 72Newsom, The Disourse of Patriarhal Wisdom, 124.73The absolute simultaneity of the father's gaze and the son's enounter is onveyed both bythe play of tenses�the perfetive ations of the father (�I looked out (ni²q	aptî =perfet) and Isaw (w	a 	֓ere֓=onverted imperfet)�) juxtaposed with the ongoing ations of the son (�Crossingover ( 	֒ob	er=present partiiple) in the street . . . he marhes (yis. 	֒ad=imperfet) on the way to herhouse�)�and the phati partile in v 10��and there (whin	eh ), a woman, approahing him.� Only344



102 The gaze and the fantasy funtionvoie �beomes� the voie of the Strange-Woman) is a piee of the son ut o� fromhimself, the sari�e he owes the Symboli Law in exhange for the protetion ito�ers against the Real. This gaze �of whih it would not be untrue to say that itspresene is neessary�74 is what the lad annot �unveil��reall Newsom's solutionto the fundamental antagonism between the father and the Strange-Woman: areading subjet who would assume a di�erent position vis-à-vis the father's hail�for it grounds preisely the subjet position that would undertake suh a ritialprojet. Even the most suspiious appropriation of the paternal gaze, the relentlessdetermination to strip it of ideologial pretense down to its truth in reality, �nds�in seeking the gaze in eah of its points that you will see it disappear.�75 At thispoint, we an omplete our analysis of Newsom's reading as the Hysteri's. Theobjet (a) (the objet ause of desire), that whih perturbs the disourse at everypoint it would seek one and for all to symbolize its ore referene point, belongsnot to the ontingent ontraditions of patriarhal soiety�whih, after all, mightbe organized di�erently�but to the subjet of the signi�er, whih is to say thesubjet as suh.Conluding, we ertainly agree with Newsom that there is no ideal Father behindthe trellis�but neither is there patriarhal ideologue inauthentially bearing thestandard of sapiential authority, nor the maternal teaher subsequently e�aedby the tradition's biases�but the son who gazes impossibly upon himself.sonreader −→ [sonfather −→ (sonharater −→ woman)]The gaze as the plae-holder for the Law, Laan's �big Other� (A), omes into viewas objet (a), as �something from whih the subjet, in order to onstitute itself, hasseparated itself o� as organ . . . a symbol of the lak, that is to say, of the phallus,not as suh, but in so far as it is laking.�76 In this light, the aim of Proverbs 7 is notto di�erentiate the Strange-Woman from the Woman-Wisdom at a substantive levelbut rather to ensure sons/students everywhere that there is an eye, an I; there is Onewho an make distintions between objets indeterminate at the level of the signi�er(that is, the son as wise or laking sense, the woman as strange or wise). For if noone the son is irrevoably �on his way,� does father appears behind the trellis.74Laan, Seminar XI, 258. 75Laan, Seminar XI, 89. 76Laan, Seminar XI, 103.345



7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdomultimate determinations about the woman an be gained through the signi�er, thenany instane of meaning requires that there be some Father beyond the logi of thesign, on the basis of whih meaning an be established in the subjet's submissionto him. It is only by maintaining the authority of the father, by maintaining afather worthy of fear, that the son an avoid the anxiety he feels in the preseneof an objet situated beyond the Symboli, to whih the son's own soial identityis also bound. We might imagine, for example, the horror of realizing that �I� ama dane performed before myself, looking through the eyes of a orpse. This orpseis not the dead Father of Freud's law,77 but the inert objet of jouissane. Just asLaan's lesson is not that the bearer of the Father's o�e is an imposter, but ratherthat the Father does not exist (L'Autre n'existe pas). Behind the veil (b d֒ ±֓nb)has only ever been the son.The analyti at, whereby the desire of the son would ome aross itself no longerin its purity but merely as a partial objet among objets, assumes the ontours ofthe Möbius band: by persisting on one side he �nds himself suddenly on the other:the side of the drive.103 Beyond the dialeti : sinthome and driveDrive in the senario that onerns us, as we said, refers to the sopi drive, thepulsion to make-oneself-seen. Whih is to say what, exatly?Drive moves towards the dissolution of the fundamental fantasy (/S⋄a) by whihthe subjet is oriented with respet to his desire. In the manner of a hain reation,the toppling of the fantasy brings about the annulment of the big Other, for it wasonly the fantasmati sreen of the paternal gaze that kept hidden the son's own(subjetive, unonditioned) onstitution of the order by whih his own ations ouldtake on (objetive, onditioned) value. The e�ay of the Other's funtion rests onthe son's disavowed rati�ation of it; it rests, in other words, on a self-referentialloop that the sopi drive shoves into view.At the level of literature, the e�et of the shift to drive is a sparer sene, thedramatis personæ redued to son → woman, whih even goes too far in that77See Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo: Some Points of Agreement Between the MentalLives of Savages and Neurotis. New York: W.W. Norton, 1989.346



103 Beyond the dialeti : sinthome and drivewithout the father's gaze as a third point of referene the enounter is stripped ofits intersubjetive dimension, leaving us with son → voie. We an redue it stillfurther to the terms of disourse,
/S→ athe subjet in immediate relation to the objet, an experiene that gives subjetivemeaning no pereptible foothold.It is appropriate to raise here a preeminently pratial question. If this (i.e.

/S ⋄a) is the �true� struture of subjetivity�stripped of its �false� fantasy sreen�then what is the end psyhoanalyti praxis (preserving both sense of the word, itstelos and the ompletion of a partiular analyti invervention)? How do Laaniansunderstand the therapeuti value of the subjet's identi�ation with objet (a) atthe point of Symboli destitution? What is the ethial posture of the analyst whoseeks to orhestrate this loss of moorings?To approah these issues I ite a famous passage from one of Freud's ase studies.It a�ords I think a very onrete piture of the kind of link that might bridge what,at the level of desire, the fantasy keeps safely ontained, eah term quarantined toits own side of the equation (/S ⋄ a).During a session a young married woman mentioned by way of assoiation thatshe had been utting her nails the day before and `had ut into the �esh whileshe was trying to remove the soft utile at the bottom of the nail.' This is of solittle interest that we ask ourselves in surprise why it was realled and mentionedat all, and we begin to suspet that what we are dealing with is a symptomatiat. And in fat it turned out that the �nger whih was the vitim of her small atof lumsiness was the ring-�nger, the one on whih a wedding ring is work. Whatis more, it was her wedding anniversary; and in the light of this the injury to thesoft utile takes on a very de�nite meaning, whih an be easily guessed. At thesame time, too, she related a dream whih alluded to her husband's lumsiness andher anaesthesia as a wife. But why was it the ring-�nger on her left hand whihshe injured, where as a wedding ring is worn [in her ountry℄ on the right hand?Her husband is a lawyer, a `dotor of law' [doktor der Reht, literally `dotor ofright(s)'℄, and as a girl her a�etions belonged in seret to a physiian (jokinglyalled Doktor der Link [`dotor of the left'℄). A left-handed marriage, too, has ade�nite meaning.7878Freud, S. E., VI:192. 347



7. The Limit-Essene of WisdomAn entire struture and history of libidinal disappointment is knotted together ina dot of blood welling up through a ragged �ap of skin. What is the usual wayof understanding the generation of this lassial ase of a �onversion symptom�?Roughly, the body enrypts a meaning that is too traumati for the ego to assimi-late. The truth is �rst transformed by the proesses of ondensation and displae-ment and then expressed�now safely disguised as harmless before the preonsiousensor, yet still a�ording the libidinal release of atharsis.But in this aount we have entirely negleted Freud's signal disovery about theunonsious, wherein the �elds of ause and e�et are reversed, the e�et preedingits ause whih exerts its fore nahträglih. Preserving, as we have, the linearsequene of ause and e�et, the symptom omes to stand only for more subtleform of transendene. (Meaning from the depths of the unonsious is no lessrare�ed than from the heights of the heavenly hosts.) That Freud's own analytiintent does not follow this path is lear in his areful phrasing of the diagnostimoment. He found the thing itself�the slip with the implement that ut the utile�. . . of little interest.� What attrats his analyti attention is that the event �wasrealled and mentioned at all.� The fallay�the psyhoanalyti term for whih istransferene�is to posit meaning of any sort (onsious or not) to the event ofthe ut, whih at the moment of its ourrene should be understood strito sensuas the subjet's enounter with the nonsens ial dimension of the Real.79 It isonly afterwards that the momentary prik�situated just so on the left ring-�nger,at just suh an auspiious oasion as on a wedding anniversary�is irresistiblyimbued with meaning by the automati (in the sense of blind, �mahini�) odifyingoperations of the unonsious.The questions we were pursuing before this brief Freudian exursus had to do withpsyhoanalyti praxis. Perhaps there is value in asking naively about the psyho-analyti ure. What are is limits? What are its aims? It is around the oneptof the sinthome that Laan gives his �nal (I do not wish to say only) answer tothis ruial question. In ontrast to Laan's earlier disposition of the symptom as79This is the same point we elaborated apropos of the Wolf Man's enounter with the primalsene, whih only beomes traumati in the ourse of its subsequent (extremely dissonant, oneassumes) reverberations with the Symboli order. Cf. ¶ 79 on page 273.348



103 Beyond the dialeti : sinthome and drivesomati ondensation of a Symboli formation, a ipher for the analyst to rak, thesinthome is� opaque to interpretation, referring to the unique, entirely idiosynrati waythe subjet enjoys a partiular signifying formation (hene, jouis-sens);� the exat opposite of a supervening distortion of subjetive authentiity, thesinthome refers to absolute oinidene of truth and exess, of meaning andsheer ontingeny.The subjet'sidenti�ation with the sinthome is, at the end, what Laan judges tobe the aim of analyti praxis. �This would also,� notes �iºek, �be the last Laanianreading of Freud's motto,Wo es war, soll Ih werden: in the real of your symptom,you must reognize the ultimate support of your being. There where your symptomalready was, with this plae you must identify, in its `pathologial' singularity youmust reognize the element that guarantees your onsisteny.�80Is this a onept we an reuperate for exegesis? For example, where does it getus to interrogate the son in relation to his sinthome? Does he have one? Can wesay? The yield of suh psyhologial investigations are invariably disappointing, forit is doubtful whether the text will deign to be our analysand. No, but the spei�ityof the sinthome might o�er something di�erent, like the perfetly shaped diagnostitool for sanning the �poetis of making transendent,� whih I am omfortablesaying at this point forms the horizon of Proverbs' epistemology and ethis. At everyevidene the Other's inoherene the proverbial ast (sons and fathers, daughtersand mothers alike�on this point we should insist upon inlusiveness) rushes to shoreup the point of exeptional Poteny, thus e�eting the juxtaposition by whih ourexperiene of astration is intensi�ed both with respet to its severity and in itssemblane of omprehensibility.Indeed, of Prov 7's muh maligned lad, we diserned a strit onformity to thispronouned preferene for omprehension over enjoyment. This took the form ofa ostly exhange: I forfeit my good standing the Symboli order to maintain theintegrity of the order itself. Though in an ethial inversion arried out with greatnuane by the sages, the Symboli order is able to repristinate suh �fallen� sages.80Slavoj �iºek, Looking Awry: An Introdution to Jaques Laan through Popular Culture.Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1991b, 137.349



7. The Limit-Essene of WisdomIndeed, the father need sustain no false pretense relating to his status qua wise and,in fat, must vigorously disavow all laims to a non-mediated relationship with thetruth. For suh a subjet the essene of Wisdom remains alienated and remote yetequally impregnable and eternal.The sages on this trajetory proteted the plae of Wisdom with a quite impen-etrable veil of transendene�onsider, for example, the disquisitions on Woman-Wisdom in Prov 8 or Sir 24, whih are unambiguous in their portrayals of Wisdom'sessene as in�nite and so in�nitely beyond the human, but even these gestures werefound by some to be too impliated in the sages' surrender of their desire. As afurther purifying measure, a strand of the wisdom tradition eventually let nothingstand in its plae�witness the fear-of Yhwh as the essene of wisdom whih nohuman an �nd in Job 28 and, even more radially in the wisdom texts found atQumran, the Teaher's lesson that the essene of wisdom is a raz-nihyeh, a �mysterythat is to ome.� Here ends the �rst trajetory in the land of pure transendene,the path towards the purity of a plae-holder for wisdom's immanent limit, failure,void, whih immortalizes this ontingent limit by hristening it with the mark ofneessity. Fear God and you'll be sure to remain proteted from Yhwh.Impliitly, the authors of suh a trajetory will stand in ethial antagonism tothe pulsion of drive, insofar as it diretly maps the immanene of Wisdom's limitto its essene (as with the �nal topography of the sinthome). For the proverbialsage the eonomy of drive, whih tra�s in the joy of the signi�er rather than thedesire of the signi�ed, likely sullies the ideal of an in�nitely elusive objet, Wisdom.But surely it is also the ase that beneath this ethial indignation, the speter ofanxiety threatens the solidity of sapiential fear.Aknowledging the keenness with whih the sages defended the territorial bor-ders of their desire, however, it is not neessarily true that the sages never un-derstood the poetis whereby the transendent essene of Wisdom was produedat their immanent enounters with limit and ertainly false to say they ouldn'thave. The resoures of their texts are preisely what allowed von Rad to suggestthe o-inidene of limit and essene in wisdom and this dissertation to plae hisobservation on solid, textual ground. Just as we found several privileged momentsin Proverbs' history of the interpretation wherein the limits and essene of wisdomwere not posited as the soure of an alien ideology but rather read as that with350



103 Beyond the dialeti : sinthome and drivewhih the texts are most preoupied, beause it is that to whih they are mostintimately tied (i.e. Crenshaw and Newsom), there are moments in the literaturewherein the texts themselves reveal their own role in the prodution of this intimateexternality.Indeed, the ethial ommitment to the drive is attested in those texts knownas the skeptial tradition�I refer to Job and Qoheleth, despite Crenshaw's quiteorret insistene on the universality of skeptiism to wisdom as suh. (Just beauseit is universal doesn't mean it is not variously assimilated, manipulated, or enjoyed.)The surprise awaiting us: the ontours of skeptiism onsistently attributed tothese texts and the risis to the tradition they instantiate (the e�et of an exessiveaent on transendene81) have already been desribed as the heart of the so-alled�optimisti tradition,� thus giving rise to the question: what do Job and Qohelethsay, if anything, that deserves to be alled di�erent.To state provisionally what must be worked out in subsequent dissertations, onthis seond trajetory the sage does not let the vanished objet stand in the plaeof truth but rather �nds himself there and takes responsibility for it. The ethisof desire is traversed, and then realized in the torsion of drive. This realization,of ourse, annot be understood as the moment of ful�llment, as if objet (a) weredisovered and with dimensions exatly �tted to desire's negative ontours. It israther when desire itself appears as a partial objet in the frame of the fantasy thatsustains it.Thus we have Job standing innoent before his maker, a position of impossibility,assumed by himself and a�rmed by God.Thus too we �nd Qoheleth tarrying with Wisdom's limit-essene as the in�nitesinthome he makes seen by his disourse.[God℄ set the in�nite (h	a 	֒ol	am) in the human heart so that no one would disoverwhat God had done from beginning to end. (Qoh 3:11)Annulled as to its meaning, Wisdom gains its bearing anew in the �eeting interval ofenjoyment. As for our untiring e�orts to symbolize lak as transendene�rivettedon the failure of our �nite bodies to forelose the in�nite, suh poetis appear if81As we saw in the very onsistent narrative of wisdom's �risis� ¶ 9 on page 39.351



7. The Limit-Essene of Wisdomnot disingenuous at least lumsy, so many failed attempts to barge through an opendoor.
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